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Part I

PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF THE MACRO-EC ONOIJY

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION AMID PURPOSE

The present study is an attempt to build a fairly 

detailed description of the complete economic system as a working, 

living organism. The ultimate goals toward which the work is pointed 

are prediction, policy and economic health and welfare. Thi3 study 

makes two steps toward that goal. It firstly attempts to describe 

hoYf the total organism works, by studying its major functional organs 

one by one, and then by putting these together into an interrelated 

mhole. This whole and its parts we may refer to as a complete 1 model1 

of the macro-economy. The second step is to describe how this model 

can be used as an aid to economic forecasting, and the formulation 

of global economic policy. This requires a theory of the ultimate 

causes of economic change, of their prediction, and of the prediction 

of their impact and transmission through the economic system.

The term *model* is used in the sense of being a sim

plification and an abstraction of the detailed complexity of the real 

world. The real system is thereby reduced to a scheme that can be 

worked with in a practical way. The reduction is accomplished partly 

by the aggregation of like miero'-variables; and partly by abstracting
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from the total economic system with its many facets, just the quan

titative relations and interrelations.
While there is far more to the economic system than 

those aspects which can be courted and estimated numerically, it is 
these aspects which are of paramount importance in forecasting the 
movements of the system and in prescribing policy for it. Of course 

it must still be recognized that the other aspects of the economic 

system such as its human relations, institutions, value systems, 
exert a considerable influence on the outcome of the quantitative 
aspects. In fact these largely determine the structure, the para

meters within which the numerical variables move and are mutually 
interdependent. It follows that the non-measurable aspects of the 
total system must not be lost sight of either in building the model 
or in usihg it. Structure itself is quantitative and can be estim

ated by econometric methods; but these non-measurables are causal 
with respect to structure and can cause it to change.

Working with a simplified model of the real economy 
will inevitably cause errors. But the alternative is such a maze of 
detail that no overall pictuxe is possible; and then no progress can 
be made in the study and cor/sro! of the macro-economy. All of the 
errors or divergences of a model must not be counted as losses, 
however. For the attempt is usually made to explain each deviation, 
and in this process new knowledge is often gained.

If a model is too aggregative the errors may be so
large that the model is not usable. If, on the other hand, it becomes
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too detailed, it may become practically as unwieldy as working with 

the real world itself* Hence a balance of some kind must be struck*

In the present study the tendency will be to describe in more detail 

than has usually been customary in previous macro-models. This is 

done deliberately to bring the description and the model as close to 

the real world as possible ( and hence reduce the errors), within the 

limits of space and practicability* The purpose is to obtain a more 

complete vie?/ of the global economy and its anatomy; and at the same 

time to provide a firm base for a later reduction of the size of the 

model by further aggregation, for subsequent econometric research*

While it is hoped that the theoretical model developed 

will be interesting and useful in its own right, it is recognized 

that a model can become much more useful for practical forecasting 

and policy when its structure has been converted to quantitative form,

- as in the case of an econometric model* Also some of the hypotheses 

that go into the design of the model cannot be tested until they are 

placed along side of the observed data of the real world* Many of the 

hypotheses can of course be tested by observing the behaviour' of micro- 

units in the economy, and by introspection* But the whole set of 

hypotheses developed needs to be tested by the observed data of a 

total economic system before the model can be considered as fully 

usable for practical purposes*

For this reason the model developed will be aimed at 

econometric research, as well as at general description* But no econ

ometric work will be attempted in the present study, for the field



to be covered in it is already sufficiently extensive*
While this work is aimed forward into prediction and 

policy, it is felt that its results could also assist in historical 

analysis* This is because one of the purposes of the model ( esp
ecially when its numerical form has been estimated) is to be able to 

explain the movements of the economy through analysing the separate 

influences on them of originating exogenous causes from outside and 
endogenous trends and cycles from within* This type of analysis, 

achieved through the cause-effect relations and interrelations dep
icted by the model, is no less necessary for a full comprehension 
of historical developments than it is for forecasting and policy*

In all such uses qualitative and descriptive models 

are helpful to understanding for many problems, but may become power
less against general equilibrium situations* They can be helpful 
for may types of partial analysis, where cause and effect are being 
studied within ono section only. And they can be useful where the 
chains of cause and effect lead through many sectors but will always 
produce effects in the same direction. But when we are faced with a 

general equilibrium problem where all economic variables are affected 
and where a final effect is a composition of both primary and induced 
causes working in opposite directions* qualitative models are often 

not helpful* For example, a raise in wage rates increases consumer 
demand and through it lifts the schedule of the demand for labour*

But at the same time it moves the demand for labour backward along 
this schedule. What is the final effect on employment? And does it 

depend on the position from which the raise is made, and on the
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magnitude of the raise? Qualitative models and algebra are largely 
powerless against problems of this sort, but arithmetic is not«
An adequate numerical model, can work through from initial cause to 
final effect, showing cause-effect linkages on the way if desired, 
and give a final definitive answer. The answer will be probabilistic, 

but this need not dismay us as long as the probability distribution 
of the answer is not excessively wide. There is in any event so much 
probabilism ( a distribution of possibilities, as distinct from cer
tainty) in the affairs of men, that we have long ago learned to live 

with this problem and to allow for it.
There is nothing new in attempting to visualize an 

economy operating as a whole, as a complete organism. But it is only 

recently that attempts have been made to explain its movements through 

a system of interrelationships among its sectors and aggregative or 
macro-variables. The most important and revolutionary development 
in this direction was the ’’General Theory” of the late Lord Keynos 
^1.6^j * His work must be counted as a 1 great divide* in the field 
of economics* Disturbed by the needless suffering of the Great Dep
ression he set to work in earnest to solve this problem by attempting 

to describe the inner behaviour of the total or macro-economy; and 
out of his labours some most revolutionary ( for the times ) concl- 
tisions emerged. for example: a system of interrelations among econ
omic sectors and aggregative variables is implied; given the conditions 
of supply the level of employment is determined by the level of 
aggregate demand; there is no ” hidden hand” guiding the economy 
constantly toward full employment and other desired economic condit-
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io n , and i t  car. rem ain f a r  away from such an 1 e q u ilib riu m 1 in d e f 

i n i t e l y .

I f  th e re  i s  no ’’hidden hand” o r g o v e rn o r1 a t  work, 

th en  c le a r ly  a p o lic y  i s  needed to  achieve th e  demands o f an i n t e l l 

ig e n t  p u b lic  op in ion  fo r  a r a t io n a l  s t a t e  o f economic a f f a i r s .  The 

lo g ic a l  ex ecu tiv e  o f  such a p o lic y  i s  th e  sov ere ig n  c e n tr a l  government.

The p o s s ib i l i t y  o f su c c e ss fu l government m acro -po licy , 

u s in g  m ainly v a r ia t io n s  in  ta x a t io n ,  government spending, and money 

supply  to  achieve c e r ta in  d e s ire d  goals  h inges on th e  e x is te n c e  o f 

macro r e la t io n s h ip s  in  th e  g lo b a l economy. The hy p o th esis  t h a t  such 

a system  o f r e la t io n s h ip s  does e x is t  and can be used i s  o f course 

im p l ic i t  in  t h i s  s tu d y . The a l t e r n a t iv e  or n eg a tiv e  h y p o th esis  would 

be th a t  th e  sy stem a tic  components in  macro-economic behaviour a re  

r e l a t i v e l y  sm all, so t h a t  th e  movements o f th e  macro-economy a re  

e s s e n t ia l ly  random.

The p o s i t iv e  h y p o th e s is , to  be used in  th e  work to  

fo llo w , i s  supported  by g e n e ra l o b se rv a tio n  th a t  th e  a c t i v i t i e s  of 

human b e ings a re  u s u a lly  more purposive than  random; by g en e ra l obser

v a tio n  o f th e  macro-economy and th e  e f f e c t s  o f governm ental p o lic y  

on i t ;  by th e  econom etric work o f men l ik e  D r. Jan Tinbergen ( Q - . i s J ,  

j^9.9^J) and D r. Lawrence R. K le in  ( j j .* l l^ J ^ » 5 ^ j  * ’°y

te n  y e a rs  o f p r a c t ic a l  experience  which th e  p re se n t w r i te r  has had

in  an econom etric program in  th e  Canadian Government.
With th e se  p re lim in a r ie s  th e  cau rse  i s  now s e t .

Our purpose i s  to  a tte m p t a f a i r l y  d e ta i le d  d e s c r ip t io n  o f th e  

in n e r  behav iour and fu n c tio n in g  o f th e  t o t a l  economic organism ,
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of the aggregative cause-effect relationships which explain its

movements• It is hoped that the model developed will be useful for 
subsequent econometric research and as an aid in historical research, 

economic forecasting and policy development»
Th9 policy goals toward which it is directed are 

essentially over-all or global conditions such as full employment, 

price stability, and a satisfactory balance of payments. These are 

conditions of good health in the economy. And it is one of the des
ired functions of economics to be able to help the economy to pres
erve its good health, through detecting the onset of any illness, 

diagnosing its causes, and prescribing for its cure. The present 
writer has vivid memories of the Great Depression when the economy 
was very sick and human suffering was widespread, it is his hope 
that the models to be developed in what follows will help in a modest 
way toward preventing such disasters in the future, while helping 
to preserve a strong and healthy economic system.
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Chapter 2«

A BIRD »3 EYE VIEW OF THE TOTAL ECONOMY CONSIDERED AS A VAST ORGANISM

Since our purpose is to study the total economy as a 

unity, it is helpful to attempt to get an overall, single comprehensive 

view of it« Since it consists of so many units ( individuals, house
holds, firms and institutions), and covers such a wide geographical 
area, some preliminary simplification and aggregation scheme is nec
essary* For this purpose an analogy obtained by comparing the economy 

to a living animal organism consisting of many interrelated organs 
may be found to be useful* Each unit (individual etc*) in the economy 
now becomes a *0611** The cells are specialized to perform different 
functions* An aggregation of cells acting together to perform a part
icular function for the total organism becomes an organ* The organs 
acting in harmony together produce a unity - the complete animal or 

organism - which lives and grows* Let us consider briefly the further 
aspects of a total economic system which enable it to be compared 
roughly, but with some profit, as analagous to an organism*

The economy lives broadly based on its natural envir

onment* This environment consists of the nation*s share of the earth*s 
surface, plus what is both under and above this surface. There are
four main components to the natural environment —  the lithosphere 
(outer rock shell of the earth), hydrosphere, atmosphere, and the 
radiations received from the sun. The lithosphere contains all of the 
minerals and stored energy materials used by the organism at its part
icular stage of development. It also contains the vital topsoil out
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of which, with the aid of sun, air and water, much of the organic 
food requirements of the organism flow. The hydrosphere provides 
fish, vegetable matter, and aided by lithosphere configurations and 
the sun, hydroelectric power. The atmosphere provides the organism 

with its vital oxygen for breathing and with other gases for indust
rial chemical processes. It also carries the carbon dioxide which 
is vital in the photosynthesis of the organic food supply. The sun 

has been the great and almost the sole supplier of energy to the 

environment and the organism. Some of this energy was stored up after 
photosynthesis in ages past, and appears now as coal, petroleum and 
natural gas. The remainder is the current, daily radiation supply 

which provides warmth, photosynthesis of food, and hydro power. Only 
recently has an additional source of energy other than the sun become 
significant. This is the neuclear energy existing in the atoms of 
the matter of the natural environment, and is of the same nature as 
the sun*s energy itself*

The natural environment provides the *food* supply 
of the organism, is 1mother earth*, and against it the mouth of the 

organism presses. The mouth is made up of the extractive or primary 
industries; agriculture and pastoral grazing, forestry, fishing and 
mining.

As the *food* drawn up moves beyond the extractive 
industries or mouth, it passes into a preliminary digestive system 
which transforms the raw food into forms that the stomach desires
(consumer goods), into reserve fat (inventory stocks), or into bone 
structure (capital goods). These transformative industries consist

of manufacturing and construction, and are usually referred to as the
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secondary industries.
The fat reserves are important as they enable the 

organism to maintain full activity throughout its system for a while, 
despite any temporary disruption in food intake or internal supply 
flows. The bone structure gives the organism greater sturdiness, 

and also multiplies the effectiveness with which it can use its 
* energy foods* from the natural environment.

E*om the preliminary digestive organs the now trans
formed *food* moves mainly to the stomach for current digestion and 
use in the household sector of the economy.

The organ which facilitates the passage of *food* 
from the secondary industries to the stomach or consumption areas 
is made up of the retail trade and consumer services industries. We 
may call these the tertiary industries.

A further group of industries in the economic anatomy 
provide essential services to all of the primary (extractive), secon
dary (transformative) and tertiary (service) industries or organs 
already described. These may be called the energy and linking. or 
the cohesion and integrating industries. They help to convert the 
separate organs into a unified or integrated whole. They include those 
industries which carry energy, goods and information to all of the 
other industries and organs: the power, transportation and communic
ations industries. These industries tend to reach all parts of the
economy, with great trunk lines running between agglomerations of cells, 
or*cluster’ areas. Then at these cluster areas they ’filament* out

to reach almost all individual units or cells in the area.
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The communications industry is the transmission section 

of the nervous system of the organism* The transportation industry 
is its blood stream, carrying its essential *foods* from the mouth, 
through the preliminary digestive organ to the stomach, the fat stores 
and the skeleton. The power industry is the heart and life force of 

the organism, keeping it * alive* and keeping it supplied with energy.

Other industries in this * energy and linking* group 
are wholesale trade, warehousing, and business services. Since the 

six main industries in this group service almost every organ in the 
organism, including themselves, they collectively provide excellent 

indicators of the general level of activity of the total organism.

Flowing through the anatomy or the body of the economy 

is a substance which acts partly like a *glandular secretion* or * hor
mone*, and which is called money. Its primary function is to facilit

ate exchanges of *food* between specialised cells« It achieves this 
through serving as '‘generalized purchasing power" to its holders, 
giving them a wide choice in the selection of their intakes, and also 
in the timing of their intakes. The quantity of this secretion appears 

to influence the rate of blood flow, and the general level of activity 
of the complete organism. It tends to run through parallel or the 
same channels as the blood flow, but in the opposite direction. It is 
secreted in and emanates from a i&ijor gland in the organism, the 
savings pool, within which cluster the banks and other financial 

institutions, all of which may be referred to as the finance industry.
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As the money flows through the arteries of the prod

uctive system facilitating exchanges and serving as a counter and 
surrogate of real income, part of it flows back again as savings, 
into the savings pool. At the same time money flows out of the pool 
as investment spending, and thereby re-enters the productive system.

A good deal of the health of the organism depends on a satisfactory 
balance between these inflows and outflows. If the pool fills up 
there is soon too little money and hence demand flowing through the 

productive industries. Unemployment speedily follows. If the pool 
runs dry it is a symptom either that the system does not have enough 

money, or that there is more demand and more money being used in the 
productive system than it can stand without suffering from a fever of 
inflation.

Another important regulatory or hormone like mechanism 
consists of the rates of exchange between goods and money which are 
formed in the many markets of the economy. These are ^top* and ’go* 

signals which tell the units to produce or consume more of this and 
less of that. There may be some counterpart to these signals in a 
real organism, and it is perhaps the hormones and secretions of the 
ductless glands which are in some sense analagous to the price system.

This regulatory 1 stop* and * go* function is not handled
exclusively by the price system, however. The latter works in close 
teamwork with the system of * f.at* stocks or inventories in a more 
complete performance of this important function. Prices in the modern

economy are by no means completely flexible, and often excessive *fat*

accumulation in one product is the signal, rather than or along with
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falling prices, to slow down on production and speed up consumption 
of this product. Similarly a shortage of inventory below a comfort
able level acts as a stimulus to increase production and reduce con
sumption*

To turn next to the household sector of the organism, 
here we have a sector which embodies several different functional areas 

or organs* Firstly it consumes the !foodf which the organism has 
drawn up from the natural environment, prepared for digestion in the 

transformative industries, and passed on through the tertiary industr
ies* This part of the households is the stomach organism* But the 
households also provide the labour force of the economy, the brains* 
muscles« and productive skills of the organism. The ^ood1 consumed 

in the stomach provides nourishment and strength to these brains and 
muscles, and it is these in turn which keep all of the other activities 
and organs within the system going.

The household sector also provides the personality 
of the organism. Following the lead of Dr. Sigmund Freud, and the 
psychiatric field of knowledge which has developed as a result of his 
work, we may separate personality into an ego which decides, manages 
and innovates; an id wherein lie the instinctive drives; and a super
ego which develops aspirational standards of what is just and good,
and which tries to keep the whole personality from straying from these 
standards.

The ego function is essentially the government function, 
and it is performed by members of households. The government function
is not restricted to the political government of a social organism, 

although it may reach its most important focus there. Decision,
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management and innovation are also required in firms, institutions 

and households*

The super-ego function is likewise exercised in all 

of the individuals, households, firms and institutions of the social 

organism* But it also tends to reach its highest form and focus in 

certain institutions, which we may refer to as the social purpose and 

value buildihg institutions* These include education, religion and 

the arts* It is the aggregate level of this super-ego function in 

any society, as fostered and enhanced by its institutional focus, that 

will have very much to do with the levels of justice, honesty, beauty, 

and happiness in the society*

The levels reached by the aggregate ego and super-ego 

of a society have a great bearing on the global productivity and other 

parts of the economic structure and development* In many ways in fact 

the global personality of a society filters through its economic system 

setting its pattern and development*

Our portrayal of the economic organism is not complete 

without mention of the foreign trade sector* Through its relationsh

ips with other countries of the world the domestic economy is able to 

obtain goods at all stages of production from abroad, which it either 

could not produce at all, or could only produce at excessive costs*

For these goods it trades its own products which it is able to produce 

easily and cheaply* Through this international division of labour and 

specialization the real incomes of all countries are indreased* In 

this trade domestic money flows out of the economy into an *internat-
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ional money exchange1 for imports, and back into the domestic economy 
for exports.

The economic organism described above consists of a 
system of interrelated organs. Each organ performs a different function, 
necessary to the welfare of the complete organism. If the functional 
organs are all performing harmoniously with respect to each other and 
the total, the organism will be healthy. We may think of it as some
thing alive with food flowing up from the natural environment, through 
the extractive industries and thence into the transformative industries. 
We see a continuous circulation of goods in one direction and money 
in the opposite direction through the arteries of the productive 
system and from industry to industry until the goods finally flow to 
the stomach, the bone structure, to fat storage and to foreign countries. 
We see money being paid to persons and firms for their productive 
efforts, and being partly respent within the system, but partly saved.
The saved portions flow into the savings pool, adding to its level, 
but diminishing the flow of money and demand through the productive 
system. At the same time money flows out of the pool mainly to the 
industries producing investment goods, and thereby swelling the flow 
of money and demand in the productive system.

If one or more of the organs of this living system
gets out of order or harmony, the total organism will become ill.
Thus if the stomach demands excessive *calorie food* or if this is

all the system can produce the bone structure (capital equipment) 
may suffer* If too much fat (inventories) develops the organism must
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slow down (with unemployment) until the fat is used up* If too 
little money is secreted the organism may become lethargic, lose its 
appetite, and develope unemployment* If too much money is secreted 
and pushes out of the savings pool, the organism*s appetite may become 
voracious* It may then attempt to eat more *food* than it can produce, 
with a resulting 1fever* of inflation*

This analogy of the economy as a living organism with 
its continuous activities and circulating flows, and with its poss
ibilities of sickness and health, has been developed merely to facil
itate the attainment of a bird*s eye view of the total economy* In 
later sections the organs are studied in more detail, but mainly with 
respect to their quantitative behaviour* The analogy with a living 
organism is largely dropped in this analytic research* But when fin
ally in PartiX the behaviour patterns and relations for the different
sectors are all brought together in one large model* it may again be

an
helpful to revert to this chapter to help get/overall view once again 
of the whole vast and interconnected system.
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Chapter 3.

THE BASIC MOTIVATIONS AND GUIDES TO BEHAVIOUR WITHIN THE ECONOMIC

ORGANISM

What keeps the whole complicated system in motion?

What are the sources of energy or drive in it? What articulates and 
integrates the multitude of cells (households, firms and institutions), 
and the many organs (industries and sectors) into a smooth-running 
complete organism? What restraints and behaviour guides does the 
system provide to bring this about? These are some of the questions 
which this chapter will attempt to discuss briefly*

The economy is run by people assisted by the natural 
environment and various cultural products consisting basically of 

knowledge, materials, machines and structures* But without the people 
willing it, not an act or an iota of production would take place* Thus 
individuals move the system, and we must try to see what the various 
forces are that move them. We must try to get a comprehensive general 
view of the person, both as an individual and as a member of society* 
For each person plays a dual role - both as a separate personality, 
and as part of a social and cultural milieu*

The Freudian separation of the personality into three 

components again seems helpful. There is firstly the id representing

the instinctive needs and urges associated with security, survival 
and procreation* The production of food, clothing, shelter and other 
consumer goods can be related to this part of the total personality. 

Next there is the ego, the part of the personality through which the
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individual governs and manages himself, seeks creative activity, 
decides, innovates and organizes, and attempts to find his appropriate 
place in the social and productive hierarchy. Finally there is the 

super-ego which seeks for the personality a scale of values and aspir
ations, a code of ethics, and a purpose in life. This part of the 
personality tends to determine the individuals total preference system, 
within which his economic or material preference system lies.

Combining all parts of the individual and his person
ality we find that he wants material goods, but that he also wants 

much more than these. He wants to do, to create, to produce, to grow 

in performance to the full extent of his innate capacities, and to 
enjoy social fellowship in the process. He also wants to participate 
in social goals of social welfare. And finally he wants to feel that 
he is acting fairly and justly toward his fellow man and other living 
things in his environment; and that he is aiming toward the general 
purposes and values of the society and of his own personality.

Of course all individuals do not act with the full 
system of drives here described. Some have more, some have less, 
some personalities are not fully formed, some are ill. Only an aver
age picture is here attempted, and as suggested before, it is the level 
of this average personality which has much to do with the cultural 
and developmental level of the whole society.

Given the pattern of goals and drives (the total 
preference system) within the individual, what must he do to attain

and satisfy them? He must marshal his available resources and direct

them in some kind of economizing, maximizing fashion toward his goals.
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What are the resources or means available to the individual, that can 

be directed toward his want system? Stock-taking suggests personal 

economic wealth, personal abilities or capacities, personal energy 
and time.

Maximizing the level of a want system given a budget 

of various assets and flows is a familiar type of activity in the 

field of economic analysis* Here we carry the same type of analysis 

over into a wider area, encompassing the total main. Thus we assume 

that as each goal is invested in, the satisfaction from additional 

amounts of it will eventually begin to decline* At the same time the 

additional cost of pursuing it to the exclusion of other wants may 

begin to increase. He will not pursue any goal beyond the point where 

the cost of an additional unit becomes greater than the satisfaction 

from it* At the same time if a unit of resources produces an incre

ment of goal A which yields more satisfaction than an increment of 

goal B also produced by a unit of resources, some resources will be 

switched from B to A* This type of shifting between goals at their 

marginal increments, will tend to continue until the marginal satis

faction from a unit of resources is equalized in all alternative goal 
and want uses*

This type of behaviour will gradually bring an indiv

idual to the greatest satisfaction or utility that he can derive from 
his resources* As means are applied to ends a multitude of psycho-
physiological reactions within the individual guide him at each in
stant into the paths which provide him the greatest net satisfaction* 
In the current weighing and balancing he will often of course have to 

estimate the present values of future satisfactions which present
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actions are planned to bring about*

It remains to question whether an individual will in 

fact carry out any such maximizing procedure* On this point both 

general observation of living creatures and introspection lead one 

to suggest that it be taken as an axiom that at any instant an indiv

idual will select that one, of all of the opportunities apparent to 

him, which yields the highest net satisfaction to his total personal

ity* Of course many individuals do not appear to follow such a max

imizing behaviour* They give the impression of not wanting to be 

bothered with the effort of maximizing* But can this not be traced 

to their personality and goal preference system, which may set a high 

value on leisure and indolence? Given this value system they can still 

be assumed to maximize, their satisfaction from given resources*

Our axiom would still hold that any person will act in a way which 

pleases him most, and it can then be assumed that peculiar* behaviour 

follows from *peculiar* preference systems, which differ from the 

customary norms*

From our axiom that every individual attempts to max

imize his satisfactions, and hence that only preference systems, not 

maximizing behaviour, differ from person to person, certain principles 

of behaviour can be deduced* These principles will be found generally 

useful as aids in some of our subsequent model building, and they are 

helpful here in attempting to get a broad view of the general motives 

and guides which
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motivate and channel the activities of the people, the movers, of the 
macro-economy. They are expressed here in terms of satisfactions or 
utilities, and disutilities, and as though these could be measured as 
amounts or quantities. There has been much recent controversy in the 
literature about whether utilities and disutilities can in fact be 
so treated. (As a guide to this literature the reader is referred to 

Professor J.R. Hicks [2.12J, Professor Sir Dennis Robertson [_1.19j >

cept of utility or satisfaction as something which the individual 
feels in quantitative form, even though he does not explicitly meas
ure it. How else could he compare the degree of increased satisfaction 
from an increased use of resources on element A of his total pref
erence system with the cost of the resources? How else could he decide 
between different lines A and B, where different marginal quantities 
of resources are involved, and where many of the total resources con
cerned (e.g. time and energy) cannot be brought to any common object
ive measuring unit like money? Thus /) A is preferred to /} B, but A A 
is felt to cost more than Z) B in terms of resources. Hoy/ can he choose 
whether to select A A or /] B unless he can quantify in his own mind 
the net gain or loss in utility from A A in comparison with (A B, 
taking into account the disutilities or costs connected with each?

Using the old-fashioned concepts and the axiom stated

above, the follov/ing general principles or ^aws* of the total behav
iour of an individual are worked out, and here summarized:

(1) If the total milieu of an individual remains fixed except for

Professors J. Von Neuman and 0. Morgenstern
But here we are folloY/ing the old-fashioned con-
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an
th e  q u a n t i ty  v a r ia t io n  o f E lem en t, l i n e ,  or goal in  h is  t o t a l  goal 

o r p re fe re n ce  system , th e  e x tra  o r m arginal s a t i s f a c t io n  per a d d i t io n a l  

u n i t  o f th e  goal w i l l  g e n e ra lly  pass th rough  th re e  stages«  In  th e  

e a r ly  s tag e  w ith  only  sm all q u a n t i t ie s  o f th e  goal th e  m arg inal s a t 

i s f a c t i o n  w i l l  be in c re a s in g , a t  a medium s tag e  i t  w i l l  become con

s t a n t ,  and i n  a f i n a l  s tag e  fo r  s t i l l  l a rg e r  q u a n t i t ie s  i t  w i l l  s t a r t  

to  d e c l in e .

(2) In  u s in g  a group o f re so u rce s  to  produce a p a r t ic u la r  g o a l, i f  

a l l  re so u rce s  b u t one a re  h e ld  co n stan t and i f  t h i s  one i s  v a r ie d  from 

a minimum to  a maximum boundary, th e  m arg inal u t i l i t y  o f th e  p roduct 

(m arginal p roduct) fo r  su ccess iv e  u n i t s  o f th e  v a ry in g  in p u t w i l l  

o f te n  pass th rough  th re e  su ccess iv e  s ta g e s . These s tag e s  can be des

c rib e d  as  in c re a s in g , c o n s ta n t and d ecrea sin g  m arginal p roduct o r 

r e tu r n s .

(3 ) An in d iv id u a l  a p p lie s  a l l  h is  re so u rce s  to  th e  a tta in m en t o f a l l  

o f h is  g o a ls , and a l lo c a te s  h is  re so u rce s  in  th e  fo llo w in g  ways. 

R esources w i l l  be a p p lie d  in  a p p ro p ria te  groups toward any s in g le  goal 

in  such a way th a t  th e  m arg inal p roducts  o f an equal va lued  u n i t  o f  

a l l  re so u rce s  a re  e q u a liz e d . U n til  t h i s  a l l  round e q u a liz a tio n  i s  

reached a gain  in  u t i l i t y  can be had by u s in g  more o f th e  re so u rc e s  

whose m arg inal p ro d u c ts  a re  h ig h e r , o r l e s s  o f  th e  re so u rce s  whose 

m arg inal p roducts  a re  loT/er.

The d i f f e r e n t  goals in  h is  goal system w i l l  be pursued 

u n t i l  th e  m arginal u t i l i t y  o f  each goal per equal va lued  u n i t  o f 

re so u rce s  used up i s  eq u a lized  fo r  a l l  g o a ls . Iu  reach in g  t h i s  f i n a l
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position the individual will increase his pursuit of those goals with 

high marginal utilities and perhaps decrease his pursuit of those 

with low marginal utilities«

The resources of wealth, training, energy and time 

must be brought into some kind of common measure for this process«

This must be dene through the individuals subjective utility system, 

making use of economic costs, opportunity costs and disutilities in 

a complex of psycho-physiological reactions«

Certain side conditions are necessary in order for the 

individual to reach a stable maximum of his total satisfactions« In 

general marginal productivities and marginal utilities must have reached 

the third stage of diminishing marginal returns and diminishing marg

inal utilities« or the individual will try to increase his use of 

certain resources or his attainment of certain goals«

Since it was stated that all resources were applied 

tov/ard goal attainment, there is no problem of deciding when to stop 

using resources« They are all used and allocated as outlined above*

(4) As a corollary to the above three basic principles we may consider 

the choice between work in the economic sphere and leisure outside of 

it« Leisure and recreation are of course part of the total goal system, 

but are only indirectly part of the economic system« Economic goals 

and resources can be defined as subsets of the total goals and resources, 
and such that they can be brought under the measuring rod of money«

5 j) They refer to the more materialistic aspects of the

total range of personality and life*
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The choice between work and leisure will be made by 

an individual in the following way* He will apply time, energy and 

wealth to the production of economic goods for present and future 

consumption until the marginal utility of these goods begins to fall, 

and the marginal cost of the resources used (opportunity costs and 

disutilities) begins to rise* The resources will continue to be app
lied until the marginal cost of resources becomes equal to the marg

inal utility of economic goods* ( Cf* Alfred Marshall*s boy and 
berries [l.l5 , p* 331)*

It is suggested that the three principles and the 

corollary above underlie the social and economic behaviour of any 

society, primitive or modern. Societies may differ in their value and 

goal preference systems, and in their resources knowledge, and tech

niques of production. Also their value systems and productive tech

niques will change over time. But at any instant these will be given 

and will determine the motivations, drives and methods of the society* 

The behaviour laws outlined above will then guide the society autom

atically toward maximizing the satisfaction obtainable from its means 

in satisfying its total wants*

Any society can lift its current maximum of satis

faction to a higher level in the future, by lifting either or both of 

its scale of values, and its resources*
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Chapter A*

SOLE PRELIMINARY REMARKS ABOUT DEMAND AND SUPPLY

The goals of society consist of basic or survival 
needs, and culture inspired needs and wants. These goals provide a 
stimulus to action to satisfy them* The stimulus may be thought of 

as the essence underlying demand: the response to this stimulus is 
correspondingly the essence behind supply activities* If the desire 

for a goal is very great its total production in the society may be 

large, unless its cost in terms of wealth, effort and other goals 
foregone is also very high* Thus expressed demand is conditioned by 

supply conditions or costs* Expressed demand becomes a positive func
tion of the urgency of desire and a negative function of cost. Prod

uction of a goal will begin as long as this urgency is felt to be 

greater than the cost, and will be expanded until the marginal satis
faction decreases to equality with the marginal cost*

In a primitive society demand (expressed demand) and 
supply are very closely related* The demand stimulus will tend to be 
followed by a supply response, and demand and supply will be contin
uously equated in this fashion* (An even closer relationship is prov
ided by the fact that one of the needs of the individual is for pur

posive activity which gives expression to his capacities* The act

ivity of supply satisfies this need up to a fatigue point*) A feel

ing of hunger for example may be immediately followed by an excursion 

to collect food* In such situations where demand tends to create an

immediate and direct supply reaction ?/e have an inverted
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Say's Law. But in modern monetary-industrial societies while the 

ultimate relationships between demand and supply are not essentially 

different from these, the immediate relationships are completely diff

erent. Demand is expressed by means of money. Depending on the pref

erence system, demand for any goal is still a function of the urgen

cy of desire and cost. But cost is now a question of market price, 

opportunity cost (the prices of other goods), and the value of money 

to the individual. This latter value depends on the ease with which 

the individual can earn money income, and the extent of his existing 

wealth. Money becomes a 'generalized purchasing power* in which demand 

is expressed. It will not win all social and cultural goals. Some 

of these must still be won by direct activity response. But most 

economic goals and many social goals are attainable merely by the 

exchange of money for them.

The demand concept in modern societies can be summar

ized as an 'ex ante' willingness to spend money on a particular good,
a

where the willingness is not a fixed amount, but is rather/variable 

or function. It is an effect or function of several other causal 

factors, among which must be included the goal system or preference 

pattern the available quantity of money, and both money cost (price) 

and opportunity cost.

Supply activity is also significantly changed in the 
money-industry economy of the west. It is only seldom a direct res
ponse to an immediate felt want. It becomes a specialized activity 
in which a product is produced for sale on the markets in exchange

for money. Since money has become the 'sine qua non* of demand, it
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becomes an essential goal of supply. In general the greater the net 

receipts for supply the greater the supply output will be. The supply 

of any product tends accordingly to become, like demand, a variable 

or function, depending on certain causal factors. Among these we must 

include the techniques of production and the level of net receipts of 

money.

The system of specialization and the use of money for

exchange has enormously increased productivity in modern economies.

But it has separated the demand stimulus from the supply response

to the point where their connection is only clearly recognizeable in

the longer run. They are very much separated by money in the short

run. This causes one of the major complications of modern economies.

In the primitive economy demand almost completely generates its own

supply. But in the modern economy neither this nor its converse is

true. Demand may be strong on the basis of all component causes but

one - money holdings from income and wealth. It is thereby stifled.

At the same time supply activity may be temporarily strong. But

it can only continue to generate money incomes if it is all sold.

But since demand is independent, and usually exercised by different

people, supply may not all be sold. And even if it is all sold, the

income generated may not necessarily be all spent, or spent in the

same way, in the next round. For although spending surely creates 
income, income does not necessarily create spending. Thus a full

employment supply can often not be sold, and piles up in inventories 

until supply activities are reduced and unemployment results. In
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this way the divorcement of demand and supply through the money system 

in the modern econoray can cause an illness to which the primitive 

society is not subject* In the primitive economy excess supply can 

occur, but it only leads to a temporary spell of increased leisure 

or ceremonial* In the complex modern economy it can degenerate through 

dynamic forces into widespread unemployment, and a form of social 

exile for the unfortunate unemployed*

In summary: In this and in the preceding chapter the

attempt has been made to show that fundamental economic laws of nature 

are at work in all societies, primitive and modern* In any society 

the total personality and the social purpose and value building 

institutions set up a pattern of goals and a system of values*

These become the basis of demand stimuli, which are then tempered by 

the difficulties of supply* In the primitive society demand in a 

sense creates or generates supply responses directly, and demand and 

supply almost never get out of balance. Demand is never inhibited by 

a money problem. But in the money society demand is expressed with 

money, and supply is produced for money. In the process demand 

becomes sufficiently removed from supply that the two can easily get 

out of step enough to produce severe hardships*

There is little in economic analysis that does not 

fall within the concepts of demand stimulus, supply response and rates 

of exchange of goods for money* A large portion of the subsequent 

analysis of the behaviour of the total economy is devoted to the 

study of the important aggregate demand, and aggregate supply flows, 

and of the causes behind their variation. Through this inquiry it is
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hoped to be able to show how to discover the causes behind that lack 

of balance between demands and supply flows, which result in either 

inflation or unemployment. The results should then show what can 

consciously be done by the social ego (government) to bring about a 

proper balance.
*

The problem could be directly eliminated by rej

ecting specialization and money. But this would be tantamount to 

1throwing out the baby with the wash water1, an entirely unnecessary 

regression.
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Chapter 5«

THE PROBLEM OF AGGREGATION

In the analytical work which follows the general 

procedure will be to study the behaviour of the micro units or cells 
of the economy (individuals, households, firms and institutions) and 
then to aggregate the behaviour of these units into the total behav
iour of its separate organs or sectors* In a real organism like a 

dog or a cat the individual cells do aggregate well and lose their 
individual identity in the overall identity of the dog or cat* In 
the case of an economic system however the individual cells do not 
lose their individual identity so completely, and this raises the 
question of how effective aggregation procedures can be in economics*

To obtain a clear picture of what aggregation for 
an economic system means, it will be helpful to consider symbolically 
all of the actual quantitative interrelations in such a system* Let 
the subscript i (i=l,2, — , G) represent an economic activity or 
variable decided on and carried out by an economic unit* Let the 

different economic units in the complete system be designated by 
j(j=l, 2, — , N)# Then all of the micro-variables of the system 
can be designated by y^j. Since any one decision and activity both

influences others, and is influenced by others, there is a system of 
interrelations among the y^j . But each micro decision and behaviour

is also influenced by broad aggregate flows and trends in the economy* 
For example the buying decisions and behaviour of a firm are based on

the rate at which its individual customers are buying from it, but
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also on its view of the total level of activity in the economy. 
Likewise an individual consumer is influenced in his buying behaviour 
by the income which he receives from a firm or institution, but is 

also made more buoyant or less buoyant by his knowledge of the general 
economic climate, as this is reflected to him by various economic 
aggregates. In this w^y even the real micro-system of the economy 

embodies a use of aggregates - those which influence the behaviour 
of the micro-units* These aggregates are usually formed by simple 
summation or by simple or weighted arithmetic averaging. It is 
customary to aggregate only like or similar activities* A general 
system of aggregates which could be derived from all the y^n- might 
be designated as (k= 1,— ,H).

To complete our generalized system we must mention 

the exogenous micro variables zps which enter the system from outside 
and influence it, but are not influenced by it. Let their relevant 
aggregates be Z^. The total system of micro behaviour and interrel
ations can now be represented symbolically by

Yij fij(Yll> yij-l* ^ij+l» “ * YGN*Z11>

\ >  — > v  zi> — %  >
G; j=l,--K )

Ik = Ak (jki, — , Jku) ; (k=l,— ,H)

zh = Bh zhr»“— (h> ’"here the and the

are the aggregation functions or procedures used by the micro 
units. There are Of + H + K equations in this total system with Of
+ H + K endogenous or mutually interdependent variables
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System (1) portrays the real interrelations of the 
economy. But it is too large and detailed to be used by the practical 

worker faced with macro-economic problems. It is necessary for him 
to get this real system down to a size that he can handle. His 
procedure in doing this is to arrange the micro-variables in (l) so 
that all similar causal variables are placed side by side horizontally 

in the f^j functions, while at the same time all similar effect or 
decision variables are placed together in the vertical array of the 

on the left hand side of the system of equations. Then he agg
regates each set of similar variables into one aggregate variable.
In doing this the system of interrelated variables reduces to

(2) Yj. - F± ( Y2, --, Yg 5 Zi, — , ZK).
(i = 1, -— , G)

The system (2) is not a •real* system. It is more 

like an *average1 of the system of micro-relations. (Cf. Tinbergen 
^9.9 I , Vol. I p. 14, where he says that the coefficients of the 
macro-equations ”do not give any indications of the behaviour of ind
ividual entrepreneurs, consumers, etc*, but only of the average reac
tions of many individuals”). The macro-system (2) can also be thought 
of as the shaddow or outline which the real underlying micro-system 
creates, and reveals to an outside observer. It is further sometimes 
convenient to think of the macro-system (2) as an “analog/” to the 
micro-system (l). (Cf Theil jl..2lj ). Whichever term is used, what is 

clearly meant is as follows. In the true equation system we have
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? i l  influenced by (yg l , ----, ygN) ,  ( yh l, ------, y ^ ) , ----

yi2  influenced by (yg l, ----, ygN) ,  ( y ^ , — , yMJ) , ------
•  •

•  •

(3 ) .(3 )

yiM influenced by (yg l , — , ygK) , (  y ^ , ----, yhN) , ----

where y  ̂ i s  one kind of micro decision or behaviour and yg and y^

are others* To simplify the system and make i t  manageable we replace

the groups ( y ± ± , ----YiNMYgl* “ >ygN)> (y*il>----“““ *>y their

respective aggregates Yj_ , Yg , Ŷ  , ---- . Then we pretend that the

aggregate Yg influences the co llec tiv ity  or aggregate Yj[ in  some 

average way*

aggregate system (2) which substitutes for (1) i s  as good as (1 ), 

or w ill give the ^rue1 resu lts which might be obtained from (l)*

I t  i s  only an average or representative tendency of the multitude 

of micro relations* Hence i t  w ill lik e ly  contain similar weaknesses 

to those which apply to any average or index number, and i s  lik e ly  

to produce errors* This has influenced some researchers to raise the 

question of whether some perfect*  form of aggregation i s  possib le, 

whereby the macro-systera(2) would produce the id entica l resu lts prod-

Of course th is  does not in  any sense imply that the

uced by (l)*  (Cf*

and the further references in  these sources.)

Theil

While any such research i s  useful in  throwing more

lig h t on a problem, i t  would seem that these searchers were asking 

for almost too much* They were seeking for as much information about 

the macro-sustera as could be obtained from a knowledge of the complete
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m icro-system ; y e t th ey  were presum ably a tte m p tin g  to  avoid  having  to  

have t h i s  d e ta i le d  knowledge o f th e  m icro-system . One o f th e  main 

fe a tu re s  th ey  wanted o f course  fo r  t h e i r  system  o f ag g reg a tio n  was 

t h a t  i t  would give c o r re c t  r e s u l t s  even when th e  in te r n a l  d i s t r ib u t io n  

o f th e  y^ j w ith in  th e  Yj_ changed. And both  d id  ach ieve fo r  l im ite d  

c ircum stances a form o f such p e r f e c t*  a g g re g a tio n . K le in  worked on 

th e  case o f  in d u s try  ag g reg a tio n s  w ith  p ro d u c tio n  fu n c tio n s  assumed 

to  be o f th e  Cobb-Douglas ty p e . In  t h i s  case h is 'p e r f e c t*  a g g reg a tio n  

method in v o lv es  th e  use o f  geom etric r a th e r  th an  a r ith m e tic  means.

But t h i s  s o lu tio n  i s  n o t g e n e ra lly  u sab le  th roughou t th e  com plete 

economic system . T h e il on th e  o th e r hand assumes l in e a r  system s and 

ach iev es  p e r f e c t*  ag g reg a tio n  a t  th e  expense i t  seems o f a knowledge 

and use o f th e  complete m ic ro £ sy stem (l). I t  would be about as  easy  

to  use ( l )  in  th e  f i r s t  p la c e , as to  use T h e il* s  method o f a g g re g a tio n . 

For each o f  h is  Ŷ . on th e  r i g h t  hand s id e  o f  (2) i s  a w eighted a r i t h 

m etic  mean o f th e  y^.; w ith  w eights b^j which a re  th e  m arginal r a t e s  

o f  in f lu e n c e  o f  y^ j on th e  y^ j on th e  l e f t  hand s id e  o f ( l ) .

To o b ta in  a p re lim in a ry  view o f th e  ag g reg a tio n  prob

lem , a v e ry  sim ple example i s  now p re se n te d . Suppose th a t  th e re  a re  

only  two fa m ilie s  1 and 2 in  a h y p o th e tic a l s o c ie ty , and th a t  t h e i r  

in d iv id u a l  consumer demand eq u a tio n s  a re

(4) c 1 = ax + b ^

(5) c 2 ~  a 2 + ^2^2 9  where c re p re se n ts  co n sid e r demand, and y re p 

r e s e n ts  household income. a i  > a 2 > bq an<* ^2 a re  p a ram ete rs , w ith  b^
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and b^ the "marginal propensities to consume". What is the average 

or analagous macro-relationship between aggregate consumer spending 

and household income? Let C and Y be the customary aggregates of con

sumer ^pending and household income, so that

° = 2.°J = °1 + 0 2’ Y = jt/i = ?1 + 72 *
Then the desired macro-consumption function for the whole society is 

of the form

(6) C = A + BY.

The important questions to be a sited of (6) now are:

(a; Under v/hat conditions will (6) give the same aggregate explanation 

of C as would be obtained by using both (4) and (5)? (b) How could 

Y be defined in terms of y-j_ and y2 so that (6) will always be equival

ent to (4) and (5) for the aggregate explanation of C?

To answer the first question we note that (6) will 

give the same result as (4) and (5) combined if
(7) A * + a2 3 B = b]_y]_ + b2y2 = b^sp + b2s2 3

Y

where sq and s2 are the respective household shares in the income 

distribution. We assume the true micro-parameters aq , a2 , b^ , b2 
to remain constant for the period under study. Then (6) will explain 
C correctly under a variety of income variations as long as the income 

distribution (s-̂  > S2 ) does not change with changing incomes. Also 
there is one other condition under which (6) would explain C correctly. 
This is if the marginal propensity to consume for all families were 

equal. Thus if b-̂  = b2 = b, it follows from (7) that B = b. Under
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this second condition (6) would explain C for any changes in income, 
and irrespective of the income distribution*

Faced with the limitations which the above two condit
ions impose on (6), Klein, Theil and others have set themselves a 

perfectionist problem. How could Y be redefined so that (6) would 

always give the true values of C without any such limitations? As 
mentioned above Theil tackles the linear problem, and comes out 
qrith the following aggregation formula for Y*

(8) Y = b]_y]_ + b2y2 and is thus a weighted arithmetic mean of 
Bthe individual y*s, with weights proportional to the corresponding 

micro-karginal propensities to consume.

If Y is aggregated by formula (8), it is clear that (6) 
will provide correct explanation of C irrespective of changes in the 
inconte distribution, and regardless of differences in the b*s from 
household to household. But the cost of this aggregation is so high 
that almost nothing is gained. For the aggregation of Y and of other 

endogenous variables in a larger system requires full knowledge and 
use of the micro system. All that has really been done is a regroup
ing of the micro-system into the useful patterns suggested by (3), 
followed by the addition of like parts of the micro-system as it stands.

Theil*s results incidentally apply only for a single 
macro-oquation. He was not able to discover any 1 perfect* aggregation 
for a system of macro-equations like (2). His methods do however apply 
to the reduced form of (2), found by solving for each Y in terms of the 

Z*s,
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(9) Yj_ = H (Z-j_ , — , ) ; ( i = 1, — , G ). For each equation

of (9) can be treated as though it were a separate equation.

Theil*s and Klein*s researches are very useful in that 

they point to types of ideal solutions to the aggregation problem, 

and indicate the pitfalls of ordinary aggregation. But they are not 

of general applicability in applied work. In this connection our 

simple example above provides certain precepts for practical work.

These are that we should try to select our boundaries of aggregation 

in any particular problem such that either (1) the distribution of the 

micro-variables which compose any aggregate is not likely to change 

much , or (2) the behaviour of the micro units involved with respect 

to the micro-variables is nearly the same within each aggregation 

boundary ( the case of b-̂  = b2 = b above). Aggregation of employment 

in a production function might be an example of aggregation which 

follows the first precept; while the division of total income into 

separate groups, such as wage, investment, and farm operator aggregates, 

is probably a good example of the second.

To sum up, it can be concluded that aggregation error 

will be one of the losses associated with the use of practical macro

models in economics for some time to come. Such models will usually 

be modeled on an arrangement of the real micro-system into groups of 

like behaviour, followed by the conversion of these groups into macro- 

variables with associated macro-parameters. Grouping should be carried 

out in keeping with the two precepts suggested above to reduce aggreg

ation error as much as possible.
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While the continued theoretical study of aggregation error in 

macro-models is undoubtedly important, the practical problem is almost 
solely a matter of the sizes of these errors. Research in the prac

tical field on the development and use of macro-models, for example 
by Tinbergen ^9.9^] , Klein jl.ll ], |9*5J , 9̂.6~] , Brown [2 .6 J ,  
does not reveal that these errors are excessively large, or that they 
destroy the usability of the models. In fact, as Wold so well expre

sses it 1.23J y the search for an exact relation among aggregates is 
rather academic in any event, since the underlying micro-relations are 

not assumed to be exact. They are, at least in practice, "disturbed 
by the influence of factors not accounted for in the theoretical anal
ysis" • In the macro-equation, aggregation error becomes simply another 

error to be added to the aggregate disturbances derived from the micro

disturbances. If the problem is approached this way the researcher 
is freed from the restrictions of attempting perfect* aggregation 
(not usually possible in any event for systems of simultaneous, linear, 
structural macro-equations), and can concentrate on the economic 
form of aggregate relations which might be most applicable to the 
particular problem at hand.

In the research which follows, economic form and content 
will be what is essentially sought for, and it will be understood that
aggregation error will always be present. Only simple aggregates using 
weighted and unweighted arithmetic sums and means will be used con
ceptually for the macro-variables. Within this framework it is bel- 
eived that the two rules or precepts developed above will help to 
minimize the aggregation error.
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Chapter 6#

TEE METHOD TO BE FOLLOWED

It has been observed above that the quantitative 
aspects of a total economic system involve many relationships and 

interrelationships among all of the important economic variables#
This pattern of interrelatedness could be represented *by a network of 

interacting electric circuits, or by a network of interconnected tanks, 
pipes and valves with water flowing through the system# The same 
result can be achieved with a system of interrelated equations# In 
this system there is one separate equation to explain each individual 
economic variable# The equation explains the variable by making it 
equal to a function of all the other variables of the system which 
exert a causal influence on it# The variable being explained is in 

this context an effect or behaviour variable. But this same variable 
will usually in turn act as a causal variable in other parts or equat
ions of the system, and it is in this way that the interrelatedness 
of the system is represented in the equation system. For example 
income will appear as a causal variable in the consumer demand equation 

in which consumer demand is the effect of behaviour variable being 
explained# But consumer demand will in turn appear as a causal var
iable in an equation in which income is the effect variable being 
explained#

In this type of arrangement there will be as many 

equations as there are variables which are explained by the system.
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These are of course the endogenous variables* There is another class 
of variable in the system, however - the exogenous variables* These 

are causal factors or influences which act on the economic system from 

outside it, but which are not explained, or significantly influenced 
in any stable cause-effect relation, by the economic system* For 

example political, sociological, technological and physical forces 

are in the main exogenous to the economic system.
A further sub-class of variables in the economic model 

to be developed consists of those variables ( usually endogenous) 
which are lagged* They represent causal influences which do not prod
uce effects in the current time period in which they are formed, but 
which instead have their effects delayed to some subsequent time period* 

Stock variables representing accumulations from previous time periods 
are a form of lagged variable* It is the lagged variables which tend 

to produce the cycles of economic life*
From the above description it can be seen that an 

equation system model of a complete economic system will require as 

many equations as there are endogenous variables explained or formed 
within the economic system. But the number of variables in the system 
or its model will exceed the number of equations by the number of ex

ogenous and lagged variables which influence the system.
The purpose of the work which follows is both to des

cribe the economic system and at the same time to develop a complete 

quantitative model of it, in theoretical algebraic form. What method 

will be generally used to arrive at each of the explanatory equations?
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Each sector or*organ* will be studied separately and one or more 

behaviour equations will be developed for it. The method of develop
ing an equation will usually be to study the behaviour of the micro- 

unit or ncelln from first principles* From general observation and 
introspection, basic axioms and hypotheses are formed about the fund

amental behaviour of the unit. The axioms and hypotheses are usually 
not subject to direct observation, but represent the very basic str
ucture of the *cell** Deductive reasoning is then applied to the 

assumed basic structure, and is carried forward until a relationship 

between observable variables is reached. This first *break-through* 
from unobservable and hypothetical structures like preference systems 

and maximization assumptions to a basic but observable relation we 

shall refer to as an nautonomous" micro-relation. (See also Haavelmo 
^1.4j .) An autonomous relation is then observable, but fundamental, 
in that it cannot be reduced to any more basic or fundamental observ

able behaviour relation. Also it can be included in the class of

The micro-autonomous relation is then aggregated in 
the manner outlined in the previous chapter, to provide us with an 
average, or shaddow, or outline of the real behaviour of the multitude 

of cells* The global relation can be tested with aggregative economic 
statistics* If it simply does not fit the data, strong doubt is cast 
on the unobservable hypothetical structure used* But if it does fit 

the observed data well, it can be concluded that the original axioms 
and hypotheses of the basic structure at least have not been refuted*

»meaningful theorems”
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The aggregate relation formed by aggregating autonomous 

micro-relations will also be referred to as an autonomous relation« 

Combinations of one or more autonomous relations into a single relation, 

with or without eliminating some of the original variables in the 

autonomous relations, will be referred to as 11 reduced forms”. Although 

reduced forms may be useful in many cases, they have the defect of 

hiding basic behaviour* Also if reduced forms are fitted to statis

tical data the resulting equations may be difficult or impossible to 

alter when basic autonomous behaviour patterns change* For these 

reasons in the research that follows the aim will be to develop only 

autonomous relations for the model of the total economy*

A word should also be aid at this point about the time 

units to be used in the economic model* Time could be treated as an 

instantaneous and continuous variable, in which case the model would 

be made up of differential and integral equations* The converse of 

the infinitesimally small time periods of continuous time analysis is 

the use of finite, consecutive, discrete time periods* The length of 

these could range from a day or a month in short-run analysis, to ten 

years for long-run studies*

The use of discrete time periods is a form of aggreg

ation. Instantaneous stocks or rates of flow are averaged or aggreg

ated over the finite time period to obtain the value of the variable 

for this period. If the time periods are long, much of the variation 

in a variable may be hidden within such an aggregate. For example a 

variables may pass crucial upper or lov/er turning $öknts at some time
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within the time period, and this important behaviour may be buried 

in the aggregate.

Of the two methods the infinitesimal and continuous 

time variable would represent the real world with the greater fidelity. 

But most economic statistics cannot be collected on this basis. It is 

usually only practical to collect them for finite periods like the 

week, month, etc. Since it is desired that the model be useful for 

practical work using practical statistics, the finite time variable 

is assumed in the subsequent development. But a small time period is 

assumed, in order to keep the model close to the short-run behaviour 

of the real world. The model developed can then be aggregated further 

with respect to time to make it a middle-run model or a long-run model, 

as the need arises. In general a month, or a quarter of a year, will 

be thought of as the time interval of the model, and the time period 

used will be referred to as a short time period. Middle-run time 

will be thought of as involving one and two year time periods, and long- 

run time will mean five and ten year time intervals.

The existence and detection of lagged influences will 

likely change considerably as we shift from short-period to long-period 

models. Few cause-effect relations are instantaneous, and hence most 

of the equations would involve lags when the instantaneous time varia

ble is used. Many of them will still involve lags for short time 

periods. For example if a reaction from cause to effect takes one 

month to work out, the cause variable will be lagged by one time period 

in a model using time periods of one month. But the same relation
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aggregated for time periods of one year would show the cause-effect 
reaction as instantaneous* or without observable or detectable time 
lag. Thus the appearance and structure of a model will change consid

erable as we aggregate from short to long time periods* Factors that 
may be important in the short-run may be of little relevance in long- 
run analysis, and conversely. But a middle and long-run model must 

still derive from the short-run model by aggregation.

As the model is developed sector by sector the final 
behaviour equations of the sector will tend to represent the summary 
or distillation of the quantitative behaviour of the sector. These 

final equations are transferred to Part IX , where the complete economic 
model is assembled in this summarized equation form. With it before 

one, one can attempt to get a grasp of the whole system.

Although mathematics is used from time to time through 
the work the non-mathematical reader need not be deterred for this 

reason. The main use of mathematics is the use of symbols to repres
ent economic variables, and the placing of these symbols in equation 
form to show which variables are analysed to be causal with respect 

to the variable to be explained. In this way the symbols serve merely 
as a convenient, indeed a necessary, shorthand. Where mathematical 
methods are used to deduce the consequences of axioms and hypotheses, 
the non-mathematical reader can simply skip to the results. These 

will be stated both verbally and in the simple shorthand of the symbols.
All of the symbols used are listed alphabetically in 

Appendix B at the back with full definition and description. A shorter
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description may then be used as each symbol is introduced in the text* 

All bibliographical references are listed in 

Appendix A at the back, and are then referred to in the text by number*
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Part II

ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOUR IN THE HOUSEHOLD SECTOR 

Chapter 7

PRELIMINARY STUDY OF CONSUMER DEMAND USING COMPARATIVE STATICS>

We begin our detailed study of the total economy with 

the study of household demand for consumer goods« Here we have both 

the end and the beginning of economic activity* The bulk of the final 

goods of an economy flow into its households# And it is household 

needs and wants which play a major role in initiating economic activity# 

These needs and wants must inevitably represent a large part of the 

individuals total value and preference system, but as was suggested 

above they are still only a part#

It has been suggested in Chapter 4 that demand in a 

modern economy is an *ex ante* willingness to exchange money for 

goods, and that this willingness is a variable function of certain 

causal factors# It is the purpose of the present section to attempt 

to isolate the major causal factors influencing the aggregate demand 

of households for economic goods and services# But only those infl

uences which are revealed by a static or ‘timeless* analysis will be 

studied in this chapter#

1# General Description of Household Behaviour#

The concept of nhousehold” used in our model includes 

every individual disposing of his income on final goods for consumption
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and wealth purposes, as distinct from production purposes. It is thus 
not limited to just family units. The consumer or household has a 

system of goals within which there is a pattern of preferences. Some 
of the goals will be economic, others non-economic. The economic 
goals may be loosely defined as those that can be bought or measured

for attaining his goals are his wealth, abilities, energy and time.
His wealth consists of durable and semi-durable goods, and financial 
assets including money. We assume that he marshals his total resources 

toward the satisfaction of his total goals, in such a way that his 
inner feelings of satisfaction are maximized, even though he may not 
set out consciously and deliberately to reach a maximum. As a part of 

this process he allocates a certain portion of his time, energy, talents 
and wealth to economic production and income earning. Let this earn 
him a disposable money income of y in time period t. However his y is 
not independent of events within the consumer goods and other economic 
areas. For example price changes in consumer goods, or the rate of 
return on savings, will tend to influence his degree of participation 
in the labour force, and hence y. But these factors will be taken 
into account and permitted appropriate variation when we analyse the 

labour market and the determination of y from this market and the 
productive system. Here we take y as given from these areas and the 
consumer^ preference system. Then we assume that as part of his 
overall maximization, he maximizes a sub-section —  the satisfactions 

obtainable by him from y in his purchase of economic goods.

with money The resources at the consumers disposal
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Suppose that the consumer allocates his income among 

a vector of economic goals (1,2, — , n), purchasing quantities ( x^ , 

x2 > “*"> %  ) = (x) such a way that the total utility derived 

from the selection is maximized. Thus,

(1) U (x^ , X2 , , xn ) = max., where U(x^ , — - , ) represents

the sub-system of economic goals, and household preferences for them, 

in a functional form. U is a total utility or satisfaction index.

The quantities of individual economic goods purchased 

are constrained by their market prices ( Pi y P2 > pn ) = (p) and

by household income y. Thus

(2) y = p-jX! + —  + PnXjj = px^ (vector product). All the goods 

but one represent purchases for current household use. This one good, 

say the n*th, represents income saved for future needs. Thus Pj^ = 

Shin = household savings in money terms. The meaning of the real value 

of xn and of the price pn associated with it will be made clear later.

2. The Method of Comparative Statics for Deducing Household Demand 
Functions.

With goal systems, prices and incomes taken as given, 

we assume that the household will be at demand position (x) which max

imizes U given (p) and y. As market conditions cause (p) and y to 

change, we assume that households will move to new positions which 

maximize U subject to the new constraints. Then a comparison of the 

changes in (x) with the corresponding changes in (p) and y gives us 

a basis of arriving at functional demand relations between the elements 

in (x) in terms of (p) and y as causal influences. The preference
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system ü(x-j_ , — , xn ) is assumed not to change* Given these assump- 

a system of demand equations,

(3) (x) = d ( p-̂  , --, pn , y ) , where (x ) is the vector

x - (x-|_ , — -, xn) could conceptually be arrived at. This could be 

done simply by observing the changing behaviour of a household under 

changing market conditions. Here however we attempt to deduce mathem

atically what properties are inherent in this system on the basis of 

our assumptions of a fixed preference system and the maximization of 

the consumer’s position in it. The method of comparing one equilibrium 

position with another under changed conditions, without considering 

at all the time required or the time path taken in between the two 

equilibria, is known as the method of comparative statics.

3. Summary Mathematical Analysis of Consumer Demand Using Comparative 

Statics.

This summary draws heavily on the work of Professors 

Eugene Slutsky jj2.2ö] , R.G.D. Allen , J.R. Hicks [2.12 j , and
P.A. Samuelson |J>.27j •

We begin by maximizing (1) above subject to the const

raint (2). This could be accomplished by first substitutiong (2) into 

(1), but it is more simple to add (2) to (1) by the use of a Lagrange 

multiplier.

(4) U (xx , -------------,  X j j )  + A (y - p1x1 -----Pĵ Xjj ) = U*
Given (p) and y, what market basket or vector x 

will maximize U*? At a maximum dU^ = 0, and 0.
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Let

(5) ä U  = %  , and 5  U = U y  .  Then

3 x t

(6) dll'^  = (U^ -Ap!  ) dx̂ _ + ----+ (Un -A p n ) dxn = 0

(7) d U = (dx) Q jy ^ j ( d x )  ^  0 , assuming independent v a r ia t io n s  

among th e  x ’s; or
2 *(7a) d U* = d(xy) / /

° i j  “ P
-p  0

d

1 *
< 

X
L_

ta k in g  th e  r e s t r a i n t  (2) on th e  x ’ s in to  account«

From th e  f i r s t  o rd e r co n d itio n s  (6 ) ,  we have th e  

im p o rtan t r e s u l t ,

(8) A .....P /pn = A.
2» xi  /  3  xn /

Thus each good i s  purchased up to  th e  p o in t where i t s  

m arg inal u t i l i t y  i s  p ro p o r tio n a l to  i t s  p r ic e .  Also i f  we s e le c t  a 

sm all monetary u n i t  such as a s h i l l in g  or a te n  cen t p ie c e , and con

s id e r  th e  q u a n tity  o f each type o f good which can be purchased w ith

one o f th e se  u n i ts  we o b ta in  th e  v e c to r  ( 1 , 1 , i  ) #
Pi P2 Pn

E quations (8) t e l l  us th a t  th e  m arginal u t i l i t y  d e riv ed  from th e  l a s t  

s h i l l i n g 1s or te n  c e n t’ s w orth o f goods purchased in  one l in e  i s  equal 

to  th e  l a s t  u n i t ’ s w orth in  any o th e r l i n e .  The r a t i o s  in  (8) a re  

c le a r ly  th en  th e  m arginal u t i l i t y  o f money fo r  a consumer a t  maximum 

u t i l i t y  in  eq u ilib riu m . Hence th e  Lagrange m u l t ip l ie r  becomes 

equal to  th e  m arginal u t i l i t y  o f money. E quations (8) suggest t h a t  

th e  consumer p o rtio n s  out h is  money income acco rd in g  to  th e  same p r in c -
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iples with which he allocates his total resources among his total 

goals in life (Chapter 3)*

Equilibrium equations (8) and the budget identity 

(2) provide us with n+1 equations in xn , — , xn ,/\. We are

assuming the preference system U to remain unchanged, and we then 

solve the n+1 equations for x̂ _ , —  , ^  , / \  in terms of p̂ _ , • 

pn , y and U.

XI = d1 (P]_ , --, Pn , y)

= d (Pj. > -- , Pn > y)

X = dn+1L (Pi > — > pn »y)

The form and parameters of the U function are embedded 

in the d functions of (9)* System (9) are the demand functions for 

which we are searching. They reveal the demand for individual consumer 

goods in terms of individual prices and income acting as causal factors. 

But they do not tell us qualitatively how demands will vary as prices 

and income vary, and this we would like to derive both as ’’meaningful 

hypotheses” (Samuelson ̂ 2.27^ ) and as "autonomous relations” (Haavelmo 

I.4J ) of consumer behaviour.

To move the analysis in this direction we assume small 

and independent changes in p and y in (2) and (8), permit the system 

to move to a new equilibrium, and then attempt to deduce how small 

changes in the x andAarise as the effects of small changes in the p 

and y. We begin by taking the total differential of each equation in 

(8), and of (2). This gives us
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(10)

dxx _- -

f—
 

siT
j

•
dxn

2 0i r  ■/ 
-p 0

-1
^ dPn A

d X _ - d y  + (dp) (x)J
L From (10) it is possible to derive all

rates of change of each x with respect to each causal variable p and 

y• Thus (lQ) permits the Jacobian matrix

(i d cMxl > :2 » » *n . A ) to be computed.
3  > ?2 » — > Pn> y )

Note how the basic preference system U is embedded in the system(lO) 

and hence in (ll), albeit in rather complex form. Our problem now is 

to determine the qualitative nature of (11). Can we deduce how each 

demand x, and /\ , will vary with changes in individual p*s> and y?
From his pioneering analysis in this field Slutsky

[2,2 0 ] 15made the important observation that 

(12) ^  Xj_ + Xj ^Xj = ^Xj + Xj. b X
cjpj by 5 p± by

the symetry of the matrix in (10). For let 

(10a)

1 This follows from

tt / -1
uij - p = R =

_ —
rst

-P 0 _  —
■ *—

, a symetric (n+l) x (n+l) matrix.

Then from (10) and (10a) we have

(10b)

dPj

s rij ^  + ri,n+l xj >

(10c) <^*i = - ri,n+i ♦ Thus

(lOd)

0 pj
+ Xj d  H  = rij A  = 8 ö y

with sij 12 S, an n x n symetric matrix.

ij
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But what do these expressions mean?
Assume an increase in pj of dp^ • Then

dpj is the total change in purchases of x-j_ induced
C> pj

by dpj • xjdpj on the other hand represents the loss of income arising 

from dpj and hence

(13)

(14) Xjdpj ^ Xi represents an income effect on x. as a result of

dpj« (13) will usually be a positive effect and (14) a negative one, 
for positive dpj. But in (12) these two expressions are added« Hence,

(12a)
^ pi

+ Xj 3 ^  I dp,- = Sijdpj is the amount of sub-

stitution in the market basket in favour of i as a result of the price 

increase dpj and such that the income effect on x  ̂of dpj is compens

ated for. Thus (12a) is the general substitution effect on demands 
for any compensated price changes; (14) is the income effect which 
would require compensation in order for (12a) to hold; and (13) is 
the combined income and substitution effect on demand when there is 
no compensation. These effects are all represented on an indifference 
curve diagram in Fig« 1«

AB represents the initial spending on i and j with 
p.Q / pj]_ = OB / QA« The equilibrium position is 1« Now let the 

price of j increase relative to the price of i. We then have p ^  /Pj3

= OC /QA. The consumer has reduced purchases of j and increased purch
ases of i, arriving at a new equilibrium position 3« The distance
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resents (13) above« But if the consumer could have been compensated 
for the income effect of dp. he could have stayed on the same indiff-

J

erence curve and reached equilibrium position 2» Then 62 on the diag
ram shows the compensated substitution effect and hence represents 
(12a) above. This makes 25 on the diagram the negative income effect, 
corresponding to (14) above.

The total effect on demand of a price increase dpj 
is then the sum of these effects and is given by (12a) - (14) resulting 

in (13), or 43*
The analysis can be carried further using the indiff

erence curve concepts, and taking differentials of (9) and (2), with

all prices and income varying.



(15) d ^  = ĉ Xĵ  dp]_ + ---+

0 ^
d*i dpn + ^Xj_ dy
öPn by

From (2) ,
/

(16) dy = Pidx̂  + --+ Pndxn + (dPi)xl + + (dPn)2̂  = P&c + (dp)x
In Fig* 1 ^  Plxl ^ ^ ? P l x2 since position 1 represents minimum cost 

of a given level of satisfaction. Also ^  p^x^ — /*p-iXq* For 3 is 

below the income line AB* But 3 could be close to 7 which is on the 

income line AB. And/*"p̂ x-j p^x^, for 3 is on a lower income line

than one passing through 1 and parallel to AC. This gives us (Samuelson

L2-€I
(17) p A x =  0 and 2l(p+ p) A  x But 3 is not far from 7

(Fig. 1) where ̂ P  £  x = 0. (See also (16) with dy = 0, and dp = 0.)

Hence in the limit,

(18) <2__ dpdx 0. 

Returning to (15) and (16) 

obtain

and taking ̂ p d x  as 0 in the limit, we

(19)

(20) 

(21)

This result also follows from the second order maximum conditions (7a)# 

For if the quadratic form in (7a) is negative definite, then a quadratic 

form with matrix the inverse of that in (7^) will also be negative 

definite, and a quadratic form with S as its matrix will be negative
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semi-definite« (Samuelson [̂ 2«27 J pp« 114, 375 - 9)«
With the quadratic form in (21) negative definite, 

the principal minors of the matrix of the form, beginning vdth the 

first, alternate in sign from negative to positive« Hence if goods 

i and j are put in first and second positions we obtain

(22) a + *i = Sü 4  0 ;
a p±

(23) sü sjj “(sij)(Sji) y 0 .
What general conclusions about consumer demand behaviour 

can we draw from all of the above analysis? We now attempt to pull 

these together«

(a) The substitution effect on demand for a good when its own price 

changes (s^) will always be negative« and hence of opposite sign to 

the price change« (From (22))«

(b) The effect of an income change on demand x^ (see(10c) ) cannot

be stated a priori« The indifference analysis (Fig« 1) suggests that 

it will usual3.y be positive« The identity (2) tells us that at least 

some must increase as y increases« But for some goods the consumer 

may already have all he wants, giving = 0 $ while others may
d y

be inferior goods for him, so that ^ x-j ^  0« Thus ^ y 0
d y  3 y

usually, but may be equal to or less than o in some cases«

(c) The income effect of a price change - x.j ^  x^ , or -Xj_ ^  ,
d F  d  y "

will usually be negative, but m y  be positive for an inferior good«
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(d) The total effect on demand for a good when its price changes

be negative* The exceptions will be in the cases of inferior goods, 

where the income effect will be positive and may outweigh the subst

itution effect.

(e) The sign of the compensated substitution effect Sj_j cannot be 

stated a priori. Shen it is positive we define the goods i and j to 

be substitute or competitive ; when it is negative we define them to 

be complementary. When the goods are substitutes, the positive sub

stitution effects Sj_j = Sji are less than the geometric mean of the 

direct and negative substitution effects Sj-j_ and Sjj. (From (23) )•

This seems reasonable since there may be several alternative substitute 

goods for the good whose price is changing.

(f) In the case of substitute goods i and j a price rise in j will 

produce a positive substitution effect and a negative income effect on 

i. Which one of these effects will outweigh the other depends partly 

upon the importance of j in the consumer^ budget. If j is only a 

small part of the budget the substitution effect will probably be 

greater than the income effect, and conversely.

(g) If the two goods i and j are complementary and Pj increases, both 

substitution effects Sjj and s.y will be negative. The income effect

y combining substitution and income effects, will usually

for both will usually be negative as well. Hence if the price of either 

one of a pair of complementary goods increases the quantity purchased 

of both will almost always decline.
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These conclusions are by and large subject to confirm

ation by general observation and detailed budget studies. They do seem 

to be generally verified ( e.g. ) and our underlying prefer

ence system hypothesis and axiom of maximization are not in general 

refuted, tc LI e , ' L L I  L - * \  " - r • ’ ’ . hv v

-i. We can accordingly now feel free to go ahead with agg

regation of the micro-behaviour to an observable and hence testable 

macro-theory of consumer behaviour.

4« An Aggregative Consumer Demand Equation under Static Assumptions.

What kind of aggregative consumer demand equation, 

which could be tested with aggregative economic statistics, can be 

derived from the above micro-theory? We begin by assuming that although 

different consumers have different preference patterns they will almost 

all follow the behaviour pattern suggested by the above theory. We 

also assume that the common culture of the many households in a given 

domestic economy will produce a reasonably large proportion of roughly 

similar preference patterns. Then if the distribution of income rel

ative to preference patterns remains constant, we can draw some rough

aggregative conclusions. Let x^ over the households of the
k

economy be represented by . Let yhlrTn and Y ^  =1>— ->

) be micro and macro disposable money income of households respect

ively. Let Y^ be the aggregate real income of all households in the 

economy. ( Cf. Note (1) Appendix B). Since all household income is 

either spent on current consumer goods, or saved, we have 

(24) Y ^  = p ^  + ----+ pnXn, where Xnrepresents aggregate savings
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in real terms. ( We shall discuss the interpretation of pn and Xn 

more fully, later). Thus X is the vector of demand for all goods, 

including savings goods, while p represents their corresponding mark
et prices.

To bring (24) into real terms the effect of a changing 
level as distinct from pattern of prices must be removed from both 

sides. To discuss the theory of how to do this would lead us into 
the whole field of index numbers and deflation. This area of research 

is most important to the present work, but it cannot be discussed here 

purely on grounds of lack of space. In this study we must take all 
index number and price deflation theory as given.

Deflating (24) to filter out price level movements 
and keep the variables at the constant price level of a base period 
essentially involves the reweighting of the weight or valuation vector

s'p in the vector product pX • This is done with a price index Pq . wiith 
it we arrive at the real value flow of household income during time 
period t, given by

(24a; Yjj-j. - Pjt^lt + + Pn-l.t ^n-l.t + ^ t
Ĉt

In most of the theory which follows time period subscripts o,l,-— , 
t-l,t, t+1, —  will be omitted, but they are almost always understood 
to be present in concept. Equation (24a) can be further aggregated to 

(24b) + Sht ; where is the aggregate real flow into

households during time period t, of all consumer goods valued in fixed 

base period valuation units (e.g. constant dollars or pounds); and S
n"D

= X ^  is household real income saved for future use during period t.
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The basic choice involved in the fully aggregative 
consumer demand equation is the choice between consumption spending 

and saving* In the micro-theory above we saw how price effects and 
income effects from price changes altered the pattern of allocation 
of total income among available goods and savings, through income and 

substitution effects* We also reasoned that pure income effects apart 
from relative price changes would increase spending on most goods, 
except for inferior goods* Hence our first deduction about aggregate 

consumer spending is that an increase in both money and real income 
will cause money and real consumption and savings to increase* Our 

next and much more difficult deduction must be concerned with broad 

aggregate income and substitution effects as between consumption and 

savings goods as the relative price levels of these two aggregates 
change *

7/hat do we mean by nsavings”, and what is its 1 price 
level1? Saving is done basically to provide for future consumption* 
This future consumption is an important element in the overall goal 
system and preference pattern of the individual. It includes plans 
for the future purchase of some durable good such as a house or car, 
for the education of children, for future sickness and accident, and 
for old age. As a first approximation we can say that income can be 
saved by holding it in the form of money, by purchasing securities, 
or by buying residential real estate. A more complete definition 

will be developed later*
Savings flovys gradually accumulate from time period 

to time period into a stock of household wealth, (as measured
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at end of time period t). It is out of this stock that the goals 

for which saving is undertaken are purchased

But what * price level1 concept can be attached to sav

ings goods or wealth. If the price of an ordinary good increases a 

fixed amount of money will buy less of it. If the price level of 

goods in the economy goes up, the value or purchasing power of money 

in general goes down* Such price level movements affect our appraisal 

of the value of money saved equally ^ with the value of money for current 

use, assuming for the present no dynamic upward trend in price expect

ations. Under this assumption a rise in PQ will not usually cause 

a substitution effect away from C and in favour of unless the goods 

for which is planned do not rise in price as much as P̂ ,* But apart 

from such a case Pq changes can only exert income effects on both C

and S, • h
There is however a ’wealth effect’ involved which does 

not show up in the micro-theory* The micro-theory could be broadened 

to include this, but here we shall make the adjustment by less rigorous 

methods. The real or purchasing power value of all money and securities 

(apart from variation in security prices) is reduced by the increase 

in P , presumably below their relative position in the desired real 

wealth pattern in the individual’s total prefernce system. The individ

ual may attempt to redress this balance by a substitution away from

1. I am indebted to Professor T*W* Swan for a very helpful discussion 
around this point, and for suggestions which lead to the development 
of formula (27)*
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current consumer goods in favour of real liquidity, and hence savings«

in the economy, however, such a shift would not occur«

Paralleling Pq changes in the choice between C and 

what can happen in the realm of savings goods to influence substitution 

between C and S^? Assume for the moment no price changes anywhere in the 

economic system, but that the yield on savings goods (based on interest, 

dividends, rents, profits, but defined more precisely later, for exam

ple in Parts III and VII) goes up* This means that the amount of fut

ure goods purchasable by a unit of money today has gone up« By analogy 

we can say then that the 1 price* of savings goods has declined relat

ive to the price level of consumption goods. This will tend to prod

uce a substitution effect in favour of saving, and a positive income 

effect increasing both current consumption and saving. Let i^ repres

ent the average or aggregate yield on the savings goods held by house

holds. Then 1/i^ tends to represent a price variable to accompany = 

in our demand system.

So far we have assumed that Pp remained constant while

we discussed the influence of yield on saving. But if Pq should rise 

by the same proportion as i^ rises, the real yield of future goods 

from a dollar or pound saved today is unchanged« Hence it is something 

like the ratio Po/i^ which is the 1 price* of savings goods« Now an in

crease in Pq, i^ constant, will reduce both C and by an income effect. 

This loss in real income will likely cause a shift away from saving (a 

decline in the saving ratio), for saving tends to be a luxury good 

which is postponable.

(Cf. Patinkin there is "money illusion”
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Our static and preliminary aggregate demand equation 

for consumer goods can nov; be represented by

effect of changes in income earned, and the income effects of changes 

in and i^* The second term shows substitution effects as between 

the prices of consumer goods and the *price* or yield on savings goods« 

(The superscript nd" will often be used to designate a demand function, 

while superscript nsn will be used for supply functions«)

inelastic with respect to variation in i^« However, our theory sugg

even if i^ were zero* Saving depends mainly on the high value placed 

on future consumption needs by modern societies« The preference pattern 

makes the basic division between C and S. , and we merely suggest that 

at this margin of separation some influence can be played by i^ on the 

ratio of separation, for sufficiently large values of i^«

as given, and then (24b) is sufficient to determine 3^ , along with 

(25)« This is the procedure to be followed in the present model,

« An alternative procedure would be to set up three equations in 

the two unknowns, and solve these with one degree of freedom by a

The first term shows the

It may be found in practice that C1̂ is relatively

ests that for sufficiently large variation of i^ , C will be influenced«
d dThe reason that both C and are likely to be inelastic with respect 

to i,n at low values of i^ is that S. would occur in substantial volume

Since (25) shows the choice between C and a sep- 
darate equation for would seem to be redundant. For is here takaa

with 3^ not a residual demand, since is a choice between G and
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method similar to that used for least squares parameter solutions*

We must now consider more deeply the meaning to be 
attached to in (24b), where all variables are in real terms* Sun 

represents present money income foregone currently, and its opportun

ity cost is . But in addition to providing this real value at

some time in the future it can also provide earnings in the interim 

periods* These earnings bring the savings up to a value (Ŝlin /Pq)(1 + 
ih )n by the time they are needed for future consumption, where n 

is some average number of time periods for which savings are held* 
Another way of looking at this problem, combining the concepts of both 

the future purchasing power of the savings and of its yield, is to 
ask the question; How much money was required to be invested in the 
period before the base period to accumulate to one constant pound 

or dollar of value in the base period; and how does this compare with 
the current period? Let these amounts be and Pg^* The index of

(26) Pgho + aho^ = ^ase period purchasing power or value unit
of one pound or dollar*

(26a) Psht(l + iht) / PCüt = 1 base period value unit.

these'prices' will be Pgh = Pghot = Pght/ Pgho.

^  "+^ht /

We can now define rather precisely in meaning as,

We can now place a more precise meaning on the deflat
ion of (money value)to Yp (real purchasing power value). The
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a p p ro p r ia te  d e f la t in g  index  P. i s  de riv ed  as fo llo w s:

(29) 'hm C + and

<29a) Yhm / Ph "  Cm / PC + Shm /  Psh » * * * * *

, , _ PC ( cra + Shra)(30) ph = r c ^ s ^ j  •
I t  i s  nov/ n e a r ly  p o s s ib le , w ith  a l i t t l e  a l t e r a t i o n  to  

(2 5 ), to  com plete our consumer demand eq u a tio n . But th e re  i s  one 

re s p e c t in  which t h i s  eq u a tio n  v io la te s  one o f our ru le s  or p recep ts  

fo r  a g g re g a tio n . T o ta l income Y, ranges th rough  such a wide range of 

income s iz e s  and sources th a t  we cannot co n stru e  a c lo se  s im i la r i ty  

in  th e  param eters a s s o c ia te d  w ith  y^ in  th e  m ic ro -eq u a tio n s . This 

means t h a t  changes in  th e  income d is t r ib u t io n  could cause co n sid e r

a b le  a g g reg a tio n  e r ro r  in  an equation  l ik e  (2 5 ) . A p a r t i a l  so lu tio n  

to  t h i s  problem i s  to  s e p a ra te  Y^ in to  fu n c tio n a l income sh a re s , f o l l -

OY/ing th e  fo o ts te p s  o f D r. L.R . K le in  I 1 .11 

[ 2.6]).
9 .6 . (See a lso  Brown

L et Y = d isp o sab le  w age-sa lary  income,

Y j t  nam = d isp o sab le  nonwage or p ro p e rty  and e n te rp r is e  income in  
th e  n o n -a g r ic u l tu ra l  s e c to r ,

Y yram  = d isp o sab le  nonv/age income in  th e  farm s e c to r .  Then the  

s t a t i c  consumer demand eq u a tio n  suggested  by our a n a ly s is ,  and expr

essed  t h i s  tim e as a l in e a r  fu n c tio n , i s  given by

(31) C = a 0 + ai  £v/m + a 2 P7T nam + a3 ~TTam H a 4 psh *

phw PhTTna PhTT a

This eq u ation  a llow s fo r  b a s ic  income changes in  th e  economy, r e a l  

income e f f e c t s  a r i s in g  from p r ic e  changes, and a s u b s t i tu t io n  e f f e c t  

between consuming and s a v in g , induced by r e l a t i v e  ‘p r ic e 1 changes.
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It also eliminates aggregation error arising from shifts in the 
functional income distribution, which can be rather large over the 

phases of the business cycle.
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Chapter 8«

AGGREGATE CONSUMER DEMAND UNDER DYNAMO INFLUENCES.

It has been found that an aggregate consumer demand 

equation like (31) in Chapter 7 does not fit the observed data part

icularly well. This turns out to be mainly because it is essentially 

timeless or static. In one particular, it assumes implicitly that as 

the environment of prices and incomes changes, households shift 

immediately*, or within one time period, from the old to a new equil

ibrium position. Further it ignores the fact that households accum

ulate stocks of goods, which are the accumulated results of past behav

iour, and have a significant influence on present and future demand. 

Finally, it makes no allowance for expectations whereby the develop

ments of the past and present are projected into the future, and then 

react back to influence the present. But these time aspects of con

sumer behaviour, where the dating of certain variables may be import

ant, do come into much of human behaviour, and are of particular rel

evance when we are studying behaviour in the short-run. Long-range 

behaviour on the other hand may come much closer to the static equation 

of Chapter 7,

In the present chapter we shall attempt to complete 

the analysis of consumer demand by adding the dynamic influences of 

reaction times, stocks of wealth and durable goods, and expectations 

to the theory. Before we commence the dynamic study however a class

ification of consumer demands on the basis of degree of need may be
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found useful. This is germane to the general study of consumer behav
iour, but seems to be especially relevant in dynamic theory.

1» Classification of Consumer Demand By Degree of Need.

(a) Basic Needs. These are required for survival. They involve 
sufficient food and water, and sufficient protection of body warmth 
from the elements, to sustain biological life. They are met by cer
tain levels of food, clothing and shelter, and must be satisfied by 
even the most primitive society. The demand for basic needs will be 

inelastic with respect to both price and income. The level of these 

needs will change but little through time.
(b) Culture Needs. These have gradually become a part of the 

social culture as it evolves. The culture tends to impel the indiv

idual to use the particular goods involved, by law or by social press
ure. They are complementary to certain standards of cleanliness, 
dress, housing, schooling of children, and so on. Failure to consume 
these goods tends to cause the individual psychic, as distinct from 
physiological, pain.

The demand for culture needs will be quite inelastic 
with respect to both price and income, but levels of these will go 
down somewhat during depressed times. The drop in real incomes forces 
a decline, social pressure is relaxed because of this, and there are 

sufficient other households involved that an individual household finds 
itself in the company of others as it drops its standards.

The level of culture needs has undergone a remarkable 

upward trend as the economic productivity of civilization has grown
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through historical time*

(c) Culture Wants* Our increasing productivity and facility 

at producing goods has enabled us to develop a third source of final 

demand which we may classify as wants* Wants may be defined as those 

goods which we do not need ("need" in the sense defined above), but for 

which we are railing to expend our energy and resources* These wants 

are very much influenced by the cultural climate and milieu, by the 

pattern and level of values reached by the culture and its social 

purpose and value building institutions* They are also under contin

uous stimulation by the advertising industry. Some of the influences 

are ‘Veblenesque* ^*29^ > and the goods are desired so that their 

"conspicuous consumption" can demonstrate the * superiority1 of the 

possessor. Other goods in the category of the wants have a higher 

motivation, in that they make liföe truly more abundant* They add 

comfort or health or beauty to life, or save time and energy from 

necessary household tasks. This saving can then be transferred to 

other activities such as sports, hobbies, social activities, education, the 

arts, social service, and so oh.

Many of the consumer durable goods of modern industrial 

societies could be classed as culture wants, and we might mention the 

automobile, refrigerator, automatic washing machine, radio, record 

player, and television set. But some of the semi-durables (clothing 

and house furnishings), and many of the services (e.g. entertainment, 

recreation, vacations, travel) also fall into this category. Since 

they are not needs, the demand for them will be elastic with respect
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to income and price. Because of this, and because they contain so 
many durables, they add to or accelerate any economic instability.

Also, like the culture needs, they evidence a very dynamic upward 

trend. This seems to accompany the western culture^ toleration of 
innovation and encouragement of science and invention. Culture wants 

thus tend to be continuously expanding, and as this goes on many of 

them cross the line and become culture needs.

The totality of economic needs and wants in a culture 
constitutes the "standard of living'1 to which it aspires and is willing 

to give exertion (cf. Davis ^2.?Q )• This concept will be found useful 
in our final breakdown of consumer spending into Cs (services), Cp (per

ishables), C3(j (semi-durables), (household durables), Ca (automobiles), 
and C,1+̂  (dwellings plus land). Some of these fall more into the 
needs class, others more into the wants. Otherwise this classification 
is based on durability, and statistical availability, and represents 
a workable compromise.

Our method in the present chapter will be to study 
the various dynamic influences on consumer demand, without attempting 
to assemble specific equations until the very end* We begin with an 
investigation of the influence of time duration and time path between 

consumer equilibria.

2. Habit Persistence in Consumer Behaviour.

In the analysis of consumer reactions to changes in 
prices and income by the method of comparative statics, it was assumed
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either that consumers reacted instantaneously to such changes, or that 

whatever time it might take for consumers to move from one equilibrium 

position to the next was irrelevant to the static problem. But if 

in fact it does require time for consumers to adapt to the new circum

stances so that they move only slowly from one equilibrium position 

to another, the aggregate demand equation suggested by the static or 

1timeless1 methods would not fit the observed data, at least where 

the observations are of consecutive short time periods. Such an 

equation would be unsuitable for practical work in forecasting and 

policy in the real world« Hence it is of great importance to know 

whether or not consumers do require an appreciable length of time to 

adapt to price and income changes in the environment.

There is considerable opinion and some evidence that 

human beings form consumption habits which are sufficiently strong 

to slow down their reactions to changes in the economic environment*

[1.6 p. 97J that such hab-Lord Keynes suggested in the "-General Theory" 

its would exist and would retard household reactions in the short-run. 

Dr, Ruth P* Mack ^2,17^] p. 42 concluded that much consumer buying 

is strongly habitual and that the "organism seeks relief from the 

strain of making subtle decisions". Dr, Ruby T, Norris ^2,20^emphas- 

ized that the consumer is conditioned by the culture, is a creature 

of habits, and requires time to break old habits and adopt new ones.

The present writer in an econometric study of aggregate consumer demand

[2,6j found a definite tendency for changes in real consumer spend
ing to lag behind changes in real income. The empirical work of Drs,
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Franco Modigliani1 C 2 *19] L2-9]similarly revealsand J.S. Duesenberry 

a lag of consumer spending behind income changes.

There is thus sufficient evidence to suggest a theory 

that the act of consuming a particular pattern and level of goods 

forms a psycho-physiological habit pattern within the individual*

These habits then display a certain hysteresis (like magnetism in 

iron) or persistence, such that they are strong when the stimulus lias 

just occurred, but gradually die away as time passes.

It is clear then that when we are working with time 

periods of say a year or less 7/e must adapt the static theory to take 

account of this dynamic feature of human behaviour. How can this be 

done? Suppose for example that v/e are 7/orking with the static equation 

(1) C = a0 + aq Ym + ap Pq . Suppose that the consumer sector is
" Ts

in equilibrium at time 0 with values CQ , Ymo , PQ , Pq 0 and Pg0 , and 

and then is disturbed by a change in both money income and prices to 

new values of Y ^  , Fq , Pcl and ?si • Assume that the new stimuli 

last from period 0 to n and beyond, but that the consumer sector rea

ches a static1 equilibrium again in period n* The new static equil

ibrium will be given by

(2) = aQ + a-, Yv,q + a2 Pqi . But if consumer spending in the short-

run is continuously influenced by previous consumption habits, then the 

time oath of consumer demand from 0 to n must contain C .̂.q as a 

causal variable. If this is the only further influence on G, the 

addition of this variable to the static equation produces a dynamic 

relation, which will describe the time-path of C in moving from
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C to C .  o n

equation to

To study this time path suppose we simplify the static

(2a)

(3)
al

+ a^Y* The dynamic equation will then be 

+ b]Y]_ + t^C-b-d • Here and l>2 will be<l and b-̂

)• The values reached by C in successive time periods

are given by,

(4) C0 =a0+aiX0

C1 = bo + V l  + b2co

c2 = bo + blYl + b2 (bo+ blYl + b2co 1 

. = bQ ( 1 + b2) + bx (1 * * bZzG0

m • • •

Ct = bQ(l + b^ + — • + b̂ j ^ ) + b-^ 1 + b^ + —  + b^ )Y^ + b ^ ^
• + • •
• • # »

Consider now the variation in C and the influences on it as t varies 

from time period 0 to n*

When t is still near 0 CQ will exert a strong influence 

on Ĉ. , while Y^ will have much less influence* Thus Ĉ. will still 

be close to C0 * But as t becomes large and comes closer to n the 

influence of CQ wanes and finally disappears, while the influence of 

Y^ waxes and becomes dominant* The number n must be large before the 

influence of C0 can vanish, which tells us that the theory of habit 

persistence or hysteresis is especially relevant ?/hen the time periods 

are short - that is in short-run analysis*

When time period n is reached will have climbed up
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to i t s  s t a t i c *  equilibrium  value

(5) C = b0 + ( bx
1 -  b2 \ 1 -  b2

equilibriiim  in  dynamic terms* This equilibrium  i s  stab le  since n i s  

large* Hence i t  w ill continue a t  the value Cn as long as I  i s  undis

turbed from i t s  value X^, and the behaviour struc tu re  i s  not changed* 

The re la tio n sh ip  between the s t a t i c 1 or long-run 

equation (2a) and the dynamical short-run equation (3) i s  found by 

comparing (5) and (2a)* We obtain

(6) aQ = bQ /  (1 -  b2) ; ax = b 1 /  (1 -  b2) .

Thus aQ̂  bQ and aq I t  follows th a t both the marginal propensity

to  consume from re a l  income and i t s  re la te d  m ultip lie r are small in  

the short run ( Brown j^2*6j ) but grow with tim e, reaching much higher 

asymptotic values in  the long-run.

Ho7/ sh a ll we incorporate the hab it persistence theory 

and the dynamic analysis in to  our model of the economy? Since our 

main concern i s  short-run  p red ic tion  and policy problems we can simp

ly  use an equation of form (3) to  take us from one time period to  the 

next* For any long-run problems equations lik e  (2) and (2a) w ill  

serve, while fo r interm ediate cases (4)> or d ifference equation so l

u tio n s , can be used*

3* Special Factors Related to  Consumer Demands fo r Durable Goods*

(a ) The Dynamic Influence of Stocks in  the Demands fo r Durable

Yl , which i s  a s ta tio n ary

Goods
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Many of the durable goods fall into the category of

culture wants* The desire for them vdll be very strong, but the demand 

for them will be fairly elastic relative to real income* This feature, 

combined with their bulk and the volume of employment and materials 

that go into them, causes them to accelerate or magnify demand and 

income changes which may have originated in other parts of the economy*

makes the demand for them undergo wide variation is their durability* 

Perishable goods and most services are used up rather soon after pur

chase, and the demand for them is accordingly often recurrent at short 

intervals* But once a household has made its purchase say of an aut

omobile, its demand for a new automobile tends to be over for the dur

ation of the useful life of this durable* The desire for the auto

mobile still continues to be strong but it is now satisfied by the 

existing car, and no new market demand is expressed* In this way 

consumer stocks of durables(and of semi-durables) exert a negative 

influence on current demand*

icular type of durable must be expressed by those households who 

aspire to own it but who have not as yet purchased it* A family will 

aspire to a particular durable if it feels that its income prospects 

make the aspiration reasonable likely to be achieved, and if the 

durable is a part of the "standard of living" which it urgently des-

Aa represent the aspirational l e ^ 1 of automobiles desired by the

Another characteristic of durable goods which also

This means that the current market demand for a part-

ires and is willing to strive for (Cf* J*S* Davis Let
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consumers of a society. (Cf. C.F. Roos and V.S. von Szeliski j^2*25^j, 
j^2.26j). Aa will be based on the number of income earners, the 
income distribution, the general outlook of consumers regarding their 

future earnings and employment possibilities, and finally the aspir

ations and standards v/hich the total culture has fostered. There v/ill 
tend to be a relationship between and Aa , but for the present study
we shall treat A as exogenous, determined largely by demographic and a
sociological forces, but capable of estimation with the help of sample 

survey methods.
Standing opposite this aspirational level of owner

ship of automobiles is the actual existing real stock of cars ov/ned 

by households. Let it be designated Ka. K& is explained by the dynamic 

equation
(7) Kat = Kat.i_ + Cat - Dat , where represents consumer purch

ases of new automobiles during period t, and Da^ is the decline in 
the real value of the consumer stock of cars during period t due to 
normal wearing and deterioration, obsolescence, and destruction by 
accident or by scrapping. D ^ is referred to as ‘depreciation* for 

short. Ka .̂ is the resultant of all past purchases and depreciation 
of cars, at least as far back as the life of the longest lived car*

Hoy/ do these stock variables affect the demand for 
automobiles? Clearly if Aa and Ka were equal both at micro and macro 
levels, the demand for cars would be zero, and the market could be 

described as saturated. It is then the shortfall of Ka below Aa that 

is both a necessary condition for any demand to exist, and that is a
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causal influence on the current demand* Thus ( AQ - K0 ) becomes an 

important causal variable in the demand equation for cars, and it is 

in this more precise sense that the existing stocks of a durable 

exert a negative influence on the demand for it*

(b) Second Hand Markets.

As a durable ages it may fall below the standard or 

aspirational level of the household* The household will then want 

to sell this durable and purchase a new or at least newer one* Many 

aspirational levels are not for a new durable, but only for one of 

a particular age and quality. Because of this there is a continuous 

flow of supply and demand for second hand or used durables. Second 

hand markets, operated both by organised dealers and through the clas

sified advertisements of newspapers, expedite these desired sales and 

purchases*

But the economic model which we are attempting to 

construct is essentially concerned with the demand for and supply of 

newly produced goods* This is because full employment is one of its major 

policy objectives* Hence our demand equations will all be cast in 

terms of purchases of nev/ly produced goods* Yet we cannot ignore the 

second hand markets; for they are an important part of the total 

economy, and they represent an important source of goods which are 

competitive with new production for satisfying the demand for durables. 

Hence each demand equation for newly produced durable goods must treat 

the corresponding secondhand durables as competitive or substitute 

goods* This requires the addition of new causal variables to the
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demand equations« In the case of automobiles the two terms P„0 and
Pa

Kag are suggested, although one of these terms may be found to be 

redundant« P is a price index of second hand cars, and K is the 

real stock of second hand cars which are on the market for sale#

(c) The Availability and Terms of Consumer Credit«

It is customary to buy all of the smaller items of 

consumption for cash out of current income, but to borrow money for 

a bulky item like a house« It would take the average household a good 

many years to save up the full price of a house, but the family can 

live in the house for all of those years if it is able to borrow the 

money and is willing to pay interest on the loan« It all depends on 

the marginal rate of substitution between a house one year hence and 

a house today ( the rate of time preference for a house), in com

parison with the interest rate« The same principle applies to house

hold durables and automobiles, although here a smaller proportion of 

people borrow than is the case with housing since the amount of money 

involved is not so great«

There is however an increasing tendency for consumers 

to find their time preference for durables greater than interest 

costs as levels of real incomes have increased and interest rates 

have declined« Hence consumer credit has become increasingly import

ant in financing these other durables, as well as housing«

The availability of credit for this purpose, relative 

to the demand for it, is indicated by the effective rate of interest
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charged ( is^) , the proportion (d) of the purchase price which supp
liers are -«Tilling to lend, and the time (t) within which the loan 
must be completely repaid* The overall availability of money to lend 

in this area, relative to demand can be indicated by an index number 

of the three terms of borrowing i,d,t, which can be represented by Bg 
(i,d,t ) for short-term loans, and Bm(i,d,t) for long term house 

mortgage loans* If we let represent the short-term debt owed

by households to firms (who hold corresponding securities Seg^), then 

the rate of growth of this debt is some indication of the ease of credit 
Bs(i,d,t). Similarly for mortgage debt of households (to other house

holds as well as firms) the rate of growth of Dem^( = Sg^) is indic

ative of the availability of credit as well as of other economic 

conditions*
There is some question about the importance of the 

interest rate, particularly in the case of Bs* The interest rate is 
the price for obtaining the use of liquidity for one year* Like any 

other price it presumably has some influence on demand* But it appears 
that when the loan is short-term, and when incomes are high, this 
demand is rather inelastic with respect to the interest rate* This 

is because the income effect of i changes is small in this case.
But the interest rate carries much more influence in the case of long

term mortgage loans, for now there is a large income effect. This 

is because the loan is usually for a large amount, and is outstanding 

for a long time. (Cf. J.R. Hicks ["2.12 |, Chap. XVIII).
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(d) Consumer Debt,

These obligations tend to force the households who have 

incurred them to save more than they might otherwise do as they make 

the necessary periodic repayments. It follows that either Des^* and 

^emh separately, or as a sum may exert a negative influence on 

some consumer demands. It would be mainly culture wants - some serv

ices and some cf the durables - shich would be so affected. Since how

ever mortgage payments tend to substitute largely for rent payments, 

probably only Des^f exerts a true drag on some consumer spending.

Whether the drag of existing debt Des^  will ever be serious with res

pect to current spending depends on the size to which it has grown 

relative to income Y^. Should the principle and interest payments per 

time period become large relative to Y^, the drag on current demand from 

this cause could be serious, with serious employment effects.

An additional variable (or degree of freedom) could be
1

saved in the relevant equations by combining with Des^  to arrive 

at net liquidity NI^ = - Deshf. But the micro-holders of large

liquid assets will usually be different from those who owe Ses^., 

partly because of the heavy interest charges on Seshf. Hence the sep

arate liquidity and debt variables will probably provide a sharper 

analysis where degrees of freedom are adequate.

(e) The Rate of Family Formation.

Families have a greater demand for durable goods than 

do single individuals, since some durables (especially houses and the

1. The influence of liquid asset holdings is discussed on page B7.
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larger household durables) are usually only used by families# The 
rate of family formation ( 4  Nf) varies cyclically parallel to income, 

but is still probably a relevant variable in the (dwellings plus

land) and (household durables) equations.
(f) Complementarity.

The chief complementarity in our breakdown of con

sumer spending is between and ^hd 9 a lesser complementarity
between C^+]_ and Cg^ (semi-durables). In each case is the dominant 
variable, and will appear as a causal variable at least in the 
equation.

4. Special Aspects of the Demand for Housing.

Housing combines all the features of durable goods 
discussed above, but is the most lohg-lived consumer durable as well 
as the most bulky in cost. In addition there are three separate 

markets from which this demand can be satisfied - the new house, 
existing house, and the house rental markets. Only the demand for new 

houses affects employment. But the demand for new houses is very much 
influenced by conditions and prices in the other two competitive or 
substitute markets. Substitution among these three markets does not 

depend solely on price, because the preference pattern of the individ
ual usually favours one of the three markets apart from price. But 

substitution will still take place at the margin as the three relative 

prices and conditions change.

Let P^4l represent the price level in the new house 

market, and Bn(i,d,t) its terms of credit# Then P ^ +-j.)sand Bmg^  ^ ^
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are the corresponding variables in the existing house or second-hand 

market* We take these as given or ’exogenous1 in the present model*

more broadly the duelling unit rental market, including here all 

apartments as well as houses. includes all such dwelling units,

whether new or used, and whether owner occupied, for sale or for rent. 

In the short -run it represents the total supply of housing. But from 

this total supply we must deduct owner-occupied and those for sale 

in the new or used markets. Tills gives us rental supply K ^ +-|jr •

The rental market is not one of competitive equilibrium, but is rather 

of the type where prices move only slowly toward an equilibrium (See 

Part VIII). The rent price index will accouringly be explained by a 

dynami“ --- * ---------------

Excess supply in this market is readily observable, as long as it is 

positive. It is the number of empty houses for rent. Let it be rep

resented by E^r, and treated in this analysis as given or ’exogenous*.

Our analysis of the demand for new dwelling units omits 

detailed analysis of the second hand and rental markets to enable us to 

concentrate on building a model which aims at explaining employment, 

the price level, and the balance of payments. It does however cons

ider roughly the value of all dwelling services, in conjunction with 

estimating Ad+1 and Kd+1 • These are priced at Pr levels, and are

aggregated into Cs, r ‘ k ? as is usually done in national

It remains for us to consider the house rental, or

(15)

income accounting
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5m The Influence of Household Ownership of Wealth on Consumer

Demand*

Up to th is point i t  has been assumed that consumer 

spending has been made out of current money income only* But th is 

would be the same as to assume that a firm could only make sales out 

of i t s  current production* Actually a firm can make sales out of i t s  

inventories or stocks, and similarly a household can make purchases 

out of i t s  store of wealth* Both inventories and stores of purchasing 

power are analagous to !fat* in the organism*

Household wealth is  the accumulated stock of net 

household savings* I t  consists of savings in both financial and real 

forms* Financial wealth consists of the money holdings of households, 

M̂ , and securities, 3e *̂ I t  thus consists of stored purchasing power, 

promises to pay stored purchasing power and equity in  the assets and 

profits of corporations. Real wealth consists of household stocks of 

semi-durables KS(q , household durables , automobiles Ka , dwellings 

and associated land K̂ +-j_ , and the net worth of unincorporated business 

Kyjj# The to ta l wealth holdings of households is  then defined by the 

identity

(o) ,sh ~ + ^eh + ^sd + *Mid + ^a + ^d+1 + *Hib*
ph ph

For the economy as a whole financial items cannot be counted as wealth*

But for the household sector alone, money and the promises to pay of

other sectors (business and government) represent purchasing power,

and hence a generalized store of value*___________________________
1. As a simplification we here assume insurance companies and pension 
funds to be a part of the household sector*
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An offsetting factor in the household wealth structure 

is household debt, both short-terra ( consumer credit), and long-terra 

(mortgages)« The short-term and mortgage debt owned by households to 

firms is and • The corresponding securities held as

assets by the firms are Ses^  and Short term debt owed by one

household to another is exc3.uded from Se^, and hence need not be 

included in the debt side* But mortgages held by household or person

al mortgage es(SQm^ )  are of more importance, and are a part of S ^ *

We can now define the net wealth of households as

(9) NWh - Wfr - “ Demh > where - SQm^  + Semhf*
How does wealth influence consumer behaviour and house

hold demands for goods? It is accumulated by saving out of income*

It is desired partly for the current utility of the durable goods 

included in it, and partly because it represents a store of future 

purchasing power* It causes the system to be dynamic, since it is a 

stock, and is explained by the equation

(10) = NW + • It enables a household to spend more than

its income for a number of time periods, and hence permits the marginal 

propensity to consume to be, for a time, greater than unity*

The micro-analysis of the preceding chapter falls 

short of reality by omitting wealth holdings, both from the utility 

function to be maximized, and from the economic resources to be app

lied to this purpose* A more correct representation would be,

(11) U ( , -- , Xn«.2_, I ) is to be maximized, subject to
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th e  budget c o n s tr a in t

(12) + i: "hm, —1 " P lxl  + + P n -A i-1  + ^Sh + ^ h m ,- l

= c m + ™ b m  •

A micro a n a ly s is  fo llow ed by ag g reg a tio n  would now 

show us th a t  consumer demand fo r  (X-j_ , — ,  w i l l  be in f lu e n 

ced by income e f f e c t s  o f bo th  income and p r ic e  changes ( m ainly p r ic e  

changes in  consumption goods), w ealth  e f f e c t s  of both  w ealth  and 

p r ic e  changes ( m ainly p r ic e  changes in  n e t w ealth  goods), and su b st

i t u t i o n  e f f e c t s  o f p r ic e  changes assumed compensated fo r  income and 

w ealth  e f fe c ts*

Space c o n s id e ra tio n s  fo rb id  th e  development o f th i s  

a n a ly s is  in  d e t a i l ,  b u t i t  would fo llo w  th e  p a t te rn  o f Chapter 7 , b u t 

w ith  eq u a tio n s  l ik e  (1 0 ) , (1 1 ) , (12) above a t  th e  s t a r t  o f th e  a n a ly s is*  

The f u l l  d e ta i le d  a n a ly s is  would show th e  re-a rrangem en t o f ho ld ings 

o f components w ith in  d u rin g  t ,  on th e  b a s is  o f changes in  y ie ld s  

O p ric e s* )  among th e  components, a s  w e ll a s  th e  cho ices among ,  — , 

based on p r ic e  and income changes, and f i n a l l y  th e  im p o rtan t 

cho ice b e t ween Cm and or A NW^ • When a l l  o f th e  r e - a l lo c a t io n  

o f w ealth  item s and th e  cho ice o f consumer goods i s  com plete, th e  

f i n a l  id e n t i ty  o f household economic behav iour w i l l  be o f th e  form

(13) Yh + ! % ,_ !  = Cp ♦ Cs + Dsd + Dhd + Da + Dd+1 + + Sehr + Ksd

+ ^hd + ^a + ^d+1 + ^ub*

Because w ealth  i s  accum ulated fo r  fu tu re  consum ption, 

i t  fo llo w s th a t  some w ealth  i s  always be ing  consumed. For t h i s  reason  

as  w e ll as  from th e  above re so u rce  and u t i l i t y  a n a ly s is  i t  appears
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that wealth is likely to act as a causal variable on aggregate consum

ption in a way somewhat parallel to the way income acts« That it 

influences consumer purchases in this way is confirmed by recent theo

retical and empirical work by Professor L.G. Melville

W. Hamburger J  2.10 j ,12.11.
,18]and Dr.

.But it has this peculiarity in that it 

acts as both a consumer good ( eqn.ll) and as a source of spending 

(eqns. (12) and (13). As a consumer good it will eventually produce 

diminishing marginal utility as it grows, and hence will ultimately 

at certain levels induce the household to consume more out of current 

income. This influence reinforces the current using up of wealth by 

those households who are using it for the purposes for which it was 

accumulated —  accident, travel, education, old age, and so on.

While these assumptions may be quite valid for moderate 

levels of income and wealth, there may be considerable non-linearity 

in the consumer demand equations when income and wealth become very 

large. Consumption inay then reach satiation (Cf. Dr. Ruth Mack j^2.17^J) 

, and begin to level off. Then we would find both c) C and <5 C-̂  0.
3 Y 3 m

This would cause wealth to accumulate at a faster rate ( eqn. (10)), 

provided that income was maintained by adequate investment. It follows 

that a shift to greate:/equality in the wealth and income distributions 

could be accompanied by negative & C and d C , in some cases.
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6. The Influence of Liquid Wealth»
One component of wealth holdings may have a more than 

proportionate influence on current consumer demand* This is the por
tion of wealth that is liquid, and which hence represents immediately 
or almost immediately available generalized purchasing power* Any 

definition of liquidity must make an arbitrary 1 cut-off1 on the •liq
uidity scale’, and it is here suggested that we cut off to include 
only money and central government securities* (Actually the precise 
dividing line must be found by statistical and econometric research.) 

We shall temporarily define for this study the liquid asset holdings 
of households as 

(14) - Mjj + Segk*
If is an especially sensitive wealth variable then 

it should be included in the demand equations separate and distinct 
from total wealth. Assuming no "money il3.usionu it should be deflated 
in the demand equations by the household price index P^ to give a 
causal term /Pu • i/e thereby incorporate in the demand equations 
the "Pigou Effect" [j2*22̂ J * It is probable that will be most imp
ortant in demand equations involving a combination of culture wants 
and bulky costs, that is in some of the services, and in the durable 
goods where current cash income in excess of basic and culture needs 
may be inadequate for making the bulky purchase.

7* Population
Growth of population will tend to have an important

expansive influence on consumer demand. But it is believed that pop

ulation is already adequately represented in the causal variables.
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Population changes will affect the labour force and through this Y,
17#

Also population and net new family formation must be included in 

the estimation of the aspirational variables* A.

8• Expectations•

Each economic unit must base its plans for the future, 

and hence many of its current actions, on its forecast of the future* 

It must in fact forecast and act accordingly in order to survive* 

Living only in the present might mean short 'life* Its forecasts of 

the short-run and the longer run future are its expectations*

The forecasts will be based mainly on current endogenous trends, but 

will include some exogenous (e.g. political, international) trends and 

for eknowledge•

Where expectations are formed from current economic 

trends, the variables involved can be brought into the equations thr

ough their lagged values* Thus,

(16) EC!) = f( I„2 > , Y ) = f( I )• But where the expect

ation is of a particular event, some quantitative estimate of the 

event must be brought into the appropriate parts of the model*

Economic expectations can affect current demand in 

ways like the following:

(a) If consumers expect the price of a good to go up between now 

and t, many of them will buy now* ( Substitution through time to lower 

priced good)*

(b) If prices are declining consumers will tend to wait until it
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appears that the trend is reversing before buying*
(c) If consumers expect supplies to cease to exist by some fut

ure date they will rush to buy now*

(d) If real incomes are expected to increase in the future they 

will tend to purchase now on the strength of the present value of this 
future gain*

(e) If real incomes are expected to decline, this loss will also 

be discounted as a reduction of future wealth and some purchases will 
be foregone.

Political and international expectations can influence 
consumers in ways like the following:

(a) Expectations about future government indirect taxes on goods 

can cause price expectations about these goods to be up or down, with 
demand reactions as indicated above*

(b) If some national or international disturbance creates strong 
feelings of uncertainty and insecurity about the future, households 
may refrain from the purchase of durables* This may explain the low 
sales of durables in the United States in 1939-41« The Korean War
on the other hand did not create such deep feelings, and there m s  a 

rush in 1950> on the expectations of future shortages, to purchase 

durables*
An expectations variable E^ should be included in each 

demand equation having a significant proportion of culture wants in 
it* This variable can be built from economic and political-internat

ional trends* For the latter it is suggested that the values 1, simple
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fractions of 1, and 0 be used, and that these values be selected on 
the basis of a historical chronology which can accompany all economic 
statistical time series.

S. Summary of Consumer Demand Equations under Dynamic Conditions.

It is now possible to pull together the results of 
our static and dynamic analysis of consumer behaviour. Since the 
dynamic analysis shows that the underlying forces behind consumer 

demand are different for different categories of goods, we need a 

separate demand equation for each separate categor5r of goods. In 
particular it will be recalled that behaviour was deduced to vary 

with the degree of need and want ( basic needs, culture needs, culture 
wants) and with the ’size’ and degree of durability of the goods 
involved*

Using the shorthand of our symbols we can summarize 
all of the above theory in a set of equations, one for each consumer 
good category. These categories are selected on the basis of a com

promise between theoretical behaviour differences and availability of 
statistical data. In each equation the variable on the left hand 
side is the demand variable being explained, while the variables on 

the right hand side are the variables which cause or influence the 
variable being explained.

The meaning of the symbols was given in the text 
above, but have also been listed alphabetically in Appendix B for the 
complete model. All of the equations developed for the complete model
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are brought forward in a grand summary to Part IX*

The equation summary for consumer or household demands

now follows#

(a) Demands for Consumer Goods#

(17) Cp - * J-7Tnam * ^7Tam * £2 , , ^hm

<18> Cs = f2 fern » l£nam * Ulam> £s » Cs,-1 » f V  » Eh
[Jh ĥ ĥ ĥ ĥ ĥ ^

(19> Csd “ ’ Y /Tnam> ^flj# » fsd/ » f V  » <Asd " KSd}» Eh]
(_Ph ph ph ph ph ph 9

(20) > 1 TTnaa » ^ TTam » Phd ft * Peshf * k*?hm * (Ahd
(ph ph ph ph Ph Ph ph

Khd^> Es Khds » Phds » Cd+1 > ^  Nf »Eh (

(21) Ca = f5

K J

 ̂TTham >  ̂T7~am * pa > ĥ > Eeshf> '̂“hm »
ph ph Ph

> ps Kas 9 Pas >
Pa J

(22) Ĉ +2̂  %  ) ̂ TO » y /Jpam » 2 /fan > pd+l > pr > p(d+l)s » ®m(d’
^ph ph ph ph pd+l pd+l x

d>t), Bms (i,d,t), A Nf, > Ei'̂hn » (Ad+1 “Ed+1 ̂» Ph’ Eh f
p. p, 2ph ph

(23) Pr - f? (pr>_i , Edr)

(24) Cj = fg |̂ Cd+i , P w  (land acquired by the household sector from 

the frontier, the government or the business sector).
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(b) Household Budget Identities*

(25) = Yw + Y yy - TĴ  ( undistributed profits of corporations)

(26) Kgd = Kgd^ x + Csd - Dgd ( Similarly for hd,a,d)

W  Dsd = csd “ A  Ksd

(28) Yh + HWh,.! = Cs + Cp + Csd + Chd + Ca - Cd+1 - /JKsd - /iKhd -

Pa' AKd+l + Wh Cc-
i:

Conventional savings out of income:
(29) Sh = Yh - Cs - Cp - Csd - - Ca = Yh - C 1. ' * :i

True savings out of income;
(30) sl = A NWh = Yh - Cs - cp - Csd - Chd - Ca - Cd+1 + A Ksd ♦ 4 KM  

+ 4 K a + 0 K d+l

(31) f\ NV?h - A ( Mjjj, + Sehr + Ksd + Khd + Ka + Kd+1 + Kub - Seshfr -
Semhr ^

Total household economic activity during a time period 
is revealed by combining (28) and (31), to obtain
(32) xh = Cs + Cp + Csd * CM  + Ca + Cd+1 ♦ A Khr + A Sehr ♦ A Kub

A  Seshfr ** A  ̂ emhr *
Equation (32) reflects household demand for goods 

(ex post), plus household re-arrangement of all of its money and fin

ancial assets and liabilities* Since it includes the net wealth comp
onents it permits consumer spending in any period to exceed consumer 

income by running down assets or by borrowing* Equations (17) to (22), 
and (32) represent a demand system of seven equations in eleven unknowns*
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The unknowns are the economic variables which appear in (32), other 

than Y ̂  which is explained elsewhere. It is clear that if ive wish 

to fully portray household demand activity, we must develop four or 

five more equations. Four will make our system just determinate, with 

one variable such as determined as a residual by the budget constraint 

(32). But five behaviour equations could be developed for each of the 

five financial variables, thereby overdetermining the system and givihg 

it one degree of freedom. Here however we shall make our equations 

represent choices between assets like money and securities, and then 

four further equations are quite adequate. But these further house

hold behaviour equations will be deferred to Part VII, The Money System, 

where they can be analysed better.

Note that in place of a single consumption function for 

the household sector we shall have developed eleven behaviour equat

ions through attempting to aggregate goods demanded into groups that 

are fairly homogeneous both in themselves and with respect to consumer 

behaviour. Note also that our model shows both true consumption 

(eqn. (30)), and consumer demand for goods. The former is necessary 

for wealth and welfare analyses, the latter for employment and price 

level explanation.

This concludes our study of the household and its 

demands for final goods and wealth. We now shift our attention to the 

firm, and its production and supply of these goods*
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Part III

THE FIRM. THE PRODUCTIVE SYSTEM ALT) SUPPLY

;'-rARY V_i

Chapter 9

PRELILIEKARI STUD? OF THE FIRI.I WITH COMPARATIVE STATICS 

1. Introductory.

Production involves the obtainment of materials and 

energy from the natural environment or from foreign trade, followed 

by the transformation of these step by step into final yoods. At 

each step or process as the goods move through the system value is 

added to them. Final goods are those on which the domestic economy 

will perform no further processes or add no further value, and con

sist of consumer goods, government purchases, producers’ capital goods, 

and exports*

Value is added to initial goods by the application of 

labour, capital equipment, and organization or entrepreneurship.

Total domestic production is equal to total value added by factors 

of production located within the geographic boundaries of the domestic 

economy j^3*10 p* 15~j • Thus Gross Domestic Production (GD P) during 

a time period is equal to the aggregate of sales of all final goods 

(GDS) plus the value added to pipeline goods still within the production 

process, but not as yet sold as final goods, less imports from abroad. 

Thus GDP = GD3 + (\ E - Fj.

The basic unit or ’cell’ of the productive system is

the individual activity, process or operation. But the basic autonomous 

and decision making unit is the individual firm, a small aggregation
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of b a s ic  a c t i v i t i e s *  The fu n c tio n  o f th e  firm  i s  to  b r in g  to g e th e r  

and co o rd in a te  f a c to r s  of p ro d u c tio n  or re so u rce s  in  a sequence o f 

a c t i v i t i e s ,  w ith  th e  purpose o f c re a t in g  a p roduct o f h igher economic 

va lue  th an  th e  value o f th e  re so u rce s  used u p . The firm  i s  th u s  th e  

b a s ic  u n i t  o f r e s p o n s ib i l i ty ,  f in a n c e , and d e c is io n  making in  th e  

p ro d u c tiv e  system . The t e s t  o f th e  f irm ! s success in  adding value  to  

th e  re so u rce s  i t  uses i s  t h a t  th e  m arket i s  w il l in g  to  pay a p r ic e  

fo r  i t s  p roduct which i s  g re a te r  th an  th e  v a lu e  o f th e  re so u rce s  i t  

has used up .

P r o f i t  can be a sc r ib e d  to  two f a c to r s  of p ro d u c tio n . 

P a rt of i t  re p re se n ts  th e  m arg inal p ro d u c tiv i ty  o f th e  c a p i t a l  in v e s t

ed in  th e  f irm . The rem ainder i s  a t t r ib u ta b le  to  th e  e n tre p re n e u r ia l  

or e n te rp r is in g  fu n c tio n  of o rg an iz in g  p ro d u c tio n  and of r i s k in g  cap

i t a l  in  c o n d itio n s  o f u n c e r ta in ty  (K night jjL.13^j )•  The more e f f i c 

ie n t ly  th e se  fu n c tio n s  a re  perform ed th e  g re a te r  th e  r e s id u a l  p r o f i t  

w i l l  be to  th e  e n te r p r i s e r .

High p r o f i t s  a re  n o t always a measure o f e f f ic ie n c y  

in  se rv in g  s o c ia l  needs and w ants, however. They can a lso  occur as  

a r e s u l t  o f monopoly and r e s t r i c t i v e  p ra c t ic e s  which keep m arginal 

u t i l i t y  and p r ic e  high fo r  goods w ith  i n e l a s t i c  demand where need or 

want i s  g r e a t .  Such p ra c t ic e s  need to  be k ep t under p u b lic  s c ru tin y , 

p o lic y  and re g u la t io n .

I t  has o f te n  been assumed in  economic th eo ry  th a t  th e  

firm *s behaviour i s  guided by a so le  aim -  to  maximize i t s  p r o f i t .  

This i s  analagous to  assum ing th a t  th e  consumer maximizes a u t i l i t y
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function which includes only economic goods. In the early days of 

industrial capitalism the assumption of profit maximizing as the sole 

guide to the behaviour of the firm was probably close to reality.

But in the modern world the firm must justify its acts before the bar 

of a much stronger and better informed public opinion. Hence while 

it is highly concerned about profit earning, it can no longer take 

short-run steps v/hich are detrimental to human and social values 

without serious opposition. This alters the preference system of the 

firm in modern society. Maximum profit will still be an important 

part of it, but is no longer of overriding dominance. Other important 

parts of its preference system include:survival, growth, economic and 

political power, good public relations, wealth and power of top exec

utives, goodwill of customers, service to society, provision of a 

pleasant milieu for the productive and creative needs of its personnel. 

A firm in the modern world cannot pursue maximum profits in the short- 

run and achieve these goals. But if it pursues many of these goals 

it is likely to achieve high profits in the long run.

Thus a very important distinction arises between a 

firm's behaviour in the short run and in the long run. In the short 

run we assume that the modern firm attempts to maximize a utility 

function of various goals, among v/hich we include high profits. But 

the firm will not take advantage of all of its profit opportunities in 

the short run ( for example: increasing prices to all that the traffic 

will bear; short-run layoffs of employees to suit company convenience) 

for fear of destroying good relations with its customers, its employees
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and with the general public* But many of the opportunities open to it

can be obtained if they are taken slowly, and in accompaniment with

long range planning and development*

It follows that profit maximization can be taken as

a good first approximation to the underlying motivation of the firm,

as long as we expect many reactions to environmental changes to take
be

place slowly, and hence to /applicable only to the longer run* Comp

arative statics can once again be a fruitful way to begin our analysis.

2. Study of the Behaviour of the Firm Using Comparative Statics.

Here we are concerned with the firm as a producer and 

supplier of goods, and as a user or demander of factors of production. 

Let the output of an individual firm during a time period t be q^, which 

may be a vector of different products. Let the price at which this 

output is sold be p, so that the firmTs total revenue is given by

(1) TR = p q ( or p q for a vector product).

We omit the time subscript, but during the same time 

period the firm uses factors of production 1,2, — , n in quantities 

xl> x2> “"■*» -̂ n = x • C&ven thetechnology available to the firm, the 

quality of its entrepreneurship and management, the skills and attit

udes of its labour force there is a physical technological relation

ship between the quantities of its imputs and the level of its outputs,

(2) q = f ( Xj_, — , x ^ .  This is the production function of the 

of the firm.

If V]_, — , vn are the market prices of the factors of
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production, and if D represents certain fixed costs which occur in 

the time period independently of the level of output, we can state 

the total value of resources used up by the firm in a time period, 

or its total cost, as 

(3) TC = v - ^  + -- + VjjXh + D.

The profit earned by the firm during a time period is 

the value added by its capital and enterprise,

(4) 1} = P q “ (vxxx + --+ vnXH ) - D.
In the process of maximizing 7T the firm must make two 

different kinds of adjustment. One is internal and refers to producing 

with the greatest efficiency or least cost. The other is external 

and has to do ’with deciding on the scale of output and the price to 

charge, given the demand curve confronting the firm. The first of 

these may be referred to as an engineering-management type of adjust

ment, the second as a sales-management adaptation. These two forms 

of adjustment to the environment cannot be carried on in completely 

separate compartments however, but must be integrated by the overall 

management. But for our analysis of the firm*s behaviour we shall 

follow a similar division of labour*, analysing first the internal 

or engineering-management adaptations, then the external or sales-man- 

agement adaptations, and finally the overall integration of these.

The mathematical phase of parts of this analysis draws heavily on the 

kind of approach initiated by Slutsky j~2.28̂ j and developed so usefully 
by Allen ^2.2^, Hicks ^2.12 iand Samuelson {2.27J .
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(a.) Minimum Cost Adaptations*

Assume that the engineer-management must take as given 

the factor prices v, fixed costs D, the scale of output q, product 

price p and the form and parameters of their production function f. 

Their job is to select x*s which minimize TC, given by (3), but with 

the x !s constrained by (2). Hence they must minimize 

(5) TC = v ^  + ---+ vnx^ + D - A f(xx, ----, x^) - q

Then,
(6) dTC = 0, d̂ TC ) 0.

Let ^f = f • and ä *~f = f. .*
ax. - X ^ a  x.

From (5) and (6) we have

(7) ä TC = 0 ; v± - A f± = 0. ( i = 1,2,— ,n)
*1

(Va) _  = ---= = 1  * Thus the marginal product of an extra~ ~ x
pound or dollar spent on any one factor must be no greater or no less

than that obtained from an extra unit of money spent on any other

factor* Note that at equilibrium one additional unit of money spent

on any one factor or split up among all the factors produces 1 / \

of additional product. Then one additional unit of product costs A

monetary units* A is accordingly equal to marginal cost, dTC , at
d q

least cost equilibrium.

Consider next second order conditons*

(8) (dx) j^f • j (dx) (- A ) ^ 0, subject to the linear constraint
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(9) dq = f±dx1 + ----= fndxn = 0. Let (f̂ , f2, ----- , fR ) = (t±).

Then
(10) must be alternately positive and negative# Let
Then the principal minors of 

0 (fj/
(fi) fj_j ^

fij f̂i) 1 = ]?
(fi) 0 J
— • A total cost function or surface can be found by
solving (7a) and (2) for x-j_, -— , xn, in terms of v-j_,-- , vn, q,
and then substituting the x*s in (3)«
(11) TC = c(v^, -— , vn, q)# Each point on this cost surface is a 
minimum cost equilibrium for the assumed v and q values#

Next we shall see what can be deduced by displacing 
the equilibrium of (72) and (11), using the method of comparative statics# 
From (7a)
(12) dv± = d(f±X) = Xdf± + f±d X.
(13) dfj_ = filthy + -- + findXn#
From (2),
(14) dq = f]_dxj_ + -- + fndxn#
From (1£), (13) and (14),
(15)

(16)

¥ /
(dx,d X) = (dv , dq

(%) 0 T

G n  -- Gh+l.l 1
/ G. G.

( dx,d X )= • •

Gl,n+1 " ^n+l.n+l
G. G.

/
j%on (dxd X)

/
( ^  , dq ) ,
Where G* = det# G#
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(17) IIi

°Ikdvl + 1 1 l + !kdvn + Gn+l.k dq
G. X G,► A G.

(18) d A  = ^.n+l • dV]_ + — - + ĥ,n+l dvn + Gn+l,n+ldcl
G. A G A G.
Comparison of matrices F and G reveals the following

(19) det G = det f/A 5 %-j ' Fij/A :■ Fji A = Gĵ i, j n+1);

Gi,n+1. ~ Fi,n+1 5 Gn+l,j Fn+l,j /A > Gi,n+1 Ag n+l,i

w , n+1 Fn+l,n+l •

From (17) and (19)
(20) A xk Fkk > A xk _ J k 5 ^ xk Fn+l.k

* vk ’ A F* ^ Vj ' A f. F.

_ Fk,n+1 $ _ \_Fn+l.n+l
ä vfc F. d q F.

Equations (20) and (21) provide us with comparative 

static equilibria# Once x and ^\are in equilibrium vdth respect to 

given v and q, how will these equilibrium values change as the given 

environment of v and q change? To answer this question v;e must attempt 

to evaluate the signs of (20) and (21).

(i) Because of (10), and the fact that f̂ .. could be brought into the 

south east corner in (10), F ^  and F# are of opposite sign. Also \  =

marginal cost will always be positive. Therefore,

(2 .) & _^k / o , and an increase in the price of any factor will
ä vk ^

always result in less of it being used. (Since we shall be aggregating , 

problems of indivisibilities can be ignored.)

(ii) Nothing definite can be said about the sign of  ̂x̂- .
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It could be either positive or negative. If k and j were complementary 

inputs ^ would be negative. But if k and j were substitutes orT»J
competitive ^ x^ would be positive.

(iii) The firm behaves symetrically with respect to any pair of factors

j and k, as either one of their prices change, while output remains 

constant for ä xk = 0 x i • If j and k are complementary, both
y*! & vk

reactions will be equally positive.

(iv) We cannot say anything *a priori* about the sign of Fn+i 

relative to that of F. But in almost every case we know that ci
^q

will be positive. The only case where this wouldn*t be so would be 

where production methods were being changed with increasing q such 

that k was being partially or totally replaced.

(v) As long as 1 ̂  )> 0, -ä_A \ 0, for surprisingly, -T
d ' a vk / d

1Ü
q

• But one would expect that marginal cost would increase^ A
d 7*with the price of k, again except in the case where k was being part

ially or totally replaced in the production process.

(vi) ä X is the slope of the marginal cost c}£rve of the firm,äq Ü S
derived from (11), and can also be expressed as • bote that

it consists of the Hessian determinant of the production function f 

divided by F., and multiplied by marginal cost A «  The generalized 

mathematical analysis can tell us no more than this, and cannot define 

the sign of A • This is quite as it should be, for the slope
ä <1

of the marginal cost curve will change from negative to zero to pos-
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itive as the firm passes through increasing, constant and finally dim

inishing returns, as the scale of q is increased from zero upward.

As these changes occur the f ^  and f-y will tend to be successively 

positive, zero and negative,

(b) Adaptations to External Changes in Market Demand,.

Given the internal minimization of cost by engineer

ing-management resulting in a total cost surface (11), sales-manage- 

ment must determine the most profitable price and output for the firm. 

From (4) and (ll) we have

(24) TF = p q - c(v,q). Assuming that price is given by the market, 

we have,

(25) ^ TT = p - 6 c = 0 at max,
& q ^ q(26) 2^ 2Ö_IT = - <5 c /  0 at max,

■\ " “T   2 \Q q O ^
Thus output must be expanded until marginal cost equals price, and 

marginal cost must be rising. Hence under pure competitive conditions 

the given market price must be greater than or equal to minimum average 

cost.

If the firm is not in a pure competitive situation, 

and this applies to the majority of firms, it faces a downward sloping 

demand curve.

(27) d II
d q

= p + q d£ - dc =0, ( v  consiant), 
dq doA

(28) d 2jt 
1 ?

äE - d^c2 -\0
2 dq + q dq 2
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Thus output will be expanded until marginal cost (MC) equals marginal 

revenue (MR) , and such that the marginal cost curve cuts the marginal 

revenue curve from underneath, A further equilibrium condition for 

(long-run) survival is a positive // • But this condition borders on 

dynamic analysis. It means that for any lengthy time period average 

revenue (AR)must be greater than average cost (AC), Thus in Fig, 1 

both of the shaded sections represent max. TT» and these must be pos
itive.

readily be dra?m about the reaction of the firm to an increase in dem

and, that is a shift of AR and MR upward or to the right. The firm 

will always increase output q. Also the firm will usually increase 

its price p. There can be occasions however when for moderate incr

eases in demand price may decline.
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(c) Composite Adaptations to Environmental Changes»

The external adaptations of the sales-management are 

brought into alignment with the internal ajustments of the engineering- 

management through the principle that MR and MC must be brought into 

equality in order to maximize profits* Thus from .(7a) and (27) we 

have,

(29) V! =  mrnmmmm ~ *
fi

p + q dp * Thus an increase in any v̂ _ 
dq

tends to cause X  to increase, despite the substitutions that this

increase will call forth* The right hand side of (29) must then be

raised by decreasing output* Also if the engineers are able to increase

any marginal productivity then X  tends to decrease, and the sales-

management can then decrease p + q dp by increasing output*
dq

These results can be made slightly more general by 

assuming that both product demands and factor supplies have finite 

elasticities, ep and e^ • Assume that the firm is at internal and 

external equilibrium, when an increase in demand for its product 

occurs*

(30) MR = d(pq) = pdq + qdp = p( 1 +JL ) dq.
ePTo achieve dq the firm must increase some or all of x* The additional 

cost of dxs is JL
(31) dfcjx^ = vi(l + e± ) dxi = MCi

The marginal revenue attributable to hiring dx* is

(32) MR± = p ( 1 + ep ) fj_dxi

ep will usually be negative, e^ positive
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Combining now both internal and external equilibrium, 

the firm will expand each x^ until each MC^ = MR^. At this composite 

equilibrium,

(33) fl -----= fn = 1
vi(l + 1_ ) v n( 1 + 1_ ) p ( 1 + 1_ ) .

el en ep

As in (7a) the last dollar or pound spent on each factor can be rel

ated to an equal quantity of product; MC or X in combined internal

and external equilibrium comes into equality with p ( 1 + 1_ ) = MR;
eP

and the marginal money cost of each factor equals the marginal prod

uctivity of the factor times marginal revenue from an additional unit 

of product.

To Sum upi

(a) If product demand increases either p or q ( usually both will 

increase). If q increases most x^ will increase ( Sec. 2a(iv),(v) )*

If p increases, and v^, e^ and e r e m a i n  constant, all f^ must be 

reduced to restore external equilibrium and hence the x̂ _ will generally 

be increased.

(b) If the price of factor i decreases x^ will increase (22), other 

things equal.

(c) If the price of any other factor j decreases there will be a

“substitution effect” ( Hicks [2 .I2J Chap. VII ) away from x^ in

favour of x. , unless i and j are complementary. The substitution tJ
effects restore internal equilibrium.

(d) If v n* decreases as in (c) the firm will likely be out of external 

equilibrium as a result of the decreased cost of its operation. All
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of the ratios in (33) will now have increased* The firm will expand 

production to restore this external equilibrium. This has been called 

a nproduction effect” (

( Samuelson ^1.2oJ pp. $30-9).

3» A Digression on the Firm!s Method of Approach to a Maximum Profit

Position*

The firm cannot move directly to a maximum profit 

position as indicated by Fig. 1, and by equations (27) - (33)• This 

is because it usually does not know with any degree of accuracy the 

demand and MR curves confronting it. It does know part of its AG 

curve, and its breakdown of AC as between direct labour, raw materials 

and overhead cost. Hence the firm may follow something like the foll

owing procedure in deciding on either the price to charge, or the level 

of output. First a rough price and quantity combination will be est

imated for the firm*s market on the basis of past experience. Then 

the cost department will estimate the variable prime costs ( direct 

labour and materials) and the fixed overhead, for this level of output. 

This gives TG and AC. A percentage markup will be added to average 

prime cost to cover both fixed overhead and a desired margin of profit, 

or to AC to cover the desired margin of profit. This will give a trial 

selling price. The market is then tested. Market testing may show that 

a greater output can be sold at the test price, or that a higher mark

up can be added to the test level of output. By testing the level of 

profit associated with both of these variations a local profit max-

|^2.12^J Chap VIII) or an n output effect”
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imum can e a s i ly  be reach ed . With growing ex p erien ce , and t r i a l  and 

e r r o r ,  th e  firm  w il l  ten d  to  keep moving toward i t s  h ig h e s t maximum*

I t  w i l l  perform  most o f i t s  c a lc u la t io n s  u s in g  some type o f markup on 

c o s ts ,  bu t th e re  i s  no reaso n  why t h i s  markup percen tage has to  rem ain 

f ix e d  and sacrosanc t*  Nor does i t  in  p ra c tic e ;, (Cf* K lein

39, Samuelson

[s.u 8.13

,.2 o J  , pp .

( w ith  Ramey) ) .

518-20 , Gabor and Pearce 8*6

l.nTJp.
, Pearce

4« Summary: The S ta t ic  Demand o f th e  Firm fo r  a F acto r o f P ro d u c tio n * 

The a n a ly s is  o f Sec. 2 above re v e a ls  a s u b s t i tu t io n  

e f f e c t  away from f a c to r s  whose p r ic e s  have in c re a se d  and toward f a c t 

o rs  whose p r ic e s  have d ecrea sed , in  a r e l a t i v e  sen se . This i s  re q u ire d  

to  reach  in te r n a l  e q u ilib r iu m . I t  a lso  re v e a ls  a p roduction  e f f e c t , from 

which a d e c lin e  in  any f a c to r  p r ic e  causes a l l  f a c to r s  to  be demanded 

in  g re a te r  q u a n tity  to  r e s to r e  e x te rn a l e q u ilib r iu m . In  a d d it io n  we 

found a g en era l expansion e f f e c t  whenever e i th e r  p or q in c re a se d  due 

to  an in c re a se  in  p roduct demand. These th re e  e f f e c t s  can be f i t t e d

in to  a p re lim in a ry  demand eq u a tio n  fo r  f a c to r  i  as  fo llo w s: 
d f vi  > P >

(34) Xj_ -  f  \  p vi
. a

(34 a) XjVj = a 0+ a-^q + a 2Vj_ , where Pv i s  a p r ic e  index  o f v ^ ,---- ,v n *

These eq u a tio n s  serve as  p ro to ty p es  fo r  a g g re g a tio n , 

and fo r  th e  a n a ly s is  o f th e  demands o f firm s fo r  la b o u r, in v e n to r ie s  

and f ix e d  c a p t ia l  under th e  dynamic c o n d itio n s  o f th e  r e a l  world*
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Chapter 10*

AGGREGATS DEMANDS FOR FACTORS OF PRODUCTION UNDER DYMMIC CONDITIONS, 

The firm uses three broad classes of factors of prod

uction in its operations. These are labour, materials, and fixed cap

ital equipment. These factors differ by being human vs. material, 

storable vs. non-storable, durable vs. transient. We shall begin with 

the factor that is human and non-storable, man-hours of productive 

employment. It is of course the demand for this factor which is the 

most important variable in the model being developed. For this model 

is intended mainly as and aid to full employment policy.

1. The Demand for Labour.

Let: bp = average number of paid workers employed by firms
during a time period;

h = average hours worked per employed paid worker during 
the time period;

= average hourly earnings of paid workers hired by 
p firms;

Pw = price index of hourly wage rates;

Pqdp = P = price level of gross domestic product;

GDP = real volume of flow of gross domestic product dur
ing the time period;

Pm = price index of industrial materials;

PK = price index of new fixed capital;

PmK = com1:)ine^ price index of industrial materials and 
producers fixed capital;
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The demand for labour by firms aggregated from the last

chapter, and translated into the new symbols becomes,
d d pw

(!) Np h wph = a0 + aiGDP + a2p ~  .p
We now move into the dynamic and other influences that may 

further affect this demand relationship in the real world.

(a) Expectations.

It takes time to produce output and hence what is finished

product for the market today must have been set into production at
much

some time in the past. This means that r / output must be planned for

a future market on the basis of today*s expectations or forecasts

about that future market. Today*s expectations are based largely on

today*s level of activity and its trends. The trend of production is

represented by ~GÖP = f( GDP_2 > GDP_p, GDP ). The number of lags it
— ^

would be necessary to include in GDP will depend on the length of 

the time period being used.

There are other types of expectations of a technolog

ical, political and international nature which 7/ill also influence the 

plans of business men, and these can be included by adding a term 

to the demand equation.

(b) Wealth.

The total assets of a firm consist of money (Ef), 

securities ( including accounts receivable and bills of exchange)

(Sep), inventories (H), and fixed capital made up of plant, construction 

v/orks, machinery and equipment (Kp^) and land. ((K-jjO • The firm 07ms 

all of this wealth, but it has offsetting debts to others 7/hich coun-
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terbalance part of it. The value actually ov/ned by the firm or its 

ovmers is its net worth ( M p). But, from a managerial point of view, 

the wealth of the firm may still be thought of as the total assets 

under control. That is,

(2) Wf = Mfr + Sefr + H + KpcM1.

The net worth of firms is equal to their total assets 

or wealth holdings less their issues of fixed interest (non equity) 

securities held by other firms, households and government,

3eif(hfg) = Seifo *

(3) NWp = • Note that the net worth of firms Should be

approximately equal to the market value of equity securities (share 

stock) issued by firms plus the net worth of unincorporated business

(4) NWf=Q= Seeor + Kub .

Unlike the consumer, the firm does not need to prepare 

for old age. Hov/ever because it puts a high value on survival and grow

th, the size of its wealth and its net worth are of great importance 

to it. But the greater these become the less it needs to worry about 

survival and growth, and the more attention, courage and resources 

it can devote to current production, and to research on new lines of 

production. Thus growth may beget growth, and there may be a wealth 

effect on the current level of demand for factors of production.

(c) Liouid Wealth.

That part of a firm*s total wealth which is liquid may 

exert a disproportionate influence on its current activity. We might 

define its liquid v/ealth as its stock of money and securities, less
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mortgages, which are usually not considered as saleable for short run 

cash needs*

Thus

current needs is reduced by its current liabilities, Sesf(kfp-) =

Desf, consisting mainly of accounts payable and bills of exchange pay

able, Thus net liquidity,

(6) MLf = Ij£ - Des£ , is probably a more meaningful causal variable 

demonstrating the separate influence of liquid wealth on a firm’s 

activities.

chase factors which create products which the firm sells for more mon

ey, Thus money to the firm is in a sense a factor of production with 

which it garners more money. The firms has certain needs for money 

based on its level of transactions and its precautions against emerg-

are met, the firm is likely to think about putting any surplus funds 

it has into further productive uses or into securities with good 

yields. This may often mean increasing its demands for factors of prod

uction, It may apply these toward expanding output in its present 

product lines, or it may add new product lines.

The actual money available to a firm for financing

In its cycle of production a firm uses money to pur

encies. Once these transactions and precautionary

In addition to possibly encouraging it to expand, a 

firm’s level of liquidity may also be permissive, a necessary though
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not a sufficient condition for expansion.

(d) Undesired Inventories of Finished Goods,

The meaning and importance of this variable as an inf

luence on output is explained below.

(e) Summary.

(7) Nph w.pĵ  f \ 9 QDP, Pw , NLj> , 9

 ̂ ^ PmK PwmK
(f) Demand for Hours of Vfork.

ilhen GDPf (gross domestic production in firms) is at 

a full capacity value GDPf we assume that hours of work are at a normal 

or standard value hs. Vihen firms attempt to produce at over capacity 

they usually demand overtime work at overtime rates of pay. This is 

because at full capacity there is not adequate room for more employees, 

and there is likely to be full employment in the economy in any event* 

But Y/hen output falls to below capacity, man-hours can be reduced by 

reducing both employment and hours. The employer will often prefer 

to reduce hours in the case of key personnel rather than lay them off, 

as a means of retaining the part of their services still required dur

ing the slack period. The folloY/ing equations are suggested for hours 

demanded by employers.
rt ~~

(7a) h = hs + a (GDPf- GDPf )

(7b) hc1 = h + a ( GDP^ - C-DPS ). In these equations h rises above s f f
h when there is over capacity production, or excess demand, and con- s
versely.
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2. The Demand for Inventory Stocks.

It is necessary for inventories to be spread rather 

evenly throughout the productive system to ensure smooth and contin

uous operation* The build up and running down of these stocks act as 

control mechanisms along with the price system, and exert particularly 

dynamic influences on the level of productive activity and employment. 

The inventories held by a firm tend to fall into three classes - raw 

materials purchased from other firms , goods in process in the firm 

Hgp, and finished goods of the firm ready for saleHfg^ These inventories 

of materials are of obvious importance in the productive process, for

it is on them that the labour and capital equipment perform their
the

productive operations. Since/three classes of inventories perform 

different functions in the productive process, we analyse the demand 

for each class separately.

(a) Demand for Raw Materials.

The cost of holding raw materials is a combination 

of their price Pm and the costs of storage which include PpQand P;7.

Let this composite cost index be Prm.

Since inventories must be planned for well in advance 

of needs the expectational component in the demand for them is strong. 

Also they bring a positive or negative speculative yield if their price 

trend is upward or downward. Because of the time required for ordering 

and shipping, and the time required for expectations about current 

trends to become firm, ex post H will tend to lag behind GDP. 

Abramovitz |^3.2 estimates this lag at two to three months for the U.S.



(b) Demand for Goods in Process»

These are the materials actually undergoing trans

formation in the productive system. Their quantity will be very comp

lementary with the amount of labour employed, although there will be 

room for a little substitution at the margin.

Hgp should coincide rather closely with the cycle of GDP, though with

finished goods insures against loss of sales in a rising market, but 

is costly in terms of warehousing and the use of money. It is also a 

good speculative investment if prices are expected to rise. From the 

. . point of view of the overall productive system they facilitate

the smooth flow of goods from one stage to the next. The demand for 

these stocks will accordingly be similar to that for the other factors

(9)

a minimum

(c) Demand for Inventory Stocks of Finished Goods.

From the point of view of the firm a large stock of

(10)

As suggested above these stocks play a further import

ant role in the economic system. Since the system lacks price flexib

ility ( CF. Part VIII) some control mechanism complementary to the 

price system is required. Inventories, especially of finished goods
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provide this mechanism. If stocks pile up above what is desired under 

falling demand for product, they flash a signal to slow down production. 

Conversely should they fall below what is desired, as demand for prod

uct rises, a signal is flashed to speed up production. Thus undesired 

inventories u^g become a feed-back mechanism ( similar to a thermostat 

controlling the temperature and heat source of a room) which guides 

the economy in a dynamic adjustment process. The process is one which

aims to reduce u^j^p zero.
d

,.„d
Let be the demand for finished goods inventories, 

and'H^g the ex post solution value of this variable in a complete 

model. is the corresponding observed value of the stocks at the

end of period t. Then we define,

(11) • rĴ -s is the total disturbance or residual
2.6 p. 365-6),for the variable H^g in a complete model ( Cf. Brown 

and is the same in concept as could be obtained by surveying the act

ual and desired inventories of all firms at the end of a time period.

Because of the time required for Uf^ to correct H^g, 

this inventory stock will tend to lag, like Hrm, behind the GDP cycle.

The accelerative effect of inventory demand on the GDP 

cycle has important consequences for employment and price level theory. 

The inventory cycle follows the GDP cycle causally, but with a lag.

This lag is short enough relative to GDP cycle periods to produce *res- 

onance* and serious widening of GDP amplitudes. It is of course 

not H ( = Hpjjj + Hgp + Hfg) which affects GDP and employment, and its 

dynamic time path (which leads that of H) must be followed to derive
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its impact in any particular time period. Because of lags (2-4 months 
3#2^j) it may in some periods oppose the cycle, though it will usually 

reinforce it.

3* The Demand for Fixed Investment Goods.

It is through the purdhase of new capital goods that 
the money savings of the economy flow back into the productive system, 
and the unemployment that saving would otherwise produce is thereby 

prevented. Capital goods are desired because of the great productivity 

which they add to productive operations when combined with the other 
factors of production. Their yield in terms of the value they create 

over their useful life, in excess of the value of resources used up 
to produce them, is so great that they become the main highway to 
economic development and higher standards of living.

The scientist and the engineer play leading roles in 
the development of modern machines and equipment, part of a historic 
process which began with the Industrial Revolution and still continues. 
Investment in tools and equipment had taken place from earliest times, 

but no¥if the energy of fossil fuels was harnessed in machines and eng
ines to rim the tools. Mighty inanimate power had replaced animate 
muscle power. This process has gained momentum as it passed through 

the steam, electric and petroleum periods, and as it now enters 
the atomic era.

Coming back to economic principles, the decision to 
invest in fixed capital is based on the same economic forces as the 

decision to hire more labour or to purchase more materials. Labour and
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materials v/ill be purchased up to the point v/here their marginal rev
enue productivity becomes equal to their marginal cost* The marginal 

cost of a new piece of fixed capital can be estimated fairly readily* 

But what is its marginal revenue productivity?
Let the present cost of a piece of new fixed capital be 

P^.GTo* The engineers estimate instalation cost plus additional over

head costs associated with the use of this capital to have a present 
value of A0* They also estimate that the marginal physical output 

attributable to this capital in future time periods 1,2, — , n will 

be q^, q0, — , q , and that the scrap value will then be Sn* The 
management estimates tha.marginal net revenue per unit of these fut

ure outputs to be V]_, V2, vn* The stream of future income associ

ated with the investment is then v^q^, — , vnqn, Sn. This is the est
imated marginal revenue productivity of the new capital. The v vector 

is based on the firm*s forecasts and expectations regarding future 
economic conditions, and the future prospects of its particular indust

ry.
But in order for the marginal revenue productivity to 

be compared with marginal cost Pqj*CH0 + A0, the stream of future 
returns must be brought to the same time base as the marginal cost*
This can be done through the time preference rate of the firm. Supp

ose that the firm can be reasonable certain of earning at least 

on its money, where i-jj. is the long-run yield on corporation bonds. 
Then the present value of the expected stream of income from the new 

capital is
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(12) HE0 = Vjqx + --- + vDqn + Sn
TT+ilf)11 (l+ixf)*1 (l+ilf) n

As long as MRQ is greater than the marginal cost the firm is likely 

to decide in favour of the new investment*

What is the actual expected yield from this investment? 

It could be defined as a rate r such that if the initial cost of the 

investment is accumulated at this rate over the life of the invest

ment, it would be equal to the stream of income derived from the in

vestment in successive time periods and accumulated at the same rate 

over the same lifetime# This gives an equation

(13) Pgr.SIo + A0 = viqi + --+ vnqn + sn
(l+r) (l+r)n (l+r)n

from which an appropriate solution of r can be obtained# “r” is of 

course the “marginal efficiency of capital” of J.M* Keynes I 1#6 p#

As Keynes observed, the basic decision to invest 

depends on the value of the “marginal efficiency“ of the investment, 

r in relation to the cost of borrowing or the opportunity cost of 

using money for investment, i ^ #  The average firm will want this 

yield or marginal efficiency to be well above i-^, sufficiently above 

to cover the added risks and uncertainties associated with production 

as compared to investment in * guilt-edged* bonds. One way of assuring 

this is to interpret r as the expected value of a normal probability 

distribution, and insist that r be at least two estimated standard de

viations above Or it might insist that r be computed from the

estimates of the returns for the first five years only of the investment,
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and that this r be at least one standard deviation higher than i ^ «  

Through some such rules as these the firm can attempt to protect it

self against the inevitable uncertainties involved in its expectations« 

The factors which influence the level of the marginal 

efficiency of an investment can be listed from an inspection of (13)«
It will be greater the higher is the marginal physical productivity 

vector q; the more this output vector is concentrated in the earlier

vector v; the more that higher prices are concentrated in earlier than 

later years; the higher the scrap value; the longer the useful life 

n of the equipment; the less the resources required in the original

the less the installation and additional overhead costs A0«

On the basis of the theory of factor demand for firms 

and the marginal yield of capital we can set up a preliminary demand 

function for new capital goods«

One defect of this equation may be that it does not bring marginal 

efficiency or yield explicitly into the equation« This may be more 

important in the case of a long lived asset than in the case of fact

ors that are used up in the short run« In any event we have already 

shown that capital is more closely related to profit or yield, since 

it along with enterprise is the claimant of this residual yield after 

current labour and material costs have been paid«

Chap 14); the higher is the expected price

equipment, & 0; the less the price level of the original equipment P^.

(14) G Id = f a »S*»
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In considering refinements to this equation we shall 

plan to compare the marginal efficiency of capital and i-̂ » as Keynes 

suggested* In this process vie shall also attempt to consider someother 

major special influences which affect the demand for capital goods, 

and which arise from their large cost, and long life*

(a) The Stock of Durable Capital Goods*

Because of their durability, these goods accumulate 

into stocks, as indicated by the dynamic equation

(15) + ^pcia. “ dPCM = Kf • Tiie subscripts P,C,
M,1 refer to plant, construction, machinery and equipment, and land, 

respectively. Once a capital good has been purchased its continued 

existence inhibits further demand for a new good like it over its 

economic lifetime. Its economic life time can be stretched if economic 

conditions are poor, or shortened if economic conditions are good, 

so that the demand for these goods can add a tremendous Resonance* 

effect to the amplitude of a GDP cycle, however the cycle once got 

started* The existing stocks contribute further to cyclical behaviour 

in the economy in that as large parts of them tend to be built up at 

the same time, due to innovations or prosperous times, these parts 

will tend to be due for replacemtnt at the same time in the future*

In this way *long v/aves1 of durable goods demand tend to be inherent 

in the system* (Schumpeter )• No such waves would occur for

short-lived goods ( Burns ^3*3^)* We can conclude that the existing 

stock of capital by itself exerts a negative influence in any time
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period on the demand for further capital, and that the changes in this 
stock contribute very much to the tendency of economic activity to be 

cyclical.

(b) A Saturation Level of Capital Goods#
Closely related to the size of the stock of capital 

is the concept of its marginal yield r. Respite the inhibiting influence 

of the existing stock, presumably capital will be desired as long as 

its yield is greater than the interest rate iff. It also seems likely 
that at a given state of the arts and of population, K^ will eventua
lly reach diminishing marginal productivity, so that as Kf grows r 

will tend to fall to iff. Let the Kf when this point is reached be 
a saturation level K . Have we any way of estimating Ks?

Let the aggregate production function of firms be rep

resented by
(16) GDPf = F(N,H,Kf). Assume this function to be roughly homogen

eous of the first degree. Then using Euler*s Theorem, the property 
and enterprise income originating in firms is roughly given by
(17) TT« = ä F ( H + Kx.), (K/ = H + Kf), whence

(18) r = g ( ä f  ) = g (TT f \ > TT f = r •
&K \~ J  H+K̂

Kf can be profitably increased until

(19) \ TT £ " iif ] reaches some minimum value, at which K f
[ r r r f J

becomes Ke. If (19) is inserted as an explanatory term in the invest- 
ment demand equation, it will by itself give effect to four causal 

influences. These are the negative influence of Kf, the positive in-
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fluence of the gap (Kg - K|0, the positive influence of the product

ivity of capital and enterprise JT £ , and the negative influence of 
money costs i-^, based on money market conditions*

(c) The Acceleration Principle*

The Ks concept was based partly on the assumption of 

a stationary economy, with given population and arts* Let us assume 

now that growth takes place as a result of population increase or ris

ing standards of living,with no change in the arts of production. 

Assuming that K^ had reached Kg prior to this change, and that there 

was full employment of existing factors, we should now find some rise 

in prices and hence in r^, as well as a positive excess demand (GDP^ - 

GDPS)* The latter is a broader concept than u^g, but is closely related 

to it, and will be defined in Part VIII*

On both of these scores ||£ can be increased by ex- 
dpanding capacity and hence K^* GIpQj, can once again become greater 

than DpQju* Kf will resume growth by a duplication of existing types 

of capital equipment, and will increase in quantity with no change in 

quality* Under the assumptions of this section Ks /GD3|ĵ v > where GDP ̂  

r is full employment GDP , might tend to be roughly some constant a, 

so that Kg and GL becomes related to output in a simple formula 

(20) A  Ks = GI - D = a(GDP - GDP-]_) • "a” has been called the

accelerator, and (20) the "acceleration principle”* (Cf* J*M* Clark

J.R*Kicks jj3*15^J> and A*F* Burns Q*3^j )• But (20) can only 

be of limited use for our purposes, since it applies only to movements 

of Ks relative to movements in GDPmfly, and assumes a linear or 1 plane1
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and homogeneous production function* For our purposes the terms (19) 

and (GDPa - GDPS ) include the acceleration principle cases, but are 

more widely applicable, to any time periods and any K and GDP* It 

may however still be advisable to test (Kf /GDPf ) in our demand 

equation, since it may provide a separate representation of the accel

eration principle.

(d) Innovations and Real Investment: Schumpeter*

Since the Industrial Revolution it is doubtful if any 

western economy has reached a technological saturation with capital 

for any extended period, although many economies have reached an E c 

onomic saturation* under conditions of depression and unemployment.

The reason for this is that the technological saturation level keeps 

receding under the'influence of nev/ discoveries in the industrial and 

managerial arts, in technology and in science. It was Professor Jos

eph A. Schumpeter ^3.33^jwho emphasized the importance of such new 

discoveries and their influence on investment. Schumpeter went on to 

observe that discovery is not enough. It requires men who have the 

vision and the courage to put the new discoveries into operation, 

usually against the social pressure of the environment which favours 

the repetition of tried and true methods. He called the new discov

eries when put into operation innovations, and the men who push them 

through the opposition of the environment, innovators. An entrepreneur 

as such is essentially an innovator, and true profit on Schumpeter*s 

definition is the reward to the entrepreneur for innovation.
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In almost every case an innovation, whether it involves

production of a new product, or the production of old products in new
t

ways, requires a change in both the quality and the quantity of cap

ital goods# Once an innovation proves to be successful a swarm of im

itators enter the field and the demand for the new kind of capital 

expands enormously# The Industrial Revolution began with a major inn

ovation, the steam engine fuelled with coal# Subsequent major innov

ations have been: the railways, the use of electric power, and the 

automobile# We now appear to be on the threshold of a new major inn

ovation - the use of atomic power#

new capital be brought into our demand function? The essence of inn

ovation from the economic point of view is that it raises the product

ivity of the factors of production. Usually it involves the use of 

real capital in a new form, and increased productivity.

In the short-run the innovator or enterpriser, and the 

new capital, can claim the profit arising from the increased producti

vity# This lifts the value of r^and will usually establish a new sat

uration level of capital, Ks# With Kg now greater than Kf , imitators

will now expand considerably, and Kf will grow until it once again

heights by the innovation# Subsequently it will gradually fall as 

is expanded, until once again it approaches i-jj>#

How can the effect of innovations on the demand for

swarm into the nev/ product or production method# Cu

reaches Kg# During this process r^ (or r) will first be lifted to new
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With regard to an appropriate variable to reflect 

these developments on GIa , it would seem that (19) will respond to 

most of them. The actual invention or discovery behind the innovation 

is largely exogenous, but once the innovation has got under v/ay (19) 

will carry the dynamic process along,

(e) Lags in Investment Demand,

Because real investment so often involves large scale 

construction projects it must be planned considerably in advance of 

actual production. Plans must be based on the conditions and trends 

observable at the time they are made. Hence many of the variables 

which influence current production of*GIa must be lagged to the time 

periods when plans were completed. Current values of causal variables 

should also be of some importance however as plans for smaller pro

jects can be advanced, altered, postponed or abandoned as current 

conditions change. If short time periods are being used the carry-over 

of large projects may be quite large and then GI^ may become a further 

important causal influence,

(f) The Finance of Investment - The Securities Market,

Investment capital goods usually require large amounts 

of money for their purchase. The savings of firms are usually not 

sufficient in the aggregate to finance all these needs. The practice 

is for them to obtain such money requirements from the 1 savings pool*, 

partly from their own retained earnings, partly from the sale of new 

securities, and sometimes from the banking system. If an abundance of 

money is flowing into the securities markets and the demand for sec-
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urities is high relative to their supply, it will be easy for firms 
to float off a new issue of stocks or bonds for capital purposes* In 

the case of bonds and debentures these circumstances produce high 

values of S0^£O, and consequently low values of i*Lf* This encourages 
investment and is already included in the demand equation via (19)*

The influence of conditions in the equity share stock 
market is quite similar to this* High prices in this market indicate 
some or all of an abundant flow of money into the market, confident 

expectations of good future yields from equities, and a willingness 
to accept lower yields currently. It follows that PQ , the price 
level of equity securities, should be added to the demand equation as 
indicative of ease of financing. This variable should be lagged to 

the period when investment decisions are being made*
The influence of financial conditions can be further 

indicated by the actual net drawing of money from the savings pool 
by firms for investment purposes. This operation will follow the dec
ision to invest, but will tend to precede actual construction. The 

net flow A  (3ee(hfg) + (hfg) ) = A  SelfQ , «  ( A  S ^ ) ^ ,

represents the main external finance drawn in by firms. The rest of 
their needs must be drawn from internal sources, essentially the 

accumulation of past savings in the form of undistributed profits and 
depreciation reserves, to the extent that these are included in Lf and

1'lLf .
(g) Net Capital Inflow from Abroad.

Capital inflow from abroad whether for portfolio or
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direct investment adds to the cash reserves of the banking system and 

enables the money supply to expand. This will influence the demand for 

investment indirectly through the liquidity variable L^# The foreign 

demand for portfolio ( and some direct) investment will also influence 

domestic investment indirectly through its influence on P in the stock 

market and on i*^ in the bond market# But direct investment 

as its name implies, is often meant for specific expansion projects# 

These are likely to follow some time after this capital import# It 

is accordingly likely to have a separate and direct influence on GI • 

(h) Summary Demand Equation for New Investment Goods#

(21) GId = f (, GDP , CEP, , Pffl , Lf , Wf , Ef ,
^ *wm *wmK *wmK

(r - iif)> (r “ ilf)-l > *(GDP - GDP  ̂, Pq ,*1 ^  ^elfo^-l>

( A %)_!, GI.! j
This overall demand can be separated into GEp^and GE^ with quite 

similar equations, except that there is now some complementarity, and 

hence GEpQ might appear as a causal variable in GEj*#
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Chapter 11

THE PRODUCTION FUNCTION, PRODUCTIVITY, AND SUPPLY,

1. The Production Function«

This function is the technological relationship bet

ween inputs of factors of production and outputs of desired product*

The global relationship is an aggregation of all of the micro-rel

ationships, one for each separate process or activity in each firm; 

it can be represented by

(1) GDPf = F ^ (Np + Nenp)h, H, K f ^ , where Nenp is the number of ent

repreneurs and unpaid family workers engaged in production in firms*

It is assumed that the quantities of factors which go 

into (1) have been carefully selected on the basis of their relative 

costs and marginal productivities, in accordance with the theory of 

the preceding two chapters* It is also assumed that the complete hyp

ersurface (1) is shaped like a * hill* so that any cross-section para

llel to a co-ordinate 1 plane* will display in succession increasing, 

constant, decreasing, and finally negative returns, as any one factor 

is varied from zero to infinity, with all other factors held constant 

(Chapter 3)*

For any particular economy in a particular time period 

each of the factors will have a boundary or maximum value, representing 

the maximum availability of the factor at that time. The complete 

surface is accordingly truncated or bounded in this way, with the max

imum points on its outer boundary representing a short-run production
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"ceiling”. The ultimate limitations on production, apart from boundary 
values of the factors, are the size and quality of the natural envir
onment, the availabilty of leadership and enterprise, and problems of 
administration. It is these and perhaps other limitations that cause 
(1) to eventually turn down, producing the far side of the production 

‘hill*.

One further characteristic of the global production 
function is that, for a modern industrial economy, it does not start 
at the origin and is zero or near zero near the coordinate axes. This 
means that the factors of production are complementary in the large, 
and are only substitutable or competitive at the margin and in the 
small.

2. Productivity.
Productivity relates to the level of output obtained 

from given resources, and hence to the efficiency with which resources 
are used. It is thus a concept which is very close to the production 
function itself. In its most general form it can be defined as the 
average level of the production function within any useful boundary of 
factor values. Let this be a definition of total productivity.

Productivity improvements are of vital importance to 

any economy and can be achieved by two general and distinctly differ
ent types of action. The first is to alter factor quantities and pro- 

portions, to bring the economy to a more favourable area of a given 
production surface, relative to factor costs. The second is to dis

cover new and improved ways of using factors in production so that
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a new and higher production surface is reached, within the relevant 

factor region or boundaries* The second approach is accordingly to 

find and to sponsor innovations* Recall that Professor Schumpeter 

defined innovation as a change to a new production function, or as a

Many lesser innovations involve only improvements in 

the organization of production, with no change in the quantity or the 

quality (form) of capital equipment* But most major innovations involve 

great changes in both the quantity and the form of capital.

A more particular and commonly used productivity con

cept is the ratio

(2) p = GDP^ /(Np + ) h, known as real output per man-hour or

productivity per man-hour* This partial measure has important welfare 

implications, for it considers man in a dual role, as both a factor 

and a consumer of production. It represents the average return to soc

iety of an hour of work, and hence reveals the current opportunity cost 

of goods in terms of leisure, or of leisure in terms of goods*

development. Development can procede by the two roads mentioned above 

- reaching a more faviourable point on a given production function; 

lifting the global function by innovations* The first approach often 

involves expansion of H and K to a more favourable proportionality with 

population and the natural environment • (The natural environment is 

constant in the short run and hence is included in the parameters and 

form of (1) )* A combination of (1) and (2) shows that p will usually

change in the form of the production function

The productivity concept is at the heart of economic
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be greater in a society with proportionately more of such capital*

In this connection, productivity is likely to be high

est at full use of capacity, for factor proportions are then optimum 

from the point of view of indirect labour and engineering design* It 

follows that productivity may fall during depression and rise during 

prosperity* Full employment and economic development are related in 

this sense as well as in others*

in progressive economies* Can we allow for them in our dynamic model? 

Equations (1) and (2) can interpret productivity within a short time 

period, and can allow for changes in factor proportions, and expansions 

of H and K. But how can innovations, and the gradual growth in knowledge 

and skills, even changing human attitudes, be incorporated into our 

equation ? One way would be to date the function F of (l), making it 

F4. • Another method, closer to econometric needs, would be to add a 

factor to (l) which would shift it up and down from time period to 

time period, as innovation takes place, and as the qualities of the 

factors of production change* q^ is not something that can be readily 

observed, but its accumulated effect is embedded in GDP^ • By 

casting (l) into the dynamic form

is the highest previous level reached by GDFf, changes in q^ , and 

hence q^ itself can be estimated by econometric means* Through this 

technique total productivity changes become revealed by past levels

Both development processes are going on continuously

o

of total output
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3* An Equation of Supply»

Equation (la) shows the formation of the supply of 

gross domestic product originating in firms, but it is not a supply 

equation in the usual sense* A supply equation is usually considered 

to be a relationship showing quantity which would be offered for sale 

at varying product prices* This function would then shift forward 

or backward with decreases or increases in factor costs* Such an eq

uation can be formed from (la) if we substitute in it ex ante demand 

functions for the factors of production, rather than ex post values 

of these* Thus,

Supply then becomes a system of some nine equations - (lb) from this 

chapter and (7), (7b), (8), (9), (10), (ll), (15) and (21) from 

Chapter 10. These equations could be combined into a reduced form

conventional concept of a supply equation. But (3) is much less 

autonomous ( Chapter 6) than the nine equations from which it is 

derived* Hence it can offer much less explanation about underlying 

behaviour and structure than they can, and it is accordingly not the 

sort of equation deemed adequate for the present model* For our pur

poses then supply v/ill be accounted for in the model by (lb) and the 

eight equations which most directly lead up to it*

4* Production and Supply Included in Domestic Output but not Produced 

in Firms*

g
(3) GDPf = F ( Wpk, Fm , Fq j, P ), which would then resemble the

The Gross Domestic Product of a total economic system
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includes the output of government and of various other institutions, 

to which social forces rather than market profitability provide the 

necessary impetus and control* Social welfare bodies, and most of the 

social purpose and value building institutions fall within these groups. 

The production of these institutions must be valued by the cost of 

the factors they use up, since no market price is available. Also 

it is usually found to be necessary to include in the national accounts 

various imputed items like the rent earned by owner-occupiers of dwell

ings. These institutional and imputed productions of value must be 

added to the product of firms to arrive at an estimate of total GDP.

It is best to treat these items as exogenous, with demand always equal 

to supply.

Let the factor costs in the institutional and imputed 

items be as follows. Let the wage bills of government be wJtfgfor its

civilian employees, and wmNm for the military personnel or armed forces. 

Let the wage bill of all other non-commercial institutions be •

Let the interest on debt associated with government fixed capital be

stitutions be imputed nonwage income in the national

accounts be 7Tr^. Then the production of or value added by governm

ent can be represented by

(4) &L = (WgNg) / Ph + ( wmNm) /Ph + 7Tg0-
Similarly the value added by institutions can be represented by

Total gross domestic production or

value added can now be summed up as

With the aid of (lb) equation (6)
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can be readily converted to a global supply equation for the domestic 

economy.

5. -Some Important Identities Related to The Firm and The Productive 

System.

(a) Total Sales in domestic economy.

(7) GDS = D + G£d + GI + G + F2.

G = total government spending on goods and services.

]?2 = total exports of goods and services, excluding int
erest and dividends received from abroad plus undistributed 
profit in direct investment owned abroad.

(b) Total Flow of Nev/ Goods through domestic economy

(7a) GDF = GDS + A H = gross supply flow to domestic markets.

(c) Total Production or Value Added in domestic economy.

(8) GDP = GDS + A h - Fx

F-j_ = imports of goods and services, excluding payments of
interest and dividends to foreigners.

(9) GNP = GDP + TTjfl - Tlfii ~ Gross National Product.

(d) Total Payments to Factors of Production in domestic economy.

(10) GDP = (wphHph + WgKg + WjjHj, + + 7Tf - J + 7 T g0 + TT1q

+ ^  ri+ Ti-s + Dfl + Df2 •

J = capital gains or losses on inventories due to price changes. 

TjL«g= indirect taxes less subsidies.

Dfi = transfers by firms to reserves for depreciation,

Df2 = bad debt losses of firms.

Equation (lO)defines //f - J as the residual claiment to GDP after wage

contractual and institutional obligations have been met
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(11)
(e) Gross and Net Saving of Firms*

sf =T[~£ _ j + Dfi + Df2 - "7T if0- ^rf o  ■ ^df o  - ̂ d u b  = gross

l̂ ifo
l^rfo
Tfdfo

saving of firms

= interest payments by firms, to other sectors o.

= rent payments by firms,

= dividend payments by firms*

= net drawings by owners of unincorporated business from 
current profits*

(12) NSf = Sf - Df]_ = net saving of firms*

(13) NS^ = - d pcj/ = true saving of firms*
(f) Change in Net fforth of Firms and Reallocation of health*

(14) NWf = + HSf + Z)iKub + .

]Ku'd = net investment or withdrawal of capital from unincor
porated business*

__  = net issue and sale of new equity securities by cor-
poro. biLons #

(15) NS^ = Aääfj, ♦ ^ S efr + A h  + Ü  Kf - Aseifor - - ^ ! S eeor .
(g) The Finance of Investment*

(16) A h + a = sf - A m^ - Asefr + Aseifor - + A lSeeor.
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Part IV

THE LABOUR MARKET 

Chapter 12.

THE SUPPLY OF LABOUR

1. General Concepts.

The supply of labour is not easy to define, because 

it has many dimensions. To arrive at the number of 1units* of labour 

offered on labour markets throughout the economy during any time period 

we should combine at least the following factors: the number of per

sons who offer their services; the hours of work h offered; the 

average degree of ability skill and training of the workers; attitudes 

and intensity of effort. In our model we shall only be able to include 

N]_ and h explicitly, as components of labour supply. But the other two 

are included implicitly in the parameters and shifts of the production 

function, and will be reflected in productivity movements. The mot

ivations and forces behind the supply of people and of hours are some

what different, and hence we study them separately.

2. The Number of Workers in the Labour Force, •

supply or labour force is drawn. This supply consists of those who are 

at work, who have jobs but are temporarily not at work, who are with

out jobs and seeking for work, and finally those who would have been

Population N is the basic pool out of which the labour

seeking for work, but believed there we re no jobs available
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We can add a further fringe group who do not consider themselves el

igible for employment, normally. They would only be able to work 

part time, or do not feel that they have adequate training, or are in 

some way infirm; but all are capable of performing some useful work, 

and would take jobs for economic and psychological reasons if the 

demand for employment became so high that it became easy for them 

to become employed. Finally there is a group who could do useful work 

but are under no economic or psychological pressure to do so, and who 

would come into the labour force in times of national emergency.

Ähat are the motives which normally impel people to 

enter the labour force? The most basic motive is of course the need 

to consume. But there are other needs in the total preference system 

which also influence the total man. Some of these are: the need for 

purposive and constructive activity; the need to exercise native ability; 

the need to participate in social goals related to the general welfare. 

In addition to these influences there are sociological forces which 

influence the ages of participation, the participation of women, the 

extent to which education influences participation, and so on.

The economic motives can be treated as variables in 

the supply function, but the sociological and other forces will be 

embedded in the parameters of the function, and will follow exogenous 

trends. Let naM be a vector of the age-sex distribution of N, and nbw 

a corresponding vector of participation rates. Then

(1) 2. a = N ; ba^ = • It is the rates b which must now be related

to economic influences
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The decision to participate represents a choice betv/een

economic needs and wants on the one hand, and the non-economic goals 

in the total preference system on the other. If the real wage ( average 

hourly earnings in our model) Wp^/P^ goes up there will be a tend

ency for participation to increase in the short run (cf. sec. 3 below). 

As average levels of household wealth W^/N go up, there will be a 

longer term tendency for participation to decrease, for now economic 

needs are not so pressing. An increase in the standard of possessions 

desired by households A^, relative to existing stocks K^, is likely 

to expand participation because of the bulky cost of many of the dur

ables.

persistence to past rates of participation, which suggests adding these 

to the supply function. Gradual changes in these patterns would norm

ally cause the function to shift through time, but the influence of 

lagged rates builds these shifts into the function.

The labour supply or labour force equation is accord

ingly suggested to be

3. The Supply of Hours of Work per Day and per Week.

The individual has 24 hours of ‘time income1 each day 

to spend. Cn the average, roughly eight hours must be devoted to sleep, 

and two hours to meals and personal care. This leaves a balance of 14 

hours to be spent on the economic and non-economic goals in the indiv-

Institutional and cultural patterns would tend to add

(2) = bSa/ ; bS= , Wh A ,  (Ah-Kh)
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idual!s total preference system. The choice is in a sense based on 
relative prices* and income and substitution effects ( Cf. Samuelson 
Ql.2cTJp. 592 ), Let the apportionment of time income be h^ (average 
hours of work per day) to economic, and h-j_ (average hours of leisure 
per day) to non-economic goals, where h^ + h^ = 14* The opportunit

ies open to a society for converting their time into economic goods 

depend on its aggregate productivity. These opportunities and a corres-

Fig, 1
Each production function in Fig, 1 is an O pportunity line* showing the 

social possibilities as between economic goods and leisure. Different
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production functions represent different states of the productive 

arts# At tangential points between the production functions and their 

total preference systems the individuals reach their highest attain

able levels of satisfaction. At these points the marginal rates of 

substitution between goods and leisure in the two systems become 

equalized.

Average hourly earnings in real terms, Wp^/P^ = Wp^, 

are represented in Fig. 1 by f(hd)/hd • The Hirne price* of goods is 

l/wphp.hours, the time required to earn one constant dollar or pound1s 

worth of goods. As W p ^  increases the time price of goods drops.

This is what happens when the production function (productivity) rot

ates to a higher level. How does this affect the equilibrium choice 

between income and leisure?

Given a production and preference system as assumed 

in Fig. 1 we find by comparing static equilibria at B and C that, at 

relatively low incomes, an increase in productivity results in a choice 

of more goods and less leisure. This result can be construed to be a 

net change, composed of a substitution effect in favour of goods and 

away from leisure, plus an income effect from which both more goods 

and leisure are chosen. As we move to still higher levels of real 

income from C to E to D. the increase in productivity produces an

income effect which swamps the substitution effect, aid the net choice 
now is for both more leisure and more goods.

The equilibrium line ABCD represents a social average. 
Any individual can be tempted off this norm to a higher preference
level at increased hours of work by the offer of higher marginal pay



rates, as indicated by the movement E F.

Factors other than real income which can affect the 

supply of hours are the standard of goods aspired to in relation to 

attainment, and the average level of wealth. These affect the prefer

ence system. Should the increasing availability of durable household 

goods give society a materialistic bent, the preference system might 

rock to the right. This would shift BCED to the right, increasing the 

supply of hours. A growth in wealth on the other hand might cause the 

system to rock to the left, and the supply of hours to decrease.

142.

worker for the time period of the model, and hs the "standard hours" 

of work at full capacity and full employment.

Let hs be the average supply of hours of labour per



Chapter 13.

SHORT-RUN MARKET ADJUSTMENT AND LABOUR SUPPLY

1. Introductory,

The main market theory in our study comes in Part 

VIII further on. But here some part of this analysis must be antic

ipated* A market consists of demand forces and supply forces, which 

interact to produce an outcome of price and quantity rate of flow.

The markets of the economy separate broadly into goods markets and 

labour markets. But supply and demand on the goods markets depend 

on the outcome of the labour market, for labour is both the major 

factor of production and a major demander of goods. For this reason 

it seems appropriate to complete the analysis of the labour market 

here.

The demand forces in the labour market are summarized 

by equations (7) and (7b) of Chap, 10, while supply forces are found 

in (2) and (3) of Chap, 12, The supply equations assume no”money ill

usion” on the part of workers, for all causal variables in them are 

in real terms. They are accordingly ’’classical”. But the outcome of the 

day-to-day bargining of the market is a money wage rate, and a level 

of employment. Hence there may be some money illusion in the market 

in the short-run, as Keynes suggested (0L.6_]pp 10-11), Our pur

pose now is to attempt to analyse what does happen in the labour 
market in the short-run, and to relate this to longer-run behaviour,

2. Institutional Aspects of the Labour Market,
A special feature of the labour market is that the
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product or s e rv ice  fo r  s a le  i s  t i e d  l ik e  a Siamese ty/in to  th e  supp

l i e r *  For t h i s  reaso n  lab o u r supply i s  more c lo se ly  r e la te d  to  th e  

needs o f man and to  a l l  h is  em otions, and in  f a c t  to  h is  t o t a l  p e rs 

o n a l i ty  and p re fe ren ce  system , th an  i s  any o th e r product o r f a c to r  of 

p roduction* In  th e  beg inn ings o f modern in d u s t r i a l  c a p ita lism  ( say 

1750 -  I 85O ) labou r was fo rced  in to  s e l l in g  i t s e l f  co m p e titiv e ly , 

w hile  employers o f te n  combined in  th e i r  purchase o f labour* Human 

v a lu es  were degraded in  th e  i n t e r e s t s  o f w ealth  p roduction  ( Cf* Hea

to n  [j 4»t J  y t e s t e r  j^ . l lT j  ,  Marx ^4*14^ ) .  Labour slow ly and p a in fu lly  

developed methods o f d e fen ce , w ith  th e  major approach th e  fo rm ation  

o f tra d e  unions and o th e r p ro te c t iv e  o rg an iza tio n s*  At a l a t e r  s tag e  

p o l i t i c a l  a c t i v i t i e s  w ith in  th e  dem ocratic framework were added to  th e  

program , to  e n l i s t  p a r t  o f th e  power o f th e  s t a t e  in  th i s  d e fen siv e  

process*

In  th e  modern world lab o u r o rg a n iz a tio n s  and p o l i t 

i c a l  su ccesses  have g ra d u a lly  added to  lab o u r* s  power, u n t i l  a t  some 

tim es i t  alm ost seems as though so c ie ty  now needs defence from some o f 

th e  lab o u r o rg an iza tio n s*  For th e re  i s  an in c re a s in g  tendency fo r  th e s e , 

a s  th ey  grow in  s iz e  and s t r e n g th ,  to  lo s e  t h e i r  dem ocratic n a tu re ,  

to  ig n o re  th  w elfa re  o f in d iv id u a l  w orkers, and to  ig no re  th e  w e lfa re  

o f th e  t o t a l  so c ie ty  in  th e  i n t e r e s t s  o f t h e i r  p a r t ic u la r  group*

The e v i l s  a g a in s t  which th e  e a r ly  tra d e  unions fought 

were : p o v e rty , in s e c u r i ty ,  unsafe  and un h ea lth y  v/orking c o n d itio n s , 

long  h o u rs , te c h n o lo g ic a l unemployment, c y c l ic a l  unemployment. We 

cannot go in to  a l l  th e  d e t a i l s  o f th i s  courageous s tru g g le  here* S u ff-
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ice it to say that in some countries of the western world the battle 

has been largely won - partly by trade union activities, partly by the 
state under the political influence of labour unions and their symp

athizers. But a harmonious division of labour between these two areas 
of action has not yet been fully worked out. Some union defensive 
tactics still hark back to past needs, and are out of step with a 
modern central government full employment, high productivity, high 
income economy*

It is in the struggle against poverty and for high 

wage rates that the greatest anachronism occurs. This struggle has 
always been waged on two related fronts. One is the restriction of the 
supply of labour, at least in the protected areas. The other is the 
direct pressure for higher wages in good times, under the threat of 
the strike, coupled with holding the wage line as much as possible 
during depressed times.

The methods of reducing supply in the trade unions, and 
in the professions, have included the restriction of entry by high 
dues and qualifications, long training and apprentice periods, jur
isdictional rules, and the reduction of productivity. The latter was 
achieved by various 11 featherbedding” devices and ”go slow" rules which 
restricted intensity of effort.

The indirect (supply) and the direct approach to high_ 
wages were found to reach substantially the same goal (Cf. Hicks 4*8_
Samuelson [l*17j pp 598-600, Bronfenbrenner ĵ 4.2̂ ] )• But while direct
restriction of supply in skilled trades and professions caused an un-
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employment of skills, with lower wage rates in unprotected areas, 

indirect control of the number employed by the T/age rate method alone, 

if appled to the whole labour market, could cause general unemployment« 

This could keep all of the marginal workers, and many others as well, 

from appearing on the labour market and actively seeking for work.

It is natural for workers to resist a fall in money 

wage rates since they associate this with declining levels of living, 

a difficult process when habits have been formed« The unions have 

strong support from the workers here, even when prices are falling and 

there is some short-run money illusion* This downward rigidity to 

money wages is abetted by employers as well, for they hesitate to 

cut wages for fear of incurring the ill will of their employees and 

the general public* Since however no such opprobrium attaches to lay

offs during slack times they find this course the easier one to follow* 

Certain key personnel must be retained, but eventually 

only a fraction of their services is needed* The solution to this 

problem is to reduce their hours of work rather than their wage rates, 

and it then may be necessary to shorten the hours of other employees 

to a suitable complementarity*

From this very brief survey of the institutional as

pects of the labour market some conclusions can be drawn* Money wage 

rates will tend to be rigid downward* There will be no such corres

ponding upward rigidity, but labour supply will tend to be almost 
infinitely elastic at the going wage level, until nearly full employ

ment is reached* Full employment occurs when the total labour supply
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at the going wage rate is employed, except for the frictional unemp

loyment required for labour mobility to more suitable jobs. Should 

demand press beyond full employment it is assumed that wage rates 

will rise rapidly.

3. A Model of Short-Run Behaviour in the Labour Market.

A model or schematic simplification of the above

institutional picture is initially represented by Fig. 1. Assume

that full employment was reached at average hourly earning wQ and 
d

man-hours of NIiq, AB is frictional unemployment. Let us now study 

the short-run positions the market might move to from A should economic 

conditions change. We assume S to be stable in the short run, so that

only demand changes

h ^SS«>re<y c
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Suppose f i r s t  th a t  D drops from D0 to  D]_ • Because o f th e  downward 

r i g i d i t y  o f money wage r a te s  th e  market w i l l  n o t move a long  S from 

ABC to  a new f u l l  employment p o s it io n  GHM. In s te a d  i t  w i l l  move a long  

a n e a r ly  h o r iz o n ta l  l in e  l i k e  AE. Unemployment r a i l  grow ra p id ly  from 

AB to  EF. Only in  th e  lo n g -ru n  might wage le v e l s  subside from w^ to  wn , 

w ith  unemployment g ra d u a lly  e lim inated*  ( Here we igno re  th e  im pact 

o f t h i s  f a l l  in  w on D, b u t we tak e  t h i s  f u l l y  in to  account in  th e  

com plete model assem bly o f  P a r t  IX .)

Suppose n ex t th a t  demand s h i f t s  upward from D0.  Phy-
g

s i c a l  supply can in c re a se  s l i g h t ly  above NhQ .  Then s in ce  th e re  i s  

l i t t l e  upward r i g i d i t y  to  wage r a t e s ,  th e  m arket p o s it io n  w i l l  move 

a long  a n e a r ly  v e r t i c a l  curve l ik e  AKL, rough ly  p a r a l l e l  to  th e  S c u rv e . 

Both curve a llow  fo r  some expansion o f hours a t  high le v e ls  o f  employ

m ent.

I t  appears t h a t  EAKL r a th e r  th an  S re p re se n ts  lab o u r 

market p o s i t io n s  in  th e  s h o r t- ru n  when demand s h i f t s .  EAKL i s  accord 

in g ly  l ik e  a supply cu rv e« though only a p p lic a b le  to  th e  s h o r t - r im .

Our lab o u r market a n a ly s is  has rev ea led  two supply  

cu rv es , one r a th e r  more fundam ental and a p p lic a b le  to  th e  long  ru n , 

th e  l a t t e r  based on i n s t i t u t i o n a l  and h i s t o r i c a l  developm ents and 

a p p lic a b le  to  th e  sh o rt ru n . The form er i s  o f course  th e  c l a s s i c a l  

labou r supply  cu rve , th e  l a t t e r  th e  Keynsian (C f. Q l.(T] PP* 10“ H> 

^257$ K le in  j^ l . io jp .  74 )•  As to  which i s  c o r r e c t ,  our th e o ry  f in d s  

bo th  o f them c o r re c t ,  and bo th  n ecessa ry  to  a model which a ttem p ts  

to  encompass bo th  sh o r t and long  n m  phenomena*
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4» An Equation to Explain Short-Run Labour Supply.

To complete our equation model of the labour market we 

must develop an equation to represent EAKL. The down?/ard viscidity of 

w can be represented by relating w to w„j_* The gradual merging of EAKL 

into S in the long run can be treated as a slov/ process of market

sharp upturn in EAKL as full employment is approached can be reprod

uced by adding a pressure effect to w as unemployment is pressed below 

a certain critical rate* ^

Since the wage rate is the principal effect variable 

in this short-run analysis, the equation will be set up with w as the 

variable being explained* But first we must define unemployment.

effective labour supply available to firms, and Np = the number of 

paid v/orkers or employees in firms* Since our model is in terms of 

man-hours, it will be preferable for us to work with man-hours of 

unemployment,

The relative or rate of unemployment will be more significant than the 

absolute level. Our short-run supply or market adjustment equation then

1* Mr* S*J. M y ,  a former colleague, was the first to use such a term 
in the labour market adjustment equation*

(1) Nu = 4 - Hm - Kg - %  - s dNif - Np , where N]_£ is the

(a) 1% = (Hi - Nm -  Ng - % - Kenp) hS - Nphd
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becomes

0) wph = f wph,-l
K!f hS

, (% - 1 %
H|f h3

k^ is a critical value of the rate of unemployment. It is near full 

employment and represents the rate at which pressure begins on Wp^.

The term involving is allowed only zero or positive values, being 

taken as zero when it is negative. This makes Wp^ slow moving when 

the rate of unemployment is above k-|_, but fast moving once this rate 

is below k]_.

The unemployment concept used in our analysis requires 

some brief comment before we conclude. Definitions (l) and (2) above 

permit unemployment to be negative under a condition of excess demand. 

Such a condition can occur when the demand curve advances faster than 

w. Yet however strong demand seems to be, there is always some excess 

supply in the labour market. How can this anomaly be explained?

The problem is essentially one of aggregation. The 

labour market consists of many sub-markets, one for each trade, ind

ustry or area, and mobility between these sectors is very limited.

There may be excess demand in many of these sectors, but there will 

almost always be excess supply in some of them. The excess supplies 

will be observed in labour force surveys, while the excess demands 

go unrecorded. Because of this the true net position of excess supply 

and demand is never known, once employment has picked up sufficiently. 
It can only be inferred by the volume of advertisements for labour, 

and by movements in wage rates. It could however be estimated with a 

good econometric model.
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5* The Special Case of the Australian Labour Market.
The Australian labour market differs from most others 

in the western world in that, in addition to being strongly unionized, 

it is regulated and further protected by the Commonwealth and State 

Arbitration Courts. One of the functions of these Courts is to set 
minimum basic wages throughout the major industries plus margins for 
the various abilities and hardships. The basic wage only was maintained 

at a fixed real value by quarterly adjustment for changes in the 
cost of living index, while its real level was occasionally adjusted 
upward as conditions (unspecified) seemed to warrant. Wage rates could 
rise to any levels above the minima depending on demand and supply 
conditions, for no ceilings were set. (Cf. H.P. Brown ).

The quarterly adjustments for cost of living (C Series) changes were 
suspended by the Commonwealth Arbitration Court in 1953, but some 
States have since reinstituted them*

In view of the differences in the Australian situation, 
how well is the above theory likely to fit this economy. After an ad- 
mitedly brief observation of’ the Australian economy, this writer 
felt that the type of theory here developed would fit it better than 
most. This is because the basic motivations seemed to be the same as 
here described, while the total labour market seemed to be more hom

ogeneous throughout, and to complete its adjustments in shorter time, 
as a result of the Court system of setting basic wages and margins 

which became effective right across the country.
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PART V

THE FOREIGN TRADE AMD FINANCE SECTOR 

Chapter 14.

THE BALANCE OF IHTERHATIQLIAL PAYMENTS AND NATIONAL HOLDINGS OF GOLD

AMD FOREIGN EXCHANGE

1« General,

It is perhaps in its international trade activities 

that the economics of a modern nation comes closest in meaning to the 

early greek term oikosnoraos ( oikos = house ; nomos = management). 

An individual household produces some of the goods and services it 

needs - e,g, housekeeping, meals, laundry, repairs, maintenance, 

gardening - within its own domain. But for the rest of its needs it 

relies on ‘foreign trade1. One or more of its members specialize in 

the production of particular goods or services for which they have 

special aptitudes. The products are sold in domestic markets in 

exchange for money. This money goes into a reserve ( currency, and 

bank accounts, etc, ) out of which the household spends on its 

needs. The scale of comfort and material welfare of the household 

depends very much on the level of its ‘exports1 ( degree of employ

ment versus unemployment), and its terms of trade ( how the price of

one hour of its labour e.g. compares with the prices of the goods it
wants to ‘import1). The terms of trade in this case depend partly on 
the level of global productivity of the nation in which the household
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finds itself. This productivity is in turn considerably enhanced by 

the degree of specialization and division of labour, made possible by 

the ’foreign trade1 within the society.

As well as depending on employment and ’terms of trade1, 

the smoothness of household ’imports’ and living depends also on the 

level of its liquid reserves (L^). Without such reserves (stocks of 

money and liquid securities) any fluctuations in household earnings 

and any accidental mishaps must be met by corresponding fluctuations 

in the level of living. A careful household never lets its ’bank acc

ount’ run too low, except under extreme emergency.

The parallel between the household and the national 

economy goes a long way. There are few if any self-sufficient countries 

in the modern world. Almost every country engages in trade with other 

countries, and the material welfare of many nations depends very much 

on the level of their trade ( world employment and demand conditions), 

the terms of their trade ( depending partly on world productivity 

levels), and the level of their individual international liquid res

erves ( their national * bank accounts’).

While almost all countries have some reliance on ex

ternal trade, there are some whose current resources make them either 

particularly suited to, or only capable of the production of a limited 

range of goods. Such countries will have a very special reliance on

foreign trade for earning their standard of living. Canada and Aust
ralia are particularly representative of such countries, and nearly

one quarter of the value of goods used domestically in normal times in
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these countries is imported, and must be earned ultimately by exports« 

Our purpose in the present chapter is to get an over

all, view of the general flows of goods, services, money and secur

ities into and out of the foreign trade and finance sector of a part

icular country, A, and of the important financial stocks which are 

related to this sector«

2« The Money of International Transactions«

Money, which is dealth with more fully in Part VII, is 

essentially a good which will be readily accepted in exchange for all 

other economic goods« But the internal or domestic money of A is 

usually not acceptable for purchases from any other country« Conseq

uently some supra-national money is needed to facilitate general int

ernational trade« Gold gradually came to fill the need for an ultim

ate international money, but the awkwardness of gold as a substance 

to handle caused it to be displaced for day-to-day transaction by the 

national currency of an important trade centre« In such a centre the 

internal moneys of all trading nations could be exchanged with each 

other and with gold, through the medium of the domestic currency of the 

trade center* Rates of exchange were the prices of other moneys in 

terras of a domestic money or of gold, and were determined oy the usual 

conditions of market supply and demand*

Because of its pre-eminence in trade from the seven» 

teenth century on, England became the great foreign exchange centre 

of the v/orId« The pound sterling, on deposit in London, was found to
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be a safe and convenient way to hold international money, A nation 

would tend to sell its exports either for pounds sterling or for mon

ey which could be readily exchanged for pounds sterling in London, 

Likewise, it would purchase its required imports -with pounds sterling 

or would first exchange pounds sterling for the domestic currency of 

the country from which it planned to buy. During the twentieth century, 

the U,S, dollar on deposit in New lork has also become an important 

currency for international transactions. The world has gradually bec

ome divided into a sterling area and a dollar area. At the present 

time the international money of world trade and finance would be said 

to consist of gold, pounds sterling (£S) and U,3, dollars (US $) • The 

total holdings of such international money by the government and the 

residents of any country are defined as its international money IM,

That portion held by Government may be defined as IM^ , while the
©

portion held by individuals, firms and institutions may be defined as 

IMp.
Whenever money holdings in foreign exchange centres 

are found to be temporarily not needed they are usually converted into 

liquid short-term earning securities. Since these are so readily turn

ed into money, they combine with IM to give the liquid reserves known 

as the International Reserves, IE, of the domestic economy,

3• The Budget Constraint in International Trade 

(a) The Balance of Payments,

In the same way that a household and a firm have a
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budget constraint which limits their current spending to their net 

income and their liquid assets, augmented by any further borrowing 

potential, a v/hole nation is limited in its international spending 

by the size of its international reserves and its current income or 

receipts of international money, plus any further credit potential 

it may have. Receipts here are interpreted in the broadest sense to 

include revenue from sales of goods and services, from the sales of 

securities (capital imports), and from gifts and donations.

A complete picture of a country’s international budget 

constraint is given by the statement of its balance of international 

payments. An abbreviated summary of such a statement is presented in 

Table 1 below:

Table 1.

SUMMARY BALANCE OF PAYMENTS STATEMENT.
(For time period t, and in domestic money of Country A).

Flov/s Net Flow or Balance
Accounts Credit + Debit - Credit + Debit 4

Current Account
Trade: Merchandise F2gm Flgm F(2-l)gm

Services F2qm Flsm F(2-l}sm
Total F2gsm rlgsm M F(2-l)gsm

Gold F2go Flgo F (2-l)go
Unilateral f 2u Flu Fu
Total Current

Account Fc

Short-term Capital Account
^ Ses(di-id) +M i r  FksA Sesdi + A Mdi ^ e s i d

Long-term Capital Account
Portfolio SeouritASeldi A S elid A S el(di_id)

ies



Direct Investment A A K id ^  K (di-id)
Direct borrowing

and Lending A ^ Bid (di-id)

Total Long-Term Capital (net) Fkl

International Money Account Credit - Debit +

Balance of International Payments (A I M )  = BP

Motel e1 ( /\IM) (Dr.) = Fc (Cr.) + Ffcs (Cr.) + Fkl (Gr.). e1 is

the rate of exchange factor or vector which converts international 

moneys into domestic money*

This statement shows the multiplicity of inflows 

and outflows of IM through the foreign trade and finance sector of the 

economy. The net result during a time period is seen to be a change 

in the level of IM from the end of the previous time period to the 

end of the current time period* A IM is seen to be equal to the ”bal- 

ance of payments” (BP) and it is clear that IM itself is the ultimate 

short-run constraint on a nation*s foreign spending.

(b) Fixed versus Variable Exchange Rates*

While the level of its internationl reserves is 

a major short-run constraint on A*s foreign spending, there is some

times a further constraint in the form of the exchange rate e^* If it 

is left free to vary according to the supply of IM offered to A and 

the demand for IM by A, it can by itself afford the necessary encour

agement or restraint for A*s purchases and sales of IM to bring Table 

1 into balance, with no change in IM*
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In gold standard days exchange rates were held 

nearly constant in terms of gold, and the full impact of pressure on 

the value of A ’s money was taken up by a loss of IM, mainly gold«

This tended to produce deflation and unemployment in A, through its 

effect on A !s internal money supply (Part VII). The advantage of the 

gold standard was that with fixed exchange rates importers and expor

ters knew exactly how much international money would cost them or 

yield them in future transactions. This took some of the risk and 

uncertainty out of foreign trade. But this advantage v/as gained at the 

harsh cost of internal instability.

When the gold standard was abandoned in the 19201s 

and 1930*s, the international economy entered a phase in which it had 

both variable exchange rates and internal instability, the worst of 

both worlds. In the post World War II world, a valiant attempt is being 

made by the International Monetary Fund to bring back fixed exchange 

rates as a means of eliminating uncertainty and thereby expanding 

international trade. At the same time the IMF does what it can to 

maintain internal stability as well. Sometimes however it seems im

possible to have the best of both worlds, as was the case in Canada 

in 1950 when speculators assumed that the Canadian dollar at its 

fixed exchange rate was undervalued. They began to pour short-term

capital into Canada, therby creating disastrous inflationary pressures. 
To forestall this situation, Canada forthwith set her exchange rate 
free to fluctuate under the market influences of supply and demand, 
and has kept it free ever since.
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Canada, accordingly, represents the most general 
case of the international budgetary constraint. It is constrained in 
its international spending both by the level of its international 

reserves ( IR = IM + SQsid), of the Canadian dollar with international 
money. Australia on the other hand maintains a constant exchange rate

anĉ  hence its total restraint and adjustment must be achieved by variation 
in its IR.

The reserves of course must be sufficient to handle 
current transaction needs in its international trade and finance plus 

sufficient precautionary holdings to be able to maintain a country*s 
vital imports in the event of emergency situations. Beyond these needs, 
a country's holdings of IR will depend upon its affluence, and the 
yield that can be made in foreign securities and real investments 
or direct investments, in short on its liquidity preference for for
eign exchange.

4» Domestic Versus Foreign Ownership - A's International Balance Sheet.
This financial statement will show the stock val

ues related to foreign finance, the assets and liabilities of A on 
international account. Its purpose is to show the composition of A*s 
international position, and whether A is on balance a creditor or a 
debtor nation.

Table 2.

E. International Balance Sheet of A 
(As at date T^)
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Assets (Dr«) + Liabilities (Cr«) -

1* Liquid or Short-Term Position

Mg0
(%d̂ el
Besid

1%
Besdi

IR IBdi
IR - IR̂ jL = IRn (net reserves) Net Short-term Position

belid

sel(id-di)

Bid

B (id-di)

2. Long-Term Position 

Portfolio
Beldi

Direct Borrowing and Lending 

sdi

Kid

K (id-di)

(Sel+ B + K ^id-di

Direct Investment 

Kdi

Jlid Net Long-Term Position

Surplus

3* International Surplus or Deficit of A with RW 
(IR -IRdi) + (Sel * B + K )ld.di = Uid____

For a ’new’ country in process of economic development we 

expect to be a large credit (-), and A is then a debtor nation« 
But as A matures and becomes more fully developed we would expect
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to swing to a debit balance, and A to become a creditor nation«

5* International Sector Flow and Stock Identities for Economic Model»
(a) Balance of Payments Identity«

F2gm + F2sm + F2go + F2u “ Flgm- Flsm- Flu + ^ Mdi + ^  Sesdi -

A SeSid + A  Seldi - A Selid + A Bdi - A B id + ^ Kdi - A Kid =
( A ™  ) el

(b) International Reserves Identities.

(2) /\ IR = 6! A I M  + A  Sesid5 AlRn = AlR - A  %  - A  Sesdi .

(Note : ed A  IM is current value of 'physical1 change.)
(c) International Balance Sheet and Surplus or Deficit Ident- 

itieg*
(3) Mg0 ♦ (r.iid - Udi) + (Sesid - Sesdi) - (selid - Seldi ) + ( Bid -

Bdi  ̂ + (Kid " Kdi  ̂ = uid
The above three equations summarize all of the 

important flows and stocks involved in the international trade and 
finance of A. They become an important part of our macroeconomic model» 
Many of the variables in these equations must be treated as though 

exogenous, but Flg , Flsg , F2g , F2sg , A  Seldi , A % ,  and ed 
will be treated as endogenous* The behaviour equations for these 
variables are developed in the next chapter*
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Chapter 15*

BEHAVIOUR EQUATIONS IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND FINANCE.

1# Causal Forces Behind Trade«

From the national point of view a country A 
exports because it needs to import* It has need to import because 

there are certain goods which it wants but which it either cannot 

produce at all, or which it can only produce at excessive costs* On 

the other hand there are usually at least some goods which it can 

produce at a cost lower than most other countries* Through exchanging 

any surplus it can develop of its low cost goods, with the low cost 

surplus goods of some other country B, both countries make enormous 

gains* Through trade otherwise high cost scarce goods become low 

cost and abundant* From the point of view of the individual firm of 

course the relevant force is simply that it can sell a larger output 

at a better price, or can buy vitally needed materials at a lower 

price, through canvassing the opportunities in foreign markets* In 

fact through such price and profitability guides to the actions of 

individual firms, trade can flourish between nations where one nation 

has no absolute but only some relative production advantages* A may 

be able to produce all goods cheaper than B* But both A and B will 

have certain relative or comparative advantages, and if these are 

great enough and in different lines A*s firms may find it more prof

itable to produce only the goods in which it has relative advantage, 

leaving the production of B*s relative advantage goods to it*
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Why are there differential costs of production for 

the same goods but in different countries in the world? The answer 

is largely to be found in the vast differences in resource endowments 

between countries, at any given time« Resources or factors of prod

uction consist of such things as: land and its configurations and arable 

possibilities, water and waterways, rainfall and climate, minerals; 

population with its skills, knowledge, health, strength and attitudes; 

capital equipment and technology* The resource pattern falls naturally 

into three vectors - land or natural environment (KE), labour (Nh) and 

capital goods (K)* Each product to be produced requires a certain R e c 

ipe* or combination of elements from these vectors ( factors of prod

uction)* There will be some possibilities of substitution within the 

recipe, therby converting the recipe to a production function. Let 

a particular product to be studied be x* Then the production function 

for x in country A is

(1) q ^  = f ^  (Nh^ , m^ , Kx ), where q is quantity produced and m 

represents the raw materials used in producing x* (For the rest of 

the argument we can drop the subscript x)*

It is now easy to show formally what the average 

cost of production of x will be. To begin with it will depend partly 

on the rates of remuneration paid to the factors of production* Let 

be the average wage rate per hour, Pm the price of raw materials 

and r the marginal productivity or ^ent* of fixed capital ( normal 

rate of profit), all with respect to the production of x* Let p be 

the price charged for x, and 11 the total profit earned on x*
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Then average cost AC of producing x in A is given by 

(Nh.wh + m.Pm + K.r)A
(2) ACa = fA (Kh, m, K) > and price by

( 7T + Nh.w, + m.P + K.r).
(3) pa = (5h,-£,T3"P---- - •

Clearly average cost in A depends on the level of 

factor costs and the level of total productivity ( the production 

function). Price in A depends on the same elements as average costs 

plus in addition whatever profit is earned in A on the prodution of x. 

This profit is here counted as surplus earning over costs which incl

ude a normal rate of profit. It may arise from monopolistic scarcity 

due to natural causes or to the contrivances of man; or it may repres

ent the temporary profits of innovation and superior efficiency.

A necessary though not a sufficient condition for 

trade to flow is that PA Pg • Using (3) as a guide let us now con

sider how different countries may temporarily vary in resources, prod

uctivity, factor costs, and so on, thereby creating or destroying this 

necessary condition for trade.

(a) Relative Factor Endowments. Few countries are evenly balanced in 

their resource endowments. One country may have an abundance of labour 

but a relative scarcity of natural resources and capital ( e.g. India). 

Another country may have considerable natural resources, but a relative 

scarcity of labour and of capital (e.g. Australia , Canada). A third 

country may be well endowed with all three types of resource, but 

still be left with some scarcities. For example the United States does

have a slight relative scarcity of labour, and an absolute scarcity
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of some rav/ materials.

The production function for x in A will have an 

area where the factors are in an optimum proportionality for product

ivity. If factors occur in A in roughly this same proportionality, 

then this high productivity area can be reached without bidding up 

some factor prices excessively, p^ should then be relatively low.

Thus India could not at present hope to produce cheap surpluses of 

goods which require a large relative use of land and capital, but 

could produce such surpluses of goods requiring a high labour content. 

Canada and Australia could hope to produce cheap surpluses of goods 

requiring large relative use of natural resources. The U S and the 

UK on the other hand can export surpluses of manufactured goods req

uiring extensive use of capital equipment and skilled labour. Each of 

these country groupings then has a comparative advantage over the 

other for producing goods whose relative factor requirements parallel 

the current relative resource endowments of the particular country.

But this is a static picture at an instant of time, 

or at most a short-run view. It must be supplemented by further con

siderations* to enable a dynamic or a longer-run theory of trade to 

be developed.^" Thus the current factor endowment inherited from the 

immediate past is by no means immutable. It can be drastically altered 

by the building or the importation of capital equipment, and by the 

importation of raw materials from other countries ( Cf. an important

1. I am indebted to Dr. Win. C. Hood for drawing these further aspects 
of the problem to my attention.
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article by Romney Robinson |5*14J on this point). It can also be 
considerably altered by the importation of new training and skills, 

or even attitudes* Such changes amount to economic development and 

will tend to be innovational, at least to the developing country, 
changing and lifting its production functions*

Thus while today*s comparative advantages and 
current factor endowments may help to explain today’s pattern of 
trade, they may not explain tomorrow’s* For economic development may 
have changed them by then. And international trade itself will be 
likely to have encouraged this change in itself, through enabling the 
export and import of fixed and raw material capital* It follows that 
our short-run behaviour equations will require dynamic and long-term 
evolutionary trends if they are to serve for longer-run analysis* We 
subsume such changes in the functional forms and parameters*
(b) Relative Factor Prices* In each country relative factor prices w^, 
pm and r (approximating marginal productivities ), will tend to be 
closely through inversely related to the relative factor endowment.
The scarce factor will be relatively high priced (labour in Australia, 

Canada, the United States, capital and land in India); the abundant 
factor will be relatively cheap (labour in India, land in Canada and 
Australia, capital in the United States and the United Kingdom). This 
price pattern reinforces the comparative advantage already provided 
on productivity grounds for the current specialization of the produ
ction of certain goods in certain countries. For the specialization 
on goods whose relative resource requirements parallel the relative
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resource endowment will not only promote low cost on grounds of 

productivity; it will also promote low cost on grounds of factor 

prices and factor costs (Formulae (2) and (3) above*)

(c) Absolute Factor Prices* If A is a rich country with high levels 

of real income and wealth, while B is a poor country, the absolute 

level of all factor prices in A will be high. Then despite any compar

ative advantage A may have in terms of current factor endowment and 

relative factor prices, if x is produced in both countries, p^ may 

still be greater than p^* But if B became sufficiently wealthier in 

the future, then A ’s comparative advantage might become decisive and 

trade in x could begin. Thus income and wealth differentials through

out the world mitigate against the world taking full advantage of each 

country1s comparative advantages* And high factor costs, despite 

high productivity, can price one country out of another’s markets*

A second situation which can make A ’s factor prices 

too high to permit trade with B is inflation* If A ’s prices and factor 

costs are inflated from monetary or other causes A can price itself 

out of B markets for x, and despite its comparative advantage in prod

uction, trade may not flow.

Finally is x is produced under monopolistic cond

itions in A, the profit component of p^ may price A out of B markets 

despite comparative advantage*

(d) Rates of Exchange on A and B Moneys* At some rates of exchange 

on A money B can take advantage of A ’s comparative advantage in x, 

despite A ’s richness or inflation or monopolistic production. But

this might hinge on A wanting to buy sufficient from B (or RW) and
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on flexigle exchange rates. If A (or B) holds its money at an art
ificially high (or low) rate of exchange by exchange control, trade 
in x can be inhibited.

(e) Transportation Costs: Freight ana Insurance. A ‘s comparative ad
vantage over B in the production of x can be wiped out by excessive 
distance or by excessive freight and insurance rates.

(f) Customs Duties and Taxes. pAT3 includes the cost of x in A plus 
all the costs of getting x from A into B. For various reasons the peo

ple of B or vested interests in B may want to restrict the entry of
x. A common way of doing this is to charge customs duties and other 
import taxes to the importer in B, thereby raising p^g.

2. Gains from iforld Trade.
A matrix of elements like (pg -p^g ), where only

positive elements are considered, could be defined as the force of
trade. Under free world trade, and with free markets in foreign 
exchange, production will be located by the 2 * * * * * * * * 11 force of trade” on the
basis of current comparative advantage, countered only by transportat
ion cost. Resulting world specialization and division of labour par
alleling comparative advantages will result in minimum world costs
and maximum world real income. Large scale production would be en

couraged in specialized areas, with the further advantage of increas
ing returns and decreasing costs. Aggregate world productivity (truly 
global* productivity) should become a maximum.

In this process a certain amount of redistrib-
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ution of world income would take place. Under a system where no world 

trade was allowed the scarce factors in each country would receive 

excessively high relative rates of remuneration. But the abundant 

factors would receive very low rates of pay and would often be unem

ployed. However under a system of free world trade the "force of trade" 

would increase the demands on the abundant factors of all countries 

and decrease the demands on the scarce factors. This would tend to 

equalize the rewards to different factors within the same country, and 

the rewards to the same factors in different countries. In fact under 

a system of free world trade the factor prices of different countries 

would differ only on the basis of disparate national productivities.

A country with higher national productivity could pay its factors 

more than other countries, and still compete in world trade.

The further dynamic gains from world trade in 

fixed and raw material capital, as innovation and economic develop

ment travel from one country to another, may even outweigh the more

traditional gains from world trade 5•UD*
3. Resistances to #orld Trade.

In view of the great v/orld benefits to be gained 

from completely free world trade, one can at first sight only marvel 

at all of the restraints on trade that have plagued the world —  the 

tariffs, physical import quotas, foreign exchange controls and so on* 
Some of the more obvious reasons for these will be suggested.

To the extent that people and nations pursue 

purely economic self interest, the scarce factors in any country will
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resist any foreign trade which vail reduce the strength of the demand 

facing them —  which will in fact reduce their relative scarcity. They 

can do this by restraining imports - especially imports having a high 

content of their particular factor# But these are the very imports 

which the natural force of trade v/ould encourage. The abundant factor 

on the other hand will usually oppose any such restraints on trade, 

for our theory has shown that imports will not be competitive with it 

or reduce the demand on it, while exports will considerably increase 

the demand facing it. Other forces which restrain imports in favour 

of self-sufficiency are the fear of war, the fear of unemployment, and 

the desire for a more diversified economy.

4. Implications of Trade for Full Employment of Resources.

In our aggregative model of the economy exports 

will be a force expanding overall employment, while imports will eifert 

a negative influence on employment. This might suggest that as long 

as exports and imports are roughly equal their influence on employment 

cancels out; that only the balance of trade F(2-l)gs influences employ

ment, while the level of trade ( say ^gg) does not matter. But our 

theory of world trade suggests that the level of trade is of the ut

most importance. In the first place it is likely that for many countries 

their abundant factors can only be fully employed when their export 

trade is high. At the same time their import trade may be equally 

vital to them in the matter of full employment. For there will usually 

be certain industrial materials as well as capital equipment which
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are necessary ( high complementarity vdth domestic factors ) to the 

functioning and development of their productive systems* Yet they may 

be either unable to produce these goods domestically at all or be 

able to produce them only at excessive costs* Clearly then if their 

imports were cut off they could suffer from unemployment of their 

complementary domestic factors just as severely as when a fall in 

export trade produces unemployment in their abundant export factors*

5* Special Influences on the Demand for Imports*

Imports combine with domestic production or value 

added in the production of the final goods which reach domestic mark

ets* Thus,

(4) GDS + ß H = GDP + • They may be finished goods ready for

final use, or materials for further processing, and hence fall into 

the same classes as the goods passing through and out of the domestic 

productive system —  industrial materials, producers durable capital, 

finished consumer goods, services* Our theory has already shown the 

importance of relative price levels in inducing imports* It has also 

shown the complementary nature of many imports to domestic factors, 

which suggests an important income effect ( level of domestic activity) 

in import demand* Kith these preliminaries, the dynamic theories of 

the household and firm should help us to fill in the remainder of the 

demand equation* There are however certain special global aspects to 

import demand which need to be added, and which are now considered 

before assembling the equations*
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(a) Components of Price Level of Imports Laid Down Within Domestic

Economy«
Let ( Pigj_) represent the price vector of goods 

produced in RW and of interest to A as imports« Convert ( to
A money by multiplying by an exchange vector which converts each 

price from RFY to international money, and then by an exchange conver

sion factor e^ which converts each price from international money to 

A money« Then an index number of vector ( ^Igii  ̂ = ^lg
now an appreoriate deflator of , the money value of A*s imports

f«o«b. Thus F̂ gja = F^g ^lg does no^ completely repres
ent the price level of foreign goods confronting the domestic importer, 
for it does not include the costs of transportation and of importation - 
insurance, freight, customs duties and sales, excise, and other im
port taxes« The importer must still pay these costs before the imports 
begin to compete with domestic goods« To arrive at the price level 
confronting the importer let the proportions of the f«o«b. cost of 

imports that are added by insurance and freight be i f , and by 
customs duties be d« Let the proportion of the duty paid value of 
imports added by sales, excise and all other import taxes be s« Then 
the price level which finally confronts the importer and against which 

domestic prices must compete is

(5) P-]_ = PlcT ( 1 + F T  + d +  s + ds) / (1 + if + d + s + ds^ =

f ( e^, e2i, P]_gii > if , d , s } . Note that d and s are under 
the direct control of the domestic economy, while e^ may or may not 

be controlled« e ^  and P]_gü are usually beyond domestic control*
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(b) International Reserves«

In the preceding chapter it was argued that the 
level of IR exerts an influence on a country1s purchases: from abroad 
that is parallel to the influence of the liquidity variables and 

on the purchases of households and firms* The variable IR is accord
ingly added to the import demand equation* This variable however plays 
another strategic role in the demand equation, for it, along with the 

exchange rate variables e^ and e£ , provides the restraining mechanism 

which prevents a country from buying more than it sells in the long 
run, or spending more than its receipts in the intermediate run*

With variable exchange rates influencing P-̂  , IR 
can be held fairly constant and act in a passive role* The main res

traint on imports is effected by P-j_ ( mainly e^ and ©2 )• But with 
fixed exchange rates IR must become the major restraining variable*
When imports are exceeding exports and causing IR to run down, some 
critical value in IR must eventually be reached* When this critical 

value is reached the government will decide to ration the remaining 
IR on a basis of the priority of national needs* Some combination of 
foreign exchange and physical import controls will be set into operat

ion. ( Gold standard rules calling for deflation and unemployment could 
be used as the mechanism of restraint* The variables P , GDP, GI and 
C would then serve as the ultimate instrumental variables. But no 

modern government is likely to use this approach to the problem*)
Once controls are installed to preserve IR the causal 

influence of IR on imports increases. It follows that IR exerts a non-
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linear influence on . For values larger than the critical value the 

influence ( / ä IR ) would be only moderate * But for values at

and less than the critical value the influence will be very great*

This nonlinear influence can be brought into the demand equation 

in the following way* To begin with it is probable that the relative 

size of IR, in comparison to the variable F^ which it cushions as an 

inventory, is more important than its absolute value* Thus if F^ repres

ents the average of the last three periods of normal imports, without 

any import restrictions or depression, then IR /f ^ could be used as 

the causal variable in the equation. A critical value of IR is reached 

when this ratio reaches some critically low level c* The variable IR / 

Fi = IRj_ is used in the equation whenever IR / F ^  c* But when IR / F-̂

^=; c, the variable IR^ is treated as nonexistant (zero) and a new 

variable which has ^previously been nonexistent ( zero) is brought 

into play. This new variable is ( c - IR / F]_ ) = IR2 • The form of 

the function F^ must then be such that J ̂  F1/^IR2 |^> ^ F-j/ 3  IR-j_ •

(c) Lagged Influences •
Because of the longer time interval between the 

placing of an order and the receipt of the goods when the goods come 

from a foreign as compared to a domestic source, it is likely that 

lagged values of causal variables will be important in foreign trade 

equations. In Australia where a long sea voyage is required for most 

imports this delivery lag is likely to be quite large\ Let the

average time between order and delivery be 0. Then imports during t
1. Professor Gerald Firth and Dr. Alfred Dagger of the University of 

Tasmania have done research on this aspect of Australian trade.
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^Igt are resul^an^ business m e ^ s  forecasts for t made at 

t- 9. These forecasts would be partly influenced by the outflow of 

g * It follows that F-^ and F2 ^ can be considerably out 

of step when 9 is large, with rather violent swings in IR if e^ is 

fixed* This is the situation found in Australia.

(d) Excess Domestic demand*

When the domestic economy is under excess demand 

pressure, and production ceilings have been reached in many lines, 

this will tend to accelerate the demand for imports* Whether the 

demand will in fact accelerate will depend on the level of IR, and on 

the exchange rate e^. Normally these two variables will soon restrain 

the import expansion, unless there has been a corresponding excess 

of earnings from exports* But if there is at the same time an unusual 

capital inflow the accelerated demand will not be choked off by IR 

and e^« Such a situation did occur in Canada in 1955 and 1956, when 

a phenomenal acceleration of imports was accompanied by an actual 

increase in IR and an increase in the exchange value of the Canadian 

dollar ( decrease in e^)*

6. Equations of Import Demand*

(a) Raw Materials or Industrial Materials and Fuels*

industrial materials component of

exports F. , 2,t
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(b) Producers1 Durable Capital Goods»

(7) ■ICE , (GDFd - GDFS , IRX, IR2
- 0-1

(c) Consumer Goods«
d 0 / — ^

(B) Flc = I (Plc / Pq ).q > C.Q , ufg,-3 > IR1 » IR2
(d) Services Related to Goods Imports#

^  Flsg “ h W s z  9 Flg y •

(1°) Flg = Flrra + F1(a + Flc

(e) Definition of Fj and F̂

(n) Fx = Flg + Flsg + Flsv 5 Fx = Flg + Fls

(12) F^s = Rlsg + Flsv + "^”di* Flsv represents tourist travel of dom

estic residents abroad = exogenous • TV"c3j_== -Merest and dividends paid 

abroad plus retained earnings on foreign direct investment*

7* Equations of Import Supply*

For most practical purposes, for all but the larg

est trading nations, the purchases and sales of a single nation do 

not affect price levels in the world economy. Hence in the neighbour

hood of current trading positions supplies can be taken as infinitely 

elastic and represented by ,

(U) pirmi > pia;i > Fici » Flsgi ! ex°Senous 

8. Demand for Exports*

The forces behind exports are the same as those
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behind imports, with the roles of A as importer and RW as source rev

ersed* The current factor supply situation for Australia and Canada 

predisposes them to the export of predominantly raw materials and hence 

only one export equation is necessary here* It might however be wise 

in practice to separate this into farm and non-farm components* We

let RW2 represent A*s most important customers in RW*
„d . v ^(14) GDF.RW2,- e 9 PRW2,- Q 9 WRW2,-e 9 urmRW2,-e*

PR W 2 /- e

IRlRW2 9 ^ 2 M 2 ^ J  > where P2 is the total cost of A goods 

laid down in RW2 , analagous to P-j_ • and P ^ 2 is an index of domestic

price levels in RW2. 
d

f6 *2*,(15) F,

(16) F2s = F2sg + F2 s v +7Tfd

(17) F2 = F2g + F2sg + F2 s v .

9* Supply of Exports*

While the export pattern is based on A*s current 

resource pattern and world needs, and while A must export in order to 

be able to pay for vital imports, at the margin export supply can be 

varied to meet price and profitability changes* In short some export 

resources must be bid for by R?f2 against domestic demands* Supply of 

exports is accordingly a function of the export price level relative 

to the global domestic price level* We approximate this situation as 

follows*

(18) F s = a GDFS 
2g
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(19) a - b ?2jf • (= hfjSŜ J ) for short time periods )•

(20) F?„ - b PP . GDFS , where P
g # = PGDF

Shifts in this supply schedule arising from technological and cost 

developments would be reflected by changes in b.

10. Long -»Term Capital Movements«

If A*s real capital is highly productive at the 

margin, and A*s money system is not inflated, i ^  will be high.

This would be likely if A is rich in natural resources and labour 

skills, but short in real savings and capital, and if A is fully empl

oyed. Mature economies like the UK and the U S on the other hand are 

likely to have low i-y>, because they are relatively abundantly supplied 

with capital. If i-j_f in A is far enough above i^fRW cover ris^s 

and uncertainties of distance, the dangers of business failure, dep

ression, adverse exchange movements, political disturbances and so on, 

then long-term capital is likely to flow from RW into A. This flow

takes two main forms* Where the provider of capital wishes to be merely
portfolio selection of

a lender, he will purchase a/long-term securities of A companies* But 

where he wishes to exercise control as well as lend capital he will 

make "direct investment" by such means as setting up a branch plant, 

or a wholly owned subsidiary, or by purchasing a controlling proportion 

of the shares of an existing company ( Cf 5*7 p* 57)*
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Portfolio Investment«

(21) A  Seldi - f? ilf

Direct Investment.

(22) A  Kdi = fg j V  -

ilfRW ^

11. The Rate of Exchange.

The net result of all of A*s international money 

transactions are movements in either or both of the reserves IR and 

the rate of exchange e^. The credit elements of Table 1 or the plus 

elements of equation (1) of the preceding chapter represent a supply 

of IR. Each of these elements involves the price ed of IR. In aggregate 

we have from the supply side of the balance of payments,

(23) IMS = f^ (e^ )• Similarly the debit elements of Table 1 or

the minus elements of (l) of Chapter 14 provide the demand side of A*s 

balance of payments.

(24) IM = fd0 ( ed ) . e^ is determined by the interaction of 

these two equations.

The day to day fluctuations in ê_ may be smoothed 

by government action (e.g. The Exchange Fund Account in Canada) in which 

part of A*s IR inventory are put into the market as supply when demand 

is heavy, while more IR is purchased to build up the inventory when 

demand is light.
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PART VI

GOVERNMENT AND ITS RELATION TO THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM

Chapter 16#

BRIEF SURVEY OF GOVERNMENT FUNCTION AND FINANCE 

1* General

It is through the institution of government that 

a multitude of people living in the same area or region and with common 

background and purposes unite themselves into a society. Raving per

formed this coalescence, government then acts as an overall co-ordin

ator and manager of the society. In performing these latter functions 

the government is to the social organism what the ego is to the ind

ividual. But in so acting the government of modern western societies 

tends only to perform collective duties which the individual, as an 

individual, cannot do for himself. It still leaves individuals to man

age their own private affairs and to do all things for themselves as 

individuals or business firms which do not in any way require collect

ive action.

Government usually consists of three levels - 

municipal, provincial or state and central or federal. Here we shall 

aggregate these three areas into one, except when the central govern

ment must be dealt with separately.

2. The Agenda of Government

What functions in the social and economic life of
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a nation tend to be taken over by government? The criterion in west

ern democracies for any specific function is whether it can be effic

iently performed by individual citizens and firms acting individually 

and producing under competitive conditions, or acting as private groups 

performing social services with charitable donations. If the good or 

service cannot be provided to the satisfaction of the society by such 

private action, then it becomes a candidate for government agenda. As 

examples, the baking of bread tends to fall naturally into the sphere 

of private and competitive production, while the provision and manage

ment of the streets and water supply of a city fall into the area of 

government production. Similarly co-ordination, management, laws 

promoting justice, the administration of the laws, diplomacy, defence 

and money supply fall into the public sphere. The development, control 

and conservation of natural resources likewise falls naturally into 

the collective area.

Where, by its nature, production of a purely econ

omic good must be monopolistic, since only one product is desired, 

society tends to prefer the monopoly of a democratic government which 

can be removed by political procedures , to a privately operated mon

opoly. But in such cases it is not inevitable that government will 

produce the product. Sometimes it will be content to merely supervise

private operations in the public interest, as is sometimes the case in 
telephone service and electricity production. This method of control

still leaves some profit incentive toward efficiecny. Under other 

conditions where there is room for two firms in the production bf the
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good ( for example - airlines, railways ) the government may achieve 

its control by operating one of the firms itself.

There may also be goods which could conceivably 

be provided by the private sector but where the price would keep all 

of the lower income groups from buying. When the social feeling is 

that all members should have an equal opportunity to purchase such 

goods public production may be resorted to. This happens in the case 

of education, and is beginning to appear in the fields of medical 

and hospital service.

In connection with the co-ordination and manage

ment of the total society modern nations now would expect their gov

ernments to keep their economic systems functioning smoothly, free of 

periodic depressions and unemployment, free of inflation or the deb

asement of their money supply, and internationally solvent. This rel

atively recent addition to government agenda is part of the “Keynsian 

Revolution11, and is of course the field toward which the present study 

is addressed.

3. Theory of Social Choice on Content and Level of Products and Services 

in Government Agenda.

Each decision of whether or not to bring a service 

into government agenda must be based on some estimate of the benefit 

to the whole society and of the social cost to be incurred. The social 

gains and costs include economic, physiological, psychic and cultural 

values. They may be consciously and carefully worked out, or only tfelt*
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on the basis of at least partially unconscious mental processes* Con

sider for example the elimination of smoke from an urban area, or the 

provision of a deep water wharf at a certain port. In appraising whether 

to go ahead with these projects the society must work out the stream 

of all future benefits as well as present benefits that can be expected 

from the project and some of these must be brought back to the pres

ent through the use of an appropriate rate of interest. Similarly 

both present and future costs of the operation must be adjusted to 

the present. If the benefit side appears to well outweigh the cost 

side then presumably society will decide to undertake the project.

In this way the content of government agenda is gradually built up.

Next we may consider how the relative and absolute quantities of the 

activities in the agenda are arrived at. In very general and rough 

terms and with no pretense at theoretical exactitude it can be said 

that social welfare will be maximized when each line in the agenda is 

extended to the point where a falling marginal social benefit is brought 

into equality with a rising marginal social cost. Marginal social 

cost can be partly considered as opportunity cost in terms of the 

alternative goods which individuals might buy from the private sector.

At the equilibrium the social benefit from the last unit of social 

cost is equalized for all lines, and with marginal opportunity cost. 

There is then no gain in shifting resources within the government agenda, 

and there is at the same time no advantage in shifting any further 

resources from the private to the public sector.
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When this equilibrium has been reached the further 

expansion of government production ceases. In countries like Canada 

and Australia the expansion has continued until general government 

absorbs from one-sixth to one-fifth of GNP, or up to 20 per cent of 

the goods available to the domestic economy.

4« Separation of Total Government Agenda into Government Business and 

Government Non-Business.

As suggested above government sometimes finds it 

expedient to engage in productive operations which involve the prep

aration of goods for sale in commercial markets, as well as in its more 

basic functions of management, coordination and diplomacy for the soc

iety as a whole. Because of this dichotomy in government operations 

it is not advisable to include all of them in the purely government 

sector of our economic model. This is because those parts of govern

ment agenda which involve production for the market have behaviour 

patterns which are more like those of the firm than they are of the

purely administrative side of government. We shall accordingly refer
/-like operations

to the market or marketr as government business, and to the remainder 

of the agenda as government non-business. Government business will 

be included with private sector firms in our model. Rough criteria 

for the separation are as follows. If the government organization 
provides a good which is sold on general markets at a market price, 
such that the public is at liberty to buy or not to buy at this price,

and such that the price usually covers at least the full costs of
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operation, the organization can be classed as government business*

The aggregate profits ( net of losses) of all government businesses 

are available to the government and the net portion distributed 

becomes a component of general government revenue.

5* The Valuation of Government Services*

Economic valuation is determined by market price* 

Market price must cover at least the cost of all inputs in order for 

the production of a particular good to continue. In fact if market 

price were only equal to the basic costs of raw materials, labour and 

the depreciation on capital goods, then production at the given level 

is not worth while. There must be some gain in value above these 

costs, if any value added or true production is to occur. This gain 

over cost is of the essence of productivity and progress. In western 

democracies it accrues as profit to the owners of capital ( including 

personal training and skills) and the providers of enterprise, and 

is an incentive to both saving and initiative. But such profit must 

exist in any society whatever its economic institutions, if it is to 

develop and progress at all.

In the case of government non-business (which we 

shall henceforth refer to simply as government or general government) 

the product is not sold in a commercial market and hence the product

ivity or profit in it cannot be measured. It can only be assumed that 

the society will not expand government until the subjective or tfelt*
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profit from these services is eliminated ( see Sec* 3 above)« Profit 

could be imputed using rates of earnings on capital from the private 

sector« This would assume equilibrium in the social allocation of res

ources between the public and private sectors« For the present we will 

not make this assumption, and will instead value government output 

by the cost of government employed labour and capital only« This 

means that the government sector can show no productivity improvement 

in our model, and must accordingly be excluded from GDP in any global 

productivity estimates#

6, Government Accounts and Identities in the Economic Model«

Government affects the economic system through its 

taxing, spending and production ( non-business), (fiscal activities), 

and through its operation of the money system« In this part we shall 

deal only with fiscal stocks and flows, leaving the money system to 

Part VII« In its fiscal behaviour government draws money out of the 

production streams by taxations, and out of the savings pool by borr

owing« It pours money back into these through its purchases of goods 

and services, transfer payments and subsidies, repayment of public 

debt, and making of loans« It also holds stocks of money, securities, 

inventories and capital goods«

(a) Government Spending« Government spending separates into curr

ent ( short use) and capital ( long use) newly produced goods, Gc , 

plus the net purchase of existing or second hand capital assets from 

the private sector, /\ Kpcjfllpg =/^ ^pg *
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T o ta l government spending i s  th en  given by

(1) G = + 9k + spending on new goods and s e rv ic e s

i s
yf:

(2) G = G C + G ^ *  The stock  o f government or p u b lic  c a p i t a l  i s

(3) Kg -  KpQjQ_g -  K g ^ .i + + Kpg -  DpcMg* ^PCMg Dg

Gross c o s t to  th e  economy of government ( n on -business) s e rv ic e s  i s

(4) G = Gc + G jc + I ^  ,  w hile  th e  n e t c o s t o f government s e rv ic e s  i s

(5) G = G + D • w  n c g

Government purchases o f c u rre n t goods can be sep

a ra te d  in to  m a te r ia ls  and s e rv ic e s  purchased from firm s , G^s , and 

government wage b i l l s  WgNg, and wmNm*

(6> Gc “ °ins + V'e/p + T'A / p-
Government i n t e r e s t  payment s^G^ , p re sen t a s p e c ia l

problem . I n t e r e s t  in  th e  p r iv a te  s e c to r  re p re se n ts  a share o f th e  p ro f

i t  or p ro d u c tiv ity  o f c a p i t a l  which i s  p a id  to  th e  len d er o f a c o r re s -
/

ponding share  o f th e  c a p ita l*  I f  Ĝ  i s  used as a p a r t i a l  e s tim a te  

of t h i s  s u rp lu s , th en  CJJjP i s  no longer in v a r ia n t  w ith  re s p e c t to  th e  

method o f fin a n c in g  o p e ra tio n s*  GNP̂  i s  in v a r ia n t  in  t h i s  r e s p e c t ,  

and i t  i s  d e s ire d  to  th a t  GNP be so likew ise*  In  a d d itio n  to  t h i s  

d i f f i c u l t y ,  o f te n  in c lu d e s  deb t in c u rre d  as a r e s u l t  o f wars and 

d ep ress io n s  o f long  ago, which no longer seem re le v a n t to  c u rre n t 

output* One way o f so lv in g  t h i s  problem i s  to  t r e a t  g/  -  Dg = Gj_ 

as  a t r a n s f e r  p a r e n t ,  and t h i s  i s  th e  course fo llow ed h e re . We a lso

d e fin e
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(b) Government Output, Production or Value Added# This is repres

ented by the income of factors of production employed in government* 

Since profit and productivity on government capital and enterprise is 

not known, only the basic costs of these factors can be used for 

valuation.

(7) Gi = ( WgNg + wmNm ) / P + Dg .
(c) Government Revenue consists of direct taxes, indirect taxes 

and miscellaneous or other revenue. Direct taxes are taken out of 

the income stream or wealth stocks and are paid directly to govern

ment by the income earner, or wealth owner or inheritor, on the basis 

of quantity of income or wealth involved* Income and inheritance 

taxes are usually progressive, with increasing average and marginal 

tax rates* Indirect taxes are taken out of the production and import 

stream and are paid by firms or persons on some basis of volume of 

production and imports* They are charged on a late stage of production, 

usually the last before retail selling. These hidden taxes are treated 

by firms as business expenses, therby causing the supply function to 

shift backward ( Part III). Hence in most cases price of a taxed 

product will be increased, output will be reduced, and profit will be 

reduced. Where the tax can be completely shifted fortward however,

( inelastic demand), output and profit will not be directly influenced. 

Within the indirect tax pattern are various negative taxes or subsidies 

through which the government reduces costs, thereby increasing supplies 

and reducing prices on particular goods*

Direct Taxes.

T w = direct taxes on wage-salary incomes, consisting mainly of
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income tax and employer and employee contributions to social insurance 

and government pension funds.

T yjp = direct taxes on nonwage income of persons (interest, rent, 

dividends and profits), plus succession duties on wealth.

T ^ np = direct taxes on corporation profits ( Tyj.c) 5 withholding 

tax (Tdi); portion of profits of government business ( corporations, 

boards and commissions) transferred to consolidated revenue of govern-

ment ( T7Tgb)*
Indirect Taxes less Subsidies

Td_s = total indirect taxes less subsidies, including sales taxes, 

excise taxes^excise duties, customs duties, other import taxes, real 

estate taxes, business taxes, royalties, fees, licenses.

Other Revenue

T0 = all other government revenue, including fines, profit on 

coinage, profits of central bank, sale of miscellaneous goods, gifts 

from other governments or world organizations, government interest
y

revenue Gig.T0 = portion of T0representing real current production 

by domestic factors.

Total Government Revenue

(8) T = Tw + T"Hp + T-yrnp + %-s + T0 •
(d) Government Transfer Payments. Most societies give some help 

to those members who fall into need. In modern countries a growing 

economic aid is given to wide groups through government transfer 

payments ( negative, direct taxes). These transfer payments, when 

combined with progressive income taxes, help to produce a massive
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income redistribution.

Tpw = transfer payments to wage-salary incomes, including unempl

oyment insurance, workmen*s compensation, family allowances, mothers* 

allowances, old age pensions, veterans* allowances. ( Complete list 

with national accounts).

Tp vj-̂-p = transfer payments to nonwage personal incomes, including 

war veterans* rehabilitation into business, assistance to farmers and 

and other noncorporate business, portion of interest on public debt 

(Gj_p) paid to personal sector.

Tr y-|~np = government aid to nonpersonal, including corporate, part 

of private sector, plus portion of Gj_ paid to nonpersonal sector

(Ginp)*
Total Government Transfer Payments

(9) Tr Trw + Tr 7“|-p + Tr Tynp + Gig *
(e) Government Surplus or Deficit.

Government Disposable Income

LIBRARY ’ll
J'tlVZRZtf*__y

(10) Td * T - Tr 

Current Account Surplus

(11) Td - Gfa = Sgl 

Cash Surplus

(12) Td - Gc - “ A  ̂ pg “ Sg2

National Income Surplus« vdth respect to

(13) Td - G0 - .(t ", Td = T -
(f) Government Borrowing from Private

current new production.

T + T^ , T, - T + T .) o o 7 d o o

and International Sectors«

Current government finance is achieved partly from

borrowing
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Short-term borrowing ( /A Ses^p + A Sesgi  ̂is used when cash shor'fc“ 
ages arise from the difference in timing of revenue and expenditure*
The securities sold for such purposes include treasury bills and notes, 

and deposit certificates* Long-term borrowing is entered into to finance 

capital projects of long life, or to finance emergencies like wars 
and depressions. The securities sold are usually bonds and debentures, 
with fixed interest and usually fixed principal. The net flow during 

a time period of long-term loans from the savings pool and the foreign 

sector equals £  Selgp+ A Selgi.
(g) Government Borrowing from Commercial or Trading Banks* In the 

financial aspects of our model we shall consider the commercial or 

money creating banks ( MOB) as a separate sector, distinct from the 
private sector of households, firms and institutions. Borrowing from 
the private sector merely transfers existing money to the government, 

which may activate this money. But borrowing from the MCB involves the 

creation of new money. We represent this by A seSgb an(i ̂  Selgb*
Such borrowing need not be direct. The result is the same if the orig
inal security sale is to someone in the private sector, who subseq

uently sells to an MCB.
(h) Government Borrowing from the Central Bank (CB). The central 

or federal government (CG) can* if the situation warrants, borrow 
short or long from the CB. Such transactions (net) are represented by

/^.Sesgc and A s elac* Sucb borrowinS ^ y  be multiplied by the cash 
reserve multiplier, (Part VII) which may be of the order of 10 or 
even 20, and added to the money supply. Hence this type of borrowing
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can be very inflationary.

(i) Government Cash Position. Government holdings of money depend 

upon its cash surplus from budgetary revenues and expenditures, and 

its net borrowing or repayment with respect to the private economy,

RW, the MCB, and the CB.

(13) Am = t , - g/ + /\s + a s n + A s . + /is , . + /Is ,g dm m esgp 0 elgp u  esgi ^  elgi ^  esgb

+ ^  ̂ elgb + —  ^esgc + & S elg0 - 4 S epg ( net borrov/ing and lending

abbreviates to Ü Segp + A s egi + A S egb + A S eg0 - A s epg , where Sepg 

represents loans by government to the private sector).

(13a) Mg = Ug$ml + A Mg .
(j) Impact of Government Fiscal Activities on Private Sector Money 

Holdings. Government taxing, spending, borrov/ing and lending changes 

the money holdings and hence part of the purchasing power of the 

private economy. The net primary injection or withdrawal of money in 

the private sector is the obverse of the change in government money 

holdings, if we exclude from these the amounts financed by the MCB, 

the CB, and RW.

(15) A M ^  = - A  Mg + A  segb + 6  Segc + A  segi .
(k) Redistribution of Earned Incomes to Disposable Incomes by Tax- 

Transfer Structure.

Disposable Wage-Salary Income

(16) ( wphNph + + WgNg + wm\ )  / P = Wa

(I6ai) Yw = Wa - Tw + Trw + Trf^ + Trf2 • Trfl = charitable contrib

utions of firms; TTf2 = bad debt losses of firms to wage earners.
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Disposable Property-Enterprise or Nonwage Income
(17) 7 T  = TTp + TT^0 + Trri+7Tg0(=Dg) + 7 T i(i - 7Tdi = total nonwage 
income of residents. (Trfl added back, and included i n T T  • )

(18) 7Tnp = 7TC - JTdfo + (Db - T̂dub + = nonwage nonpersonal
income. / T 0 = corporation profits, excluding any transfer payment 
interest G^c.

(19) /Tp - /1 - II np = nonwage income to personal or household sector.
(20) = TTp + Tr -jpp - Tyj-p = disposable personal nonwage income.

(21) Y rrnp = 7rnp+ Tr7Tnp “ t >T o “ Tdi “ T7Tgb " Trfl •
Government Interest Payments.

(22) O l = Dg + C^p ( in IrTrp ) + Ginp( in T g np ) + Glg( in TQ
and Tr).

Income Shares After Redistribution.

■2j) Yw + Yyjp + 2-^np 1 Td - J + Dfl + Df2 - Trf2 GMP.

(24) TT p + '7T"P - 7Ta ‘7Tna

7* The Impact of Government on the Economy.

There are perhaps three major areas in which mod
ern governments make profound changes in the nature and operation of
the economic system. The first of these is their impact on overall

demand
demand. To some extent government/is a redirection of demand that 

might have occurred in the private sector, but for taxes • This 
however is only partially true, and it can be shown that in many 
circumstances even a balanced budget increases aggregate demand by 
the total amount of government spending ( c.f. Haavelmo [ll.'Q ). But 

modern government demand goes much further than this would suggest,
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in that it provides entirely nev/ services which the private sector 

could not be expected to supply on its own* Many of these services 

require extensive and large scale capital equipment such as highways, 

bridges, schoolds, buildings, laboratories, etc*,and spending on 

these heavy items creates a very large impact on the overall demand 

and hence on the income flows and employment of the private economy*

The second major area of government impact lies 

in its massive redistribution of income. The income distribution in a 

completely ’free* economy would tend to become very unequal due to the 

uneven distribution of abilities and wealth. The inequality in the 

wealth distribution generates even greater inequality as wealth grows 

with compound interest. But democracy and social stability are not 

likely to survive without a large middle class of property owners 

(cf. Aristotle Qll.lTj ). Since the Great Depression and World War II 

western societies have seemed to sense a truth in this theory and 

have engaged in redistribution and welfare to an extent which marks 

a quiet revolution in human affairs. This change has been achieved 

mainly through the progressive income tax and inheritance taxes, the 

wide system of transfer payments, the provision of many educational 

and welfare services by government without direct charge, and the 

encouragement of trade unions (AWagner Act - Roosevelt).

The third major impact of government occurs with respect to 
the price system and the allocation of resources. Indirect taxes and 

subsidies usually change the supplies and hence the market prices 

and levels of output of the taxed goods. This system can be, and, is

used to encourage the output of some goods and to discourage the output
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of others, as well as to provide revenue. For example, we might find 
a subsidy on milk production and excise taxes on the sale of liquor 

and tobacco. This is a kind of ‘direct1 impact of government on 
prices and allocation, coming from the supply side. But the indirect 
government impact on these from the demand side is probably of much 

greater dimensions. There is on one hand its direct demand represented 

by Gc + , and on the other the changes in demand arising from

progressive taxation and transfer payments. The net result of it all 

is to shift demand away from luxury goods and toward basic and culture 

needs, welfare services and social capital.
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Chapter 17*

TAX AND TRANSFER EQUATIONS

1. General.

Many of the stocks and flows outlined for the

government sector in the preceding chapter are largely exogenously 

determined by political and social forces. However, in the case of 

the tax and transfer payments variables, government can only set rates 

or functions exogenously. The actual tax or transfer flows then bec

ome endogenous variables 7/hich are functions of the appropriate tax 

base variables. Our purpose in this chapter is to set out the major 

tax and transfer functions which are applicable to our economic model. 

These functions will differ in one major respect from most of the 

others in the model in that they are likely to change, sometimes much 

—  sometimes little, from one government budget to the next. Hence they 

have less stability in the model than is assumed for most of the other 

equations.

2* Particular Tax and Transfer Equations.

To express these equations, it is merly necessary 

to state the aggregate tax and transfer variables as functions of the 

aggregative economic variables which serve as tax bases for them.
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(4) PTr j f p = exogenous

^  T7TnP = c+ Gic^ + ^dirdi^Kdi + 3edir^ + tgbk2 TTc*
tc = average rate of corporation profits tax* 

tdi = average rate of 7/ithholding tax*
(1-tdi)rdi(Kdi + Sedir) =Vdl .
tCTb = average rate of transfer of government business profits to 

consolidated revenue.

kg = ratio of net worth of governraent business to net worth of

other corporations in the private sector. ( The same average 

rate of profit is assumed in each)*

(5a) TTc + Ttub+ TTgb = 7t  - ( 7Tp - TTtf,, - dub)= = net.

profit of all firms*

(5b) 7T p - 7rdf0 - /Tdub = 7Tip +7Trp .
T T ip = interest receipts of persons, excluding G- *
Trrp = net rental income of persons or households*

= ratio of net worth of unincorporated business to net

worth of non-government corporations* Assuming the same

average rate of profit in all three sectors,

(5c) 7TC = II -( ^pj + H pr )
( 1 + kg + k̂  )

Sihce 7T is the most variable component of GUP, absorbing much more
of the flows and ebbs of demand than W& , and since -p± and 7T pr
are contractual, it follows that the percentage movements of 7T andc
7~Tfn are likely to be extremely volatile.
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(6) PTr-^pnp = exogenous (often containing only Gj_np)*

The indirect taxes (less subsidies) are charged 
on a wide range of consumer goods, producers1 materials and investment 

goods. Exports and government purchases are usually exempt, as are 

also most basic foods, many farm materials, and sometimes machinery 
and apparatus to be used directly in producing goods* These taxes 
are usually charged at a late stage in the production process as the 
goods are finished and just ready to move into retail channels or to 
final users. They are charged directly on imports as customs duties 
and import taxes. It follows that the aggregate tax bases of indirect 
taxes will be imports of merchandise, consumer spending, investment 
spending, and the general level of domestic activity*

the production of the agricultural ( including pastoral) industry.

3. Progressive or Regressive Nature of the Total Tax Structure.

making this definition is to say that a tax is progressive, proportional 

or regressive depending on whether the per cent increase in tax coll
ected for a one per cent increase in income ( the elasticity of the 
tax) is greater than, equal to or less than one. The progressivity

(7)
P

cl s> ■>- 8*where Wa + // is the value added or
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(elasticity) of the tax may be computed with respect to its own base, 

with respect to personal income, or with respect to any other relevant 

variable.

It is of interest to question which taxes are 

progressive, and which regressive, and also what is the nature of the 

total tax structure in this respect* The personal income tax is def

initely progressive and usually is increasingly progressive ( increas

ing elasticity) as we move up the income scale* Many business taxes 

and licenses would tend to be regressive with respect to business 

income, and with respect to personal income,except perhaps for firms 

producing luxury goods* Sales and excise taxes are regressive when 

charged on basic and culture needs* but progressive when charged on 

luxuries or culture wants* The corporation profits tax presents an 

expecially interesting case* With respect to its own base it is 

slightly progressive at a low profit level, but becomes proportional 

once this level is passed. But what is its progressivity with respect 

to personal income? As long as money is easy and business is expanding 

this tax will be shifted, to enable firms to obtain a desired yield 

on their net worth. It then becomes de facto a form of indirect tax 

added on to the price of goods generally. Sven when business is less 

buoyant a portion of this tax is probably passed on in prices, and the 

conclusion still holds. Since the savings ratio probably increases 

with increasing income this tax will probably be regressive with res

pect to personal income, but progressive with respect to net national 

income at factor cost ( Wa + Tp = NNIFC). This is because the tax is
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related to TT (50) and because TT increases faster than Wa during 
business expansion, but falls faster than Wa during depression.

What is the nature of the global tax-transfer 

structure of a modern economy? To answer this question ve might con

sider GNF ( or NNIFC) as the aggregative tax tbase1, and the disposable 

income of Government T^ as the aggregative tax. Then, if we knev/ the 

nature of the function

(8) T3 = f/j (GNP, or NNIFC), we would be able to describe the 

global tax structure as progressive, proportional or regressive, at 

the relevant levels of the base. In view of the income redistribution 

effects of modern tax-transfer structures, and the progressive nature 

of the personal income tax, many indirect taxes, and the corporation 

profits tax ( re NNIFC), one would expect this relationship to be 

progressive. The buoyancy of government disposable income in recent 

years in periods of rapid expansion in economic activity seems to 

confirm this expectation.
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PART VII

THE MONEY AID FINANCE SYSTEM 

Chapter 18«

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE MONEY AND FINANCE SYSTEM 

1* The Meaning and Importance of Money«

Money is one of the great discoveries of man in 

his progress towards civilization. Its importance lies in the product

ivity which it makes possible. Without money, economic exchange must 

be carried on by barter which must usually balance bilaterally. This 

method of exchange puts a very severe limit on the possibilities of 

specialization and division of labour both within the domestic economy 

and internationally, thereby hindering enormously the progress and 

development of the economy. Money, by contrast, makes possible and 

encourages an almost infinite multilateralism among the workers and 

firms - not only of a single country - but over the whole world. What 

qualities of money enable it to do this?

In order for money to achieve this result, it 

must possess three main qualities. One is that it must become 11 gener

alized purchasing power”, so that any economic good produced in the 

economy will be readily exchanged for it. The second is that it must 

retain its purchasing poY/er over time, so that economic units are not

afraid to hold it into the future. The third is that it must be1
capable of serving as a unit of value, so that all other goods can be
1. Thus at any instant of time any one unit (pound or dollar) is equal 

to every other unit.
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measured for exchange value in terms of it.

No money in history has ever quite achieved all 

three of these qualities perfectly, with the second being the most 

difficult to attain. For long periods the attempt was made to achieve 

stable value by making money "full-bodied”, using for example cattle, 

gold dust, beaver pelts, or striking coins of metal with their 

metalic value (gold, silver, bronze) equal to their face value. But 

changes in the supplies of these metals relative to demands, and 

changes in their relative values bringing Gresham*s law into operation, 

rendered the results of these attempts far from perfect.

At other times in history, especially in primitive

societies, mere token money in the form of shells or stones or any

other convenient object has been used. In early Canada playing cards

marked by the governor were made money by fiat during shortage of

currency from the mother country. It was during that most interesting
that

evolution of some goldsmiths into bankers ( Lombard Street,)/notes, 

which were mere promises to 'pay gold or silver and written on paper* 

began to be circulated in commerce in place of metallic money and 

bullion. Convenience, safety and the trust that these notes could be 

exchanged at any time into full bodied money, encouraged this devel

opment.

In the economic systems of the modern world, coins 

and paper money are still used for convenience in making the multitude 

of smaller transactions but no attempt is made to have these forms of 

money either full-bodied or exchangeable for full-bodied money. These 

metalic and paper tokens are made money by ”fiat” of the central
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government (CG) which declares them legal tender for settlement of all 

obligations - public and private« Such money is "fiduciary" depending 

ultimately on public trust and confidence in its value. It may prove 

easier to stabalize the value of such money, properly managed by the 

CG- through its central bank (CB), than to stabilize the value of either 

full-bodied money or money backed by precious metals. In fact such 

stabilization is the second most important of the economic problems to 

which the present study is addressed.

Full bodied money has almost passed into history, 

but there is one important residual example of its use. This is the 

use of gold as a component of international money.

The evolution of modern money continued when the 

early goldsmiths and their clients discovered that it was inconvenient, 

costly and dangerous not only to transport gold ( or silver) about the 

country in settlement of payments, but also to carry large sums of 

paper notes payable ( in gold or silver) to bearer. They eventually 

lit upon the idea of transferring this value merely by changing the 

credits in the accounts of the various depositors of gold, debiting 

one depositor and crediting another , on order from the debtor. Pres

ently they speeded up even this process by inventing the cheque, a 

written order from a depositor to a goldsmith ordering him to transfer 

gold credit to the payee of the cheque. With these developments prec

ious metals moved very little, and mainly only to settle accounts between 

goldsmiths•

Some further developments bring us to modern money.
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Since most of their gold and silver lay idle the goldsmiths began to 

lend it charging a rent ( interest) for its use. But they tended to 

lend only a deposit credit for the gold, since the borrov/ers found 

this more convenient than the gold itself. The deposit credit became 

the real money of use, and since the gold reserve behind it was rarely 

demanded the deposits could exceed it by a considerable margin without 

danger. The goldsmiths found they could lend deposits, thereby creating 

money by a nstroke of the pen", until total deposits climbed to the order 

of ten times their metalic reserves« The only danger was that a crisis 

and lack of confidence would bring all depositors clamoring for gold 

at once, thereby ruining the goldsmith and many of his clients.

Modern money is almost the same as goldsmith money, 

differing only in that token coins and paper money, made legal tender 

by government fiat, replace the use of precious metals as part of bank

ers reserves. The balance of their reserves are claims to such legal 

tender from the CB. The domestic money of a modern economy consists 

of public holdings of such legal tender, used for most small and retail 

transactions; plus deposits with the commercial, trading or money cre

ating banks (MOB), used for almost all large and business transactions. 

Deposit money forms the bulk of the effective money supply. It is not 

legal tender, and its popularity rests on its convenience, safety, and 

proof of payment when transferred by cheque.

Ffe may symbolize the stocks and indicate the 

method of issue of the various forms of money, as follows.

UL = coin or metalic money manufactured by national ’’Mint“, and sold
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a t  a p r o f i t  to  CB. The Mint i s  u su a lly  a p a r t  o f th e  T reasu ry  o r Dep

artm en t o f Finance o f th e  CG« CB s e l l s  to  MCB who in  tu rn  s e l l  i t  

to  g en era l p u b lic .

\  = paper no te  money, m anufactured fo r  th e  CB, and t r e a te d  as  a

l i a b i l i t y  o f th e  CB when is su e d ; is su e d  to  MCB and to  Cp in  exchange 

fo r  M^, or s e c u r i t i e s  o f th e  CG, or CB d e p o s it  l i a b i l i t i e s «

%  = bank d e p o s it money c o n s is t in g  only o f c r e d i t  e n t r ie s  in  th e

le d g e rs  o f th e  MCB; t r a n s f e r a b le  by cheque; w r i t te n  up in  exchange f o r l ^ ,  

1^ , or CG s e c u r i t i e s ,  o r a s  proceeds o f bank lo an  in  exchange fo r  

borrow er*s prom issory n o te  or o th e r s e c u r i ty .

Coin and n o te  money which *runs* from hand to  hand 

i s  d e fin ed  as  cu rren cy , Mc = + 1^ « T o ta l money M = Mc + i s

sometimes re fe r re d  to  as  cash« The cash re s e rv e s  o f th e  MCB however 

a re  d e fin ed  to  in c lu d e  t h e i r  t i l l  ho ld ings o f Mc p lu s  d e p o s its  to  t h e i r  

c r e d i t  w ith  th e  CB, which can be converted  to  M_ on demand«

D eposits  in  t ru e  sav ings banks a re  n o t money w ith in  

our d e f in i t io n s .  They a re  e s s e n t ia l ly  sh o rt- te rm  s e c u r i t i e s  so ld  by 

th e  sav ings banks in  exchange fo r  *true* money. The sav ings banks, l ik e  

mortgage and lo an  companies and in su ran ce  companies, th en  use t h i s  

money to  purchase lo ng -term  s e c u r i t i e s  w ith  a h igher y ie ld  th an  th e  

i n t e r e s t  th ey  pay on sav ings acco u n ts . True sav ings d e p o s its  o f te n  a re  

n o t t r a n s fe ra b le  by cheque and can only be withdrawn a f t e r  n o t ic e .

In  Canada th e  sav ings departm ents o f th e  commercial or c h a r te re d  

banks a re  no t t ru e  sav ings banks. The d e p o s its  in  them a re  e s s e n t i a l ly  

money c re a te d  by th e  MCB, o f te n  by g ra n tin g  p e rso n a l lo a n s , and can be
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transferred by cheque or withdrawn ( in practice) without notice.

The holders of domestic money fall into four main 

sectors - households, firms, government and international - which we 

symbolize by the subscripts h, f, g, i. For this part of our study 

institutions are included with firms*

2* The Functions of Honey.

Three main functions of money can be observed.

The first is of course its use to facilitate exchange between produc

ers who have specialized, each in one particular line of activity.

Money thus integrates all individual producers into a composite aggreg

ate productive system providing fully multilateral exchange and en

hanced productivity*

Coupled with this function of medium of exchange 

money also serves as a measuring rod of economic value. Each product 

in the economy is valued in terms of money units* Each money unit in 

turn represents generalized purchasing power, the real value of a com

posite 'unit* of all goods at a particular instant of time. As a meas

ure of value money facilitates economic calculatiohs, providing a 

further aid to exchange and productivity.

The third major function of money is its ability 

to store value. As was observed in our studies of the household and 

the firm, no economic unit wants to spend all of its available resources 

immediately. All units want to keep a cushion or inventory of value 

for future uses and needs* An easy way to store this future purchasing

I
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power is to hold money*

The third function is a dynamic one, and cannot be 

adequately or equitably performed if money loses its value through 

inflation of prices* Nor can money perform its second function for 

inter-temporal or dynamic comparisons if the price level rises or falls 

significantly; for now the unit of measure, represented by the real 

composite unit of goods purchasable by a pound or a dollar, shrinks 

or expands*

3* Description of Money Flows and Stocks in the Economic System*

Money tends to be continuously shifting from one 

holding sector to another and these shifts in holdings are referred 

to as flows. A unit inter-sector flow is a transfer of one pound or 

dollar from one holding sector to another in one time unit. The net 

effect of the flows of money between the different sectors is of course 

changes in their money holdings* Our previous theory suggests that 

these holdings affect what the sectors do in the subsequent time 

period*

It is helpful in seeing the whole money system

to distinguish certain broad and basic flows* The first one is the flow

of money from the purchasers of final goods to the producing firms*

Here we have the spending of households and government, the invest-
and

ment spending of firms,/the export spending of foreigners. There is 

next a secondary money flow down through the productive system from 

final goods stages of production through the intermediate stages and
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ultimately reaching primary extractions from the natural environment, 

and imports* Here the flow is from industry to industry, and filaments 

out through the whole system including the energy and linking industry 

systems* The money flow is in the opposite direction to the correspond

ing flow of goods and services*

While this downward flow is taking place there 

is a simultaneous horizontal flow out of the productive system and into 

households* as industry purchases labour and the use of property and 

enterprise* At the same time there are flows out of households and 

firms to Government in payment of taxes, while opposite flows from 

government to households and firms occur as transfer payments*

All of the net or disposable money flows into 

households, firms and government do not flow back to firms as payment 

for final goods. Instead some of this money is saved for future uses 

as household savings, undistributed profits and depreciation reserves 

of firms, and surpluses of government. Let us construe all such savings 

as money flowing into a savings pool* SP*

If all of the money which flowed into the SP were 

left there for any appreciable length of time, the modern economic 

system would tend to grind to a subsistence level of output with zero 

savings* It usually happens however that firms require more money for 

investment purposes than their accumulated savings would permit, and 

that government sometimes wants to spend or invest money in excess of 

its cash and current income* Theough the mediation of the various firms 

in the finance industry - banks, insurance companies, trust companies,
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mortgage and loan companies, stock and bond brokers and jobbers, and 

so on - firms and governments arrange' to borrow the money savings 

of the other sectors and use them for their investment needs* Thus 

there is established a simultaneous outflow of money from the SP at 

the same time as money flows in* Some of this outflow goes back to 

individual households who arrange consumer credit with the financial 

institutions. But on balance the aggregate household sector provides 

an inflow to the SP rather than an outflow*

The remaining important money flows of the system 

have to do with the flows of domestic money into and out of what we 

may call the foreign exchange pool (PEP). The PEP is operated by the 

commercial or trading banks, foreign exchange brokers and jobbers, and 

the CG usually with the aid of the CB* Each time a firm makes payment 

for an import of goods it must surrender domestic money within the PEP 

in exchange for international money# It usually obtains the IM from 

the MCB* They provide it from their transactions holdings, but may 

need to replenish these by purchases from the CG, GB or from broker 

or jobber* Such purchases involve direct loss of cash reserves, or at 

least a weakening of the cash reserve ratio ( Chap* 19)* Vfhere the IM 
is obtained from the official reserves ( CG or CB), the domestic money 

supply is decreased in the first instance by the amount of the import, 

but this is followed by a secondary contraction in the total money 

supply equal to the amount of the import multiplied by the cash reserve 

multiplier of the banks ( Chap. 19)* Thus the PEP acts to some extent 

like a money vacuum with regard to imports* But the opposite occurs
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in the case of exports. In this case the foreign buyer surrenders IM 

to the banks in exchange for domestic money, and the cash reserves of 

the banks become increased as they sell IM to brokers, the CG or the 

CB. Again there is the money multiplier effect, so that exports of 

goods or securities turn the ÜEP into a pressure pump adding to the 

domestic money supply.

4* The Securities Llarkets and the Savings Pool

It is through the device of securities that it is 

possible for as much money to flow out of the savings pool and back 

into the productive system, as flows in from savings. This helps to 

keep the economic system running evenly and at full employment. Thus 

a household A may be saving for something it wants ten years hence. 

Its failure to spend its full income now will contribute to unemploy

ment. But firm B wants a new plant now and does not have sufficient 

savings to buy it* B can obtain the use of A*s savings by giving him 

in exchange a security which promises to repay the principle ( as 

cash or equity) plus a current rent ( interest or dividend) for the 

use of the money until repayment. This interest or dividend pays A 

for loss of liquidity, risk of capital loss, and the trouble of the 

transaction. It is paid out of the real productivity of the new 

plant*

Securities consist essentially of tv/o main types* 

In the first type, the fixed interest security Sej_, the issuer of the 

security promises to pay fixed amounts of principal at specified fut-
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lire times and, at the same time, a fixed rate of interest on the unpaid 

principal in the interim» The second main type of security makes the 

purchaser a part owner of the corporation issuing the security, with 

his ownership proportionate to the number of security shares he has 

purchased» These are equity securities» S0e. They entitle the owner 

to a share in the profits in the form of dividends, to a vote in the 

affairs of the corporation, and to a proportionate share of the net 

worth of the corporation should it be liquidated or wound up»

Almost every institution in the SP is engaged in 

one way or another in the exchange of securities for money or of 

money for securities» In this respect the whole SP is a vast secur

ities market, However, there have developed various specialized mar

kets for certain types of securities* The best known of these is the 

share stock market where the shares of various corporations are bought 

and sold» In company with this there is usually a bond and debenture 

market* In large financial centres like London and New York there are 

also markets for short-term securities such as bills of exchange and 

treasury bills»

Through differential security prices the secur

ities markets tend to ration the limited money in the SP in what it 

considers to be the most fruitfuJ. investment directions» They malte 

the cost of money cheap to favoured firms or industries, and dear to 

those considered to be less productive» This is a most important func

tion with respect to the productivity and the economic development of 

a nation. If it is not well done resources will be misdirected,
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value is likely to be destroyed rather than created, and economic dev

elopment will be impaired, ( Cf. Keynes re n gambling casino"

P# 159),

5, Securities as a Store of Value,

Since securities represent promises to pay money 

in the future they, like money, serve as a store of value. Assuming 

that money is not losing its value through inflation it will be pref

erred to a security of equal market value, because of its ready li

quidity, Hence it requires something extra, a yield, to induce the 

individual to exchange money for securities as a store of value. 

Through this yield the provider of money savings gains the advantage 

of having both a store of value, and a share in the productivity of 

real capital,

6, Summary of Money and Security Holdings in the Economy

To gain a complete view of all of the money and 

security holdings of the economy^ we divide the economy up into the 

basic issuing and holding sectors. Let these be households ( including 

all personal consumer units), firms, government, money creating banks, 

central bank, and foreign countries or RW; and let them be symbolized 

by the subscripts : h, f, g, b, c and i. Let the first subscript rep

resent the issuer of the money or security, and the second subscript 

the holder* To the issuer the money or security is a liability, 

while to the holder it is an asset. Thus represents bank deposit
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money held by households, SerJ.^ represents short-term foreign secur

ities held by firms, and so on* In our model it is necessary to con

sider four main types of financial assets - money M, short-term fixed 

interest securities Seg ( including accounts receivable and payable), 

long-term fixed interest securities Seil, and equity securities See.

We can represent these completely either by setting up four differ

ent finance matrices MJk, Ses k̂ , Seilj-k , SQ Q .̂  , ( i,k = h,f,g,b,c,i), 

or we can use only one matrix where each element is divided into four 

compartments* Let us assume that the latter has been done* Then the 

columns and column sums of this four-diraentional matrix will repres

ent the holdings of each sector of all money and security assets, while 

the rows and row sums will then show the money and security issues of 

each sector, and hence the financial liabilities of the sector* There 

will be many zeros in this matrix since, for example, only the CB,

CG and the MCB issue M*

The total assets in this system can be represented 

by column sums , — , Vd, while total liabilities are the row sums 

Deh> Ded* complete matrix ^  V = ^ D e* If however, we

delete the column on international holdings of assets (here we take 

etc* to be zero) and the row of A holdings of RW liabilities, the 

sum of the remaining columns gives total domestic financial assets 

Vd, while the sum of the remaining rows gives total domestic liabil

ities Ded* It follows that

(1) Vd - Ded = Uid - Mg0 • ( See Chap* 14). In another form this 

basic identity is
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(2) V u - D u + V - - D - + V  - D  + Vv - D i + V - D + V • - D .' ' vh eh vf ef vg ^eg vb eb vc ec vei ei

=0* It is within this identity and the matrix

Mjk 9 — ^eejk "^at liquidity variables , NL^

are formed* These are defined as

(3) Lh = Mh + Segh; = I«h + Seshh- Desh .

(4) Lf = Hf + Sef - Senf ; NLf = Kf " Desf •

An interesting question is how the volume of sec

urities relates to other magnitudes in the economy. Since each secur

ity must usually be serviced by real capital, it follows that total 

securities issued by firms plus should be very roughly equal to 

total producers* real capital. In the household sector securities 

will usually be issued against real capital, but in total will be well 

below total real capital. In government, because of wars and depress

ions securities issued will often be greater than real capital. We 

cannot tie total securities in with any more precise relationship 

to real capital than these, because in a completely aggregated balance 

sheet of the domestic economy they and money cancel out. We are left 

with the identity

(5) Kh + Kd+1 + H + Kf + Kg + 1^ + Uid = lßfh + M g

M  will usually be negative because of past wars and depressions.
o

7. The Level of Money in the Savings Pool and the Business Cycle.

On balance household money savings provide a pos

itive flow of money into the SP, while firms produce a net outflow 
by

for investment/using their own funds and by obtaining household funds
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through the sale of securities* Government may run a surplus ( inflow 
to SP) at one time, and a deficit ( outflow from SP) at another* The 
banking system injects and withdraws money with respect to the total 
system, but this will usually affect the level of money in the prod
uctive system in the first instance* Eecause of its costly rent it is 

usually put directly to work.

Since the savers and investors are usually compl

etely different sets of people acting under different motivations, 
there is no reason why the inflows and outflows, with respect to the 
SP, should be exactly equal* If they were exactly equal, the level 

of money in the SP inventory would never change* However, we know 
from practical experience that there are times when money is "easy", 
when there is an abundance of money in the SP and available for in

vestment purposes* There are other times when money is ’’tight ”, 
when there is very little money left in the SP available for invest
ment.

The inflows and outflows are not completely un
related of course* A fast inflow and a high level of money in the SP 
increases its availability and reduces its interest cost to firms 
wanting loans* Conversely the high cost of money when the SP is nearly 

dry tends to encourage a greater saving inflow* But this price and 
inventory ’’feed-back ” or control mechanism is not strong enough to 

keep the level of money in the SP constnat, as witnessed by cycles 
of filling and emptying* It is however assisted in the longer run 

by income changes, which do bring longer run savings and investment
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into eo^uality*

The short-run behaviour of the system can be ex

plained by a simple dynamic model which incorporates the short time 

lags between spending and income formation, and between income receipt 

and spending* We ignore the first of these lags in the interest of 

brevity* Let Y^ represent disposable money income of all economic 

units during the time period t, while is the spending of all units 

on current goods and materials, and 1^ is the spending on all durable 

capital goods* The spending flows create new income after a short 

time lag, here omitted*

(6) Y^ = Ĉ. + 1^ • In analysing the dynamic nature of these flows, 

we know that spending C and I always create income. But this income 

need not create subsequent spending* The act of spending is discre

tionary* partly based on causal relations and partly dependent on 

exogenous and random factors* Usually spending occurs out of income 

( production) after it is received ( produced) and there is hence a 

necessary time lag between income ( production) and spending ( CP*

D. H* Robertson jj7.18̂ j ,Q,19j 5 Franco Modigliani jj?*l5^])* This 

conclusion is only significantly true when we are working with short 

time periods - day, week, month. In this case Ĉ .+-|_ and I^+i are spent 

out of the income ( production) flow Y^. Eence the saving flow into the 

SP in t + 1 is

(7) = Y^ - C .̂+2 =Z\-jMs , where Mg is the level of money in 

the SP* Investment in t+1 is

(s) h+i - = A* .i -
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The difference between saving and investment is

(9) St+1 - It+1 = Yt - Ct+1 - It+1 = Tt - Yt+1 = A M st+1 .

In this model changes in I occur only as a result
of difference between S and I in the same (short )time period. These 

differences arise out of fluctuations and cycles in both C and I, 
but our theory and experience lead us to expect wider variations in.
I, and hence greater causation from the capital goods side* Movements 

once begun influence their continuance or become autocorrelated because 

they generate expectations about future profits, thereby influencing 
I. But if the quantity of money in the total system is held constant, 

except for growth, the rises and falls of Mg in the SP tends to turn 
movements into cycles* The upswing is eventually partly checked by 
lack of availability of Mg and a high charge for its use, and conv
ersely*

B* Active and Inactive Money*
The money which is circulating through the prod

uctive system and aiding production is active, and we call it Ma* Con
versely money lying idle in the SP is inactive and we call it Mg2» There 

is a third portion of total money which is actively at work serving to 

exchange the various forms of wealth holding in the SP - mainly 
securities and real estate* The money engaged in this active swirl in 

the SP we shall call Mgl * Mg = Mgl + Mg2 . \  and Mgl represent money 
held for transactions needs, while Mg2 is money held for the precaut
ionary and speculative motives
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that our M 2 is essentially money held inactive for lengthy periods 

while Keynes' M2 is money held for the speculative motive only)*

The precautionary motive involves accumulation for further needs, and 

the provision of a cushion against unforseen contingencies# Speculative 

holdings on the other hand imply that the current yield on securities 

or real estate or business operations is not as great to the holder 

as that from holding money itself* This is especially the case if 

business is slack and prices are falling. For now the real yield on 

Mg0 may be quite high, while that on securities or business operations 

may be less. Thus is "liquidity preference" over other methods of 

storing value. The argument here is that all M g 2  is held for the pur

pose of storing value for future use, and that the quantity of it is 

chosen in competition with securities and real estate depending on 

relative real yields. There is however a minimum residual of Mg 2 

which must be kept as cash, except under extreme inflation, and this 

must be the portion which Keynes allocated as "precautionary" to his 

M*̂ . But this portion is still inactive for long periods, though rel

ated to P.GDP. ( See Chap. 20).

When longer time periods are used, it seems pref

erable to analyse the level of M in terms of stocks of Ma and Mg rather 

than in terms of income flows* In a long time period + 1^ = Y^ 

and C+ + , so that S^ = 1^ • may differ from Ŷ . because

of different values of C and I, with no close dynamic sequence. But 

St+i ” i-fc+1 • However with constant M = M& + Mg ,

, if Y. - \ Y then M \  M 0i* The extra must be drawn ______ t+1 X  t_______ at+1 /  _____________ a __________
1. To the extent that ^  is not given greater velocity, or money work 

per money unit.
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from the SP ( see (9) above) and hence M ^ • This will usually

only occur if r in the productive system increases its margin over 

yields from money and securities in the savings pool.
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Chapter 19*

THE SUPPLY OF MONEY

1* Introductory«

The money supply mechanics of the modern economy 

has developed partly out of the money and banking discoveries of the 

goldsmiths, mentioned briefly above, and partly from the institutional 

evolution which has folloY/ed. The money systems of the nineteenth 

century were based on national gold and foreign exchange (IM) hold

ings, with the prices of currencies fixed in terms of gold, and with 

domestic money freely exchangeable into gold* With fixed exchange 

rates an excess domestic demand for IM (balance of payments disequil

ibrium) caused a running down of IM and IR, and hence a reduction in 

the domestic money base* Ensuing deflation and unemployment presently 

corrected the excess demand, possibly converting it to an excess supply 

of IM, a disequilibrium in the opposite direction. Unofficial central 

banks used "bank rate” as a stabilizer, but the ship still continued 

to roll with the ebbs and flows of world trade.

In the twentieth century gold standards were ab

andoned one by one, usually with little choice, as World War I and its 

aftermath drained gold from most countries to the highly productive 

and undamaged US* These countries were then forced to use a managed 

fiat and fiduciary money supply. Then as the Great Depression left 

its scars most countries became determined to manage their money supp

lies in accordance with internal full employment and development needs
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and independently of foreign trade and finance* They set up central 

banks to do this* Modern money systems are still significantly affected 

by balance of payments developments, but there is much that central 

banks can now do to offset these when they are adverse*

2. The Central Bank*

The CB is a modern institution which evolved out 

of bankers* banks *like " The Old Lady of Threadneedle Street"* It is 

publicly ovmed, a semi-autonomous body, coming sometimes under the 

Minister of Finance or the Treasury, sometimes under the Cabinet, or 

the Executive or Privy Council. It is enjoined to regulate the money 

supply of the nation in such a way as to protect the external value 

of the monetary unit, to maintain full employment, and to promote 

the general financial and economic welfare in as much as this can be 

achieved with monetary action*

The CB provides the money supply base in the modern 

economy partly through its powers as the sole issuer of currency* It 

has paper note money made to its order, and it buys coin money 

from the national Mint at face value. It is further empoy/ered to grant 

deposits to the CG and to the MCB in exchange for currency, securities 

of the CG, and IM ( including gold, of course)* Thus we see that the 

money base is emitted from the CB through the lending-spending activ

ities of the CG, and through foreign trade and finance.

In Canada at the present time the CB buys and sells 

some IM on its own account, and in addition operates an Exchange Fund
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Account ( EFA) for the Minister of Finance. Since the domestic money 

of the EFA is on deposit with the CB, for our analysis it is as though 

the EFA were part of the CB. Both CB and EFA are empowered to buy and 

sell short-term securities in foreign exchange centers.

The CB is also empowered to lend deposits to the 

MCB at Bank Rate ic.

3. The Creation of Money and its Issue to the Public.

There are three basic ways in which the money supply 

M = of a modern economy becomes issued. The first is the

borrowing of money by the CG from the CB in exchange for CG securities. 

As the CG spends this money it flows into theprivate sector. The second 

is where an exporter having obtained IM sells it to the MCB in exchange 

for M^. If the MCB can count the IM as cash reserves ( they canft 

in Canada now) they may be content to hold it, and perhaps invest it 

in short-term securities in a foreign exchange center. If the IM 

cannot be so treated, and if it is above transactions needs the MCB 

will sell it to the CB or the EFA, receiving deposits with the CB in 

exchange. MCB cash reserves (CR) are thereby increased by exports and 

decreased by imports. Should however a CG fund operating with dom

estic money buy the IM, the net effect is a transfer of from the 

government to the exporter, with no change in CR.

The third way in which new money is created and 

issued is the granting of deposits by the MCB to individuals, firms 

or government in exchange for promissory notes, bills of exchange,
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short or long term securities, and in some cases mortgages*

4* Limitations on the Issue and Supply of Money*

In the previous century the volume of IR prov
ided a base which set limits to the supply of money, for gold and 

other IR were the cash reserves of the banicing system. To some ex
tent the IR still provide a rather general limitation of the money 

supply. For if M is increased too much imports and capital outflow 

may deplete IR or increase e^ beyond bearable levels, forcing either 

reduction of M or some form of CG control of imports and capital 
exports. But the proximate limitation on the money supply in gold 

standard days and today is the CR of the MCB* These consist of 

+ ^nb + ^dcb* w^ere % cb are deposits °£ MCB with CB. These cash res
erves are created by the CG and CB, and are on the surface not connected 
with IR. But as we have seen, they are both directly and indirectly 
related to IR. The difference with modern money is that it is not 
rigidly related to IR, as it was in gold standard days.

Since the bulk of business is transacted with 
the MCB find that only relatively small CR = (currency) + 
are necessary for safety. A cash reserve ratio cr = CR / of 5 

per cent is adequate in normal times. However banks have tended to 
use cr = 10 per cent or thereabouts, to be on the safer side. The 
legal minimum ratio in Canada is no¥/ 8 per cent. There is no legal 

ratio in Australia and cr may be changed from time to time by CB 

action calling part of into impounded Special Accounts ( % cbs)»
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These are not available as CR and hence the operating cr is reduced# 

The Australian MCB used to operate on a cr of about 10 per cent# With 

the introduction of the Special Accounts their cr has become about 

45 per cent, while their operating cr, cr]_ = CR - %cbs > ^as—K
become about 5 per cent#

Given a temporarily fixed cr (or cr^), an import

ant money supply relation follows:

(1) Mjj CR / cr , so that l/cr becomes a "cash reserve multiplier" 

in the money supply# In Canada this used to be 10, is now near 12# 5, 

while in Australia it is around 20 in the short run, in between CB 

changes in the Special Accounts, but only about 2.2, in the longer 

run.
A further limitation to the money supply is the 

proportion of its money that the public decides to hold as currency#

Let MCp be public holdings of currency. Then

(2) M = Mcp + Mb ; Mcp = m-jM, with m^ a constant for given habits 

and institutions#JL
(3) Mb —  cr (Mcb + Mdcb); Mcb = m2IvIcp > with m2 a constant discovered 
by banking practice#

(4) M Mdcb Thus the money supply multiplier on changes
cr - mq(cr + ^ 2)

in MCB deposits with CBis less than the CR multiplier, because of the 

public*s adjustment of its currency to the new money supply. The mult

iplier for initial changes in total CR, taking account of subsequent 

public currency adjustments is
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(4a) dM / dCR - 1 
cr

.
cr

Thus the influence of CR on total M is diminished by increases in

m-| , the public’s propensity to use currency. This is because increases
1.m  M-Cpmust be drawn from CR.

5. Factors Which Cause CR to Change.

If we assume that cr, m]_ , and mg are given con

stants in the short-run, then M changes only as a result of changes in 

CR. Vfhat are the influences which change CR, or M^c^?

(a) Balance of International Payments Surplus 41 IM creates 

^ A c b  ° bl ^  IM = h l R g .

In Australia b^ = 1 for all A IM can be sold to the CB for A  % cb«>

In Canada this is also substantially the case, since the Exchange Fund 

Account keeps its account with the CB. Included in A IM is an increase 

in the domestic mining of gold, which is then sold to the CB or the 

EFA.

(b) CG Borrows from CB and Spends Part of Proceeds in Private

Sector. ^2^dcb “ ^^esgc + ^  ~elgc *“ ^ H lcg

(c) CB Buys Securities of CG in the Open Market.

& 3 Möcb~ ^  segc* ( °Pen Operations)

(d) MCB Borrow from CB.

A  4Mdcb = ^  Sesbc •

(e) Public Chancres its Propensity to Use Currency.
1. Thus cheque charges and other costs charged on the use of Mfc tend to 

increase the public’s use of currency, thereby increasing the costs 
of providing currency, decreasing the money supply, and decreasing 
the productivity of money in facilitating transactions.
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^-5atiob - ( 1 : “2  ̂̂ I!op*
^jCH = - Ä M op.

(f) Special Accounts of I.1CB Increased ( Australia Only).

^6%cb “ ” — i,:dcbs*

6* The Supply of Money«

We are non ready to develop a supply function for 

money. We do this by first building in the variables that cause CR 
to change.

(5) CR - CR.X - A  Kop + diRg + A s 9g0 - A M dcg + 4 sesb0 - A M d0bs

(in case the MCE are allowed to treat their IR holdings as cash reserves* 

IRp, in this formula becomes simply IR.)
Next we consider the MCE responses in the money 

market to changes in the demands to rent the which they create*

The banks make most of their profit from these loans. A study of 
their balance sheets shows that they have a variety of ways of holding 
earning assets in return for the use of their money. Their most common 
borrower is usually the business firm to whom they lend money in 
return for short-term securities - promissory notes, bills of
exchange, overdraft agreements. They also make some loans to households 

on securities Ses^0. These loans produce the highest interest yield 
to the banks. But they do not put all of their eggs in this basket, 

and in addition they exchange their for long term securities of 
firms, short and long term securities of government, and for mortgages#
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When times are good the MGB tend to shift out of 

the lower yield - higher safety securities ( in effect long-term loans 

to government and firms) to the higher yield short-term loans which 

are their traditional field of lending. Note that i^ must be greater 

than the yield i^ on these, or individuals and firms could profit by 

making hank loans to finance their holdings of longs. Should the demand 

for bank short loans fall, thereby reducing i^ below i^ , the banks 

would reduce their supply of short loans by buying more longs of gov

ernment and firms themselves. Bank shorter loans are primarily used 

for financing inventories and the current operations of business. As 

business expands the demand for these shorter loans increases, i^ 

can move higher until it reaches its legal maximum, and the MC3 grad

ually reduce their holdings of longs in favour of short loans. Where 

there may have been excess reserves in the MCB in poorer times, now 

they will expand until cr reaches its legal minimum. At this point 

they may even find it worth while to borrow additional CR from the CB 

at Bank Rate iQ.

Thus we see that the banks* supply of their prod

uct is responsive to changes in its price or rent. A deterring infl

uence is the volume of business failures, which we represent by 3F, 

the value of defaulted liabilities in these. Our supply equation becomes

(6) M = f ( CR /cr, mi , xb , ib , i0 , 3F).
/i^ in this equation is the average yield on all bank loans ( sec

urities held). As the banks shift out of lower yield securities into 

i^ loans, i-̂  is of course increased. Since the market is not one of
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pure competition ( see next chapter and Part VIII) this equation can 
be taken as representing middle and long-run supply.

7. The Short Money Market and Bank Rate.

In working with low cr the MCB must keep some of 
their non-GR assets in fairly liquid form. They achieve this by buying 
a certain proportion of very short-term securities - call money loans, 
Treasury Bills and discounted bills of exchange. These can be sold 
for cash almost immediately with little or no capital loss, since their 

due date is usually within three months. Yet they bring a positive 
yield, as well as providing a secondary cash reserve ( SCR) for the 
MCB. The yield on these short securities is is usually lowest in the 
pattern of interest rates, for liquldity is given up for the shortest 
time, and the risk of capital loss is also least. But i moves up 
and down as the total pattern of interest rates moves under money mar
ket conditions. Bank Rate ic must be kept above iQ because otherwise 
the banks could make profit by borrowing and investing ( l/cr)

{X % c b  very shorts« This could disrupt the whole system of
interest rates, the banks traditional function, and the money supply. 
Note that when i^ is high and there is heavy demand pressure for 

the banks can increase i^ by reducing SCR to a bare minimum.

8. Mechanics of Monetary Policy.
The above analysis reveals the methods available 

to CG and CB for controling the money supply M and M_ in the interests
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of economic health. These may be listed as:

(a) CG increases (retires) debt to CB, injecting (withdrawing) 
loney Y/ith respect to private sector ( money multiplier approx, l/cr);

(b) CB open market operations ( multiplier approx* l/cr);
(c) CB raises or lowers Bank Rate;

(d) CB varies the legal minimum CR ratio cr;
(e) CG and CB free exchange rate e^ to keep IR^ from fluctuating;
(f) CB varies Special Accounts of MCB ( Australia);

(g) CB induces MCB to maintain a minimum secondary cash reserve 
ratio scr = (CR + SCR) /M^*
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Chapter 20*

THE DEHAKD FOR LiOrlEY* ArD THE MOHEY AMD SECURITIES MARKETS.

1• A Preliminary View*
In our previous study of households and firms we 

saw them deciding on the separation of income and wealth into saving 
and wealth. In the first instance saving tended to take the form of 
an increase in money, M_* Having made this first decision now a sec- 

ond major choice must be made. Saving is designed to increase wealth, 

which will in turn serve as a store of future purchasing power* But 

money is only one means of storing wealth. The other important means 
are to hold securities, real estate and unincorporated business*. 

Economic units must choose among these forms of wealth on the basis 
of how well they think each will perform the storage function.

In making this choice of the pattern of holding 

wealth some money will be chosen^ especially if prices are falling 
thereby giving money a real yield. This will be the bulk of M0p, and 
provides part of the total demand for money. The small remainder of 

Mg2 (inactive money) is held to provide ready liquidity in case of 
emergency, or in preparation for a bulk purchase.

The remainder of the demand for money arises from 

its usefulness in active exchange. is held in the SP for making the 

many reallocations of wealth which economic units decide upon. This 
is the second main component of the overall demand for money. Finally 
there is of course the active money, l1̂, which is held by economic
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units for purchasing the final goods of the productive system, and for

performing all of the intermediate exchanges within this real system.

This is the third part of the total demand for money ( Note that our

money categories are not quite the same as the Keynsian and

( Chap. 15)* Mp of Keynes ( speculative-motive) includes only

that part of Ms2 which would be exchanged for other wealth forms if 
e

the real yilds of these increased sufficiently.)A
These demands for money interact with its aggreg

ate supply in what we may designate as the primary money market of the 

economy, producing the expost money supply M and the interest rate 

ilQ. But since the demand for money is in part a choice between money 

and other forms of holding wealth, the markets for securities and real 

estate become rather intimately related to the money market. In fact 

to a large extent these markets can be thought of as existing or 

nsecond-hand1’ money markets. The MCB are not directly involved, and 

in each of them a supply of securities or other wealth is a demand for 

money, while a demand for securities is a supply of largely Second

hand1 money.
The wealth which is to be rearranged after initial 

savings has taken place is summed up in the following identities

(1) N Wjjjn = Mah + Mgih + Mg2h + Segh + sei(fi)h + 3ee(fi)h + Semhh 

+ ^sdhdam + %+l,hm + ^ubm " °esho " 3emho

(2) N + MQlf + Ms2f + Sesff + Seshf + Segf + Seil(fi)f

+ see(fi)f + Semhf + Hfm + Kfm + Kd+l,fm " 3esfo~ °eilfo “ 3eefo 

+ ̂ ubm •
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The demand for money can only be fully achieved by 
analysing the demands for each of the elements within the wealth com
plex, most of which is represented in (1) and (2). The problem is 

somewhat similar to the theoretical consumer demand analysis of Chap.

7. But here NW replaces income and yields replace prices. (Cf. savings 
analysis Chap. 8). Also here we have the peculiarity of negative 

elements, which become supplies rather than demands. We deduce indep
endent M  effects, plus NW and substitution effects arising from 
yield changes. Presumably the demands and supplies of each economic 
unit will be such as to attempt to maximize the aggregate yield of its 
wea3,th.

2. Demands for Ma«

Money is held out of income for planned current 
spending in the productive system. The quantity held out is sufficient 
to last until the next income date. Hence on an average day in the 
economy IL will be roughly one half of the planned spending between 
income dates. We anticipate some substitution toward economising on 
%  should its cost ib or its opportunity cost ib increase. Consequently

(3) \ h  = ' fi (4 > ih>
d /

(4) Maf = f2( Wam , A Hm > ^PCMlm > p •GDF> if)» where if is a
weighted average of i , i-̂  , ib , im , iQ , appropriate to the firm.

ie is the yield on equity securities.
d d(5) Mbg = exog. 5 = exog.
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3* The Securities Harkets*

Here we shall consider a representative securities 

market, and the general results obtained will then be used for the 

individual markets*

(a) Supply of Security*

The current daily supply on the market comes 

from two sources* The first is from firms or individuals who want more 

money to spend in the productive system, and who issue new securities 

and put them up for sale in the market. The 1interest cost1 for ser

vicing this security must be less than the marginal efficiency or 

yield of active money and capital in their businesses, or less than 

the time preference for goods in the case of households* The second 

supply source are those units who are rearranging their wealth hold

ings, and who believe that the prospective yield of this type of sec

urity is low relative to yields from alternative forms of storing 

wealth* These are the ’’bears ” of the market.

The yield on a security is a gain to the purchaser 

and a cost to the supplier. If its present selling price is Sco, its 

expected future selling price or final payment in period n is Sen, and 

the stream of interim service payments is d^> d2* ^n> yield ”yrt

is given by the formula

(6) Seo = d1 + d2 + ---+ dg_____  + Sen • Solving for y
1 +y "(l+y)2 (1+y) n (1+y) n

gives

(7) y = *̂3 (Seo , Sen , d^ , ---, dn)* Note that y takes its value
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partly from capital gain, and partly from the stream d. Corresponding 
to money yield y, is a real yield yr, found by converting all values 
in (6) and (7) to real purchasing power.

(a) yr - f3 (se0/p0, in / pn, ypp — , y  pn).
Inhere there is complete absence of money illusion it will be real 
yields that will be compared in choosing among wealth forms.

In comparing the yields on securities with the 
yields on money we must consider how the yields on money can be app
raised. Presumably has yield i^ at the margin in equilibrium, 

while has yield r. Similar conclusions can be drawn for M In 
the case of Ms? however real yields become of more relevance. Apart 

from other values or utility from holding Mg2, it has a real yield 

arising from price changes only ( see (S)). This is positive when 

prices are falling and may be greater than the real yields on other 
forms of wealth. But this real yield for money is negative when prices 
are rising, while that for other wealth forms is positive.

In summary the very short-run supply of a secur
ity depends on spending plans in the real system ( net new issues ) 
and on the number of ^ear1 holders, who believe its yield to have 
dropped below that of other wealth alternatives. Let us now consider 
the longer run supply. For this we can ignore the day-tof-day shifts 

of ownership , and simply treat the total issued amount plus net new 

issues as the supply. Net new issues of course still depend on spending 
plans, and servicing cost, while bearishness will depend on relative 

prices and yields.
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(9) / \ s Q f^( X, P, PSQ , Pso , yse, ySQ, r )

s s(10) Se = +/\f>e • Here X is the economic activity to which

the proceeds of A  Se vd.ll be applied, Pge is the current price level 

of Se , P0 is the corresponding price levels of other forms of stor

ing value, yse is the expected yield on Se, and y0 is the correspond

ing yields on competitive wealth forms.

(b) Demand for Security«

As the multitude of economic units consider rearr

anging their wealth holdings to maximize their aggregate yields, some 

of them will have favourable opinions about the prospective yield 

of the security in question* They become the ’’bulls” in the market 

for this security* Those bulls who already hold some of the security 

will continue to hold, and some of these will demand more of it*

Other bulls, not as yet holders will exert demand and become holders*

It is in fact the dispersion of opinion between 

bulls and bears that gives the market some stability* Should all mark

eters become bulls or bears at once, price would move violently up 

and down*

A further important influence on both demand and 

supply is the recent price movements of the market* These set up price 

and hence yield expectations and cause price autocorrelation in these 

markets*

The suggested demand equation is

(11) sde = fj ( w, Mr, pse , p0 , yser, y jr, p s6,'p0 ,~p , E).

We now consider specific securities markets*
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(c) Market for Short-Term Securities.

(12)
s

^esgo
s

= exog.
r /

(13) sesfo = f6 ( A h J ,  P.GDF, P ,

(14) qs^esho *7 £  Chdm> Cam> 7 , i sh

(15)
d

^esdi
d

= f8 \ ( ±s " i sRWS ■>
h  E s}

(16) sesof = f9 ( Lf , mtf, p > i s > :
(d) Market for Long-Term Government Securities.
ß(3.7) Selg0 = exog.

(18) Seigc = exog.
(19) Sgigb - f]_o( l̂g> l̂f> -̂m y > rd > r > ŝlg* ŝlf> ê>

Pd+1 , P , P , Wh , NWh , Lh ) = fi0(Vh).
(2°) S*lgf = fu (Vf)
(21) Sg^gk - 1̂2 ̂ l g> •̂■lf> ^e* ^b* ^slg* ŝljT* ê* ^  "* ^ )—l

= f12(vlb)
(22) Se]_gj_~ f]_3( i-ig* 1-lff ^e$ ^lgRW> ^lfRW* ^eRW* %   ̂ " f 13(\2± )

(e) Market for Long-Term Fixed Interest Securities of Firms, 
s d(23) A Seiif0 = - u S  ^PCMlm > ŝlf> ê 9 l̂f 9 ê)
g

(23a) = fi4a ( l̂g> l̂f> ê* 9 rd> r 9 ^slg> ^slf> ê>
Pd+i* P 9 P ) ( holders and bears).

(23b) Seil(fi) " ^eil(fi)-l + ^  ̂ eilfo +-A ̂ eilid •
(24) Seiifih = 1̂5( ^h)

(25) Seilfif =fl6(vf)
(26) Seilfib = fi7( Vlh )

(27) 4ilfl± = % (  Va )
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( f ) Market fo r  E q u ity  Share S to ck s«

(28) ----  (32) in  Sg0 , S0eh ,  S0ef. ,  S0eb ,  Sge i  ,  and fu n c tio n s  f 19,

— ,  f 2^ , in  p a t te r n  i d e n t i c a l  to  (e)*  

(g) Market fo r  R e s id e n tia l  M ortgages«

(33) ^  ^emho = f 24< Cd+1 > im > ih  > ) •

(34)
s

^emho ^em ho,-l + ^  ®emho •

(35) ^emhh f 25<vh>

(36) sd =bemhf f 26< V

(37) ^emhb f 27(Vlb )

(h) Market fo r  R e s id e n tia l  R eal E s ta te  as  S to re  o f Value In v e s t-  

ment«

(38) Kd+x = Kd+1>_x + cd+1 -  i>a •
(39) K(d+1)bm = f2 8 (vh)

(40) K(a+x)fla = f 29(Vf )

( i )  U nincorporated  B usiness as S to re  o f V alues Investm en t«

(41) &ubm “ ^libm ” **30

4« Demand fo r  Mg^«

Having covered th e  main m arkets in  which va lue

s to re s  can be re a l lo c a te d  to  maximize agg reg ate  y ie ld ,  we can now

co n sid e r th e  im pact th e se  m arkets have on th e  demand fo r  tra n s a c tio n s
d

money in  th e  SP* w i l l  depend on th e  volume o f tra n s a c tio n s  in  

th e  v a rio u s  m arkets o f th e  SP* This volume w i l l  tend  to  in c re a se  as  

th e  d if fe re n c e s  between p r ic e  le v e ls  and y ie ld s  in  V/V-̂  and V2 become 

g r e a te r ,  and conversely* I t  may a lso  in c re a se  w ith  in c re a s in g  wealth*
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Let V* be an index of the relevant differences in the elements of V.

(42) 1,4b = f2S( V ^ i h , Wh , M h , Eh ) .

(43) Mslf — f 2cj( £ t iff Vfff UWfy ).
dAs for , there will be some substitution to economise Mg^ as i 

increases*

5* Demand for Inactive Money

Inactive money is now the only remaining element 

of the net wealth identities (l) and (2) which has not as yet been 

analysed* Since it is part of an identity in which NW has been deter

mined by saving, and all other elements have been determined in their 

respective markets, independent demand equations cannot be set up for 

Mg2 « Should such independent equations be set up the system would be 

overdetermined*

However there is a sense in which M^p is as indep

endent as any of the other elements of (l) and (2). All store of value 

choices have been choices among all of the various elements, includ

ing Mg2 • Part of the value of holding M s 2  is established by P move

ments in the demand equations* The remainder finds its way into the 

parameters of (12) -— (43)* Thus the residual element, in this case 

Mgp, is in effect already chosen by time it is reached* But any elem

ent in (1), (2) couLd be chosen as the residual. In the present model 

MgP is chosen for this role because it is more like a residual, in 

that much original saving takes place in this form, and hence it is 

probably the easiest wealth item to shift into.
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It is possible to express demand equations for 

Mg2 by combining the identities (l) and (2) with the demand and supply 

equations of all other elements in (l) and (2). Thus

(44) ^s2h -  NSIjjjjj -  -  Seeh ** ^emhh "  ^sdhdam
d d s s _ , d d

^d+l,hra “ *uibm + ^esho + ^emho “ ^3 1 * ^d+l,m > ^
ih , Bs (i,d,t), Bm (i,d,t), Vh , Vh )
d d s

(45) Ms2f = NWf^n - \ f  ---- + Seilfo

= f32( /. GDF, A  Km , G I ^ iam , ?a  , P , P , if, Vf, n  )

6* Completion of the Analysis of the Money Market*

In Chapter 19 we developed the supply side of the 

money production market. In this chapter we have followed the demands 

for this money in active production of goods, in active use in various 

SP exchange markets between money and other value storage forms, and 

finally in its own capacity as an inactive store of value. The aggreg

ate of these several demands gives us the demand side of the money 

production market.

(46) Md = Mdh + Mdf ♦ Mdlh ♦ ♦ Uds2h + Md2f ♦ ^  .
This demand equation combines with (9) of Chapter 19 to determine the

ex post equilibrium quantity of money and interest rate i^. It is 

not likely however that this equilibrium market position will be often 

reached. This market is not usually an atomistic one of pure competition 

( See Part ''/III). Hence market price i^ tends to change only slowly, 

in orderly fashion, but toward the equilibrium position. The short-run 

market path will then follow a market adjustment and short-run supply
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relation like

(47) ib = f33 , (Hd - Ms )J .

7. The Pattern of Yields in health Stores«

There seem to be two rather basic yields in the

system, to which the others adjust in a logical pattern. The first of

these is the marginal efficiency of real capital and enterprise, r*

This must be the highest yield in the system, and out of it the other
represent

yields are paid to the extent that they /contributed property in the form 

of purchasing power. The second basic yield is i^ the rent on newly 

created money. It must be below r, for it would be uneconomic for 

firms to rent at a higher cost that it could yield to them. Some 

consumers might be willing to drive i^ above r, for their time prefer

ence rates may at times be greater than r. But this is prevented by 

the legal maximum usually set for i^.

The other yields in the system tend to adjust to 

levels related to these tv/o by the degrees of loss of liquidity and 

risk involved. Loss of liquidity depends on time to repayment and 

marketability. Risk is related to the danger of capital loss should 

lioAuidity be required when market values are low, and to the danger 

of default and bankruptcy (BF). In each instance the buyer must app

raise the probability distributions and the expected value, and allow 

a safety margin based on dispersions. The following normal pattern of 

yields is suggested, but with the caution that distortions can arise 

where excessive illiquidity pushes a yield above its position in a
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tight money situation ( e.g* im ^>ib) or where the market has not had 

time to correct an abnormal pattern ( e*g* ig i^).

The following yield pattern is suggested as roughly 

normal, in ascending order :

(48) ig 9 ic 9 ilg , ilf 9 im 9 i0 > ib > r •

7« Interactions Between the Money and the Real Systems*

The money and real systems are both major areas 

of the complete economic organism« Hence v/hat is happening in one has 

important effects on the other* For example if the real system becomes 

more active LL will increase, and then Mg must decrease. But now ufl 

will probably advance and thereby increase both M and i^ unless the 

monetary authorities decide against this* Initially security prices 

will fall and yields rise, until the money supply increases and slows 

this trend, perhaps even reversing it. Equities should begin to 

increase in price as r and dividends rise, with a relative decline in 

fixed interest security prices* As money becomes tight this decline 

will become absolute* Mgj_ may increase, but Mgp is likely to become 

quite low.

At the same time developments in the money system 

will have important reactions on the real system. As M expands, and 

as more securities are issued and demanded, and will increase, 

and NLu and HLf will probably expand as well* The money system has now 

fully determined these variables ( cf* their definitions (3) and (4) 

of Chap. 18). But they in turn influence demands for real goods, and
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hence the levels of real output and prices. As the boom proceeds i^, 
and the complex of interest rates which are related to it by the SP 
financial markets, will increase and perhaps narrow the range i-r, 
eventually inhibiting investment. When i^ reaches its maximum there 
may be considerable excess demand in the money market, so that bank 

lending must be rationed. Now security prices in the Second-hand* 
money markets may fall very low as the demand for second-hand or exist

ing money grows, and yields on all securities rise. The actual shortage 

of M, combined with high i and eventually reducing r will in time 
cause some firms to reduce plans, and a downturn may begin.

It is then the variables i, L and NL which gear 

the money system back into the real system, and through which the money 
sector reacts on real activity of the total organism. Monetary policy 

can influence these variables through its ability to alter components 
of the money supply.
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Part VIII

THE PRICE SYSTEM AND THE PRICE LEVEL > 

Chapter 21

TYPES OF MARKET BEHAVIOUR

1« Purpose.

In this section we attempt to get a working picture

of the function of prices in the total economic organism, and of how

the level of these prices is formed. Up until now the price level 
/

variables P and P have appeared in many equations as causal var

iables. Now we must treat one of these ( they are interrelated) as 

an effect variable, and see what the proximate forces are that det

ermine it. Since all of the important final goods demands, and final 

goods supply have already been explained it might appear that P^is 

already determined by the interaction of these. This would be true', 

if we were dealing with long time periods, or if all prices were 

flexible. Otherwise, as we have already been warned by the labour and 

money markets, short-run market analysis may be necessary.

2. The Nature and Function of the Price and Profit System.

Prices are the rates of exchange between money 

(generalized purchasing power) and individual economic goods. An in

crease in an individual price influences supplying units (cells) to 

increase supply, and using or demanding units to diminish purchases.
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Supplying units find themselves with greater profits which they att
empt to increa.se still further by drawing more resources into their 
line of production. The converse tends to be true for a falling price. 
Thus the price pattern in an economy acts as a system of 1 slow down* 

and*speed up* indicators, which act as 1feed-back* mechanisms to bring 
resource use and final output into agreement with social preferences 

as constrained by costs*

Such agreement is only transitory, for the social 
organism is constantly in a state of change with respect to its res

ource base, techniques of production, pattern of wants and preferences, 
and distributions of income and wealth. Any change in these calls for 
a different evaluation and use of resources, and by and large the new 

adjustment is achieved through the price - profit regulator mechanism.
Although this system has great social value, it 

also has some imperfections. For example: it may redirect resources 
too slowly during national emergencies such as war; it tends to give 
priority to economic values, which are often in conflict ydth broader 
social values; it tends to generate a distribution of income and wealth 
which becomes increasingly uneven as wealth accumulates at compound 
interest, and which eventually becomes socially unaceptable; the con

trol mechanisms tend to generate oscillatory or cyclical movements as 
they bring about adjustments; where production has become monopolistic, 
the price system may not induce the socially desired shift in resources 

and output, and cost of production may remain well above the minimum 
average cost to which an ideal price system and pure competition would



These imperfections make the complete "laissez- 

faire” operation of the system unsatisfactory. Conscious control and 

an appropriate social policy is needed to steer the system toward 

social goals. Each of the above imperfections becomes a component of 

government agenda, in the department of economic policy. Given good 

control and regulation, the system still retains its OY/n automatic, 

decentralized, and democratic regulatory mechanisms which must contr

ibute a great deal to the attitudes and the productivity of the total 

economy. It can still rev/ard efficiency and innovation and penalize 

inefficiency and rigidity.

One would expect government intervention in the 

system to alter the price pattern at any time considerably. In Part 

VI it was suggested how the tax and transfer system and the pattern 

of government demand itself can give greater equality to the 1 votes* 

which each individual preference system can cast, in determining prices 

and aggregate resource uses in the economy.

3. The Role of Inventory Stocks in the System.

As will be discussed later many prices in the system 

do not move as rapidly as shifts in demand and supply conditions occur. 

7faere there is price sluggishness, price cannot provide quick signals 

to decrease purchases and increase production, or conversely. In such 

cases a supporting control mechanism comes into play. This is the 

system of inventory ^at* in the system. If demand falls off in a
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particular line, and price is slow to fall, producers* inventories will 
pile up above desired levels* This mil rapidly create storage avail
ability and-cost problems, which will force production to be reduced, 
even though prices have not yet fallen. Conversely when an increase 

in demand occurs in a line where price is sluggish, purchases will not 
be at all restrained by price increase. Consequently inventories will 
rapidly run down* They will move well below the level of desired in
ventories H^, eventually reaching a minimum level Hraj_n below which 
production schedules of both supplying firms and their customers 
would be jeopardized* Once all inventory slack has been used up pur
chases become restrained to the level of output. At the same time the 
inventory shortage will induce suppliers to increase output, if they 

have any excess capacity. If they have no excess capacity the market 

will be in a state of excess demand with unfilled order backlogs.
This condition will persist . until gradual price increases, coupled 
with enlargement of capacity, eventually wipe out the excess demand.

Thus in an economic system where some markets are 
not perfectly competitive, it is a combination of the price and inve- 

ntory systems which provide the short-run feed-back mechanisms to 
adjust resource uses to changing preference systems and changing tech
nology, Where price is slow moving inventories provide the early sig

nals and adjustments, while price will take care of the final or lon

ger-run adaptation,

4, Markets and the Time Factor in Market Adjustment,

A market may be defined as the physical and instit-
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utional arrangements whereby buyers and sellers come together, bargain 

over prices, quality and quantity, and consumate sales contracts. It 

may consist of a specific area and buildings, or it may consist only 

of the offices of salesmen and purchasing agents in firms. For our 

present purposes however the aspect of interest in any market is its 

tendency to be in equilibrium or disequilibrium, or its speed of ad

justment to changes in demand and supply conditions. In the case
s dof predominant equilibrium q and q equality is achieved mainly by

price movements. In the disequilibrium case inventories take the init-
s dial shock of changes, and q and q may rarely reach equality* This is 

because the time intervals between qs and q^ shifts may be less than 

the time required for a complete adjustment to equilibrium*

If however time is aggregated into long time peri

ods, longer than the time required for equilibrium adjustments,basica

lly disequilibrium markets may appear as equilibrium markets in longer- 

run analysis.

Various types of markets will now be considered 

from the point of view of the time and the nature of the adjustment 

to changing demand and supply conditions.

(a) A Market of Pure Competition. In markets of this type the 

^umbers of buying and selling units must be large, thereby rendering 

the market 11 atomistic" and impersonal. The product sold must be 

nearly homogeneous, so that one producer is as good as another. Comp

etitive advertising and predatory competition will be non-existent. 

Examples of such markets are those for some farm products; primary
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raw materials like rubber, wool, cotton; and the large securities

markets of financial centers* Such markets move to their equilibrium
s dpoints with great speed, following any shift in the q or q functions* 

Inventories need not be reduced to and excess demand or supply

on the market is wiped out by price movements in a matter of hours 

of days* Prices are accordingly inclined to be . volatile*

(b) Monopsonistic Llarket - Few Buyers, Large Number of Sellers*

An example of such a market would be a large number of crude oil well 

operators selling their output to only a few large refineries* The 

few large buyers will likely form some kind of association, and will 

have considerable power over the small sellers* They will be able to 

set prices, and will tend to set them low, but at the minimum necessary 

to draw forth sufficient supply. Prices will tend to be steady, only 

changing after long intervals, as the buyers find it convenient or 

necessary.

Although they possess considerable power, the 

refiners cannot completely disregard the feelings of the well operators

or of the general public* Hostile suppliers could prove costly, and an 

aroused public opinion could demand government control or nationaliz

ation*

(c) Monopolistic Market - Few Sellers* Large Humber of Buyers*

This is the situation in heavy, large-scale industries like newsprint, 

steel, chemicals, automobiles* Here the sellers have some power over 

the buyers* They will usually group into some form of association to 

advance their interests both generally, and with respect to market
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power. Prices m i l  be set by some form of price leadership, and will

usually be steady for long intervals. The sellers need not worry much
about offending individual buyers, since customer power is usually
diffuse. But they must be wary of offending the buyers as a group,

or of offending public opinion at large. Price increases must not be
prepared for by

too frequent or too large, and will usually be/suitable nexplanations” 

in terns of costs ( mainly prime costs, of labour and materials). 
Thus, for fear of spoiling customer and public goodwill, the sellers 

do not take immediate advantage of every demand increase. Their policy 
is rather to slowly ‘catch up* in the longer run. A further reason for 
not charging all that the traffic will bear in the short run is the 
fear of attracting new capacity into the field and thereby "spoiling 
the market”.

In this type bf market price may be even more sl
uggish in its downward than in its upward movements, especially if 
demand is rather inelastic. This is because average costs contain a 
high proportion of fixed overheads, which become an ever higher 
proportion as volume falls.

Personal relationships in this class of market are 
weak ( impersonal) as between sellers and buyers, and among buyers, 

but strong ( personal) as between sellers. Hence each seller must 
consider carefully the effects of his price-quantity behaviour on the 
other sellers, should he attempt to act independently. This tends to 
preserve the group solidarity and the monopolistic character of the
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supply side of the market*

A representative market of this type is now des

cribed graphically, taking into account its price rigidity, the poss

ibility of using inventories for supply in the short-run, and the 

influence of short-run boundary values on capacity and output* Let 

S0 in Fig* 1 represent middle or long-run supply, allowing for capacity

changes

PQ and P]_ are equilibrium values of price for demand positions D0 and 

A B represents a short-run boundary value of supply, assuming that 

C is a normal full employment (capacity) position, but that vdth over

time work and excess use of capacity, output can be pushed beyond C.

We now assume that demand fluctuates upward and downward from D0, and
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consider the likely short-run market path or possibilities* Because 

of price viscidity the path both left and right of C will be nearly 

infinitely elastic. As demand increases beyond DQ inventories can be 

run down to Hm-j p, at which time the point J is reached. These invent

ories can only be used up once in the short run, and hence the marekt 

position must rapidly curve up and back to reach AB, Price will increase 

as overtime pay and other costs rise under over-capacity operation.

Since EC JK represents the price-quantity positions of the market for 

a demand curve shifting from C, it is the short-run market supply 

relation.

Assuming that demand shifted rapidly from DQ to 

excess demand when the market reaches K will be KG, This would 

show up mainly as unfilled orders in the suppliers’ books. Should KG 

persist, suppliers will be induced to increase capacity, so that in 

the middle and longer run the market position will slowly trace out 

a path to H, with new equilibrium price P][_,

For short-run market analysis we must add the short- 

run supply relation ECJK to D and S, In expressing this relationship

Qs.14],we are enormously indebted to Professor P, A, Samuelson 

|^2,27^], and to Dr, Lawrence R, Klein Q.,11, pp, 50 -57^J , Following 

their lead, a short-run equation which expresses price viscidity, the 

influence of excess demand or supply, and the boundary conditions on 

supply, is

(l) P̂. f j P-̂ -i y - S - H + n) t, r J —  S-̂ max
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The complete market situation is now described by three equations, 
the other two being the demand function

(2) = D̂ (P̂ .), and the middle and long-run supply function*
(3) q| = St(Pt). With these three equations we can solve for , 
q^ , and q^ « We no longer expect qd and qS to be equal, except at 
equilibrium points like C and H.

(d) Small market with Few Sellers and Few Buyers* This is the 

situation where a relatively small number of firms supply materials, 
parts or tools for another relatively small group of customers* There 
may be a formal or informal association of the sellers or buyers, but 

by and large, relations tend to be on a firm to firm ’personal1 basis* 
Each firm must be wary of its relations with all the others in the mar
ket* Thus while sellers develop some pov/er over buyers in periods of 
excess demand, and buyers develop power over sellers during excess 
supply, they will all be chary of using this power* In the long run 
good relationships are more valuable to them than any short-run gains*

This market situation implies slow moving prices 
in the short-run. No selling firm will want to step out of line with 
the other sellers for fear of poor relations and retaliation* With 
regard to its customers it will also be cautious in increasing prices, 
even though demand has increased creating an equilibrium price well 
above the current price. Sellers will prefer to accumulate order back

logs, and only raise prices gradually as their current prime costs 
increase, thereby providing them with satisfactory ’explanations’ 
of price increase for their customers* ( This in no way implies any
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constant markup. See Part III),

In the case of declining demand the combination of 

fixed past overhead costs with reduced output, plus the group press

ure from the other sellers, will keep prices from falling much in the 

short-run.

Because of the small number of buyers and sellers 

in this kind of market, the very personal relationships, and hence the 

great importance of good relations and goodwill, there will be the 

same price viscidity, and use of inventories as buffers, as in the 

previous market. The analysis depicted in Fig, 1 will serve here as 

well,

(q ) Retail Markets - Especially for Durable 'Goods, The market 

in this case consists of all of the retail stores within an area that 

can be conveniently reached by cars, public transport and mail order. 

For any particular line there Tail usually be few sellers and many 

buyers. But the buyers now represent public opinion, and hence the 

sellers must be more wary than those of (c) above with respect to the 

reactions of customers. In this respect the situation is a bit more 

like (d). For public goodwill is all important to the sellers.

There are usually enough sellers that no individual 

one has much power over the market. But sellers may combine formally 

or informally and agree on prices and market services. Prices, espec

ially for large items, will move only slowly, and then usually with the 

accompaniment of suitable explanations.

In the case of consumer durables the manufacturing
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firms in combination with the retail outlets must be thought of as 

the sellers* In this field model changes present a useful device for 

softening the impact of price increases* These and increased prime 

costs provide the ‘explanation1 of price increases* But the connection 

between increased unit cost and price increase need not be too precise, 

and firms can move closer to middle and long-run equilibrium positions 

at model change times, with a minimum of disturbance to public relat

ions#

Thus the almost infinitely elastic supply situation 

in the short-run, as depicted in Fig. 1,seems to fit many retail 

markets as well#

(f) Markets for Trade and Professional Services* Under pure and 

atomistic competition the demand facing any producer is infinitely 

elastic at an impersonally set market price. Output tends to be at 

or above minimum average cost output ( socially optimumfcutput)• In most 

trade and professional service markets however the sellers, because of 

common training^interests and problems, tend to form associations* Here 

are at work similar sociological Haws to those that are behind labour 

unions* Once such an association is formed and agreement is reached 

on market practices and price, the association is in effect a monopoly. 

The trade or profession is then confronted by a downward sloping demand 

curve* Its price will usually be above the pure competition price, and 

its output will be below the pure competition output, at a market 

position which will tend to maximise profit for the existing association. 

The more inelastic the demand the greater the divergence from the pure
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competition situation, and the more society loses absolutely, but the 

association gains relatively.

In order for the association to keep sufficient 

control over the market it must be able to regulate or fix either 

supply or price. To make things more certain associations usually 

work at both of these. They restrict supply by imposing stringent and 

lengthy training and apprenticeship, costly initiation, and restraint 

on the geographical movement of trained personnel. They also fix the 

price, so that should supply have been misjudged there will be under

employment, or overemployment. The latter can be slowly cured by further 

price increases. Individual members can increase their incomes by res

tricting still further the size of the association (membership) whose 

profits are to be maximized. The only limitation on such monopolistic 

practice' is public opinion and social resentment.

Because prices are fixed in this market for rather 

long periods it will have infinitely elastic supply in the short-run, 

up to some maximum or boundary value.

5« The Global l.Iarket for Final Goods.
V/hen we put all of the markets ‘ for final goods (in

cluding inventory materials) together, what would we expect to be the 

average characteristics of this aggregate? Since only a few markets 

can be classed as purely competitive, we can conclude that the sit

uation depicted in Fig. 1 will give a picture of the average nature 

of this global market in the economy.
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Chapter 22.

THE AGGREGATE MARKET FOR ALL FINAL GOODS

1# Global Demand in Domestic Markets •

The various demands for final goods in the economy 

have been analysed in the earlier parts of this study, and it is merely 

necessary to assemble these nov; into a composite aggregate demand*

To shorten the theory for this chapter we shall aggregate consumer 

minor groups into a major group of final demand. But in large scale 

practical work this final aggregation need not be used, and the patt

ern here developed will be equally applicable to the more detailed 

layout.

(1) PpCp + PSCS + + phdGhd + PaGa ” PCG*
(2) Cp + Cs + Csd + Chd + Ca - C .

(3) pdcd = pd GId*
(4) Hrm + Hgp + Hfg - H.
, . d d d d d d d(5) C + GId + G + GL + H - + F2 = GDF .

GDF is a function of the large number of variables

which influence C, GId — —  F2 , but for the present we shall show

only the price variables, grouping all of the other variables into 

the vector Xq#
j  y

(6) GDF = fi ( Pc > ----, p2gs’ P y xi )• By definition

(7) = Pq C + -—  + p2gsF2 > a weighted arithmetic meanj or
C + ---+ F2

(7a) = Cm + ---+ F2m
cm/pC+ --- + F2m/p2gs

9 a weighted harmonic mean, of the 

major group price levels#
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2. ?iliddl9 and Long-Run Global Supply to Domestic Markets.

The ex post flow consists of domestic production

plus imports. The supply function is  
s s d /(8) GDF = GDP + F  ̂ = f 2 (P , X2), where X2 is  a vector containing 

mainly factors of production and costs. Because of boundary lim itations 

on factors of production and the average price viscidity  deduced for 

the aggregate economy in Chap. 21, solution of (6) and (8) w ill only 

explain the price-quantity situation of the global market in the middl e 

and long rim, and when the time aggregation is  to long time periods, 

such as a year and more. (8) is  accordingly to be interpreted as a 

middle and long-run supply function.

3. The Global Market in the Short Run»

The short-run market analysis differs from the long 

run, mainly in the matter of supply. In particular three special a t t

ributes must be bu ilt into a short period supply relation: viscid 

prices, boundary maximum of factors and output, the possibility  of 

running inventory stocks down to a minimum, of augmenting4 supply by 

temporarily living off ^ a t* .

(9) GDFi = GDFS + H - ; ®F^t  ^  GDFltmax .
,  ̂ / C / •/ d s . \(10) P = f3 j P_! , ( CDF -  GDFx ) _ i j

Equations (6), (8), (9), and (10) provide us with 

a dynamic short-run market path for the global economy similar to that 

depicted in Fig. 1 of Chap. 21. Supply w ill be very elastic  over the 

range E C J, un til H reaches Ĥ-i n, and will then double back to K at
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a t  o v e rtim e ,o v e r-c ap a c ity  o u tp u t, w ith  excess demand KG.

The th re e  equation  system ( 6 ) ,(9 )  and (10) w i l l
/  * dprov ide  us w ith  su ccess iv e  tim e p erio d  s o lu tio n s  o f P , *GDF and 

"GDFs • Only when a s ta t io n a r y  eq u ilib riu m  l ik e  C and H i s  reached

w i l l  Ft  = pt + l  * pt+2 = ---- > ^  *® Ft  = *® Ft  = — • S o lu tio n

v a lu es  which a re  n o t a t  s ta t io n a r y  e q u i l ib r ia ,  a re  s t i l l  a form o f 

e q u ilib r iu m , based on th e  sim ultaneous in te r a c t io n  o f many v a r ia b le s  

and fu n c tio n s . We may r e f e r  to  th e se  as  s h o r t- ru n , dynamic or moving 

e q u i l i b r i a .

4» F u rth e r A nalysis  o f Excess Demand and Supply.

Using th e  symbolism th a t  GDF re p re se n ts  an ex

p o s t observed value  o f th e  flow  o f supply d u rin g  a tim e p e rio d , we

have GDF =*GDFS when th e re  i s  excess demand, and GDF = *GDF + u^
, • d

when th e re  i s  excess sup p ly . ( u^ = H -H = un d esired  in v e n to r ie s .)

Excess demand an a ly ses  in to  two p a r ts ,  one o f 

which can be observed as  u n f i l le d  o rd e rs . Z]_ , w hile th e  rem ainder 

Z2 i s  l a t e n t , based on op in ions th a t  i t  i s  n o t worth w hile to  o rder 

w hile th e re  i s  a supply sh o rta g e . Thus

(11) GUFd -  GNF̂  = Z-j_ + Z2 . I n  F ig . 1 o f Chap. 21 JL and K G 

re p re s e n t  Z]_ + Z2 a t  d i f f e r e n t  tim es .

How does th e  concept o f u n d esired  in v e n to r ie s  r e l a t e  

to  t h a t  of excess demand? We s h a l l  now a ttem p t to  b rin g  th e se  two 

r a th e r  e lu s iv e  concepts in to  a more complete p ic tu re  of excess demand 

and supp ly . We begin  by c o n sid e rin g  th e  s to ck s  and flow s which prod-
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uce H[.

(12) H = H-]L + GDF -  ( c + a

(13) %  :
d

= H -  H *  H- ] l + GDF

(14) HQ - H.-L = ( Ö H )d 5
(15) GDSd + ( A  H) = GDF '

(16) uh = *'GDFS -*GDFd .

Thus positive undesired inventories at end of any time period equals 

the excess supply flow during the period. When there is excess supply, 

the demand for inventory investment (A  H)d will usually be negative.

While (16) gives a satisfactory relation between 

undesired inventories and excess supply, the same relation will not 

transpose completely into the excess demand case. This is because 

while inventories can accumulate indefinitely, they cannot be run 

down indefinitely without bringing production to a halt. As long as 

H however there is complete symetry between the excess demand

and supply cases.

(16a) " uh = #G^ d - *C2)FkJ (K )> # u^ is now negative and ( A  H)d

is positive. But once H has been run down to , unfilled unsatisfied

demand begins to exist.

‘ Ijd - w(17) “ u-ftjnax

(IB) - uhmax + Zq + Z2 = *Hd - H + *GDSd - *GDF°
, d • s 
GDF - GDF .

( H ‘min).
Note that Zq is directly observable, while Z2 like u^ could only be 

estimated from an econometric model or possibly by sample survey methods.
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/
5« Separation of P and Global Supply into their Major Components»

Our model has been separated into many demand 

categories in order to achieve as much homogeneity of behaviour within 

aggregates as possible« Each of these demand categories has its own 

price level« If we wish to explain each of these individual price 

levels, we must somehow separate global supply into corresponding 

categories« To do this properly would involve separating the economy 

into all of its industry groups, and studying each industry in the 

same way that we have studied the total economy« Interi-industry 

relations would then be determined by the * foreign trade1 of each 

industry with all others ( including RW)« Industry exports to the 

final demand sectors of our economy would provide us with the desired 

vsupply relations«

Such a model would contain a very large number of 

equations and would be very difficult to handle mathematically because 

of this« However the fact that changes in final demand and in technol

ogy do not sweep through such an industrial comples 'instantaneously* 

when short time periods are being used would simplify short-run sol

utions* enabling them to move forward in dynamic sequences, and sugg

ests iterative approximations for longer run solutions« With the grow

ing use of electronic computers it may well be possible to handle 

such large systems in the not too distant future«

A preliminary stage of this type of industrial 

analysis is of course Professor Leontieff's inter-industry input- 

output model of production | 3*24 * It may be possible to relate
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suppl5r to price for each final demand category in the way required for 

our present model, using such an input-output table*

For the present model however an even simpler app

roach is suggested as a temporary approximate solution* It is the 

method used earlier in arriving at the supply of exports* The assump

tion is made that the proportion of any demand category which flows 

out of global supply can be increased over its value in the preceding 

period by increasing its price more than other categories have their 

prices increased* Thus, from (5) and (7), we have

(19) Pg + ---+ Pg^ .F2_ = 1.
P/ CfflF P' GDF

Let the proportions of total supply flowing to the different demand 
categories be

(20) = r0 ; --- 5 = rf
GDF © F

(21) rc + ---+ rf = 1 , from (5).

(22) rc = q0 . Pc ; ---; rf = qf . P2f;s ♦
P 7" . p '

(23) CS = q„ . Pc . © F S ; ----; F = I f  • *2gs * GDF" *P“ P'
(24) CS + ---+ f| = ©FS .

The system (23) of supply relations can be solved 

in conjunction with the corresponding demand functions to provide ex
post values of the major group prices and volumes* There are however 

two constraints which affect the solution* One is that ^gs
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exogenous and hence predetermined by world conditions. The second 

is that the identities (19) and (24) must explain two variables in the 
system,selected as residuals# Those variables which are most nearly 

of the nature of residuals are A H and P^H , and hence it is suggested 

that A H  be determined by (24) and by (19) • Then ( A  H)s in

(23) can be eliminated.
d s

In a solution of the model vie shall have C = G ;

--- ?2 = F2 > but ( A H)d ^  (A H)S and GDFd ^  GDFS . It follows

that GDF& - GDFd = (A H)S - ( A H)d = H - H-X - Rd + H-x = uh
The q^ of (22) and (23) are determined for each 

time period from the appropriate data of the previous time period, 

using the formulas (20), (21) and (22). They will accordingly vary 

through time as conditions of demand and supply change. They should 

of course be adjusted from their t-1 values for period t whenever 

any important technological or factor cost developments are known to 

be taking place in t with sufficient speed to cause even t-1 values 

to be out of date.

Equations (23) and (24) bring to a conclusion the 
attempt in this study to develope a complete model of how the total 

economic system works.. The model developed is summarized in Part IX, 

and subsequent parts are devoted briefly to the uses and applications 

of such a model, mainly in applied and empirical economics. A further 

chapter in this section ho?/ever carries on with the price level concept 

for a brief discussion of inflation and deflation.
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Chapter 23*

INFLATION AND DEVIATION»

1. Definition of Terms Inflation and Deflation«

These terns are commonly used with varying shades 

of meaning. For example inflation has sometimes been used to mean an 

expansion of the money supply, while deflation has been used to mean 

unemployment and reduction of business activity below capacity. Also 

v/esometimes hear such terms as price inflation, cost inflation, demand 

inflation, and so on. It seems important then that we should define 

precisely what meanings ar9 to be attached to the terms for this 
study. The heart of the matter has to do with the real value of money. 

The real value of money has always been its current purchasing power, 

and its ability to store such value. Inflation is that vdiich weakens 

both of these powers, while deflation is the converse. It follows 

that inflation is the result of an upward movement in the prices of

goods on which money is spent, and deflation is the converse. Infl-
/

ation accordingly has to do with upward movements in P , P , Pw , PR , 

PK*
Should we then combine all of these price indexes 

into some very aggregative index of all final and intermediate goods 

prices? This could be done, with much justification, but here we shall 

argue differently. Increases in P ^  shift supply schedules backv/ard 

and hence are a possible cause of increases in P and P^ • But they need 

not do this if productivity improvements succeed in shifting supply
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schedules forward by an equal or greater amount# No user of final 

goods would complain of inflation under such circumstances* Here we 

shall take the final goods point of view, and consider P as the 

relevant price level.

lie accordingly define inflation for this study as 

either equivalent to or the resultant of an increase in p/ while 

deflation is either the same as or the resultant of a downward move

ment in P^* When the rates of change of P are small, medium and 

large we shall apply the qualifying adjectives mild, strong, and 

severe, extreme ( or hyper-).

2. Causes of Inflation ( Deflation).

Movements in P^ which we have here defined as 

inflation or deflation arise as a result of shifts in both global 

demand and the middle and long run supply function. If the net eff

ects of these movements are such that they leave global excess demand, 

inflation will follow, and if they result in global excess supply, 

deflation will result^*These results can also be produced by movements 

to excess demand in some sectors of final demand where prices are 

flexible, with compensating shifts to excess supply in other sectors 

where prices are rigid. ( Our model v/ould not handle these latter 

situations particularly well.) The causes of the inflation or defl

ation are the causes which produced the shifts in global demand or

supply. These can be traced through the model which we have developed.
1. According to our definitions of course inflation (usually mild) 

can occur without excess demand, and mild deflation could occur 
without excess supply.
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It may be useful however to list some of the major causes likely to be 

found, singly or in groups, in any particular inflation or deflation* 

Inflationary causes only will be listed,with-the understanding that 

usually the opposite causes will contribute to deflation*

(a) Demand Changes:

(1) Increased exogenous demands from government or from for

eign trade*

(2) Desire of households to expand levels of living or to increase 

stocks at a faster rate than consumer goods are being produced or 

imported*

(3) Desire of firms to expand fixed investment and inventories 

at a faster rate than society is saving, or at a faster rate than such 

investment goods are being produced or imported*

(4) Money supply increasing faster than growth needs warrant, and 

causing demands to expand because of increased liquidity and reduced 

interest rates* The money expansion might arise from government def

icits, especially when financed by MCB or CB credit, or from a balance 

of payments surplus*
(5) Expansion of private sector disposable incomes by government 

fiscal policy*

(6) Tendency for expectations that a price trend will continue to 

develope and strengthen the trend.

(b) Supply Changes!

(l) If average hourly earnings increase faster than real output 

per man-hour^supply will be reduced. Unit labour costs increase and ihe

profit share of output is reduced, until prices are increased.
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(2) Declining productivity, such as might follow from failure to 
maintain capital equipment, or from a deterioration of human health, 

skills or attitudes which are important to productivity.

(3) Increasing costs of non-labour factors of production, includ
ing increased profit margins, causing supply to shift backward.

(4) Increase in indirect taxes less subsidies*
(5) Increase in prices of imported goods*
(6) Increase in rate of exchange ed*
(7) In some cases, an increase in income tax on profits*

The ex post relationship of these various supply 

influences on the price level is revealed by the identity (somewhat 

abbreviated here)
(1) / _ + (fhH + PkK )r + Tj.p.rc + Pm + e x P ^ ^ x  .

? " f(GUDPf , Nh, H, K ) + Fi + Gi + I +7fri
This relationship is derived from various equations in Parts III and 
VIII* Note that the denominator in (1) is equal to
(2) C + GId + G + GI + A  H + F2 , and that

(3) (PhH + PKK )r = TT m + 7rdim- TT i d m .
Actually in the complete model in general equil

ibrium (simultaneous solution) a change in any variable or function 
will exert some influence on P ̂  , Here we have attempted to list 
only the major causes of inflation or deflation, which we now summarize 

under the headings;
demand (both autonomous, arising from exogenous and disturbance fact-
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ors; and induced bub with growth or cyclical components); monetary:

exchange rate: foreign prices: factor cost: productivity; expectations  ̂
fiscal.

3. Evils of Inflation and Deflation.

These evils are too well known to require elabor

ation. During severe inflation money can no longer perform its function 

as a store of value, and is erahanged^as rapidly as received^ or real 

wealth. Msp is reduced to zero. Social relations are embittered, 

especially as between contract income receivers and the entrepreneur

ial class. Productivity is reduced as attitudes are eroded. Pensioners 

and those living off past monetary savings find their real level of 

living falling disastrously. Creditors find their loans repaid at far 

less real value than that loaned. They are not so willing to make 

further loans except at very high interest rates. Long range invest

ment is curtailed.

Deflation would not be at all so disastrous as 

inflation, were it not for its dynamic effects on the level of activ

ity. Its direct effect is to force debtors to re.pay more real value 

than they borrowed. Indirectly however it encourages everyone to hold 

more and more money as a form of wealth, because of the high real 

yield on money as prices fall. This causes a disastrous fall in curr

ent demand, in economic activity and in employment. Unemployment and 

business failure grow dangerously in this dynamic process, which 

feeds upon itself as price declines beget expectations of further price

declines.
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4« Concluding Remarks«

The diseases of inflation and deflation and their 

accompanying complications are not easy to cure, especially when the 

cause can be traced to the monopoly power of labour or capital, or 

to world economic conditions. Further discussion on these points is 

deferred however to Part XI« In this part we have completed our 

analysis of the Anatomy* and 'physiology* of the total economic 

organism. In subsequent parts we can now deal with prediction, 

disease, good health, and methods of curing the one and of preserving 

the other.
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Part IX

SUMMARY OF THE ECONOMIC MODEL 

Chapter 24.

FINAL ASSEMBLY OF THE ECONOMIC MODEL 
1« The Large Model»

In this chapter the various behaviour relations* 
institutional and legal relations, definitions and accounting identit
ies, for each sector of the economy studied above, are assembled to 
produce a complete model of the economy. This final assembly has the 
dual advantage of serving as a ready reference, and of giving a kind 

of bird1s eye view or map of the total economy and all of its inter

relations.
Almost every equation in the model explains one 

particular variable in terms of the direct or proximate causes which 
influence it* The only exception to this rule is where a demand and 
a supply equation produce an equilibrium price as a by-product, as 
in equations (152). There are no separate equations for Pp , Pg , and 
so on. Where there is a disequilibrium market situation a separate 
equation is required for each of the three major variables - demand, 

supply and price.
Since we have this one to one correspondence bet

ween variables being explained and equations, it follows that there 
are the same number of equations as there are current variables treated 
as endogenous. All other variables in the model are lagged, exogenous,
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or treated as exogenous as an approximation.

Once the equations are all assembled together into 

an operating and interrelated model something new in the way of ex

planation has been created. A current endogenous variable is no longer 

explained just by the direct and proximate influences in its own 

equation. It is related to every other variable and parameter in the 

complete model. We may refer to all variables and parameters other 

than those in its own equation ( or small group of equations within 

which it is determined as a by-product) as remote influences. As we 

shall see later the relative magnitudes of different proximate and 

remote influences on any particular development can be estimated, 

once the model has been converted into numerical form.

The complete theoretical model which has been 

gradually developed in the preceding sections now follows.

A. THE HOUSEHOLD

(a) Demand for Consumer Goods.

(1) Gp = fq

(2) Cs = f2

(3) Ĉ d

, x d(4) Chd

y- wm 9 YTrnam > Y TTam 9 Pp y cp,-i »
F ph ph ph

p m 9 Y7Tnam> Y 7Tam 9 pq 9 cs,-l >

ph Ph

fYwm » Y7T nam> %am » ŝd * ĥ * ^hm * ^sd"^sd^ ^h |
ĵ ph ph ph ^h ^h ph

f Ywm 9 Y Trnam> YTTam > ^hd » > peshf > ^ h n  9 ^hd~^hd^>
ph ph ph ph phph

Bs (i,d,t), f B)2dg f Gd+q y A  -'f 9 ^h
phd
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, x d f l s u  9 Y Tmarg > Yrram > £a > % , Desh f > IIWhm > (Aa“Ka^>
(5; Ca = f 5 [ P h Ph Ph Ph Ph Ph Ph

Bs ( i ,d , t ) ,  Kag , p^~ ,  EhJ

Ywm > Ynnam> Y rram> Pd+1 » > P(d + l)s  *
(6 ) Gd+1 = f 6 j Ph Ph ph pd+l Pd+1

. . ph y ^'hrn y (^ d + l^ d + l)  * ph > Eh |  •Bms(i>d>t>,> A Nf , ph ph J

(7) Cr i *7 j(Yw , 7̂T-na> YTpa > > ®ffh )
 ̂ ph

/a ;  Pp -  fya ( > ^dr^*

(8) Cp = fg (  Cd+1 ,  Pd)*

(b) Household I d e n t i t i e s .

(9) Yh = Yw + Yj|-p .
(10) -  (13) (  Ksd = Ksd ^]_+ Cgd -  Dsd (S im ila r ly  fo r  h d ,a , d+1)

|^ Bsd ” Gsd “ A &sd* ~ ^sd + rvhd + ^a + ^d+1 •

(14) Yu + NW u T= C + C + C j  + Cuj + C + C j i*i -  AK j  -  A\ +y h , - l  s r  p sd hd a wd+l sd hd

“ A Ka  -  /J Kd+1 + NŴ  • Cs r  = c s + Cr  •

(15) = Y^ -  Gs -  Gp -  Csd -  C^d -  Ca = Yh -  C ( conven tional s a v in g ) .

(16) Sh = I h -  Cs -  Cp -  Csd -  Chd -  Ca -  Cd+1 + A K sd + ^ K hd *

41 Ka + A Kd+1 ( True sav in g ) .

(17) Yh = Cs + Cp + Csd ♦ Chd + Ca + Cd+1 + A Mhp + A Sehr + A Kub -

A Sesjj£r  -  A Sem.i r  ( T o ta l economic a c t i v i t y  d u ring  tim e p e r io d )% 

(17a) Lh = Kh + Segh.  (17b) ^  = E ^  + Seh r* Ks0 + Khd + Ka -  Kd+1

+ Kub

I
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(1/c) %  - °eshf “ °9inhf ” °emhh *

B THE FIRM

(a) Demand for Factors of Production«

(18) M^idwph = f18 f Off , GDP, Pw , %  , Wf , ufg>.x , Ef\.
p  ̂ pmK PwmK ^

(19) h = ? 2 0 ^ Pf “ ® pf) y wphJ

(20) Hrm - f20 ) prm > prm > -̂DP > D̂P> p > r,Plf > ufg,-l> \ •
(̂p pwK pwmK

(21) njp = f21  ̂ , ®P, GDP,' P , % _  , Wf , ufg>.x , Ef j
\ p PwK PwmK

d r  >  ")
(22) Hfg - f22 3 Pfg 9 9 GDP 9 P 9 9 %  9 Ef r •

l P PwK PwmK '

(23) - *Hfgt ( Undesired inventories).

(24)
dGI = CDP , Pffl . 

. 1 P o _
> kf 
pwmK

, KLp
I »

, Wf , (r

(r - ilf)_, ,*(GDPd - GDP h  y Pe,-1 > < A  Selfo

( A  Kdi).x , SE-x y

(25)
dKf = Kf,-1 + 01 " Df + A  Klf *

(b) Supply.

(26) GDPf = f26 ( Gfipf , (Np + Henp) hd , Htd, ).

(27) GDPS = GDPf + G! + I + TTri .

(c) Identities of Production and Finance. 

Total Domestic Sales.

(28) GDS = C + GEd + GI + G +
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G ross D om estic  S u p p ly  F low .

(2 8 a )  GDF = GDS + A H = GDP + F1 .

G ross D om estic  P r o d u c tio n  o r  V alue  A dded»

(2 9 ) GDP = GDS + A H -  F]_ .

G ross N a t io n a l  P r o d u c t .

(30 ) GNP = GDP + TTid-  TTj . .

T o ta l  Incom e Paym ents t o  F a c to r s  o f  P r o d u c t io n #

(31 ) O P  = ( wphNph + WfHf + WgNg + W j j j N j j  ) /  p + 7 r f  _ j  + 7r  g0

(3 1 a )
+ 11 io+Tr  r i + Ti * s  + Df l  + Df 2  •
r '  =~^Tf/ (H + Kf ) ^ =  r  

G ro ss  and  N et S a v in g s  o f  F irm s .

(32 ) Sf  = TTf  -  J + Df l  + Df 2  -  7 r . f o -  7Tr f 0 . 

/
IjS^ -  -  D̂» -  Dj>2 ( NS^ = -  D.q  -

^ d f o "  ^ d u b *

(3 3 ) % 2  )* ’̂ r110 (C o n v e n tio n a l)

N et Vforth and  R e a l lo c a t io n  o f  H e a l th .

(34) A HWf = NSf  + A lKub + A 1s eeor.

(35) NSf = ÄMf r  + A se fr  *  A H + AKf  + -  A se ifo r -  A lKub -

— l s e e o r  •

(36) Wf  = Mfj. + Se fr  + H + Kf  .

(37) I*  = Bf + Se f  -  Semf .

(38) NLf = LjF* -  D0S£ •

The F in a n c e  o f  In v e s tm e n t«

(39) A H * <a = sf  -  A Mfj, -  A s e fr  + A Seif0r+ A lKub + & lSeeor.

C. THE LABOUR MARKET
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(a ) Middle and Long-Run Supply o f Labour*

(40) N® = b V  ; bS= f 40 f  b_x, wph/P h , Hh /  N, ( Ah -  Kh ) J  .

(41) h® = f a  J  hs > i l  ,  wph/  Ph , Sfh /  N, ( Ah -  Kh ) J  .

(b) Unemployment.

(42) NL. = N? -  N -  N -  N, -  N „ -  N* = .u  1 m g 1 enp p I f  p
, * s s d d
(43) 1% = N ^h -  Nph .

(c ) Short-Run Supply or Market A djustm ent.
c \

(44) wph = f 44 I  wph , - l  ,  N|p h ä > ( k l  "  N ffhs’ )

D. THE FOREIGN TRADE AND FINANCE SECTOR

(a ) Flow and Stock I d e n t i t i e s .

Ba]-ance o f Payments.

(45) ( A IM) e-|_ -  F2gm + F2sm + ^2go + ^2u  "  ^lgm “ ^lsm "  ^ lu  + ^  % i

+ A Sesd i " A Se s id  + A s e ld i  " A Se l id  + A Bd± “ A Bid  + A I%i 

- 4 K i a  .

I n te r n a t io n a l  R eserves«

(46) IR -  e-jIM + Sesddj IRn -  IR -  -  Segdd*

I n te r n a t io n a l  B alance S h ee t«

(4 /)  Mg0 + (M^d “  ^*di^ + ̂ e s i d  "  uesd .i' + ̂ e l d i "  ° e lid ^  + ^id** ^di^

+ (Kid  -  K ^ )  = Uid  •

(b) P r ice  L ev e ls .

(48) P-̂  = P^g( 1+ i f  + d + s + ds) /  ( i+  i f  + d + s + d s )0 = 

f 48 ( el> e2i> P lg i i  ’ l f  * s * d )•
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(49)
(50)

lrm f /o( e49' B1 >

!2s
P2 ” E2 *ei/ei0*

/
— , d) » Sird.la.rly PlGj
1 + if 
(l ~+2T  +d +

+ d + s +
s +

ds
ds ) o

/

RW2
(c) Import Demand

(5o) F2_s l̂sg + Flsv +*^di •
(57; F]_ F]_g + F]_ŝ  + -t?isv •
(57a) IRjl = IR / Fx 5 IR2 = ( c - IR / Fx )

(d) Import Supply«
(58) plrmi > FlGIi > plCi > Plsgi 8 exogenous.

(e) Export Demand ♦

2*\ ->
(59) F2g - f59^|pRW2 J_e » GDFRW2,-0 * PRW2,-0 > %W2,-0 >

^1^172,-0 9 ir1RW2 9 IR2RW2 > EFRW2 f *

^  F2sg f^ RSgRw)elE2 9 ?2S I # 
(61) Foa = Fo-o. + Fo„„ + TT* . X

(62)
2sg 2sv 

F2g + P2sg + F2sv *
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(f) Export Supply
s s(63) F2 = qf • P2ffS • GDF •

P^
(g) Long-Term Capital Inflow 

Portfolio Investment
(64) A Seldi = f£>4 
Direct Investment
(65) A K di =f6J  (r/ - 4 w ), Ekj

(h) The Exchange Rate
(66) E2ĝ 2g + F2s 2̂s + ^2go*“ ̂  Mgo + E2um + ^ % i  + ^ Sesdi + ̂  Sdi

+ A Kdi = IM = f66(el)«
Fl/lg + fL p1s + ̂  Sesia + A Selid + A Bid + A Kid = IIId = f67(ei). 

E, THE GOVERMEKT SECTOR
(a.) Identities 

Spending
(68) o'" = Gc + Gjj + AlCpg ; G*= G0 + Gfc. 5 G = Gc + Gfc + Dg 5

%  ' i m̂s + ŵg"‘g + wm̂ m̂  / p*

Stock of Capital
(69) Kg = KpcHlg = Kg>_x + Gk + A Kpg - DpcMg ; Dĵ jjg = Dg .

Output or Value Added
(70) Gj_ = ( WgNg + wmNm ) / P + Dg .

Revenue
(71) T = Tw + Txhp + T-̂-hp ♦ V g  + T0 .

j{ ilf " ilfRW ) > Esj
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(72)

(73)

Transfer Payments

Tr = Trw + TrTT p + Tr 7f np+ ^g*
Surplus and deficit Accounts
T - Tr = Td ; Current Account : - Gn = Sgd ;

/  /  kCash: Td - G = S 2 ? National Income: Td - G = 5

Td = Td - T0 + To .

Cash Position
(74) A Mg -  T ^  + A SQgp + A SQgk + A SQgG + A Segj_ -  A SQpg# 

(74a) A Ivip -  -  A Mg + A SQgj3 + A SQgC + A Sgg-̂  •

Redistribution of Earned Incomes
(75) (wphNph + + WgNg + ) / P = Wa .

(/5a) 7W " --a + irw “ Tw + irfl+ ■Lrf2*

(76) 7 T  =Trf + \ 0+ 77 ri+ 7 r go+ ̂ i d  - ^di- 

(7oa) //np— 7T0- 7rdfo+ ̂ ub- ^dub+ 77gb*

(76b) 7 r p =7T - TTnp.

(77) Y^p -7Tp +Tr7rp - % p .

(78) iTpnp =TTnp + Tr7rnp - t7T0 “ Tdi " TTTgb “ Trfl*
(79) Yw + I IT p + YfTnp + T ̂  - J + Dfl + Df2 - Trf2 = GKP.

(8°) Y j j  =Y7Tp + Ŷ ~np =Y^a + Ŷ -m  .
(b) Tax and Transfer Equations
(81) PTW = fgi(Bfa).

(82) PTrw = f82(N, Nu ).



(84) PTr 7Tp = ©oogenous*

(■>; ) ?7rnp = tc ( + Gic^ + tdirdi(Kdi + Sedir ) + ^tfe”77̂  •
(85a) ( (K̂ j_ + Se(̂j_r; I ̂d.i •

(85b) T T  + 7T b +-rrgb =TTfc = TT- (7Tp - 1 ^  -Trdub). 
(850) 7T"p -TTdfo -'TQub= TTip +TTrp .
(85d)7r0 * -r r  -( tt1p+-77; p )

( 1 + IC2 + k̂ )

(86) PTr'rrnp = exogenous ( mainly G^p),
!c£P > P(87) Ti.c, - f871 p > / ** (GDP ■* G “ F2 * ŵ N-̂  *•

-rnn - TTli- w„a - -rr£
(88) T4

io * 41ri "a 

f(GNP, or NNIFC) (side relation).

F, THE MONEY AND FINANCE SYSTEM

(a) Money Supply ( Middle and Long Run)
(89) M = Mcp + ̂  ; Mcp = mxM .

(90) CR Mcb + M^cb $ *̂cb " m2̂ cp •

(91) CR - GR«/j_ - ZNj^cp + A^H.g + A  SQgC " A  % cg T Ak°©sbc “ Ä^äcbs

(92) MS = f92 ̂ CR / cr , mx , ib , î  , ic , BF J* .

(92a) Mp - i-Cp + CQgC - % Cg + Gegb " hibg + °eab + h ^b +
(b) Value Storage Reallocations.

(93) N^hm “ ^ah + ^slh + ^S2h + Gegh + Gei(fi)h + ^ee(fi)h + Gemhh +

iYsdhdam + ^d+l,hm *" ^ubm “ °esho “ Gemho •
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(94) NWf + Mslf + Ms2f + Segff + Seshf. + Segf + Seil(fi)f +

see(fi)f + semhf + Hfm + Lfm + Kd+l,fm " sesfo " seilfo = seefo 
+ ^ubm •

(95) = f95(4 » %  )•
(96) Maf = f96(tfam ? A Hm > ^PCMlm > P - GDF > %  )•

Securities Markets
(97) SQgg0 = exogenous,

^  Ses fo = f9B( AHjn > p/-®F, 7, ifl , r ).

(99) êsho ” p99 ̂ ^hdm > Eam > > ̂sh * •

(10°) Sesdi = f100^( is " is RV^ Ss3 * 
d. ^

(101) Seso£ - fioi( %  > > is y 1 ^ “̂ loia^s* ilg> ^If* ^b^#
(!°2) Sq1cq= exog. (103) Selgc = exog.
(!°4) Selgh = fettig, iif* im > i0 > rd > r > Pslg 9 ?slf > Pe *

pd+i , p , ̂  , wh , iwh , Lh , Eh ) - f1Q4 (vh ).

(105) Selgf " W V9-
(106) Selgb= ̂ lOö^lg» l̂f > > ie * Hi > Pslg * Pslf ’ Pe ’

( MS - Md )_jJ = f106(Vib)*

(107) Selgi = f107( ilg , iif , ie ; ilgRg , ijSRYI > ieRW > Ei )
= fl07 (V2j)>__________________________

(10B) ASeili;o = fiog^PCMlm > pslf > pe > ilf y i0 M Net new issues).
g

(109) sSê j,(f±)̂ . - fi09( ilg y ilf > ie > im > rd > r> pslg > Pslf>
Pe 9 Pd+1 9 P ** )• (ferket supply of existing issues).
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(HO) s3eil(fi) + A  ° eilfS A  Jeilid •
(111) seilfih = % ( V h).

(112) 3gilfif = fn2(Vf).

( H 3  ̂ 3eilfib = f113 V̂lb^ *

(114) seilfii = fll/-.(v2i )•
(115) - (121) S*e , Sdeh , Sdef , Sdeb , Seei identical in layout to

(108) - (114)
(122) A,3emho " f122 ( °d+l > > lh > Bn ^

s s(123) ^eni10 ” °emho,-l Aj3eraho A ^  3emho (A^ refers to repay-
d̂ s \ nents of principal).(124) a0mhh fi24^7h;*

(125) semhf= f12$(Vf)*
(126) 3emhb = f126(Vlb̂ *
(127) k|+1 = + Cd+1 - Dd

(128) Kd+1>hm = ^128(^h^•

(129) Kd+ijfm = f129^Vf ^

(130) Kubm ^ubm 1̂30 (7h )•
(131) Mslh = f131( VJ_ , ih , Wh , NWh > Eh )•

d(132) Llslf = fi32( vf > if 9 *?f > Ir;/f > Ef )•

(133) Vb = fi33a(vh) > Vf = f133b (vf^*
d d d d d d d

(134) Ms2b = NWjjm " Iv£h “ dslh ~ 3elgh " 3eiloh " 36eh “ 3emhh “ Ksdhdan
d d s s^d+l,hm " ^ubm * 3esho’̂ ’ 3emho x134  ̂ , °d+l,ra

. / „d d̂
11 ̂  /. ( Cm 9 0 lj? p

9 r 9 r  9

ih , Bs(i,d,t), Bm , (i,d,t), Vh , Vb ).
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(135) l4f = - «4f------ Seilfo * W  P*®F, A  >

GIPCiOm ’ PGI >p ’ %  >>?f ) • if = f135iis >
, N  ̂  ̂ > ie ) •(136; Mbp , = exogenous.

(e) Money Demand«
. . d d d d d d d d d
(137) M = Bah + 1!af + Hslh + IJslf + Ms2h + as2f + abg + ^bi •

(d) Market Adjustment and Short-Run Money Supply«
(138) ib = f13g , d s v C ( M - M ) J .

G* AGGREGATE MARKET FOR FIFAL GOODS, AID GLOBAL PRICE LEVEL,
(a) Definitions

(139) + PsGs + prGr + psdGsd ~ PhdGhd + PaGa “ PCG •
(140) Gp '■ 0̂ .+ osd + Cĵ  + oa - C *

(HI) Cd = GId 5 (142) Hrm + Hgp + Hfg = H .
. d d d d d d d(142) C + Old + G + ca + H - H_1 + F2 = GDF = fl42(pC > --> P2gs»

p/ , XX )
,n . V  PCC * PdGId * PqG * + PA - A  H  ̂P2gsF2
(143) r c + GId + G +GI + A H  + F2

(144) SDFS = CUP3 + F^ = fL W ( PX , X2).

(145) CfflFi = ODF3 + H - ; GDF?t ^  tg)F1f,mBV<.

(b) Short-Run Supply and Market Adjustment#
/ Sl C  / ”  */GDFd - GD3̂ S>\

(146) P =|j P_! , (GDF3 - CJDFf ) ,

(147) *GDF -*mFS = - uhj(H >

" uh max + “1 ' ^2 (-1 ” ^min ) *
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(US) Uh - H - Hd ; ufg - Hfg - 4 g 5 %  ma:c = HÄ * Hd *
(c) Separation of the Global Supply and Price Level to Match Ind

ividual Demand Categories«

(H9) GDFS = C® + + C® + Cj\ + C® + GL® + G + ( A h )S +

( A H p)S + ( A Hf J S + GIS + ?2 .

(150) _2u 11 *0 N## 1

GDF

(151) II GP ♦ P7 :

(152) O »tJ 
W II Heqp •

S Psd
Csd ^sd* “F

5 F2
GDF GDF GDF

rf . 
P,

Ps
ls • P' * - X-,r 152 r hd+r

,s „s

GId = ‘Id ' F" * 5 GS = qg • j£-. ; (A Hrm)S = qrm

AHrm
P7 . GDF3 ; ( A Hgp)S = q„.p . ~ ^ S k  . GDF3 ; GI3 = qj . 

P2Bs. Pqj . GDF3 ; F3 = qf . - p 2 . GDFS .

( A H fc.)S is determined as a residual from (149); ^AHfg ^e^" 

ermined from (139), (143) and

1 ~ ' ; ‘A H  ^  " ^AHrm ^  ^rm ' A A Hgp A  ̂ gp ! 'A Hfg ^  afg#

*  F7. GDF - rics.?l Ff GDP - .Dfl
(154) p - n-PF H T?-, $ p " GDP - DflGDF - F]_

Pc . P . Yh 1 + iht -
(155) Ph ■ PC :c-V-pihT P ^ r T * ö )  5 Pih =

1h = '"155 ( 1lg ’ 1lf * 1e » 1m > rd » r
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( P represents the price level of Net Domestic Expenditure NDE* As 

a first apppoximation it can be used to deflate all of the income 

side of GDP or of GNP, except for Dffm, which is more appropriately- 

deflated by Pqj • A more precise deflation of the income side would 

be to deflate each component of the income side, in final disposable 

form, by the price level of the goods on which it is currently spent« 

Such an income deflation Tail balance with the expenditure side defl

ation depicted here.)

(d) Derived Relations for Aiding in the Analysis of the Causes 

of inflation, + \

(156) / _ (v/ph^pk + v/ix-i * + wbA  ) + ( ̂  II id +~̂ di )m +̂ i-s,:
GDPf + G]_ + I + JTri+ F1

(157)

(158)

(159)

P =

"'am +P - 1 GDP
Pf . GDPf -1
Wph(Npenp )itsl ;

+ Dr

GDP,
:*penp^

-1 !̂ h
h  x p T

Ff «GDPf -i
Urn = V
GDPf

PL 5 V “K? V  *r

(160) ^ ^2hr
% *

One basic industrial separation should be made 

in the above model when used for practical work. This is the separ

ation between agricultural ( including pastoral) and non-agricultural 

production. The nature of the production function is vastly different 

in these two sectors ( cf« Zimmerman U.«24^j), and in addition their 

market characteristics vary widely* It follows that the aggregation of 

these two dissimilar sectors may at times produce a large aggregation
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error« The correct theoretical solution to this problem is to separ

ate the economy into two industrial sectors, each similar to the macro 

model above, with each engaging in *foreign trade* with the other, and 
the sectors of final demand including Rff, This procedure would however 
expand our model considerably vdthout requiring the development of 

any new principles. 3ecause of this and to save space, we shall adopt 
the temporary expedient and approximation of treating agricultural 

output, sales and inventories as exogenous.
(161) 0DPf = S)?1“ + GDFf .

(162) GBP® + Xa = Ca + Fg + A H a .

2. Further Aggregation.

The large model summarized above was designed for 
two specific purposes. One was to give a description and outline of all 
of the main relations and interrelations that comprise a complete 
economic syste®. This outline can then be used as an aid in current 

and historical analyses usijjg literary descriptive methods supplem
ented by statistical data. Its other specific purpose was to set up 
a priori hypotheses for econometric testing , followed by the conver
sion of the model into a system of numerical equations. In this latter 
form it can provide quantitative as well as qualitative answers to 

specific questions.
The model outlined above however is too large for 

practical econometric model construction at the present time. Such 

obstacles as the lack of availability of data and the problems of
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numerical computation intervene* Hence it is necessary to aggregate 

this model down to a size that is currently workable. Examples of models 
of the size that can be currently handled are found in the bibliography 

to this section. Ihy then has such a large theoretical model been 

constructed here?
The large model has been constructed as the only 

means of seeing in sufficient detail how the total economy works. It 
was believed that only with such a detailed view as a guide could comp

letely satisfactory smaller aggregations be reached.
As economic data and electronic computers become 

increasingly available, numerical models of the size of our theoretical 
model can undoubtedly be handled, and toward these will very likely be 
the trend taken by the economics of the future. It is hoped that the 
present model will make a modest contribution in this direction, as 
well as helping currently with general macroeconomic analysis and 
econometric model construction.
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Part X

ECONOMIC CHANGS AND FORECASTING

Chapter 25«
OH ECONOMIC FORECASTING

1. Preliminary«
If a theory of the behaviour of some particular 

aspect or sector of the universe truly describes and explains this 
sector, then it must be able to predict future developments in the 
sector, subject to certain outside conditions. If it cannot do this 
then it is faulty theory, lacking in adequate cause-effect relation
ships. It follows that if the economic macro-theory developed in this 
study and summarized in the preceding chapter is an adequate theory of 
how the total economic system works, it should enable us to predict 
the future course of the economy, again subject to certain exogenous 
conditions. In this chapter we shall explore this possibility and the 
problems involved, attempting to provide a Y/orkable solution.

In any applied science the purpose is mainly to 

control the relevant aspects of the universe in the interests of human 

welfare. This control requires that it is possible to predict from cause 

to effect, so that if certain causes are manipulated it will be known 
that certain effects will be achieved. Prediction is a necessary part 
of control5 it requires a knowledge of the cause-effect relationships,
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and a knowledge of what will happen to the causes up to the period for 

which control is desired»

begin to emerge, but before going further with it a short digression 

on the meaning of ’’cause” and ’’effect” as used in this study is nec

essary»

2. On ’’Cause” and ’’Effect”»

No attempt will be made here to contribute to the 

philosophical argument about the ultimate meaning of these terms» Only 

usable, workable »definitions1 will be attempted» An ’’empirical reg

ularity” such as ” if A then B ; if B then not A ” can be treated as a 

law of nature and can be used to deduce and predict, even though a full 

explanation of how A produces B cannot as yet be found» Scientists 

continue to refer to A as the cause of B in many such cases, as for 

example when a body falls under the influence of * gravity1• »Gravity*

this to be still a good use of the term ’’cause”, since the relation 

between A and B is asvmetric» He shows that the above »causal* relation 

between A and B cannot be fully described by a functional relation of 

interdependence B = f(A), for such an equation does not specify that 

B occurs as a result of A, while A does not occur as a result of B,

The general outlines of the forecasting problem

cannot as yet be* explained*• Dr» H» A» Simon finds

In our present study we shall attempt to get

around this latter objection by stating that each autonomous equation 

of our model will usually be set up so that the variables on the right
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hand side ( RHS) are the proximate causes of change in the variable 

on the LHS. But the equations in an economic model do not stand alone* 

They are all interrelated, so that in some other equation B may act 

as a proximate cause on A. In this sense there is interdependence 

between A and B* In the complete model acting as a whole all of the 

endogenous variables are interdependent in this way, while at the 

same time each is produced by a proximate, causal, asymetric relation 

- its own autonomous explanatory equation*

There are however sets of causal variables in a 

complete model which are only causal, and in no sense interdependent 

with respect to the rest of the system. Their relationship to the system 

is asymetric both in the proximate and in the ultimate sense. They 

affect the system ( if A then B), but the system does not affect them 

(if B not necessarily A)*

In order to isolate these 1 ultimate causes1 let 

us set up a complete economic model comparable to that of the preceding 

chapter but in linear form.

Let Y - (Y] , —  Yn ) be the vector of endogenous variables, Ze * (Z]_, 

— , Zm ) the vector of exogenous variables, and Z-̂  = (Ya „̂-> , — —  ,

Yr , 9 ) "the vector of lagged variables* Let

( Z0Z^) = Z be the vector of k predetermined variables* A represent
ative autonomous or structural behaviour equation in the complete sys

tem might be

î îâ a + îd̂ d + cim̂ m + °ip̂ p + d̂o" ^i*
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where Up^ is a random disturbance* This disturbance implies that (l) 
is not an exact relation, since it may not be possible to include in 
it all variables which exert a direct influence on Y^, and since 

behaviour patterns themselves may vary from time to time* In the 

proximate sense the variables Ya , Y^ , 2Ja , Z p , the parameter vector 
(biCi), and the random disturbance Up-jare the causal influences which 
produce Yj_ • The complete economy is represented by all of the n equa

tions like (1), which together produce a complete model* In vector and 
matrix form, this model is represented by

(2) BY^ + CZ = • B and C are the matrices of structural param~
aters, like b^a and c^m , associated with the endogenous and predeter
mined variables of the system respectively. B is of order n x n, and 

C is of order n x k. Up is a vector of the partial or proximate dis
turbances associated with the separate structural equations like (l)*

In the system (2) it is easy to see which variables 
are ultimately interrelated, and which variables are ultimately causal 
in Simonh sense. Through the system of equations the Y variables inf
luence each other and are ultimately interdependent. But the variables 
Z, Up , B and C all have an asymetric relation vrith respect to Y*
This relation is expressed by solving (2) for Y,

(3) is a reduced form of the basic or autonomous structure (2) and can 
henceforth be referred to as the structural reduced form* The dist-

any particular structural equation. They are accordingly defined as

, . / -1 /(3) Y = - B CZ + B

the total disturbances of the model (Cf. Brown
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Thus us^ is the total disturbance associated with Y-j_ after a solution 

(3) of the complete model. It is equal to Y± and is the ultimate

effect of all of the individual equation disturbances Up on Yj_ •

All of the variables on the RHS of (3) affect Y, 

but each of them is independent of and is unaffected in return by the 

values taken by Y. Because of this asymetry the variables B,C,Z and 

Up are defined to be ultimately causal with respect to Y, Whatever 

terminology we use, it is clear that if we Y/ish to forecast Y we 

must first forecast the matrices and vectors B, C, Z and Up «

3* Economic Chanrre,

How does economic change occur? What are its sources? 

How can a knov/ledge of it guide us with the problem of economic pred

iction? To answer these questions we must make use of the model of the 

economy in Part IX, and of its schematic representation in (2) or in 

(2a) BY ̂  + C^Z^ + CqZq = u^ , where C^Cq = C.

Let us begin by supposing that there are no lagged variables in the 

model, that the exogenous variables remain constant, and that the 

disturbances are all zero. Solution using (3) Y/ill provide us with a 

set of values*Y = Y which, along with the constant Z values, Y/ill 
satisfy all of the structural equations like (l) simultaneously.

It is of course these ex post solution values *Y which correspond to 

the observed values Y of the real v/orld, for each of these too is sim- 

ultaneousely the same in all of its different roles of proximate cause 

and ultimate effect. Given our assumptions, #Ŷ . = *Y.j.+^ = ----- *Y^+^,
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and there is no change* What we have is a static solution, as well as 
a very simple type of stationary equilibrium.

Suppose now that we relax our assumptions about 
the causal variables in the economic system, one by one* We begin by 

allowing the random disturbances Up to take non-zero values* Each 
will now be a random drawing from a universe with a probability dist

ribution. Since U p ^  is random each element of its universe is equally 
likely to be dra?m in any instance or time period* The corresponding

*Y, will now continue at constant levels as before, but the observed
. - 1 /Y^ = *Ŷ . + Up̂ .B will reveal time paths or graphs at constant levels 

but with small random fluctuations about their horizontal trends*
Next we suppose that the exogenous variables begin 

to take on the rather large variations which they sometimes do in the 
real world. These variations will be transmitted first to proximate 
effect endogenous variables in the structural relations like (1), and 
will then spread to the other structural equations which contain these 
first proximate Y’s as proximate causal variable^ until a final equil
ibrium is reached, as in (3). Now the time paths of the Y^ will display 

rather lar^e often erratic fluctuations, with the small random fluct
uations attributable to Up superimposed on these.

Next we introduce lagged variables Z^ into our Z 

vector* We know from our previous work that there are many such lagged 

variables in the real economy. We momentarily assume ZQ to remain con
stant and Up to be zero. Now we shall no longer get constant values 
of Yt from one time period to the next. The lagged variables will
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usually change in successive time periods, and hence the solutions of 

(3) will change with dynamic time paths. What kinds of time path can 

we expect?

What we have now is a system of difference equat

ions, and these tend to produce endogenous cycles and trends. The several 

stock variables in the system are particularly likely to add to the 

cyclical behaviour of the system. When the trends are asymptotic and 

the cycles are damped our system may eventually reach a stationary 

equilibrium where the Y values begin to repeat themselves from one 

time period to the next. This would correspond to the ”stationary state’1 

of economic theory*

Suppose next that we permit all of the causal var

iables Up , Ze , and Z-j_ to change from time period to time period.

What kind of time paths will the economic variables Ŷ. now follow? 

vie sha.ll observe a complex combination of trends, cycles, and large 

fluctuations, with small random fluctuations superimposed on the comp

osite of these larger movements. Is this not the way the observed time 

series of economic life in fact behave?

There is one further source of economic change 

which needs to be considered. This is the slow evolution which we 

assume in the economic structure itself, here represented by B and C, 

to which we may add D, the multivariate probability distribution of 

the Up • These changes occur with evolution in total preference systems, 

culture patterns, knowledge, technology and resources. It may be these 

in company with some changes in exogenous factors which produce some
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of the very long range trends of economic life.

When all of these basic types of movement - 
endogenous trend and cycle, exogenous, disturbance and structure - 
happen to coincide in direction, there will be mutual reinforcement, 
Resonance1, and amplification. The economy will tend to move v&Lently 

up or down. At other times basic movements may oppose each other, lar

gely cancelling out, and providing a measure of overall stability. The 
general situation will be something in between these situations.

4. Economic Forecasting - Principles and Procedures.

There have been many famous failures in economic 
prediction. Mainly this is because an immensely difficult job has been 
tackled with tools that were far from adequate. The present study 
has shown that the total economic system is vast and complex. Hence 
any attempts to project its movements into the future with only one 
equation such as an aggregate consumption function, or with a system 

of indicators which are not tied together in a system of autonomous 
structural cause-effect relationships, are doomed to failure from the 

start.
The logical approach to economic forecasting is 

surely to make full use of all the autonomous cause-effect relations 

possible for the macroeconomy, and to project these forward from 
ultimate causes to final effects in the forecast period. The causal 

variables B, C, Z, Up can be called the predictors, the effect variab
les Y the predictands ( Hurwicz, 10.21J , Chap. VI ). The relation-
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ships (1), (2) and (3) are the laws or structure within which the 

predictors ( causes) produce the predictands (effects)* Since (3) 
is the form best suited for forecasting, we can use it to lay out a 

procedure for economic forecasting*

A Suggested Forecast Procedure
(a) Estimate Fast Structure of Economy* This involves building a 
numerical model of the total economy, patterned after Part IX, but more 

aggregative* This structure may be linear or nonlinear, but must be 
autonomous or basic ( Chap* 6). Structural parameters, here symbolized 
by B, C and D (up) are estimated by a simultaneous procedure which takes 
into account the interrelatedness of all of the equations,using methods 
and references given in Klein jl*12j , Koopmans JjL0«2lj and Hood

and Koopmans present writer is working on simplification

of the full maximum likelihood (FML) procedures*
The FML program includes estimates of the variance- 

covariance (VC) matrix of *vec^* |j3 Ĉ J = a, the structure vector with 
ones znd zeros omitted* V?e represent this VC matrix by S(a). It also 
produces the full VC matrix Sp = S(up ) of the disturbances*

(b) Forecast Structure for Forecast Period t + 1*
Estimates of past structure should not be slavishly 

applied to the future. Through following closely the very current pulse 

of the economy the forecast group may detect structural changes appl
icable to the forecast period. These should be cautiously and care
fully applied to B,C, and S (a), producing Bp̂ .+1 , Cp^p , S-^+^Ca)* B^

and CF are the expected values, while Sp represents the dispersions of 

a multivariate probability distribution*
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(c) Forecast of Disturbances Up* We recall that the disturbances 

arise from omitted variables and small, temporary changes in structure* 

They are random and have expected value zero. Hence they should usually 

be forecast as zero* Eut there vail be occasions when an omitted varia

ble is changing drastically, or when there is a known temporary change 

in a structural equation which is applicable to the whole equation 

rather than to any particular parameter* In such cases the elements

of Up involved should be forecast at appropriate nonzero values* At 

the same time any changes that this may make appropriate to S should
Jr

be cautiously applied* The product of this stage of the forecast is 

^pFt+i y spFt+i *

(d) Forecast of Exogenous Data* It is the exogenous variables of an 

economy that gear it into the total stream of history and change*

The economic system is a part of the total social and physical univ

erse, and the exogenous variables provide the links between the econ

omic subsystem and the total* In the long run perhaps there is little 

that is exogenous to this greater system other than perhaps new ideas, 

discoveries and aspirations*
It follows that the forecasting of exogenous data 

requires a much broader view of the streams of current change than 

can be obtained from a study of economics alone. The forecast group 

must keep abreast of current international as well as domestic economic 

trends, andi both domestic and international developments and trends 

in politics, social structures and conditions, technology and resources, 

demography and migrations, and finally conditions in the physical en-
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vironment affecting production, health, weather, soils, and crops« 

Literary, descriptive techniques must be used for most of the analysis 

here, and prediction is assisted by the projections of trends, many of 

which are stabilized in the short run by inertia.

Predictions in this field are particularly prob

abilistic, and the forecaster must estimate the expected values, var

iances and covariances of the variables he is predicting. *Keeping 

score1 of previous forecasts and subsequent observations and errors 

will gradually build up sufficient data and experience to enable the 

VC estimation. Error covariances can be computed from the formula 

(4) S ( Z1FZ2T?) = r12 S C Z ^ S  (Z2F), where r12 is the estimated 

coefficient of correlation between forecast errors of Z-j_F and Z2F j 

and S(Z^F) is the standard deviation of errors in forecasting Z-j_*

In this area, as with the disturbances, the un

expected is to be expected, and allowed for within the probability 

distributions. Even with the best of search for trends unexpected 

events and unexpected timing as in the case of the Korean War, the 

Suez Crisis, and so on will continue to occur. Technological and other 

types of developments are usually slower to produce change, and can 

be allowed for more easily. The product of this stage of the fore

cast is the vector and matrix ZeF-L+-i and S(ZQpj-^ )•

(e) Forecast of Lagged Variables. When the first forecast of period 

t+1 is being prepared it will usually be around the end of period t# 

Hence the elements of , Ze^ , and Ug^-i or usfg,-l are
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required for Z-ĵ .+j are not yet completely observed. However, with the 

help of the econometric model, current economic indicators, and the 

forecasters'' knowledge of the current economic situation, fairly acc

urate estimates of anc* B ẑlFt+l  ̂ can ma(̂ e# e3-ements
of the S matrix in this case should be relatively very small*

(f) Forecast of the Endogenous Economic Variables, When the econometric 

model is linear the forecast values of the effect variables are obtain

ed by substituting all of the forecast numerical values of the causal 

variables in the structural reduced form (3), followed by computation 

of the Y vector. Thus
, , / _ -1 / -1 /
(3a; Ypt+1 " " Bn+1 CFt+l ZFt+l + BFt+l ^pFt+l*

Almost every element on the RHS of (3a) is a 

random variable with a probability distribution. The values substituted 

in (3a) are the expected values of these distributions. It follows that 

Yjpt+i is a vector of random variables, with each element a probability 

distribution. The values computed from (3a) are the expected values 

of these distributions. In the next chapter we shall develope a formula 

for the standard deviations of each of these distributions - the stand

ard error of forecast - which will give us a measure of the dispersion 

or spread of each of them.

In case the model is nonlinear, its solution for 

a forecast of Ypj.+^ will follow the same principles and steps as above, 

but now the matrix and vector solution (3a) cannot be used. Instead a 

process of continuous substitution until a single equation in one 

variable is reached, may provide a solution. This final equation



may be polynomial, the appropriate root of which can be found by 

Hornerls method. If this procedure is not appropriate, iterative methods 

from a point in the neighbourhood of the solution will yield the des

ired solution.

5. Problems Related to the Conversion of the Forecast to a Prediction 

of Economic Movements.

In applied economics percentage movements from a 

selected base tend to be used more often than absolute values. In 

tabulating a forecast for presentation it is customary to show the 

best available estimates of the observed value Y^qx , forecast value 

Yf-pt+i f and the percentage change (Yipfc+1 - Y ^  ) / Yiot X 100 = 

^Y^pt+i • Complications arise whenever the total disturbances 

Ug.^ and Ugit+l are of the same order of magnitude as the change 

- Y^q .̂. For now it is possible that the movement Y^pj.+^may be anomr 

alous —  different from what economic theory would suggest. Thus in 

Fig. 1

298.

Fig. 1.
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is the model solution value for Yj^ and is the correspond

ing model solution value for t+1. ( Yjji^+l - Y^q .̂ ) / Y^q .̂ X 100 = 

Y^j^.+-j_ vdll be in accordance with the economic theory of the 

model and vdll appear rational. But ^  ̂ ipt+1 (*!£• l) be opp

osite to the economic theory expressed by the model, and is anomalous. 

Yet ^  may be closer to the true movement ultimately observed than 

vdll be ̂  * , if we happen to be in an area of relatively large dist

urbances.

Are there any ways out of this dilemma? One is to 

show only as the forecast of economic movements, with the warn

ing that disturbances in both base period t and forecast period t+1 

can contribute to error in this forecast* In effect this procedure
1

assumes perfect serial correlation of disturbances from t to t + 1 . 

Another is to present & , explaining that any anomalous results are 

due to disturbances in the base period. A third way is to show ̂  , 

u* = Usit / Yict X 100, and A' - u* = &  . In this W  the 

purely economic movements predicted are shown separately from the 

disturbances. A fourth alternative is to study all disturoances Ugj_-̂  

and Upj_̂ . and from them revise the structure B,C, so that the model 

is 1 tuned * to explain t almost perfectly. This is followed by using 

the new and revised as the forecast. There is much to recommed

s procedure, but it too assumes that structural disturbances for t 

before 1 tuning* will persist into t+1, and that residual disturbances 

after adjustment or * tuning* will also have perfect serial correlation

1. I am indebted to Dr. L. R. Klein for pointing this out.
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from t into t+1* A fifth alternative is to compute S(/\ *)

and A _ S( A*) , where S(A*) is the standard error of A *
( see next chapter)* A  * can tabulated as the forecast of purely 

economic movements* Then A  * + S(A*^ can be shown as the range

within which the true value A  0Yit+l = (YiOt+l " YiOt / YiOt X 
100 will fall approximately 70 percent of the time* The possible 

'distortions1 within this range can be explained as due to possible 

aberrations from normal behaviour throughout the model and in both 

periods t and t+1*

6* The Time 3oan of a Forecast*

The time span may be defined as the time duration 

from the date 7/hen the forecast is completed to the date at the end 

of time period t+1* The shorter the time span the easier and more 

accurate the forecast will be* This is because existing trends in 

exogenous data will be preserved by inertia in the short run, but can 

change considerably in unforseeable ways in the longer run* At the 

same time a greater number of unforseeable random disturbances will be 

likely in a longer time period than in a short run* Structural change 

is also likely to occur in ways not forseen in the longer time span* 

This means that forecast error will increase rapidly as the time span 

increases, until a point is reached where a forecast of a sufficiently 

distant period is of no value* There is probably little to be gained 

in making forecasts with a time span much greater than one year*
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7» Projection»

Projection may be defined as the calculation of the 

implications of carrying forward into the future, for as large a time 
span as may be felt useful, the endogenous and exogenous trends and 
assumptions which appear currently to be appropriate to the present 

and future of the economy» The range of uncertainty surrounding project
ions is necessarily large because of unforseen changes in exogenous 
data economic structure and disturbances» Hence they should not be 
called forecasts because no strong credence can be given to their 
detailed results» But they are useful, and indeed necessary as a 
guide to long range investment, both in the public and the private 

sectors» Middle run projections of from two to five year time spans 
may also prove useful in that they can show more clearly the nature of
the endogenous trend-cycle in the economy, and hence place the shorter-

1run forecast within a broader context and background» The shorter 
run forecasts can give better guidance for policy, when given within 
such a context*

8« Separation of the Forecast of Economic Variables into Component 

by Causes»
iThile the calculation of Ypj.+^ can be completed 

in one operation it is likely to be useful to separate the forecast
movements into components, according to basic causes» Suppose for
example that we first compute and Ypit+1 9 where B,C,Ze , and Up
1. This suggestion arises from remarks on forecasting made by Dr» D»J» 

Daly.
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are held constant at t values for both sets of computations. Onlylags Z-̂  

are allowed to vary. Then Y^-t+i ** ^ct reveal the effects
of the endogenous trends and cycles inherent in the model as a result 

of stocks and lags. Next we change ZQ^ to ZeFx+^ and compute ^F2t+1 • 

Now Yp2t+i " revea -̂s the component of the forecast that is due
to expected changes in the exogenous data. Changing the order in which 
Yie perform these two steps will give slightly different results, and 
the order must be selected on the basis of particular circumstances.

Next Up̂ . are changed to Uppt+1 an^ the comparison ~ ^F2t+lma(̂ e
to obtain the effect of the disturbances. Finally Ĉ. = is

changed to and the comparison Yp̂ -fc+l - Yjv^+i made to obtain
the separate effects of any structural changes. The sum of these 
four separate effects will of course add up to the total forecast 

change Yn + 1  - Yct.
Through a knowledge of the relative magnitudes of 

the effects of the four separate types of causes more appropriate 

policies can be selected.
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Chapter 26.

STANDARD ERROR OF FORECAST 

1. Preliminary Concepts.

Almost every element in a complete economic forecast 

is a random variable with a probability distribution. Up until now we 

have discussed methods of obtaining the expected values of these dist

ributions, for both cause and effect variables, and variances and co- 

variances of the errors in the causal groups. It remains for us to ex

plore the computation of estimates of variances and standard deviations 

for the error distributions of the endogenous effect variables Yp. The 

widths or dispersions of these distributions are of great importance 

when the forecast is to be used as a guide to economic policy. The 

standard deviation of a distribution is a good measure of its spread; 

and if the distribution is normal its standard deviation and expected 

value are sufficient to define it completely.

In this part of the research we consider the model to 

be fully linearized. We consider the complete forecast to consist of 

the matrices of economic structure , Cp^+3_ , the vectors of ex

ogenous variables and disturbances Upp^+l , and finally the

vector of endogenous economic variables These are all expected

values, and the corresponding VC matrices for all but Y are:S(aF),

S(2p) and 3(Upj,)*

Let the complete forecast of 3,C,Z,Up,Y be converted to 

a vector Xp. What do v/e mean by the forecast error of X^, an element 

of this vector? The forecast value is X^p^^. The subsequent-
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ly observed true value is a concept which represent by 

Then the forecast error is

(1) eipt+l = ^IFt+l " ^±Ot+ 1• Henceforth we drop the subscript 

t+1, but assume it to be understood, ej_F is assumed to be a random 

variable, X-j_ q a constant, and Xj_F a random variable with equivalent 

distribution to that of eiF* Taking expectations on (l) we have,

(2) E ( eiF) = E(Xj_p) - :%0. Eut E ^ y )  = X ^ n d  E(eip) = 0, for

we assume all of our estimations of X^v to be unbiassed. Correspond

ingly the variance of the forecast Xj_F equals the variance of eiF 

from (2), since = 0. Thus StX^) = est. ö ~ ‘(XiF) = S(eip)

= standard error of forecast«

2. Development of Formula for Computation of Standard Error of Fore

cast For the Endogenous Variables.

The ultimately causal and the effect variables of 

the forecast are connected by the structural equations> or basic eco

nomic laws

(3) B Y^ + C = Up , and by the structural reduced form equations

(4) y /  = - BpVpZp + B-^Upp . The latter can be written as

(4a) YF = FF Zji + ugF •

Each individual equation out of (4a) explains an individual YF , say 

Yj_F, in terms of ultimately causal variables only. The interdepend

ence among the Y’s is already taken care of, is in a sense ’ex post’ 

in (4a), but is still evident from each Yĵ  1 s dependence on the same 

B,c,Z, Up , as any other Yj * Hence we can work with each of these
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equations separately. The formula for S(YjjO will be of indentical 

form as for the standard error of forecast of any other Y, Y,* • Hence 

we need only develop it for one, Y.j_ •

The i*th equation from (4a) is

(5) Yip = fiipZi + --- + fiicFzkF + usiF > where Z]_ =  1, and

filpZi is the constant term of the equation. If the true values for 

all of the causal variables for the forecast period were known, and 

the structure was truly linear, the true value Y^qx+-j_ could be fore

cast from the Ttrue1 equation.

(5a) Yi0 = <j)u z10 + -- + (jjiAo + y q i0 . <^i is the vector of

true parameters effective in t+1 in the i*th structural reduced form 

equation. The forecast error is

(6) - Y^q - fjQpZq - (J)i]_Z-L + - + f^pZ^p ~ ̂ ik^kO + usiF

jMs±0~ eiF* Let
(7) I i F  -  Yi0 =  fi -  =  A %  5 Zp -  Z0 -  A z F  5 and usiF -

y^siCT A usiF* Subscript F is temporarily dropped from f but 

understood. Then

(3) fijZjj. - 4ijZjO = fijZjF " (fij - AfijHZjp - A Z j F)

îj Azjp + (Afij)Zjj.- ( A  fij) ( A zjF)•
Using (7) , (3) transform (6) into vector form,

/ j /
(9) A^iF = AZp) + ( A^i) Zp - ( Afi) ( A  Zp) = A usiF*
Let b^ be the i’th row of • Then

(10) A usiF = bF ^ F  “ ^  y^pO = ^  A u p F) +( Abi)u^F-( Ab1) ( AupF/ .
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In order to find the standard deviation of Ypp 
we must first find its variance, which will be equal to the average 

or expected value of ( as ranges over its complete
universe or distribution. If the distribution function is g(

(11) C72 d iF) = E( A  ?iF)2 = A i iF)2 g( A iiF)a( A YiP) .
2

(A  ̂ ip») can be expressed in terms of already available estimates 
of causal factors and their errors, by substituting (10) into (9)> 
and then multiplying the result by its transpose. The resulting 
rather bulky product simplifies considerably because of the indep

endence of the forecast errors of the three vectors f, Z and Up with 
respect to each other. The following vector-matrix identities are 
also helpful. Let a, b, x,y be four vectors, each containing n elements. 

Then

(12) (i) (ax^)(x a^) a jj/x] a^
(ii) a a ̂  Er x ja/aj x ̂

(iii) ( a ^ ( b  yX) EE a ^x/yj b

Also the expected value of terms contining an odd number of error el

ements will be zero.
Using the above method and tools, and temporarily 

dropping all subscripts, we obtain
(13) cr~2(?) = f <T(Z)f7 + Z cr(f)z/ + veocr(f) vec <3~(Z)

+ b1 CT"(up) b1 + Up Cj~(b ) Up + vec CT*(b ) vec <7~"(up) 
i / y

+ 2 Up (J~ (b f) Z .
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The matrix CT~(f) is the variance-covariance matrix of the elements

of fj_* The method for computing it has been previously worked out by

the writer in |jL0.7j . The matrix C~(b^f) is made up of the covar-
i r i / '~iiances of the bj and fj^ which come together as products in b f I *

These covariances can be picked out of the variance-covariance matrix 
i i

<j (b fj_ ) of the vector (b fj_), which can be computed by the same 
methods used to arrive at (7~{f^) in •

Expressed in symbols which imply estimated values 

derived from a limited sample of data, (13) becomes

(14) S (Yjjp) = fip js (Zp)J fip + Zp S(fiF)l Zp + vec S (Zp) vec^sCfip)
+ bp ^p + ^pF (bp ) J upp + vec S(Upp) / ± vec S (bp ) +

r i/ 1 /2Upp S(bp f^p) Zp • This is the desired formula for the 

variance of the forecast# Its square root S(Y^p) is the standard error 

of forecast for the endogenous variable Y^p*

Discussion on the problem of adjustment of S(Yj_p) 

to 5 (Yjj?) for small sample estimation of B,C,Sp and for loss of degrees 

of freedom, and on the presentation of the Xj_p results in confidence 

or tolerance intervals, is also found in Brown |^10.7j # If results 

are presented in the form of a range of values Y^p £ k S(Yj_p), and 
if the distribution of Y^p is approximately normal, it is possible 

to state the probability that Yi0 will fall within this range.

This probability will be roughly .68 when k = 1 and .95 when k = 2«

3. Separation of the Error Formula into Different Causal Components
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The endogenous variable forecast Y^p is based on

prior prediction of three groups of causal forces: economic structure, 

predetermined data, and disturbances* Formula (14) can be approximately 

separated into three components which correspond to these causal 

groups* Thus

can be attributed to errors in forecasting structure*

is an arbitrary weight equal to the ratio of the second term

on RHS of (14) to the sum of the first two terms; ws 2 equals the ratio
2

of the fifth to the sum of the fourth and fifth terms. Note how in Sg 

the errors in the structure forecast increase quadratically with incr

eases of Zp and Upp. Thus for forecasts beyond the ranges of Z and Up 

in the estimation sample of data the errors in Y-j_p will undergo accel

erated expansion. This is another source of large error in long range 

forecasting.
Similarl5r the components of (14) attributable to 

errors in predicting predetermined data are summed in

in predicting disturbances - largely the occurrence of unpredictable 

random disturbances.

2
The remaining portion of 3 is due to errors
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Structure and disturbance error have a special 

importance in that combined they reveal the variability, with respect 

to prediction, of the laws of aggregative economic behaviour* Thus we 

can abstract the economic structure from its exogenous links with 

other non-economic fields and forces* It is vitally important for 

both macroeconomic theory and policy that the magnitude of this var

iability be known* We may refer to it as model, economic or conditional 

error variance ( conditional on the exact knowledge of the predetermined 

data), and define it as

(IS) = sum of terms 2,4,5>6,7 of (14) •

The advantage of separating the relative contrib

utions of structure, predetermined data and disturbances to the total 

variance of forecast is that this reveals to the forecast group the 

relatively strong and weak components in the forecast* A better all

ocation of resources for improving the forecast machinery and reducing 

the spread of forecast error distributions can be achieved with this 

knov/ledge *

4. Total Forecast Error, !A Posteriori1*

Formula (14) provides us with what is essentially 
an *a priori* or deductive concept of forecast error* It was however 

based on certain simplifying assumptions. Hence a distribution of 

observed froecast error ( YiF - Yi0) may be found to be * wider* in 

terms of standard deviation than that given by (14)* The main error
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Sources not fully covered by the a priori analysis can be listed as 

follows:
(a) nonlinear Structure# Our linear structure actually includes many 

nonlinear situations by using linear arms joined at critical corners; 
and by using tangent and secant planes to curved surfaces, in the neir 
ghbourhood of current activity. But there will still be some residual 
error due to nonlinearities of the true structure,
(b) Faulty Structural Estimation due to Evolution of Structure, The 

true economic structure presumably undergoes slow evolution. Time 
series estimation will accordingly produce an estimate of the average 
structure over the time period covered by the data,

(c) Aggregation Error, This error was discussed in Chapter 5*
(d) Observation Error, The estimation theory assumes that all variables 

are observed without error,
(e) Degrees of Freedom and 1Asymptotic1 Error, Maximum Likelihood 
methods of structure estimation are asymptotic and only reach their 
final ’true1 values as the number of observations approaches infinity
( Q lO,2iJ p, 210 ), Also precise correction of S(f^) and S(up) for loss 
of degrees of freedom in estimation has not as yet been worked out,
(f) Variables Omitted from Structural Equations» All of the lesser 
omissions are assumed to be reflected in the random disturbances. But 
sometimes major variables may be omitted because of faulty theory, or 
because they have not been measured,
(g) Errors in Estimates of S(Zj>), These errors will gradually be reduced
as a forecasting project gathers experience, and data on past errors.
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We may define ex post or a posteriori observations 

and records of the form

(19) eTiF = YiF “ Yi0 as ~k°'baY forecast error# As data on this error

is collected for the same variables, and for the same time span of

forecast, a frequency distribution will begin to emerge. The variance

of this distribution can be estimated by 
2 1 %

(20) Sfp ~ n ^  eTiFt = ^°tal forecast error variance.

Once such data as (20) become available it is 

possible to estimate how much of the errors of forecasting lie outside 

of the a priori analysis. Thus

(21) Sj (Y.p = S2(XiF) ( from (14) )+ S2 (lip),
2

where Sa represents error variance due to sources of error additional
2

to those covered in the a priori analysis. Sa is a most important 

component of the total error variance for it reveals the magnitude of 

error in macroeconomic forecasting caused by the above sources of error 

(a) -—  (g) , which lie outside of the ’a priori* and linear theory 

developed here. This error can be estimated directly from (21), and 

it can also be estimated in the following way. Assume that observed

data is available for the time periods 0, -- , t+ n. Fit a model to the

data for 0 , -- , t. Use this model to * predict* for the periods t+1,

-— .t+n, using ‘true* observed Z data. Then obtain from ( Y-j_p̂ +r - 

YiOt+r ) values
.2 2 2 2 2

(22) Sip = Sm + Sa ; (3p = 0). Compute 3m independently from (IS)

for the average values of Z for the period t+1,— t+n, and thereby
2 , N estimate Sa from (22).



5. Standard Error of Forecast of Economic Movements«

In Chapter 25 the forecast economic movement of

Yj_ was defined as

(23) £<; Xi n + 1  = d in+ 1  - Yict ) / Yict X 100.

Errors in A  occur as a result of disturbances» structure errors and 

predetermined data involved in the computation of both Yj_Q.j. and

The variance of A* is given approximately by

(24)
2 2
S ' (A  JCiPt+l) = S ' (Yin+1 ) .2

4
2

Y m + i

-ict (^ct f̂iF Ẑn‘hl

4
YiCt

S' ( Yict ). The development of this 

formula is omitted to save space. The middle term allows for the fact 

that in short-run forecasting almost the same structure will be used 

for t and t+1, and almost the same structure errors will occur in both 

periods.

6. Concluding Remarks.

Empirical research on all of the components of 

forecast error is vitally needed in order to resolve the many doubts 

about the possibility of obtaining a useful empirical system of macro

economics for overall policy purposes. In particular the relative mag

nitudes of "model" and ’’additional" errors expressed as "coefficients 

of variations" - ^  (liF) /YiF X 100 and Sa (YiF) / YiF X 100 - 

will reveal the possibility of useful empirical macroeconomic science. 

One can have faith that such a science is possible from the observation
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that modern governments achieve a reasonable measure of good policy 

results using much weaker tools than those suggested here. If the random 

components of macroeconomic behaviour were excessively large this 

would scarcely be possible. Preliminary empirical research by the writer 

QlO.öj gives support to this belief.

One can hope that with the more precise tools 

suggested here policy can become much more refined, accurate and 

certain than it is even now. For it is still subject to wide areas 

of uncertainty.
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Part XI

APPLICATIONS, POLICY AND CONCLUSION 

Chapter 27.

IMPACT ANALYSIS AND THE EXPLANATION OF CHANGE.

1. General.
With a numerical economic model which fits the 

aggregate economy faithfully it is possible to deduce the impact of 

changes in some economic causes or variables on other economic variables* 
Such deduction can apply to the future, for which parts of a policy 

program are being worked out, or to the past where a separate piece 
of historical explanation is being constructed. The term cause is here 
being used in a wide sense to include one way influence on some var
iables from any of the variables of an economic system - structure 
( B, C), exogenous ( ZQ), lagged (Zq), disturbances (up), and endog
enous Y. The explanation may be proximate, intermediate, or ultimate*

Miere the explanation is proximate only the dev

elopments in a single structural equation are considered. Let such an 

equation be
(1) - fj_(ic, Y^ j Zp, Zq, Zp) + Upj_*
Then changes in Y^ occur as the effects of changes in f^ , Yc , — ,
Upi = vector X:. Let f.Q be the unchanged part of f^ such that

(2) Yi = fu (x) = Yii(Xi_,--xk * ~



Suppose that changes occur only in Xj, X^* Xm, producing a change in 

Yj_. Then Xj, Xk, Xm are the proximate causes of change in Y.j_, producing

(3) zi + A Yi = futei, Xj + AXj. , Xk + A x k, ^  , x p

A ^ ±  is explained by the causes > A ^ m  > = A X j km, and

the separate and joint impacts of these on Yj> To get at the separate 

impacts we use the Taylor Expansion

To a first approximation, satisfactory for small changes, the separate 

effects of the three causes on Yj_ are

For larger changes, if it is necessary to use the quatratic term of (4) 
composite influences can be approximately separated by some approp

riately selected weighting system. In this way both historical changes, 

and the impact of future policies, can be given proximate explanation.

Explanation can be carried to an intermediate stage 

if two or more structural equations like (l) are involved, and 

if Yj_ and any of Xj , X^ , Xm appear in the structural equations other 

than (1). Now both /\Yn- and A^jkm become proximate causes in these 
other equations which explain say Y p  and Y^ • An example of the chain 

of explanation now is

(5) A3 xj
Xj f -J _sL£ü A xm •
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(6) ( Axj, Axk, A xJ-^A x i; ( A xi» Axk» A x gs ( Ax* , Axg,

causes explaining certain effects, with effects from prior stages bec

oming causes in subsequent stages*

certain effects* Here we are concerned only with primary or ultimate 

causes which enter the economic system in the realms of structure, 

exogenous, lagged, and disturbance variables; and with the final 

effects of these on the economic variables Y* In this kind of explan

ation all intermediate and proximate chains of cause and effect are 

assumed to have worked themselves out within the time period of the 

analysis, and are ignored* Explanation is now most conveniently cast 

in terms of the structural reduced form (see Part X)* This is 

(7) Y / ^ - B 1C Z / + B u^ s F ’l /  + Ug , in the linear case* In a

nonlinear model consisting of all autonomous structural equations like 

(l), the structural reduced form can be represented by

the structural model, and G (a) is a vector of functions of "a11* G(a) 

is derived from the solution of the structural model for all Y*s in 

terms of Z*s and up*s* Changes in each element of Y in (8) for 

any time period can now be explained separately in terms of changes

above. Explanation is now in terms only of remote, ultimate or primary 

causes entering the economic system essentially from outside.

, A • In each stage of (6) we have proximate

Finally we can consider the ultimate explanation of

(Ö) Y where na" is the vector of all parameters in

in a, f (a), Z, Up , using the method associated vdth (1) -—  (5)
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2. Multiplier or Repercussion Tables«

For both historical analysis, and the approximate 
and partial solution to current policy problems, it will be found use
ful to precompute many of the partial derivatives of the total economic 
system« Firstly we can readily compute proximate partial derivatives or 
multipliers from the complete structural model built from equations 

like (l). If X represents all variables and parameters in the complete 
model, the matrix of proximate multipliers will be of the form

(9)!M , where subscript p means "proximate” and computed

from the basic structural model. Finally a system of ultimate partial 
derivatives or multipliers could be worked out from the structural 
reduced form(8). Let U represent only the primary causal variables 
"a", Z, Up in the structural model. Then from (8) compute the matrix

(10) GlT]Leu Ju , where subscript u implies that the matrix gives

the ultimate multiplier effects from primary causes. A simple example 
of such a matrix as (10), but excluding partial derivatives related 
to structure, is shown in Brown Q-O.fTJ P» 369« Both of these mult
iplier matrices should be evaluated for the values of X relevant to 
the time period for which they are to be used. (10) may be a system 
of either short-run or long-run multipliers, depending on the time 
period used in the analysis ( Cf. Brown pp. 366-370 ). Each
element of (10) will of course be a function of a large number, some
times all, of the parameters from the original structural model.

Once these matrices are available they can be used
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to give approximate causal analysis with great speed, using simple 

formulas like

(12) A

p-1- Axi »
P

y/123u- f Dx/ ( A ui> A u2 » ).
/

u2, u3)
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Chapter 28« 

ECONOMIC POLICY

1* Purpose of Chapter#

It is not the purpose of this chapter to go into 
any detail on policy, or to attempt to cover the subject at all 

thoroughly* Such would be beyond the scope or space of the present 
study* Instead the purpose is mainly to show how an economic model, 
and the forecast and impact techniques presented above, can help to 
improve and refine policy, to make it more scientific, and more certain 

of success*

2. The Lleaning of Economic Policy*
A society and its government evolve from experience 

desired economic states or goals* These can be thought of as very agg
regative variables, in aggregative preference, utility or social wel

fare functions* As we discussed in Part VI on Government and in Part 
VIII on the Price System, assistance in the attainment of these goals 
has become, in modern societies, a major part of government agenda.
In all aspects of the goals where the individual is powerless, govern
ment is increasingly expected to take over* The major economic goals 
could be listed as : full employment; economic development to attain 
higher living standards; stable value of money; an equitable distrib
ution of income; the prevention of monopolistic restrictions on out
put; the attainment of an optimum allocation of resources; the pres-
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ervation of adequate international reserves (IR), the preservation of 

the external value of domestic money ( l/eq). Each society selects, 

through its political and social institutions, that set of economic 

goals which maximizes its social welfare function, subject to environ

mental constraints, and also subject to all of the noneconomic values 

which are also a part of the welfare function. Let us henceforth refer 

to this set of goals as the goal pattern, or simply as the economic 

goals of the society.

Economic policy in its most general sense repres

ents the acts or steps planned and taken by a society, mainly through 

its government, toachieve its economic goals* It involves changing 

those parts of the ultimate causal system of the economy which are 

subject to the control of the society. Those changes will be sought 

which convert the economy from a given state to one which conforms to 

the goal pattern. The ultimate sources of economic change which are 

subject to domestic variation are known as instruments of policy 

(Tinbergen JjLl.l^J , jll.lfTj ).

Government economic policy tends to fall into two 

broad categories: indirect controls and direct controls. The indirect 

controls are blanket, impersonal actions or legal rules which tend to 

affect all economic units involved in much the same way and in such a 

way that their maximization activities and free initiative are not in

terfered with. They find their own adaptation to the new situation» 

Thus indirect controls change the environment, within which economic 

units can operate freely. Examples of indirect controls are deliberate
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changes in : government spending, taxation, transfer payments, net 

borrowing; the supply of money; the rate of exchange (e^); the level 

of tariffs and other import taxes«

Direct controls on the other hand involve an 

abrogation of the free play of markets, and of the free choices of 

firms and households to maximize within a given environment* Where the 

indirect controls changed the environment, the direct controls change 

behaviour directly. Examples of direct controls are: household ration

ing, price control, output regulation, import control, export control, 

wage rate regulation, manpower allocation.

In general indirect controls are preferred to dir

ect controls in peacetime, since they leave greater freedom and init

iative to the individual., and thereby promote better attitudes and 

higher productivity. In wartime or other national emergency however, 

direct controls are necessary to get fast specific results, and at 

such times these will usually have the support of public opinion.

The present study is mainly concerned with the 

techniques of using indirect policy, although the machinery developed 

will also reveal some of the occasions when direct controls become 

necessary to achieve the goals. For example it will reveal circum

stances when import controls become necessary to conserve IR, where 

exchange depreciation ( increase of e-̂ ) would threaten the price level. 

The indirect controls t:end to fall into three main areas - fiscal pol

icy, monetary policy, and foreign trade, finance and exchange rate
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policy.

3# The Use of an Economic Model as an Aid to Policy Formation.
Symbolize the economic model by

(1) B /  + C Z]f + D Zg = u^ • Let the totality of variables in (1) 
be represented by vector X# The economic state in period t is X̂ ..

The goal for t+1 is X^+]_ • A forecast is made for t+1, assuming no
4 "change in policy, and revealing Xp̂ +]_ **k S(Xip^+]_ ) ( i ranging over

all elements of X). Usually Xp̂ .+2_ will differ from X^+]_ • Policy rep
resents a vector of deliberate changes in controllable causal variables

~%rwhich will deflect the economy during t+1 from Xp^+j to X^+^ • This 

is represented diagramatically in Jig. 1.

The vector A represents the direction in which the
economy appears to be moving, subject to the forecast error represented 
by the area k S. The vector B represents the changes that policy must
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make to Xv to bring it to X • C is the course on which the policy 

makers would like the economy to move.

The instruments of policy fall mainly within the 

Z_ vector of (l). Let us designate the elements of Ze that are contr- 

ollable domestically as Z-0* These are like the switches on a massive 

control panel. Which ones shall be pulled, and by how much, in order 

to bring the economy to X ?

The usual approach to this problem is one of trial 

and error. A policy that is acceptable politically and socially and 

which seems likely to succeed, on the basis of guess, hunch and exper

ience, is put into operation. If it fails alterations will be made, 

some of them not until the next budget. This is a slow and uncertain 

approach, and may not serve in really difficult times. An approach 

something like this, but making use of the numerical economic model 

is to devise several alternative policies Zp, with the help of the 

multiplier tables (9) and (10) and formulas (ll) and (12) of Chap, 27, 

Each of these Z policy vectors is then tested in the model, (l), to
x-'

%see which will bring a solution closest to X « The policies may then 

be weighed with respect to risk or probability of error, and the 

costs of different kinds of error. The costs of the policies them

selves will also be taken into account in making the choice. This 

may involve some revision of the constrained maximum welfare position

X* .
Professor Tinbergen( QLI.I4J , |ll®15j ) has
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shown how at times some of the guesswork can be taken out of policy 

selection. Suppose that the goal, X fixes only Y (m elements ) 

of I as targets (Tinbergen), leaving Yf (n-m elements) still free 
to vary. Let Zp contain p elements« The unknowns in the problem now 

become Yp and Z^ ( n - m + p elements)« They become variables constr

ained within the original n equations« The system (l), can be rear

ranged* into the form

(2) E (Zp , Yf ) = F( z' , Y*7) + ; ( Zr , Zp = Z = Zi , Ze ).
A solution for Zp , Yf and hence for the desired policy vector Zp 

can be obtained directly if matrix E is square, Eut E is of order 

n x (n - m + p), Hence for direct solution in,the number of targets, 

must equal p^the number of policy instruments«

Where m p the problem of finding Zp is more 

difficult. Let us consider the two cases.

Case 1, m<p, There are more instruments than targets, and more 

unknowns in (2) than there are equations. There will now be an infin

ity of solutions. The attempt should be made to decrease the number 

of instruments and increase the number of targets, until equality is 

reached. If this is not possible, the next step is to apply the infin

ity of solutions to the social welfare or public opinion function,

reaching a new, and perhaps slightly revised, constrained maximum.

The constraints now include (2), boundary maxima on many variables,

and the noneconomic components of total welfare, most of which would

älready have been taken into account in arriving at X « Boundary maxima 

or limitations include variables like the labour force, minimum IR,
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the stock of producers* fixed capital, and so on.

A simpler approach than this may be to leave X

unrevised, let X. represent the infinite set of solutions, and find c
Xc which, minimizes the distance (X4 * * 7* - Xc ) , subject to the many 

constraints of boundaries, costs and risks. In both cases the problem 

is now similar to the problems attacked by linear programming methods. 

Case 2 m >  p • Now there are more equations than there are unknowns • 

If targets cannot be reduced and instruments increased, we are left 

with a finite number of solutions (n^n-m+p). Out of these a *best* 

solution for (Zp , ) must be selected. The approaches suggested

for Case 1 seem to be equally applicable here.

4. Errors, and Policy Execution.

Errors in the economic model and in the prediction 

of non-controllable exogenous data will produce a policy error. This 

error will be compounded from the forecast error, and the estimation

of the policy vector ( apart from forecast error). These errors will
jjfrprevent the economy from reaching the goal X • How can they be cir

cumvented?

The problem is in many ways analagous to sea or 

air navigation. The first course set by a navigator will rarely take 

his craft straight to destination. This is because of errors in his 

instruments, errors in the prediction of wind and weather or atmospheric 

conditions ( exogenous data), and unexpected disturbances of many 

kinds. During a flight the navigator must check on his current pos-
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ition, on atmospheric conditions and on the wind. On the basis of 

his findings he must forecast a future position, and on the strength 
of this alter course to destination. He repeats this process several 
times, until his goal is reached.

The economist likewise sets an initial course to 
his goal, with an initial policy (course) based on an initial forecast. 
Then he must maintain a continuous outlook for his current position 

and for changes in external, exogenous factors. Periodically he must 

revise his forecast of where the economy is going, and along with 

this compute a revised policy vector (course) to the desired goal. 

Continuing this process, with ever shrinking errors as the span of 

forecast decreases, the economist like the navigator should be able 
to guide the economy successfully to destination.

5. Difficult Policy Problems.
There may be times when exogenous conditions or 

constraints of one kind or another render indirect policy solutions 
difficult to discover. A few such cases are mentioned here briefly to 
suggest situations v/hich can be revealed, but not always solved, by the 

methods above*
Case 1. There is danger of domestic inflation in A arising from infl
ation in the rest of the world, especially in A*s important customers 
and sources of supply. The foreign inflation is transmitted to A through 

import prices, export demand and prices, and foreign financial and 
direct investment in A* C-iven this situation, however well A*s policies
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may produce in te r n a l  p r ic e  s t a b i l i t y  and f u l l  employment, th e se  e x t

e rn a l  in f lu e n c e s  w il l  cause P ^  to  r is e «  I s  th e re  any way out o f t h i s  

s i tu a t io n ?

I t  would seem th a t  i t  i s  th e  n a tu ra l  fu n c tio n  of 

th e  exchange r a te  Gj_ to  in s u la te  a country  a g a in s t  such o u ts id e  fo rces«  

An a p p ro p r ia te  a p p re c ia tio n  o f A*s currency  ( re d u c tio n  of e j  ) would 

reduce im port p r ic e s  Pj_, ex p o rt demand, and Pp^g s u f f ic ie n t ly  to  check 

th e  p re s su re  on P ^  from th e se  sources« The a p p re c ia tio n  can be ach

iev ed  by l e t t i n g  market fo rc e s  do most o f th e  jo b , by d i r e c t  c o n tro l 

o f e^ , or by a com bination o f these«  I f  however A i s  committed fo r  

any reaso n  to  a f ix e d  exchange r a t e ,  no in d i r e c t  p o lic y  i s  l ik e ly  

to  be found which w i l l  s t a b i l i z e  P « The p o lic y  search  u sin g  th e  model 

should re v e a l th is «  Then d i r e c t  p o lc i ie s  such as  p r ic e  c o n tro l ,  com

b ined  w ith  ta x a t io n  o f e x p o rte rs  and s u b s id iz a tio n  o f im porters  seem 

to  be th e  n ecessa ry  a l te rn a t iv e «

Even w ith  exchange r a te  a p p re c ia tio n  th e  c a p i t a l  

in flo w  may s t i l l  prove em barrassing« As dom estic monetary r e s t r a i n t  

i s  a p p lie d  fo re ig n e rs  can s t i l l  o b ta in  funds fo r  dom estic in v estm en t, 

w hile  many re s id e n ts  cannot JJ7.2, Annual R eport, 195&J • D ire c t 

c o n tro ls  may again  become n ecessa ry  to  p reven t too  much fo re ig n  dom

in a tio n  o f th e  economy« The d i r e c t  c o n tro ls  might tak e  th e  form of 

a llo w in g  only p o r t f o l io  and p rev en tin g  d i r e c t  investm ent from abroad , 

u n t i l  th e  tim e when such c o n tro l became unnecessary«

Case 2« Labour un ions, t r a d e  and p ro fe s s io n a l a s s o c ia t io n s ,  and mon

o p o l i s t i c  b u s in esses  pursue a tre n c h an t p o lic y  o f r e s t r i c t i n g  t h e i r

\
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individual supply by pressing up their wages, fees and prices by amounts 

greater than any productivity gains they make. This causes the global 

supply function to shift backward, P to rise, and A to suffer from 

inflation. What indirect policy can stop this inflation?

The cause of this inflation lies in the realm of 

costs, as distinct from demand. To apply a policy program of fiscal 

and monetary restraints on global demand would not reduce prices much 

if at all, at least in the short run. All that would be achieved by 

such policy would be unemployment. There is no indirect policy solut

ion to this problem. If a solution is to be found at all it must lie 

in a combination of direct controls on wages and prices, coupled with 

an educational and persuasion program, beamed at the groups at fault. 

This program would need to teach the relationship between wage and 

profit increases, productivity, and the value of the country1s money. 

(See eqns. (156) - (160) Part IX )•

Case 3. Country A pursues proper domestic full employment policies, 

but its exports fall off because of a depression in world economic 

conditions. Soon because of balance of payments difficulties it is 

forced to restrict imports, even of basic raw materials complementary 

to its domestic factors. A will suffer from unemployment both in its 

export industries and in its industries which require these raw mat

erials. No indirect domestic fiscal and monetary policies can solve 

this unemployment problem. Either A must reorganize its whole pattern 

of industry, presumably falling to a lower productivity, or the world 

depression must be solved by a world economic organization, and a
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world policy J^ll.lOj , j^Ll.l6j *

These examples are mentioned merely to remind one 

that all economic goals cannot be reached by indirect, overall policy 

measures# But the economic model here developed will usually show when 

the fiscal and monetary methods will work, and when they will be defea

ted either by boundary limitation conditions, or by uncontrol3.able 

exogenous developments# «Vhen a solution by the overall, indirect methods 

will not suffice, a more direct approach to the problem must be sought; 

but even in this case the model is likely to be able to provide guidance#
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Chapter 29. 

CONCLUSION

Much past human suffering can be traced to the 

ills of the economic system - poor economic development, unstable 

employment and prices, and a severe and unfair distribution of income 

—  to mention some of the main ones« The post World War II era has 

seen many countries imp -rove their development, employment, and in

come distributions, though none have been able to prevent inflation.

No country can take undue credit for solving its unemployment probl

ems, for the backlog of depression and war created needs and wants, 

plus the liquidity carried out of the war, plus the cold war with its 

•hot* periods, have provided an abundance of demand, ready made. 

Recessions have occurred but have been mild. Balance of payments 

problems have in many cases been troublesome. But the overall succes

ses should not lull us to sleep. There may come times when unemploy

ment becomes a serious problem, again, and in the meantime the probl

ems of inflation, and of foreign trade and finance, seem to be always 

with us.

The present study has attempted to lay a foundation 

for<*more comprehensive and scientific approach to difficult economic 

problems or illnesses. The approach has been to attempt to see the 

detailed workings of the economy, and to see it also as a whole, the 

better to understand how to forsee and prevent its ills.
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There has been a bias in favour of a considerable 
use of the quantitative mathematical approach along with literary and 
descriptive methods, since a large part of the total economy is quan
titative and numerical in its nature* It is truly a giant aggregative 
structure which, in continuous interaction, and like a giant calcul

ating machine, produces continuously changing economic data, which 
we can measure numerically. If we wish to control this giant for human 
welfare we must first infer its structure from the data it reveals 
to us. Then we must use this structure, as a system of natural law, 
to predict and to control* The recent expansion of economic measure
ment and data, and the advent of the electronic computer, make this 
task much more feasible than it ever could have been twenty five 

years ago.
This study is dedicated to the belief that we need 

not suffer from inflation or unemployment if we use tools sufficiently 
sharp and sturdy to prevent them, and if we recognize that few coun
tries, if any, can ngo it alone”. Both domestic and world solutions 
are necessary* The work is also dedicated to the hope that there vm.ll 
be less and less, and finally no human lives wasted in unemployment*
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APPENDIX B

GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS

Notes: (1) Symbols for variables which represent stocks or flows
of real goods will be assumed to express the variable 

in real (deflated) terms. This symbol can then be converted to 
represent current market value or money terms through the addition of 
a subscript ,,m M, or by multiplication by an appropriate price variable. 
Symbols for financial variables (money, securities, international 
reserves) will be assumed to express the variable in current market 
value or money terms. Such symbols can be converted to represent 
real purchasing power by the addition of a subscript nrn, or by 
division by an appropriate price variable.

(2) The symbols are listed alphabetically.

(3) The main variables which are exogenous, or expediently 
treated as exogenous,will have their descriptions followed by a

in the glossary.

(h) Superscripts nd" and us" are used to designate demand 
and supply functions.

(5) *Xd,*Xs represent ex post solution values of demand 
and supply variables Xd and Xs.

(6) % is the ex post observed value corresponding to all 
of Xd, Xä, *Xd, *XS,

A

a = vector of age - sex distribution of N, such that
£ a  = N. h

ASd> &hd> &a, Ad+1 " household aspirational levels or standard of
ownership of semi-durables, household durables, automobiles, 
and dwellings plus land. ±



B

b « vector of labour force participation rates, corresponding 
to a,

b^ ■ proportion of balance of payments surplus which is sold 
for CB deposits.&

®di * total long-term debt of government and other bodies in 
domestic economy to RW, where the promise to pay is 
written in different form from conventional securities, k

®id s obverse of B^. k

Bm(i,d,t)» an index number of the availability of long-term house 
mortgage loans, in terms of the rate of interest charged 
im , the proportion Mdn of the purchase price of the house 
which the mortgage loan will cover, and the time MtM from 
the date of the loan to the date when it must be completely 
paid up*

Bms(i,d,t) ■ mortgage conditions in the second hand or existing 
house markets.

Bs(i,d,t) ■ an index number of the availability of short-term 
loans to provide consumer credit for the purchase of 
household durables and automobiles, with same definitions 
as for Bm, but with i * ig^.

BF ® value of defaulted liabilities of current business 
failures, k

BP = balance of international payments.

(2)

C

c = critical value of ratio IR/ ̂  , at which value exchange 
and import controls by central government can be 
expected.

cr ■ cash reserve ratio of MOB ** CR/M^. k



(3)
ci*2_ = operating cr ■ CR-M̂ cbg (Australia), k

C *= Cp+Gg+Gy+Cĝ +Chd̂ Ca.
3.C ■ total domestic consumption in all industries and households 

of agricultural products, k

Cp, Cs, Cr, Csd, Chd> Ca, Cd+1 ■ aggregate consumer purchases of 
new perishable goods, services,house rent (paid + imputed) 
semi-durables, household durables, automobiles and dwellings 
plus land.

Cr ■ current consumption of the shelter services of the stock 
of dwellings.

Ct = aggregate consumer spending during time period t on consumer
goods X^,--- — , excluding saving,and valued at the
price level of the base period 0 of Pc. Thus
o . Pi »1» -  - ^  . ,cC.
C is thus valued in fixed base period valuation units - 
constant pounds or dollars.

CB = central bank.

CG « central government.

CR - cash reserves of MCB ■ ̂mb+^ib+^cb

D

d * Proportion of cost of imports added by customs duties, on 
f.o.b. value. ±

D 15 Df2«
D k ■ personal or household debt * Deshf + ^emh



(U)

Deinh * mortgage debt of households to other households and 
to firms * Semhh + Semhf.= Sernh

Demhf“ mortgage debt of households to firms B SeinjIf.

Desf ■ short-term debt of firms B Sesf(hfg).

Deshf= short-term debt owed by households to firms, or consumer 
credit outstanding = Sgg^*

Dj> ** real depreciation or capital consumption of firms « DpCm.

Df2 = Tr f 2 * Trf3* *
Dflm = transfers by firms during time period to reserves for 

depreciation or capital consumption, in money terms. fc

Dp2m “ bac* debt losses of firms, money terms. ±

Dy « real depreciation (including wear, obsolescence, and
accidental destruction) of producers’ stocks of machinery 
and equipment during time period.

PpQ * real depreciation of the stock of producers1 plant and 
construction.

Dpciflg“ real depreciation of the government stock of capital 
goods *= Dg.

Dsdt> %dt> Dat> D(d+l)t “ decline in real value of household stocks 
of semi-durables, household durables, automobiles and 
dwellings plus land, due to normal wear and deterioration 
with time, obsolescence, and destruction by accident or 
scrapping, during time period t; referred to as depreciation 
for short*

rate of exchange factor or vector which converts inter
national moneys into domes tic money.

base period value of e^. t



(5)

e2

E2
Edr

%
EFA

= rate of exchange conversion factor vector which converts 
KW prices into international money values, A

m index number of e2* A

** Xs /d+1\r - * excess supply of dwelling units for
rent, observable as empty houses for rent. A

* special expectations of firms, A

■ special expectations of households. A

■ Exchange Fund Account (Canada)#

lg

?1GI

imports of all goods and services from abroad, excluding 
income payments for domestic factors of production owned 
by foreigners « Flg + Fisg + Fisv

average of the last three periods of normal imports, without 
any import restrictions or depression.

imports of all goods and services from abroad, including 
payments for factor shares owned abroad
Fig + Fis'

Fi + Vii
consumer good component of F-̂ g*

imports of merchandise f. o.b. ** F^-^+F^q j+F^q «

producers durable capital component of F^g.

Flg #Flg $ Flgm * F^s • Pis

lrm raw material or industrial material and fuel component
of Flg#

Fls ■ imports of services (freight, insurance, expenditure of
domestic ships and business people abroad, tourist travel 
abroad, interest and dividends paid abroad, retained 
earnings on foreign direct investment in A)* F-̂ s ̂ +F^sv+T7Jif.



(6)
F-. * payments for freight and insurance on imports plus

g expenditure of domestic ships and businessmen abroad, 
(services largely related to goods imports).

F-̂ sv * domestic payments to foreign countries for tourist travel, k

Flu “ total unilateral payments (no quid pro quo), resulting from 
gifts or emigration, dr

F2 ** exports of all goods and services to foreign countries, 
excluding receipts or income from foreign factors of 
production owned by domestic residents * ^2g+^2s^+^2sv#

■ exports of all goods and services including incane from
foreign factors of production owned by domestic residents ■
F2 + "TTid “ F2g + F2s*

** exports of merchandise f. o.b.

"2gm = ^2g *P2g > ^2sm “ F2s * P2s •

^2go 88 g°ld production available for export. k

F2S = exports of services (see F*^)

^2so- * receipts .from freight and insurance exports, and from
expenditure of foreign ships and businessmen in domestic 
economy.

]?2sv ■ receipts from tourist travel, k

Fgu “ total unilateral receipts (no quid pro quo), resulting from 
gifts and immigration, k

Fc * current account balance.

Fki = net long term capital inflow from abroad.

F̂ .s = net short-term capital inflow*

FEP = foreign exchange pool.

FML = full maximum likelihood.
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G *

/  . 

G* =

°1 =
G =

GDF =

GDP *

GDP »f

o
GDP =

G

gross cost to economy of government non-business services ■
Gc + Gk + Dg.

total government spending * Gc + Gfc + AKpg.

total government spending on new goods and services ■ Gc+^k*

government output or value added « (wg N. + w ^ N ^ / p  + D .O ' *  g
government spending on current (short use) goods, including 
its own hired workers * G ^  + WgNg +

Gj_ - Dg » transfer portion of G^l

total government interest bill on public debt **D +G. +G. +G-g ip m p  ig
private corporation component of G-j^.

portion of G. received as revenue by government departments, 
and assumed to fall completely within Gj_.

portion of G^ paid to non-personal sector.

portion of Gj paid to personal sector.

government spending on new capital (long use) goods*

current goods and services purchased by government from firms*

net cost of government services ■ Gc + Dg.

total flow of new goods through domestic economy during a 
time period ■ GDS + A H  * gross domestic supply flow.

gross domestic production during a time period *» GDS+7\H-F-^ » 
total value added by factors located within geographical 
boundaries of domestic economy*

gross domestic product of firms, and hence of private sector
and excluding imputations for example of rent earned by
owner - occupiers of houses; excluding also institutional output.

highest previous level of GDP.
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GDS

gim

GIpc
GNP

aggregate sales of final goods in the domestic economy 
during a time period * C+GI^+G + GI + F2*
total investment spending by firms on durable capital 
goods ■ GIpQ + GIjj

investment by firms in machinery and equipment, 

investment by firms in plant and construction projects, 
gross national product * GDP + I/-

ngP
**

Hrm

Ht

average hours worked per employed paid worker during 
time period,
normal or standard hours of work when firms are at full 
capacity operations with no overtime or short-time work*
inventories of finished goods.
inventories of goods in process,
book value of inventory stocks,

p̂ h A h * (H ♦AH) A  PH - p4 h A h + Jm.
inventories of raw materials
total stocks of goods held in inventories at end of time 
period t. H » + Hgp + Hfg.

an appropriate average of the components of i^ and i^.
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* average interest rate charged by MCB on its short-term loans 

to firms and households#

* average yield on all MCB security holdings.

i «= Bank Rate at which CB lends deposits to MCB. h

i = yield on equity securities#

if * average of is, i^, i^, im> ie appropriate to firms.

ih ■ average money yield on all savings or wealth goods held by
households#

i-j_ « yield on long-term bonds and debentures. * f (i^g, ilf)

i-jj, * yield on high grade corporate and government, other than 
CG, bonds and debentures.

i^g = yield on CG bonds.

** yield on mortgage loans.

is * yield on short-term securities, other than for consumer credit#

is^ = effective rate of interest on short-term consumer credit 
loans#

* proportion of f.o.b. cost of inports added by insurance and 
freight# &

I * estimate of production of institutions in national accounts. It

IM *= international money holdings of a country ■ national holdings
of gold plus pounds sterling (£ S) plus U.S. dollars (US $) 
plus any other moneys of convertible value for foreign trade#

IR 11 international reserves of a country * national holdings of 
gold plus money and short-term securities of foreign 
exchange centers (London and New York), as well as of some 
other countries ■ IRg + IRp ■ e-̂ IM + S ^ ^ #

1 %  - IR / T-l 

IR2 “ (o - IR / 7 p

IR B central government holdings of JR. &
o
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IRP private sector (individuals, firms, institutions) holdings 
of IR.

J
J ■ capital gains or losses of firms on inventories due to price 

increases or decreases, in money terms and included in
7Tfm- A \ -  (Ah) pA h~ J w .

K
k^ = a critical rate of unemployment in terms of man-hours, such 

that Wpk moves up rapidly once the rate falls below k^,

k2 = ratio of net worth in government business to net worth in 
other corporations in private sector, *

Kdi ■ direct investment of foreigners in the domestic economy
J5.7 P* 57] : branches of foreign firms in domestic economy; 
subsidiaries of foreign firms in domestic economy; commercial 
real estate in domestic economy owned by foreigners,

K(d+1 )r“st°ck of dwelling units for rent,
K = KpCMlg = stock government fixed capital in plant, 

construction, machinery, equipment and land, k

ĥ * ^sd + ^hd + ^a + d̂+1*
Khds> Kas> K(d+")? * shocks household durables, automobiles,

and dwellings plus land, for sale in second hand markets, k

Kfd * direct investment of residents of domestic economy in HW,

= stock of site land owned by firms, k

Km  * stock of machinery and equipment owned by firms, at end of 
time period,

Kpo - stock of plant and construction works owned by firms.
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KpGMl “ s^ock of producers fixed capital owned by firms * Kf*
Ks ■ saturation level of K^, when r ̂  i-jj.

KsdhdaB Ksd + Khd + Ka*
^sdt> ^hdt> ^at> K(d+i)t “ household Veal stocks of semi-durables, 

household durables, automobiles and dwellings plus land, 
at end of time period t.

Kub = real net worth of unincorporated business, ft
A K ■ net government acquisition of second hand capital assets 

from the private sector, ft

^ l ^ u b “ ne^ investment or withdrawal of capital from unincorporated 
business, ft

L
I.£ * liquid asset holdings of firms ■ Mf + Sef - Sg^.

* liquid asset holdings of households ■ M^ + Seg^.

M
ml ss proportion of its money the public chooses to 

currency ■ MCp / M. ft
hold as

mo s ratio of MCB to public holdings of currency * M c b  / M c :

M = total money ■ M + M^ .

»a s active money in the productive system.

«b - bank deposit money created by MCB.

Mc s currency ■ + MQ.

Mcb sr MCB currency holdings.

ft
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N

Nenp

public currency holdings* 

deposit money with CB, held by MCB.

Special Accounts of MCB with the CB in Australia* A

government deposits with CB. A

domestic money held by foreigners, k

money holdings of firms*

government holdings of money, k

money holdings of households*

internal money of foreigners held by domestic residents. A 

coin or metalic money, produced in mint* 

paper note money issued by CB.

private sector (households, firms, institutions, excluding 
MCB) holdings of money.

total money in SP « Ms-̂ + Ms2*

active money in the SP*

inactive money in the SP.

change in private sector holdings of money due to government 
fiscal activities.

commercial, or trading, or money creating banks.

N

total population resident in the economy, k

number of entrepreneurs (employers, and own account or self 
employed workers), and unpaid family workers engaged in 
production in firms. A
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N B number of families in the economy* A

N =g
number of civilian employees in all levels of government. A

\  “ the number of household units in the economy. A

N. * employees of non-commercial institutions, other than 
government. A

Ni - average number of workers in labour force or labour supply 
during time period * Np + Nenp + %  + Ng +Nm + Nu.

Nu  = effective labour force available for hire to firms ■ 
Ni - Nm - Ng - %  - Nenp.

%  ■ number of personnel in the military, or armed forces. A

N 25T number of paid workers or employees hired by firms.

N =^pe total employment in firms c N + N .P P
N =u number of unemployed workers in labour force; persons 

without jobs, and seeking work or who would have been 
seeking work but believed no work available.

NDP - net domestic product * GDP - D.q  ■ NEE.

Nh s total man-hours worked in firms during time period * N__h.pe

“ Si ‘ number of unemployed man-hours.

NLf ■= net liquid wealth of firms ■ - Dec,£.

NIE * net domestic expenditure.

NNIFC = net national income at factor cost * Wn +”777a
NSf =

NS** =f

net conventional savings of firms B S» - D ^  - Bf2* 

true saving of firms *= - D^.

NWp = net worth of firms * - Se^for

™ h  - net real wealth of households * - Dernkr.
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p

PK

pL
Pi
p

p/

pfr

m

GDPp / (Hp + Kp) ** average productivity in firms per unit 
of real capital,
average productivity in firms per man-hour * GDPf/Nh 
total productivity.

price level of net domestic product, NDP. 

the trend in P * f (P—2, p-l, p)*
^GDF “ price level of gross domestic supply flow.
Pqdp * price level of gross domestic product*

price level
tr. A

P-, (1 + if + d + s + ds) / (l+T?+d+s+ds )0 *
orgforeign goods confronting domestic import

Pln(Pls>Price ievei import goods (services) converted to domestic 
money *= ex Plgi ( ex Plsi ); deflators of Flgm, Fis*

^lgi (^lsi) " price index of goods (services) produced in Htf and of 
interest to A as imports, in terms of some international 
currency, and built from e^  Pigü* *

Plgs = Price deflator of F-^*

Plgsi * p (plrmi> plGliJ PlCi* Plsgi)* ^
> Pic9 pl§g * appropriate deflators of Flrmm, F1GIm, F1Cm,Plrm' F-i p t  s " i n  r l c e r  a p p i 'o p i ' ia u e  uw i u u i’s  <

\ s m -  PlGIi. PlCi, Plsgi)
Plrmi^ PlGIi> PlCi* Plsgi * Price level of imports of rm, GI, C, sg 

in terms of some international currency, k

lsg
/
1C
/
1GI
/
lrm

price index which converts F^Sg to Fisgni c P ^ . 
consumer good component of P^* 
producers’ durable capital component of P-̂ * 

raw material or industrial material component of P^.
1 ll+17+d+s+ds I
— /ele * L(l+I7+"d+S"+ds)oJ RW2

price level of A goods confronting EW2 importers.
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= price index of A*s exports of goods in A currency«

F*2gi * price level of A goods exports in an international currency*

Pp ** domestic price level of export goods and services * P ™  ■
gs price deflator of F^«

p2sg * Pr:i-ce index which converts F2 sg to F2Sgni.

Pggi * price level of A service exports in an international 
currency«

P9 .. ■ price level of A services confronting foreign importers«
- P2si. / V

Pc * price index aggregating prices p]_,---Pn-1 quantities
of current consumer goods -- — , Xn_i, excluding savings
goods. Then n tXlt +---+ Pn-ltxn-lt “ Cf

Pe » price index of equity share stocks«

Pf * - price level of GDP^.

P ^  « price index of finished goods inventory*

Pq * price index of G ,

PGI " f (pPC> pm ^#
P ■ price index of goods in process inventory«
or'

P, * price index appropriate for deflating household income to 
constant value units * Pq (C^ + Sj^).

(cm +Pih shm^
Pp « price level of H«

PAH c Prpce level of AH«
P, , . P , P/,,n\ * price indexes of consumer durables for sale
hds asin secJntl hand markets. *

Pih * index number of change in the accumulation factor (1+ip) 
for household savings goods; derived from formula
pihot “ ^.^ht I«

(l+iho)
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Pß * price index of new fixed capital*

P- * price of land complementary to dwellings, k

P,T « price index of machinery and equipment,

P_ * price index of intermediate industrial materials,

P^£ «* price index of industrial materials and fixed capital,

Pp, Ps, Pr, Psd# Phd* pa* p(d+l) * price indexes of household 
purchases of perishables, services,house rent, semi
durables, household durables, automobiles, dwellings plus 
land,

■ price index of new plant and construction,

* price index of gross house rents paid and imputed,

* price index of raw material inventory, including storage 
costs.

KW2 index of domestic price levels in BW2, k

!price‘ index number of outlay on savings goods which
accumulates to
PC / pih*

Pslf S3 price index of

Pslg 8 price index of

Pw S price index of

Q
q * PC= c_ (similarly for qd, qg, q^, q^, qf in relation to c —? GD?” GÎ , G, Gl, AK, F2 7 ana represents the rate at

which the proportion of C to GDF changes as the ratio of 
Pq to Y changes.



r = marginal efficiency or yield of new capital goods, 

r ^  = / (Ĥ . + Kf) * an approximation of r.
r^ - profit yield on rented dwellings.

rdi * average rate of interest and dividends or yield paid to 
RW on foreign owned direct investment and securities of 
A (domestic economy),

r k e profit yield on unincorporated business.
RW = rest of world.

RW2 ■ the domestic economy A ’s best customers in RW.

êab

See(hfgi)

proportion of cost of imports added by sales, excise and 
other import taxes, on duty paid value.
gross saving of firms.
current account surplus of government.
cash surplus of government.
national income surplus of government.
conventional savings of households out of income during 
time period t « - C^.
true savings of households for future use ■
labour share of output of firms.

capital share of output of firms.
securities, other than government, held by MCB in exchange 
for Mjj.

* equity securities issued by firms and held by households 
firms, government and RW * SeeQ.
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egb

Segh

seh

= security holdings of firms, including accounts receivable 
and bills of exchange.

Sesgb + Selgb*
* securities of the central government held by households.

** household or personal holdings of securities.

Seif(hfgi) * Sejj>0 ■ fixed interest (non-equity) securities issued 
by firms and held by households, firms, government and HW 
(including accounts and bills of exchange payable).

Seii ■ long term fixed interest securities.
g

s^eil(fi) " domestic market supply of existing issues of long-term 
fixed interest securities by domestic firms.and foreign 
firms and governments.

^eldi

>elfo

total long-term securities (bonds, debentures, mortgages, 
equity shares) issued by domestic economy and payable to 
foreigners.

long-term securities issued by firms and held by others
ihjf,g,i) “ SggQ + f -p̂ »

Seigp * long-term securities of government held by private sector
(households, firms, institutions, but excluding MCB and RW).

selid 

S

total long-term securities issued by EW and payable to 
residents, firms, and governments within domestic economy.

emf “ mortgages held by firms, 

"emf(hf )*»mortgage debt of firms, 

^emh ” ^emhh + ^emhf “ ^emh(hf).

'emhf

>emhh

epg

mortgage paper representing mortgage debt, issued by 
households (mortgagors) and held by firms (mortgagee^*

mortgage paper issued by households and held by households.

direct loans by government to the private sector.



Sgccü * total short-term ’securities' (currency and bank accounts, 
accounts payable, bills of exchange, bank drafts, treasury 
bills, promissory notes, call loans) payable by domestic 
economy to foreigners,

Sesf(hfgi) * short-term securities issued by firms (mainly accounts 
and bills of exchange payable) * Sesf0 * Desf*

^esp-b* ^elgb " short and long-term securities issued by government 
and held by the money creating banks (MCB).

Sesgc Seipc s short and long-term securities issued by the government 
and held by the CB.

SeSgp = short-term securities issued by government and held by 
private sector.

^eshf XB short-term securities representing consumer debt owed to 
firms.

S>esic- = total short-term securities issued by foreigners but held 
by domestic economy, and payable to domestic economy.

A j S eeo* net issue and sale of new equity securities by corporations.

A | S ernhoB sale of new mortgages during time period.

/^Sgmho“ repayments of mortgage principal during time period.

SCR = secondary cash reserves of MCB, consisting of very short' 
term securities - day-to-day loans, Treasury Bills, and 
bills of exchange.

SP “ The Savings Pool.

T

t ■ average rate of corporation profits tax. it c
t « average rate of withholding tax. £

t . a average rate of transfer of government business profits
to consolidated revenue. £
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T * + T ^ p  + rE-jfnp + T^_s + T0 ■ total government revenue.

/  = T - T0 + To , Td - T0 + T0/ .

■ T - Tr 88 government disposable income.

* withholding tax related to interest and dividends paid to 
non-residents,

Ti-s

To
_/

■ total indirect taxes less subsidies.

= all other government revenue; including Gj_g. k

* portion of TQ produced in current time period by domestic 
factors.

* + Triyp + Tr7php *= total government transfer payments< 

** charitable contributions of firms, k

« bad debt losses of firms to wage income earners. Jr

Trf2 * Trf3 “ Df2* *
^rf3 *“ ^ad debt losses of firms to other films. Jr 

T ■* transfer payments to wage - salary incomes.

rTTnp
1 __ » rTTp

TTgb

-rmp

transfer payments to nonwage non-personal incomes.

* transfer payments to nonwage personal incomes.

*= direct taxes on wage-salary incomes.

= taxes on corporation profits, 771 •c
* portion of profits of government business (net of losses) 

transferred to consolidated revenue of government.

Vi

T-y-c + + tgjj 1 TgiQ ■ direct taxes on corporation profits_
plus withholding tax, plus portion of trading profits of 
government business transferred to consolidated revenue 
of government.

direct taxes on nonwage income of persons plus succession 
duties on personal wealth.



U
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= undesirec} inventories (plus or minus) of finished goods 
Hfg " *Hfg*

* total undesired inventories —  H -*H .

* international surplus of assets over liabilities of 
country A with HW.

*= variance - covariance (matrix).

W

wCT * average wage-salary per time period of civilian government 
employees. A

w^ = average wage-salary per time period of employees in non
commercial institutions, other than government. A

wm ■ average pay and allowances per time period of military or 
armed forces. A

Wpk * average hourly earnings of paid workers hired by firms.

Wa = real wage bill « (wphNph +WiNi+wgNg-n.jIT1Nm ) / P .

* real wage bill in agriculture * (wp^ ha ) / P. A 
■ total wealth holdings of firms * ^fr+sefr+Hf+KpQjQ_+K<i+i^f#

Wht ** wealth holdings of households at end of period t, consisting 
of real goods, securities and money, with securities and 
money representing claims to future real goods * % r +^ehr+ 
Ksd+Khd+Ka+Kd+l,h+Kub*



X
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X balancing item in consolidated balance sheets of CB
and MCB between money of public and loans made in creating
this money, plus IR plus M. .cp

xa = inputs into agriculture from all other industries and RW.

Yh -

Y
disposable income of all households and persons in the 
economy - \

*v ■ disposable wage-salary income, *

V  " Y7TP+ Y7Tnp* * + YTTha*
1rra disposable nonwage income of the agricultural or farm 

sector* A

x-rTna = disposable nonwage nonfarm income.
Y —f̂fnp disposable nonwage income of non-household nonpersonal 

domestic private sector; that is remaining in firms and 
private institutions.

YTTP disposable nonwage or property - enterprise income flowing 
into household and personal sector.

Z

Z Zi + Z2 ■ excess demand.

zi “ unfilled orders, it

z2 = latent unsatisfied demand.
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7 T  = t o t a l  property en terp r ise  income of r e s idents = ^  +
-TTio + 77h  +'77go +7^ d  -" y k  = 7 ^> + 7 7np.

t  f  = i t  + ' / / ^  -  77"d = nonwage income o f domestic c a p ita l
lo ca ted  w ith in  the geographical boundaries o f the nation .

-JJ& = nonwage income o r ig in a tin g  in  the a g r icu ltu ra l (including  
p a sto ra l) in d u stry . k

~TQ ■ corporation p r o f it s  excluding any Ĝ c , and not inclu d ing
~r r h>'

~TTdfo= dividend payments by firm s.

*TTdd = payment o f  nonwage income m ainly in te r e s t  and dividends to  
fo r e ig n e rs , on account o f the domestic rea l and fin a n c ia l  
c a p ita l owned by them.

net drawings by owners o f unincorporated bu sin ess.

-rq -

% ;n ‘
'T'tb “ 

“

"^Id  c 

' r7Ifo°

tri0 -

property and en terp rise  income o r ig in a tin g  in  firms * net 
p r o f it s  of firm s plus in te r e s t  and rent paid by them, le s s  
in t e r e s t ,  dividends and rent received  by them.

net p r o f it  of firm s.

p r o f it s  of government b u sin ess.

in te r e s t  payments on pu blic  debt a sso c ia ted  with government 
f ix e d  c a p ita l ,  and defin ed  equal to  Dg. k

r e c e ip ts  o f nonwage income from fo re ig n  countries on account 
of r e a l  and f in a n c ia l c a p ita l owned in  them by domestic 
r es id e n ts , k

in te r e s t  payments by firm s.

in te r e s t  payments by non-commercial in s t itu t io n s  on debt 
asso c ia ted  w ith th e ir  c a p ita l , k

iT ^ p  = nonwage income not going to  households and persons. 

* nonwage income o f  household and personal sec to r .
Jr

*T(lf'0zs rent payments by firm s.



TTri

*^üb

imputed nonvrage income in the national accounts 
(e.g. imputed rents). &

net profits of unincorporated business#
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